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Late Scholastic Philosophy 
Introduction 

E.J. ASHWORTH 

This issue of Vivarium is devoted to late scholastic philosophy, by 
which I understand a type of philosophy that coexisted with 
humanism, Renaissance philosophy, and early modern philosophy 
roughly from the late fifteenth to the late seventeenth century.1 I shall 
not attempt to characterize early modern philosophy, other than by 
pointing out that Descartes' s Meditations and Locke's Essay concerning 
human understanding may be taken as typical works, but a few remarks 
about humanism and Renaissance philosophy will help to indicate the 
types of contrast I wish to draw. So far as humanism is concerned, I 
follow Kristeller in seeing it as primarily "a cultural and educational 
program which emphasized and developed an important but limited 
area of studies."2 The studies referred to included grammar, rhetoric, 
poetry, history, and moral philosophy, as opposed to the strictly 
philosophical disciplines of logic, natural philosophy, and meta- 
physics, though there was obviously an overlap in the case of moral 
philosophy.3 In pursuing their largely non-philosophical interests, 
humanists were very much concerned with classical scholarship, 
especially the study of Greek, and with the imitation of classical 
models. Despite their frequent criticisms of scholastic jargon and tech- 
niques, they were not direct rivals of scholastic philosophers, except 
insofar as changes to the university curriculum brought about by the 
influence of humanist ideals diluted or squeezed out scholastic sub- 
jects. Under the heading of Renaissance philosophy, I include 

1 For slightly different characterizations, see J. Trentman, Scholasticism in the seven- 
teenth century , in: N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny, J. Pinborg (eds.), The Cambridge History 
of Later Medieval Philosophy , Cambridge 1982, 818; and E. Keßler, The intellective soul , 
in: C.B. Schmitt and Q,. Skinner (eds.), The Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy , 
Cambridge 1988, 507. The latter work will be abbreviated as CHRP. 
2 P.O. Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and Its Sources , ed. M. Mooney, New York 1979, 
22. 
3 See Kristeller, Renaissance Thought , 4. 
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philosophers such as Marsilio Ficino with his strong interest in 
Platonism, neo-platonism and the occult studies of the Hermetic tradi- 
tion, and Tommaso Campanella with his adoption of a nature philoso- 
phy according to which the whole universe was alive and sentient, and 
his belief that magic was a tool for utilising natural processes.4 Under 
Renaissance philosophy I also include any writer who was preoccupied 
with Stoicism, Epicureanism, and Greek scepticism. 

As contrasted with humanism, Renaissance philosophy, and early 
modern philosophy, late scholastic philosophy has four outstanding 
characteristics which may be taken as defining. First, as the name sug- 
gests, it was the philosophy of the schools, the philosophy which was 
taught in institutions of higher learning, whether the secular univer- 
sities or the institutions of religious orders such as the Dominican 
studium generale at Bologna5 or the Jesuit Collegio Romano (founded at 
Rome in 1553). This means that it was oriented towards a curriculum 
in philosophy and theology that was largely based on logic and that, 
depending on the place, involved a good deal of natural philosophy 
and metaphysics. In sixteenth and seventeenth century Oxford, for 
instance, natural philosophy and metaphysics were covered rather 
modestly at the M.A. level, but in sixteenth century Padua where the 
undergraduate curriculum was directed toward studies in medicine, 
there was a great deal of natural philosophy, and logic included the 
study of scientific method. To take another example, metaphysics and 
theology were obviously privileged at the institutions of the religious 
orders, but also more generally in the Spanish universities of the 
counter-Reformation . 

The association of late scholastic philosophy with institutions of 
higher learning carried with it a certain method of presentation, one 
which is both highly organized and argumentative, with a clear 
account of views for and against a given thesis. At the beginning of 
the period I have in mind, the standard form of philosophical works 
other than introductory logic texts was that of commentary on Aristo- 
tle, usually a mixture of a literal commentary which analyses and com- 
ments on the text, and a question commentary, which takes up 

4 For a useful recent book about these matters, see B.P. Copenhaver and C.B. 
Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy , Oxford and New York 1992. The book, which was 
largely written by Copenhaver after Schmitt's untimely death in 1986, pays virtually 
no attention to late scholastic philosophers. 5 For discussion of various Dominicans who taught at Bologna, see M. Tavuzzi, Some 
Renaissance Thomist Divisions of Analogy, in: Angelicum, 70 (1993), 93-122. 
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philosophical points in more depth. A good example of this format is 
Pedro da Fonseca' s commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics , published 
in 1577. Even the Disputationes Metaphysicae of Francisco Suárez (pub- 
lished in 1597), which is perhaps the first lengthy treatment of 
metaphysics not in the form of a commentary on Aristotle, is 
organized as a series of disputations, each of which is divided into sec- 
tions. These in turn tend to open with an outline of the possible views 
on the question being discussed. In the seventeenth century the cursus 

covering the whole field of philosophy, such as the Cursus philosophicus 
thomisticus of John of St. Thomas, became popular, as did shorter 
handbooks of the sort read by Descartes and John Locke.6 

The association between late scholastic philosophy and institutions 
of higher learning also carried with it a focus on Aristotle, for it was 
Aristotle who provided most of the basic textbooks in the sixteenth and 
even the seventeenth century university. This is, of course, contrary 
to the popular myth that Plato triumphed at the Renaissance, but as 
Charles Schmitt has pointed out, fewer than five hundred printed edi- 
tions of Plato before 1600 are balanced by an astounding three to four 
thousand printed editions of Aristotelica. 7 Nor was the study of Aristotle 
necessarily carried on in a rigidly traditional manner, for many dif- 
ferent Aristotelianisms were developed.8 Moreover, particularly 
within the Jesuit order, there was a strong inclination to include new 

developments in mathematics and astronomy within the framework of 
Aristotelian natural philosophy,9 whereas some of the so-called 

philosophers of nature, such as Campanella, were hostile to 
mathematics and (so far as I can judge) were more attracted to the 
occult than to basic empirical observation. 

The fourth and last characteristic of late scholastic philosophy is a 
continued, explicit, concern with problems stemming from medieval 

philosophy, and with medieval philosophers themselves. There are 
fashions here as elsewhere. Nominalism more-or-less disappeared 
after a final flowering in early sixteenth-century Paris and, a little 
later, Salamanca. Scotism declined significantly, especially in England 
where it had been preeminent in the fifteenth century, but showed 

6 For discussion see C.B. Schmitt, The rise of the philosophical textbook , in: CHRP , 
792-804. 
7 C.B. Schmitt, Aristotle and the Renaissance, Cambridge, Mass., and London 1983, 14. 
8 See Schmitt, Aristotle and the Renaissance , passim. 9 Schmitt, Aristotle and the Renaissance , 104-5. 
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interesting signs of revival in the seventeenth century.10 Thomism 
underwent a strong revived, especially when Roman Catholic theology 
faculties began to replace Peter Lombard's Sentences with the Summa 
theologiae as a basic text, and Aquinas was probably more important 
in the sixteenth century than at any previous period. Less well-known 
figures, such as Peter Aureol and Hervaeus Natalis were also influen- 
tial.11 Nor should we forget the popularity of Averroism, associated 
with the great Aristotle-Averroes edition of 1550-1552. 12 

Obviously late scholastic philosophers were themselves influenced 
by Renaissance philosophy and by humanism. In such logic texts as 
the Institutionum dialecticarum libri odo of Pedro da Fonseca,13 we find 
evidence of close attention to the Greek text of Aristotle, reference to 
recently published Greek commentators, a use of classical vocabulary, 
an absence of sophismata, and a replacement of many medieval 
developments by more straightforwardly Aristotelian material. To 
take another example, the Aristotelian Pietro Pomponazzi was influ- 
enced by Marsilio Ficino in his discussion of the immortality of the 
soul. Nor are the lines between scholastic and Renaissance 
philosophers always as easy to draw as I have suggested. Nonetheless, 
there remain clear points of contrast. 

When one compares late scholastic philosophy with early modern 
philosophy, however, one is faced with a more difficult problem. As 
a result of developments from the seventeenth century on, contem- 
porary readers tend to look for well-demarcated discussions of such 
topics as philosophy of language, philosophy of mind, philosophy of 
science, epistemology, ontology, but these interests and categories 
cannot be neatly mapped onto sixteenth and seventeenth century 
scholastic texts. Discussions of analogy provide a good example of 
what I have in mind. They involve problems of language in generell, 
of religious language in particular, of metaphysics, and of concept for- 
mation and use, all treated in conjunction, either in commentaries on 

10 See J. Coombs, Scholasticism , Post-Medieval II: Seventeenth Century , in: H. Burkhardt 
and B. Smith, (eds.), Handbook of Metaphysics and Ontology , Munich, Philadelphia and 
Vienna 1991, vol. 2, 806-9; and J. Coombs, The Possibility of Created Entities in 
Seventeenth-Century Scotismt in: The Philosophical Quarterly, 43 (1993), 447-59. 11 For Hervaeus Natalis, see M. Tavuzzi, Hervaeus Natalis and the Philosophical Logic 
of the Thomism of the Renaissance , in: Doctor Communis, 45 (1992), 132-52. 12 See C.B. Schmitt, Renaissance Averroism studied through the Venetian Editions of Aristotle- 
Averroes, in: Atti dei Convegni Lincei, 40 (1979), 131-40. 13 Pedro da Fonseca, Instituições Dialécticas. Institutionum Dialecticarum Libri Octo> ed. 
and trans. J. Ferreira Gomes, Coimbra 1964. 
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book IV of Aristotle's Metaphysics , or in logic texts, especially in com- 
mentaries on the opening words of Aristotle's Categories. Another good 
example is the discussions of concept formation, the justification of 
knowledge claims, and of scientific method found conjoined in com- 
mentaries on the Posterior Analytics , and in the parts of logic texts deal- 
ing with method. These difficulties of mapping contemporary interests 
onto earlier authors, as well as the points of contrast between 
humanism, Renaissance philosophy, and early modern philosophy on 
the one hand and late scholastic philosophy on the other, will be 
illustrated in the papers which follow. 

The first of the contributors to this volume, Jeffrey Coombs, has 
chosen to discuss the work of Jerónimo Pardo, who was part of the last 
great flowering of nominalism at the University of Paris.14 This young 
Spaniard provides an excellent example of the continued capacity of 
medieval logic for innovation and development, for he made a serious 
attempt to justify a Buridan-style semantics while expanding 
Buridan' s ontology to allow not only particulars but modal relations 
between particulars to exist independently of the human mind. Pardo 
did this in the context of an examination of the necessity of scientific 
propositions, insofar as this necessity seemed to provide a counter- 
example to rules of ampliation. If a present-tense proposition subject 
to ampliation (such as "A triangle has three sides") must imply a 
second proposition in which the reference involved is fully spelled out 

(as in "A triangle, which is, has three sides"), then, if the only 
reference possible is to currently existing particulars, it seems to follow 
that scientific propositions will be contingent. Pardo rejected both this 
consequence and various attempts to explain the necessity of scientific 
propositions either in terms of an enriched ontology of essences or of 
an underlying conditional or temporal structure. Instead, he opted for 
a parsimonious but nonetheless slightly enriched ontology, together 
with a theory of underlying modal structures. 

Jerónimo Pardo predated the Reformation and Counter- 
Reformation, as well as the triumph of humanist education at the 
University of Paris; and it seems unlikely that his work had any influ- 
ence on the later sixteenth or seventeenth century. Gino Roncaglia' s 

14 As Coombs points out, there is some uncertainty about the date of Pardo's death. 
I once asked James K. Farge about this, and he told me that Paris, Bibl. de l'Arsenal, 
MS 1020, p. 278, gives the date as 1502, but that there are reasons for doubting the 
general reliability of this manuscript. 
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paper on the much later Polish Jesuit, Mārtiņus Smiglecius, takes us 
to an author who belongs firmly to the Counter-Reformation, who 
was influenced by Francisco Suárez, who worried about how far 
Jesuits could deviate from the teachings of Aquinas,15 and who was 

particularly influential in seventeenth century Oxford. Yet 
Smiglecius, like Pardo, was preoccupied with the ontological founda- 
tions of logic, in particular with the status of entia rationis. Two ques- 
tions were of especial concern to him. First, how are fictitious and 
impossible beings related to the three traditional types of entia rationis , 
namely negations, privations, and relations of reason? Second, if, as 
he believed, entia rationis can be identified with impossible entities, how 
can the other unreal entities, particularly logical intentions, be 
accounted for? Of particular interest in Roncaglia' s discussion of 
Smiglecius is his demonstration of how semantic, ontological and 
epistemological issues were intertwined in the work of this late 
scholastic logician. 

Smiglecius died in 1618, only a year after the great Spanish Jesuit 
Francisco Suárez. In my own contribution to this volume,16 "Suárez 
on the Analogy of Being: Some Historical Background", I set out to 
show how Suárez' s position on analogy relates to earlier discussions 
in two ways, first with respect to the classification of types of analogy, 
and second with respect to the notion of a concept of being which is 
both one and analogical. My study sheds light on the ramifications of 
the revival of Thomism from the fifteenth century onwards, but it also 
relates closely to the theme of the interrelationship between logical, 
epistemological, and metaphysical concerns in late scholastic writers. 

Another type of interrelationship, that between epistemology, logic, 
and scientific method, is discussed in the fourth contribution to this 
volume, William A. Wallace's "Circularity and the Paduan Regressus : 
From Pietro d'Abano to Galileo Galilei". In this paper, Wallace takes 
up what Nicholas Jardine has dubbed a problem in the epistemology 
of the sciences.17 This is an apt title for the discussion of regressus , for 
the notion combines two problems. On the one hand, there is the 
epistemological problem of how human knowledge proceeds from 

15 See note 10 of Roncaglia's paper. 16 My paper was written to fill the gaps caused by the last-minute withdrawal of three 
contributors. One withdrawal, that of Charles Lohr, was brought about by serious 
illness, and this volume is greatly impoverished by the absence of his paper. 17 N. Jardine, Epistemology of the sciences , in: CHRP , 685-711, especially 686-93. 
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what is better known to us, being grasped through the senses, to what 
is better known by nature, in that it involves universais, and how it 
is that we can then turn back and interpret our experience through the 
application of universal notions. On the other hand, there is the meth- 
odological claim that science proceeds by a combination of two types 
of demonstration. First, there is 'demonstration of the fact', which 
takes us from effect to cause; second, there is ' demonstration of the 
reasoned fact', which takes us from cause to effect; and third, there 
is the process known as regression which brings the two types of 
demonstration together by showing how knowledge of a newly- 
discovered cause can be developed in such a way as to lead us back 
to the effect without circularity and with greatly increased certitude. 

Wallace's main interest is to settle two recent controversies, by 
showing that Galileo not only knew the details of the regressus but that 
he was able to apply the method successfully in such mixed sciences 
as mechanics and astronomy. However, his paper also performs 
another function, in that it lays out the history of a discussion that 
links developments within scholastic aristotelianism to the new science 
of Galileo. Among those featuring in Wallace's account are such 
figures as Francesco Securo di Nardo, a Dominican who held the 
Thomistic chair of philosophy at the University of Padua, the Aver- 
roist Marcantonio Zimara, and the Jesuit mathematician Christopher 
Clavius (in a walk-on role). 

The last paper in this collection, "Saccheri's postulate" by Ignacio 
Angelelli, takes us to a much later Jesuit, Girolamo Saccheri, who at 
different times taught philosophy, theology, and mathematics. In his 
Logica Demonstrativa , Saccheri took traditional Aristotelian syllogistic, 
including the square of opposition, and combined it with a distinction 
between pertinent and impertinent terms used by logicians in early 
sixteenth century Paris, among others.18 He then adopted a postulate 
asserting the existence of pairs of terms which exemplified the rela- 
tions of pertinence and impertinence in order to show that on the basis 
of such a postulate, justification of various traditional logical claims 
could be provided. He did this in what seems to be a completely new 
spirit of formalism devoid of ontological and epistemologica! con- 

18 Two discussions that I know of are found in Antonius Coronel, Duplex Tractatus 
Terminorum , Paris, 1511, sig. h ii va-sig. h vi rb; and Johannes Dolz, Termini , Paris, 
no date, ff. xxxii vb-xxxiii ra. 
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siderations. As Wallace did for Galileo, Angelelli shows us how Sac- 
cheri went beyond the late scholastic framework in which he began his 
work. 

I shall conclude by remarking that in many respects late 
scholasticism is still an untouched field. It is to be hoped that this 
special issue of Vivarium will encourage others to look into it. 

University of Waterloo 
Department of Philosophy 
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Jeronimo Pardo on the Necessity of Scientific Propositions 

JEFFREY COOMBS 

Jeronimo Pardo was a logic professor at the University of Paris in 
the early sixteenth century.1 This period saw the last great flowering 
of medieval logic when Paris was full of logicians who relied on the 
works of such fourteenth-century nominalists as Jean Buridan and 
William Ockham for guidance. Jeronimo Pardo himself was one of the 
most consistent defenders of Buridan' s form of nominalism. Most 
importantly Pardo follows Buridan in holding that only particulars 
exist and that the necessity of scientific propositions must be explicated 
in terms of that claim. 

Pardo' s only work was the Medulla Dyalectices (the 
" Marrow of 

Logic") which contains an encyclopedic treatment of the main topics 
of late medieval logic. Much of the discussion belongs to what we 
would call "philosophy of logic" since Pardo is interested in the 
philosophical and metaphysical presuppositions of various logical doc- 
trines. Thus his text has a depth often missing from, late medieval 
logics, and is hardly suitable for a first year logic course, especially 
since it presupposes a knowledge of the logical terminology of the 
period and presents many rival views on the topics discussed.2 

At the end of the extensive sixth chapter "On Ampliations' 
' Pardo 

discusses the sense in which scientific propositions are necessary. 
Scientific propositions are potential counterexamples to the first rule 

1 In an unpublished paper presented to the "III Simposio de Historia de La Logica" 
at the University of Navarra in Pamplona, Spain, on May 3, 1993, entitled La Doc- 
trina del Descenso in Jeronimo Pardo : Significado , Inferencia , Verdad , Paloma Pérez-Ilzarbe 
points out that two dates are given for Pardo' s death. According to Villosada, 380, 
and Muñoz Delgado (1970), 213, the date was 1502, and according to Elie, 206, and 
Fraile, 322, the date was 1505. 
2 Good introductions to figures and concerns of the period are Ashworth (1974), 
Risse, and the works of Muñoz Delgado. Complete information on these works is 
available in the Bibliography. I will be referring to works in the Bibliography by the 
last name of the author plus the date of publication in cases where there is more than 
one work listed by one author. 
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Pardo proposes for determining the truth and falsity of propositions 
"possessing difficulty because of ampliation,' 

' hence their discussion 
forms the eleventh set of possible counterexamples to this rule.3 

In section I of this paper I give a generili introduction to the notion 
of ampliation as it was understood by logicians at the turn of the six- 
teenth century. Section II presents Pardo's discussion of various 
attempts to preserve the necessity of scientific propositions as well as 
Pardo' s difficulties with each. Section III presents Pardo' s solution. 
Pardo postulates that the necessity of scientific propositions is based 
on a nontemporal, possible connection between the referents of the 
terms of the propositions. However, we will find that Pardo's solution 
raises more questions than it answers. 

I 

Before turning to Pardo's first rule of ampliation, we, like the unfor- 
tunate teenagers in Pardo's logic class at the University of Paris, first 
need some instruction in a few basic notions from late scholastic logic. 
The first term requiring a definition is 'ampliation'. Pardo defines it 
in this way: 

Ampliation is the acceptance of a term in a proposition for that thing (or those 
things) which it signifies with respect to a sign (or its equivalents) which imports 
diverse types of times disjunctively in relation to a term suppositing with respect 
to several types of time dividedly.4 

This definition is complex because it is the product of at least three 
hundred years of philosophical dispute. It can be explained, however, 
with some simplification and a little history. 

In the later middle ages some logicians were of the opinion that the 
supposition or reference of terms in a proposition was tied to one of 
five "types of times" ( differentiae temporum ): the present, past, future, 
the possible, and the imaginable.5 For example, in 'Claire is sleeping 

3 Pardo, f. lxviirb. 
4 Pardo, f. lxviiirb. "Ampliatio est acceptio termini in propositionem pro suo 
significato vel suis signifìcatis respectu signi vel equivalentis importantis diversas dif- 
ferentias temporis disjunctim in ordine ad terminům supponentem respectu plurium 
differentiarum temporis divisim." The definition is very similar to John Dorp's in 
Buridan (1965), sign. I lvb. 
5 We find such a view in Marsilius of Inghen (1978), 102. See also Maierù, 182. 
George of Brussels clearly follows Marsilius at f. cxxra. Marsilius of Inghen does not 
think that the possible and the imaginable are strictly speaking types of times, but that 
they may be included in this context. John Dorp in Buridan (1965), sign. 1 lva, 
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on top of the computer monitor' the subject term 'Claire' was thought 
to supposit only for the presently existing cat named Claire because 
the verb in this proposition is in the present tense. 

If however we wished to assert truly of an individual who is 
presently alive, that she is engaged in an activity which took place in 
the past, then the supposition or reference of this individual's name 
had to be ' 4 extended" or made "more ample." Otherwise, every time 
we tried to ascribe a past activity to an individual who is no longer 
engaged in the activity, we would assert a falsehood. Thus, to say truly 
of the cat now sleeping on the computer screen that she was chasing 
the ball, we need to "extend" or "ampliate" the subject to include 
both the Claire who exists now and the Claire who existed when the 
ball chasing took place. 

Such examples prompted medieval logicians to claim that a past 
tensed verb such as 'was' "ampliated" the subject term 'Claire' to 
supposit for the Claire "who is or was ." It is because of the disjunction 
'or' that Pardo insists that an ampliated term "imports diverse types 
of times disjunctively ." Thus, the ampliated sense of the term 'Claire', 
which it must have in the proposition posited in order for the proposi- 
tion to be true, would be 'Claire, who is or was, was chasing the ball.' 

Not only must the ampliated term be expressible as a disjunction, 
but the term must have a referent in at least two "times." Pardo 
expresses this point in his definition of ampliation by saying that the 
term must refer "with respect to several types of time dividedly ." 

echoes the same doubt, when he says "tres sunt differentiae temporum, scilicet, 
praesens, praeteritum, et futurum, et sunt aliae copulae differentias diversas impor- 
tantes, scilicet, potest esse et potest imaginari esse, respectu quarum copularum ter- 
mini ampliantur." 

Buridan himself does not extend ampliation to the imaginable and only accepts 
ampliation to four times in Buridan (1976), 28. The imaginable was controversial 
because many post-medieval logicians thought that the imaginable differed from the 
possible in containing impossible objects such as the chimera. On this point see 
Ashworth (1977), 70-1. It is interesting to note that Marsilius in his own discussion 
of ampliation does not include impossibles among the imaginables. Marsilius, 110, 
uses the example of the void, but accepts it as a possible object. This would naturally 
lead one to wonder what exactly the difference is between the possible and the 
imaginable for Marsilius, as the two post-medieval logicians cited in Ashworth' s arti- 
cle do. Marsilius may be thinking that imaginables may simply be mental as opposed 
to extramental objects. In this context, it is interesting to note that Buridan does not 
think that the Chimera, and presumably other impossibles, is opinable (quoted in 
Ebbesen, 138), and thus does not want to include the impossibles in the imaginable. 
This may be why he sees no need to extend ampliation to the imaginable since the 
imaginable and the possible are for him coextensive. On this point see Biard, 273. 
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Terms which refer only to entities in one of the 4 'times" are therefore 
not ampliateci from one time to another. The term 'Adam' in the 
proposition 'Adam was', is not ampliated because it only supposits in 
one time, the past. Its supposition is not extended or "ampliated" to 
any of the other "times." Similarly, the term 'Antichrist' in 'the 
Antichrist will be' is not ampliated because it supposits only for an 
individual who will exist in the future and who does not now exist.6 

The notion of ampliation was not without its detractors. Pardo 
begins his chapter by arguing against unnamed opponents who 
claimed that there is no such thing as ampliation or ampliated terms.7 
Despite the interest of such discussions which deserve a study of their 
own, we now turn to Pardo' s discussion of ampliation in scientific pro- 
positions. 

II 

Pardo' s first rule for determining the truth and falsity of proposi- 
tions "possessing difficulty because of ampliation" is a consequentia 
rule, that is, a rule claiming that one type of proposition is implied by 
another: 

a proposition which requires the expression of ampliation of some term... with 
regard to time implies [a proposition which is] the expression [of the 
ampliation].8 

A statement such as 'Claire was chasing a ball' requires "expression" 
of its ampliation because of the past tensed verb. The expression, as 
we learned above, is the proposition which makes the disjunctive 
meaning explicit: 'Claire, who is or was, was chasing the ball'. 

6 Pardo, f. lxviiiva"b. See also George of Brussels, f. cxxviiirb_va. Pardo and George 
of Brussels follow Marsilius of Inghen in rejecting the definition of ampliation as 
extension of the supposition of the term from the present to other times. On this view 
a term is only ampliated when it has a present referent and a referent in another time, 
as in the case of Claire. Pardo, however, thinks that the term 'Adam' in 'Adam is 
understood' ( adam intelligitur) is ampliated since it stands for the Adam who was or 
could be, but not for the Adam who is (f. lxviiiva). Thus, the term 'Adam' is 
ampliated even though it only stands for a past Adam and a possible one. Marsilius 
of Inghen suggests that ampliation can occur in a case where the term only stands for 
a possible or imagined entity (100). 7 Parts of Pardo' s discussion of this question on f. lxviirb-lxviiirb are taken from 
Dorp's commentary in Buridan (1965), sign. 1 lvb. Since Dorp was active at the 
beginning of the fifteenth-century, the arguments over the existence of ampliation 
probably began in the fourteenth century. 8 Pardo, f. lxviirb. 
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Pardo' s rule states, therefore, that every proposition requiring expres- 
sion of the ampliation implies the analyzed version of itself in which 
the ampliation is explicit. This rule may seem straightforward, but it 
was not for Pardo, and the bulk of his chapter on ampliation deals with 
alleged counterexamples to the rule. 

Scientific propositions form a counterexample to Pardo' s rule 
because they would be falsifiable if it were true.9 Although the 
falsifiability of a scientific proposition may appear to us, living as we 
do in Popper's shadow, as one of its essential features, Pardo follows 
the academic custom of his day by adhering to the Aristotelian view 
that scientific propositions are necessary. This necessity, according to 
Pardo, entails that the propositions are 

" 
perpetual, eternal, and incor- 

ruptible."10 
According to the usual rules for interpreting a proposition with a 

present tensed verb, Pardo tells us, the proposition 'a triangle has 
three angles' is expressed as 'a triangle, which is, has three angles". 
According to Pardo' s rule quoted above, the first must logically imply 
the second. However, the second is, Pardo claims, ťťobviously con- 
tingent." But if the first proposition implies the second, and if the 
second can be false, then so can the first. But, if the first can be false, 
then it is not necessary, which conflicts with Aristotle's statement that 
scientific propositions are necessary. 

When Pardo says that 'a triangle, which is, has three angles' is 

"obviously" a contingent statement, he seems to mean that the 
relative clause 'which is' commits one to holding that the subject refers 
to presently existing triangles. In another example, Pardo says that the 

proposition 'a human is an animal' is expressed as 'a human, who is, 
is an animsil', which Pardo explicitly says refers to presently existing 
humans.11 Pardo even goes so far as to say that if the proposition ťGod 
is' is interpreted as connoting a time, it would mean that God is at the 

present moment, which would be contingent.12 Pardo's assumption is 
that if we interpret such statements as possessing a temporal connota- 

9 Pardo, f. lxxxiivb-lxxxiiira. 
10 Posterior Analytics, 1,4, 73a21. Pardo, f. lxxxiivb-lxxxiiira, puts the point this way: 
"Si regula esset vera sequeretur quod propositiones ad scientiam pertinentes 
falsificabiles essent. Consequens est contra philosophum primo posteriorum qui 
huiusmodi propositiones perpetuas, eternas et incorruptibiles vocat pro eo quod sunt 
necessariae." 
11 Pardo, f. lxxxiiira. 
12 Pardo, f. lxxxiiivb. 
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tion, then the objects referred to by the statements must exist in time, 
and all such objects are contingent. Pardo is not, however, equating 
temporality with contingency, an equation which would entail that 

atemporality would be coextensive with necessity. Pardo does think 
that all statements which are taken to connote time are contingent, but 
in addition some statements with no temporal reference are not 

necessary because they lack a reason or basis for that necessity. 
Here, the term 'contingent' has the sense of "two-sided 

possibility." A proposition p is contingent if and only if it is possible 
that p and it is possible that not-/?.13 A contingent entity e accordingly 
is one such that it is possible that e exist and it is possible that e not 
exist. Human beings are contingent entities since for any human 
being it is quite possible that they had not existed for any number of 
reasons. Their parents may not have met, their parents may not have 
liked one another, or God may have decided not to make any human 
beings whatsoever. This notion of contingency is contradictory to 
necessity. A necessary being is one such that it is impossible that it not 
exist, and the primary example given is usually God. 

Pardo' s remarks about the proposition 'God exists' are not meant 
to suggest that Pardo thinks that God's existence is contingent. What 
he is saying is that if we were to assert 'God is' and then gave 'is' its 
usual interpretation, we would be committed to asserting that God is 
at the present moment. Since the latter asserts that God exists in time, 
Pardo believes it commits us to holding that God is a contingent being. 
Of course, late medieval philosophers would immediately conclude 
that any interpretation which entails God's existence is contingent 
would have reduced itself to absurdity. Hence, one of Pardo' s aims is 
to determine how one should interpret scientific propositions so that 
they no longer refer to presently existing contingent entities. 

To save his primary rule of ampliation, Pardo begins by inquiring 
how propositions are necessary. Pardo presents two general attempts 
by philosophers to explain how scientific propositions are necessary. 
The first attempts suggests that scientific propositions have an 
underlying form which, when revealed by logical analysis, will explain 
their necessity. According to the second general attempt, the supposi- 
tion of terms is used to guarantee their necessity. We will explore the 
details of the first attempt first. 

13 Bocheñski (82-3) uses this terminology to describe the distinction which appears in 
Aristotle's Peri Hermeneias 9, 19a23ff. 
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According to this first general attempt, three suggestions are offered 
for revealing the underlying logical form of scientific propositions. 
According to the first, scientific propositions are said to be conditionally 
necessary and have an underlying conditional structure. A proposition 
is conditionally necessary when one can form a necessary conditional 
proposition from it such that the antecedent consists of a proposition 
which asserts the existence of the originad subject term and the conse- 
quent is simply a restatement of the original proposition. For example, 
'a human is an animal' becomes the necessary proposition 'if there is 
a human, then a human is an animal'. 'Thunder is a sound made in 
clouds' interpreted conditionally becomes 'If there is thunder, then 
thunder is a sound made in the clouds'. 

The second suggestion holds that scientific propositions are tem- 
porally necessary and thus have an underlying temporal structure. A 
proposition is temporally necessary if and only if the subject term 
refers to some existing entity, and at every time the subject refers to 
something existing, the predicate refers to the same thing at that time. 
Pardo points out that the temporally necessary propositions are a 
proper subset of the conditionally necessary ones because the state- 
ment 'a vacuum is a place not filled with a body' is conditionally 
necessary but not temporally necessary since the term 'vacuum' can 
never have reference. 

The third suggestion for expressing the underlying structure of 
scientific propositions states that they have an underlying modal struc- 
ture. Thus, 'a triangle has three angles' is to be interpreted as 'a 

triangle possibly has three angles'.14 Pardo prefers this third inter- 
pretation because it fits with Pardo' s view of the signification of modal 
propositions developed in chapter one of the Medulla Dyalectices , which 
I will present in section III. Pardo believes that his theory of modality 
will provide the metaphysical foundation for the necessity of scientific 
propositions which he thinks is lacking in the conditional and temporal 
interpretations. This perceived lack of a foundation is also the main 
weakness of the second main attempt. 

The second main attempt to save Pardo' s rule for ampliation is to 
find the necessity of scientific propositions in the supposition or 
reference of their terms. Such an approach has the virtue, Pardo 
notes, of stating that scientific propositions are categorical in form, as 
Aristotle thought. If the relevant necessity can be ascribed to the 

14 Pardo, f. lxxxiiira b. 
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reference of terms, this would preclude claiming that apparently 
categorical scientific propositions have some kind of hidden condi- 
tional, temporal, or modal form. 

This second attempt relies on the distinction between "natural" 
and ' 'accidental" supposition of the terms in a proposition. According 
to Pardo, when the terms have accidental supposition, they are inter- 

preted as standing for those entities which exist at the time indicated 
by the tense of the verb. When the terms of a proposition have natural 
supposition, they are interpreted as standing for entities as they are 
"absolved" or detached from the time indicated by the tense of the 
verb.15 

Certain logicians whom Pardo calls "Realists" or Reales , interpret 
this notion of absolving the verb from time as asserting that the copula 
in scientific propositions does not signify any determinate time. The 
copula instead signifies a disjunction of the four times: the present, 
past, future, and the possible. For example, assuming that the copula 
'is' is absolved or detached from time, the meaning of 'a human is an 
animal' is 'a human was, is, will be, or can be an animal'. Alter- 
natively, its meaning can be expressed as 'a human possibly is an 
animal' since, Pardo says, "by so saying, 'human' stands for present, 
past, future, and possible [humans]. And similarly for 'animal'." 
Pardo will take advantage of this latter idea to support his preference 
for the modal interpretation, as we will see in section III. Reales add 
that this interpretation is derived from the relation of the terms with 
one another ( habitudinem extremorum adinvicem). In scientific proposi- 
tions, the predicate term is either the essence, the proprium , or some 
part of these, of the subject.16 Although not explicitly stated, Pardo's 
main objection to the interpretation of the Reales seems to be that their 
perspective requires postulating a realm of eternal essences to which 
scientific statements can refer in order to be true when there are no 
individuals around to be referents. Since Pardo holds to Buridan' s 
idea that only individuals exist, eternal essences can have no part in 
his ontology. 

15 In Peter of Spain's Tractatus , 81, we find essentially the same doctrine. When the 
term 'man' has natural supposition, it stands for all men, past, present, and future. 
It has accidental supposition when in some context, such as 'man is', the term 'man' 
stands for presendy existing men. Of the three interpretations of natural supposition 
available to post-medieval logicians, Pardo accepts what Ash worth (1974), 88, calls 
"the most popular interpretation" for the post-medievals. 16 Pardo, f. lxxxiirb-lxxxiiva. 
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The Nominales (Nominalists) interpret the notion that the copula is 
absolved or detached from time as implying that the copula bears no 
temporal meaning at all. The proposition thus transcends all temporal 
attributions. The argument against the Reales which leads these 
Nominales to this conclusion is one we have seen previously and seems 
to have exercised a great deal of influence on Pardo's view. The argu- 
ment states that if the 'is' in 'God is' connoted a time, that would 
entail that God would exist in the present. This would give the state- 
ment a contingent sense and make the statement contingent. This can- 
not be because God is a necessary being and His existence is 
necessary. 

One objection to the Nominales version of how the verb of a proposi- 
tion can be absolved from time is that Aristotle defined the verb as a 
word which partially signifies time. Pardo reports that one can answer 
this objection by distinguishing two types of verbs. First, there are 
ordinary language verbs ( verbum vulgare ) which have a temporal 
signification for the past, present, and future. Sounding more like a 
postmodern than a postmedieval, Pardo says we use verbs in the 
ordinary language sense when we narrate stories. The second type of 
verb is the logical verb ( verbum logicům ), which has no temporal con- 
notation. In a proposition such as 'a triangle has three angles' the 'is' 
only denotes the union of the two extreme terms. Pardo claims that 
the 'is* as a logical verb is similar in function to the 'and' in 'Socrates 
and Plato' which only unites and conjoins the two terms. 

Pardo, although usually sympathetic with nominalist positions, 
rejects the view of the Nominales because the absolution from tem- 
porality does not provide a sufficient basis for the necessity of scientific 
propositions. The Nominales held that 'a human is an animal' is true 
even if one assumes that no humans exist at the present moment, pro- 
vided that the 'is' does not connote a time. Their argument proceeds 
in this way. Suppose it was true that there were human beings in the 

past before they all ceased to exist in the present moment. Then, 
'humans were animals' would be true with 'were' connoting a past 
time. But if 'humans were animals' is true in the given case, it is also 
true if 'were' only denotes a nontemporal union of the terms and does 
not connote any time. If it does not connote any time, however, then 
it is equivalent in meaning to 'humans are animals' and 'humans will 
be animals' assuming the 'are' and 'will be' are absolved from time 
and thus do not connote any time. In each of these cases where the 
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verb is assumed not to connote a time, the verb in each only denotes 
the union of the extremes.17 

Pardo is willing to concede that ' humans are animals' is true in the 
case presented if 'is' does not connote a time. In that case, 'humans 
were animals' and ' humans will be animals' would all be equivalent 
to 'humans are animals' where all the verbs are assumed to be 
absolved from time. However, this interpretation leads to strange 
results when one considers the statement 'a human runs'. If 'runs' is 
absolved from time, then 'a human runs' would be true even if no 
human were presently running, and the statement would be 
equivalent to ťa human ran' and 'a human will run'. Most impor- 
tantly, if absolution from time guaranteed necessity, then 'a man 
runs' would be a necessary statement, which seems absurd.18 

This latter example supports Pardo' s main objection to the absolu- 
tion or detachment from time approach - whether given the inter- 
pretation of the Reales or the Nominales , which is that it does not pro- 
vide a sufficient foundation for the necessity of the propositions. For 
Pardo, the statement 'a human is necessarily an animal' if it is to be 
true requires a necessary connection in the world between a human 
and an animal. He says: 

The term ' necessary' denotes a necessary union of the terms which is cosignified 
by the verb 'is'. If the entities which are said to bear this necessity are con- 
tingent, then such a proposition [as the above] could not be true. There is no 
necessary union between terms which refer to contingent entities.19 

Thus, the problem with absolving the copula from time is that it does 
not impart any necessity to the entities being discussed. 

Ill 

We now turn to Pardo's own solution. Since much of Pardo's view 
depends on the modal theory which he presents in chapter one of the 
Medulla Dyalectices , I will begin by summarizing it. Pardo's modal 
theory was mainly a reaction to that of the fourteenth-century philoso- 
pher Andreas de Novo Castro who presented a conceptualistic notion 
of the modalities. For Andreas modalities are to be understood in a 
similar fashion as universais. The world outside of our minds only 

17 Pardo, f. lxxxiiiva. 
18 Pardo, f. lxxxiiiva"b. 
19 Pardo, f. lxxxiiivb. 
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contains individuals, and the universal notions we have of them are 
constructed by our minds. Thus, universais such as "cat" exist only 
in our minds. The world outside of our minds contains individual 
creatures we call "cats" only because of perceived similarities among 
those individuals. Following this line of reasoning, Andreas concluded 
that there is nothing necessary about the contingent world outside of 
our minds except insofar as our minds conceive of it as necessary. 
Thus, humans are necessarily animals only in our minds.20 

Pardo gives three reasons why he rejects Andreas' view. First, 
because if, as Andreas claims, necessary and impossible propositions 
are only such "according to a figure or way of speaking" ( secundum 
figuram et modum loquendi), then we can never say that these proposi- 
tions are necessary or impossible according to truth {secundum 
veritatem). But this does not sufficiently assign modality to proposi- 
tions. Pardo' s second argument maintains that the differences we note 

among necessary, contingent, and impossible propositions should not 
be thought of as only in our concepts because our "intellect is moved 
by reality" ( intellectus enim movetur a re). Thus, he concludes, if the 
reality conceived of by means of one of these types of propositions is 
not different from that conceived of by another type, then it is not 
clear why one proposition is possible and another impossible. Finally, 
Pardo asks us to consider the proposition 'Socrates possibly is white.' 
He asks: independently of any operation of the mind ( seclusa omni 
operatione intellectus ), is it necessary or not? If it is not, then we may 
wonder where it gets its necessity if it were necessary. If on the other 
hand 'Socrates possibly is white' is necessary, then it is so because 
there is some necessity in reality (in re) signified by this sentence 
because of which the entity apprehended is said to be necessary.21 

The main thrust of Pardo's arguments is the idea that truth, 
including modal truth, must be based on what exists outside of the 
mind. We have seen that he rejected the view that scientific proposi- 
tions are absolved from time because absolution from time did not 
provide the extramental foundation required for their necessity. For 

20 Andreas de Novo Castro, f. viiivb-ixra. Restated in Pardo, f. vva*b. 
21 Pardo, f. vva. The reader may be wondering why Pardo is considering the 
necessity of 'Socrates is possibly white' instead of its possibility. It might seem to 
make more sense for Pardo to be worrying about a foundation in reality to support 
a truthful assertion of Socrates being possibly white. I suspect, however, that Pardo 
is thinking of the S5 modal conception in which possibilities are necessary, as I discuss 
below. 
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Pardo, there must be a necessary connection in reality to provide a 
sufficient basis for that necessity. 

Pardo replaces Andreas' conceptualism with a view I call the 
" modal string" view. To explain this view Pardo distinguishes 
absolute from relative modalités. Absolute modalities are modalities 
simpliciter , which denote the type of existence an entity possesses. 
Thus, only God is necessary absolutely because He is the only 
necessary being. Relative modalities are the modalities possessed by 
individuals in comparison with one another. Thus, in one of Pardo's 
examples, a donkey and a human have a necessary negative relation 
between them which makes the statement 'a donkey is human' 
necessarily false.22 

In Pardo's opinion, these modal relations are just as much part of 
the extramental world as individuals: 

For example, even after every operation of the intellect is set aside, human and 
donkey are different entities ( res diversae). This is obvious for each of these. If 
therefore they are different things, they have some division between them 
because of which the intellect can think of that diversity as 'a human is not a 
donkey'. Therefore, the division in reality is prior to that in the intellect.23 

Thus, Pardo concludes: 

human and donkey have a relative necessity in reality from which necessity a 
proposition is called * necessary.' 24 

Thus, there exists between a human and a donkey a necessary 
negative relation which provides the basis in extramental reality for 
the impossibility of the donkey-human. Modal strings in fact appear 
in as many varieties as there are distinct modes. There seems to be a 
string for each of the logical connectives as well, including negation 
and disjunction.25 Pardo thus concludes that Buridan' s ontology of 
particulars had to be extended to include modal and logical connec- 
tions in order to provide a basis for the truth of modal statements as 
well as those containing logical operators. 

22 In the late fifteenth century. Paul Soncinas, and in the sixteenth century, Sylvester 
of Ferrara and Domingo Bañez take up a view similar to Pardo's "modal string" con- 
ception. Norman Wells describes the view contending "that the bonds of the essential 
predicates with the creatable essences are eternal, uncreated and necessary" (Norman 
Wells in Suárez, p. 11). Of course, Pardo's modal relations or strings relate par- 
ticulars while these Thomists seem to think that the "bonds" relate essences with 
individuals. 
23 Pardo, f. vvb. 
24 Pardo, f. vira. 
25 See for example, Pardo, f. vivb and Coombs, 170. 
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Pardo' s own position on the necessity of scientific propositions 
begins with the claim that whatever does not actually exist cannot have 
a true union signified by the verb 'is'.26 In other words, nonexistent 

things cannot be related to anything. This idea that statements must 
refer to some extramental particular in order to be true is, as we have 
seen, central to Pardo's metaphysics.27 However, Pardo thinks that 
contingent truths cannot have a necessary union between their terms 
which is cosignified by the verb 'is'. This claim entails that a proposi- 
tion can only be necessary if its terms refer to necessary objects 
because, Pardo tells us, "contingent terms cannot provide the founda- 
tion for a necessary union."28 It is this claim which poses the greatest 
difficulties for Pardo's view because Pardo now seems committed 
to the idea that scientific truths are not necessary, which is contrary to 
the authority of Aristotle. 

Pardo tries to resolve his problem by stating that the 'is' in scientific 

propositions signifies a possible union between the entities signified by 
its terms. So, we are to interpret 'a triangle has three angles' as 

4 a 

triangle possibly has three angles.' This possible union is timeless and 
connotes no time.29 This timeless possibility corresponds to the con- 

ception of modality which states that possibilities are necessary, an 
idea which modal logicians of the twentieth century, following the lead 
of C I. Lewis, express with the modal theorem: 

Mp - LMp, 

where M is 'it is possible that', and L is 'it is necessary that'. The 
stated theorem is one which modal logicians believe is characteristic 
of the modal logic originally called "S5" by Lewis.30 

This correspondence between Pardo' s timeless possible union and 
Lewis's S5 does not, unfortunately, help to explain why Pardo accepts 
such a notion. In fact, Pardo has already given reasons why he should 
not accept it. Pardo earlier told us that "contingent terms cannot pro- 
vide the foundation for a necessary union," and if there cannot be a 

necessary relation between two contingent beings, then the possible 

26 Pardo, f. lxxxiiiva. 
27 See Pardo, f. iiva and Ashworth (1978), 100. 28 Pardo, f. lxxxiiiva. 
29 Pardo, f. lxxxiiivb. 
30 Ockham is aware of the necessity of possibilities in the Summa at 513, lines 51-7. 
Concerning S5 see Hughes and Cresswell, 49. 
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union between them could not be necessary either since the possible 
union also unites two contingent things. 

Pardo offers no explicit answer to this problem. But he may have 

thought that the necessity in this case is to be ascribed to the possible 
union itself and not to the contingent entities united by the union. A 

necessary union cannot connect two contingent entities, Pardo might 
say, but in the case of the possible union, the necessity belongs to the 
possible union and not to the contingent entities related by the possible 
union. For example, assume that Claire is possibly sitting on the com- 
puter. This would mean that there is a possible union between Claire 
and (presumably) Claire insofar as she sits on the computer.31 The 
necessity of this possibility will belong to the possible union between 
Claire and herself, but not to Claire herself. 

But, some further questions arise from this solution. First, how can 
there be a timeless union between two contingent temporal entities? 
Would not the possible union cease to exist and thus lose its necessity 
when the contingent entities cease to exist? Although Pardo's text con- 
tains no answers, one response could be that the entities related by the 
possible union are themselves absolutely possible beings and therefore 
might be " eternar' in some way. Perhaps as God is absolutely 
necessary because His existence is necessary, creatures could at least 
be absolutely possible in that their existence is a possibility no matter 
how unlikely or dependent on God's will. Perhaps Pardo is assuming 
the idea that even though the existence of creatures is contingent on 
God's will, their possible existence is guaranteed by logic if not by God. 
In addition, absolutely possible entities are consistent with the theory 
of ampliation which extends the denotations of statements to possible 
and imaginary entities. 

Unfortunately Pardo seems to rule out such a solution since he 
analyzes propositions such as 'the Antichrist possibly exists' in terms 
of a relative, not an absolute, possibility. This proposition is true, 
Pardo says, because there is a relative possibility between the 
Antichrist and existence.32 Unfortunately, this answer may push 

31 For Nominalists an affirmative proposition is true if and only if the entity referred 
to by the subject is equivalent to that referred to by the predicate. 32 Pardo, f. virb"va. "Ad primam dico quod īsta propositio 'antichristus est est 
possibilis quia significat taliter qualiter possibile est esse. Significat enim antichristum 
affirmative in ordine ad existentiam, et antichristus possibiliter est. Immo antichristus 
relative et affirmative possibiliter refertur ad existentiam, quae possibilitas relativa 
importatur per ly "possibiliter' cum dicitur antichristus possibiliter est existens." 
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Pardo into an infinite regress. If 
4 the Antichrist possibly exists' is true, 

then there is a possible string between the Antichrist and existence. 
Let us represent this as: 

ANTICHRIST- possible string- EXISTENCE. 

Are we here referring to the actual Antichrist, or only a possible one? 
It cannot be the actual one, for then the string would be lacking a 
relatum since the Antichrist does not presently exist. So, it must be the 

possible Antichrist. But, Pardo's analysis suggests that we must 
understand this possible Antichrist as a relative, not an absolute, 
possible. This entails that the (relatively) possible Antichrist is 

equivalent to the Antichrist linked to existence by a possible union. If 
we replace 'antichrist' with this analysis we obtain: 

[ANTICHRIST- possible string- EXISTENCE]- possible string- EXISTENCE. 

Again, we would ask if this Antichrist is actual or possible, and the 

cycle begins again with no end in sight. 
Another question this solution raises is: what kind of necessity does 

the possible union possess? The only answer is that it possesses relative 

necessity since only God is absolutely necessary. Relative necessities 
are based on relative strings, however, and then one wonders what is 
on the other end of the necessary relation connected to the possible 
union. On occasion, as in the example of the Antichrist just men- 
tioned, Pardo says that unions can be connected to ' 'existence."33 
Thus, the possible union between the "Claires" might have a 

necessary union between it and existence. But this move cannot be 

justified in Pardo' s metaphysics since existence seems to be neither a 

particular nor a string. Or perhaps Pardo thinks that all creatures are 
attached to the Absolute Existent by possible strings. But then only the 
Absolute Existent knows how the actual creatures differ from the 

merely possible ones unless now we add actual strings to the merely 
possible ones. There may be more strings attached to this theory than 
one can ontologically face. 

In fact, Pardo' s analysis of the Antichrist example may simply 
reveal that his distinction between absolute and relative necessity in 

chapter one of the Medulla Dyalectices is not well founded. One would 
think that God's absolute necessity simply means that His existence 
or "being" is necessary. But given Pardo' s treatment of the 
Antichrist's possible existence as a relative possibility, it seems that 

33 Pardo, f. virb"va. 
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one could just as easily say that God is necessary relative to His 
existence. The problem is that absolute modalities seem to be defined 
in terms of the modality of the entity's existence. God is absolutely 
necessary because He necessarily exists. But then the Antichrist should 
be " absolutely possible" because h c possibly exists. Of course, perhaps 
Pardo has some other notion of absolute necessity in mind, but I have 
not seen it and I do not see how any other notion could resolve these 
difficulties. 

Finally, Pardo's string theory of the modality raises the question, 
why not base the necessity of scientific propositions on a relatively 
necessary modal string? Thus, 

4 a human is an animal' could be 
necessary because there is a relative necessity between a human and 
an animal. Pardo' s reason for rejecting such a solution is his rather 
stringent condition on scientific truths: that they be restricted to 
necessary objects. Thus, science would be restricted to statements 
about God and possible relations between contingent beings. But this 
is not compatible with Pardo' s nominalistic tendencies. To make tran- 
sitory, contingent entities such as human beings into eternal necessary 
objects, one might postulate the existence of immaterial ideas floating 
eternally in God's mind, but Pardo is adamant in attacking any theory 
of semantics which requires anything beyond individual entities (and 
their strings) to make sense of the meaning and truth of statements. 

Although Pardo's view possesses difficulties, I hope its interest is 
clear. Pardo's ontology, perhaps more than any of his predecessors, 
is a logician's ontology. He may have been a few short steps away 
from a severe logical atomism in which there exist (1) only the types 
of entities referred to by individual constants and (2) logical relations 
gluing them together. No doubt this is a rather sparse ontology, but 
that he was engaged in the project of the logical construction of the 
world to an even greater extent than the logicians of fourteenth cen- 
tury makes him a unique figure in the history of logic. 

San Antonio, Texas 
Our Lady of the Lake University 
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Smiglecius on entia rationis1 

GINO RONCAGLIA 

This paper deals with the discussion of impossible entities in the 
Logica written by the Polish Jesuit Mārtiņus Smiglecius (1564-1618). 
Two preliminary sections give some information on Smiglecius' life 
and works, and on the general structure of his Logica. A third section 
offers some historical background on the logical status of impossible 
entities, and their inclusion in the class of entia rationis. The fourth and 
main section presents Smiglecius' ideas on this topic in some detail. 

1. The life and works of Mārtiņus Smiglecius 
Born in Lvov (Leopolis) probably in 1564, Smiglecius was the most 

important Polish philosopher working between the end of the 16th and 
the beginning of the 17th century. He began his studies in his native 
town, but soon the prominent Polish humanist and politician Jan 
Zamojski took him under his wing, paying for Smiglecius' education 
first at the Jesuit school of Pultusk, and later in Rome, where 

Smiglecius entered the Jesuit order (1581). It was probably on that 
occasion that he assumed the name (taken from the town of Smigle, 
from which his family originated) by which he was to be known: 
earlier he used the name of Lwowczyk, or Leopolitanus (from his 
native town). Smiglecius studied in Rome until 1586, then he went 
back to Poland, where he took his master's degree in philosophy at the 
recently established Academy of Vilnius.2 

1 I do not read Polish, and, since much of the existing secondary literature on 
Smiglecius is in Polish, this paper could not have been written without the kind help 
of Aleksandra Kralkowska, Librarian of the Polish Academy in Rome, and of Ewa 
Joanna Kaczynska. I am also indebted to Cesare Cozzo, who - with his habitual kind- 
ness and insight - has provided me with many useful comments on the first draft of 
this paper, to Sten Ebbesen for his precious observations, and to Felicity Lutz for the 
revision of the English text. 
2 The college of Vilnius became a university academy between 1578 and 1579; cf. K. 
Drzymala, Marcin Smiglecki TJ (1563-1618), in: Studia Historyczne, XXI (1978) 25- 
43, esp. 29. 
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In Vilnius Smiglecius also became a doctor of theology (1594), and 
taught both philosophy (for 4 years) and theology (for 10 years). 
Smiglecius was actively involved in the administrative and institu- 
tional life of the Academy, as well as in the cultural and educational 
policies of the Jesuit order: he was among the members of the local 
commission appointed in order to give comments and advice on the 
project of the Ratio Studiorum sent from Rome. For Smiglecius, this 
was also a period of active participation in religious controversies, and 
his fame as a polemicist spread when, in 1594, he had a two-day public 
disputation with Jan Licyniusz, who was considered to be a supporter 
of Arianism. At the end of the disputation, Licyniusz gave in, declar- 
ing himself unable to resist the arguments of his opponent. As a result, 
twelve of the town's most influential noblemen solemnly abjured their 
'mistakes', accepting the Catholic position on the divinity of Christ. 
In subsequent years Smiglecius was increasingly involved in an 
exchange of polemical writings with Socinians, Lutherans and 
Calvinists on subjects such as the divinity of Christ and the duties and 
powers of the priests. 

The Jesuit order profited from Smiglecius' organizational and 
polemical abilities, sending him where the need was felt to raise the 
level of studies and to re-organize colleges. Thus, Smiglecius spent the 
last two decades of his life working in the colleges of Pultusk, Poznan, 
Krakow and Kalisz. He died in Kalisz on July 28, 1618. His tomb was 
in the town's monastic church, and in 1650, during restoration work 
on the church, his ashes were placed in a separate urn, with the whole 
alphabet written on it as a symbol of his wisdom.3 

Twenty- three works attributed to Smiglecius are listed in Sommer- 
vogel's edition of the Bibliothèque de la Compagnie de Jésus * A shorter list 
is given in the bibliography at the end of the recent critical edition of 
the Commentaria in Organum Aristotelis , a formerly unpublished logical 
compendium written by a Vilnius student, Stanislaus Bedensky, 

3 The information on Smiglecius' life summarized above is mainly drawn from the 
following sources: L. Moreri, Le grand dictionnaire historique , 18th edition, VIII, 
Amsterdam 1740, 306-7; Augustin and Alois de Backer, Bibliothèque des écrivains de la 
Compagnie de Jésus, ser. VI, Liège 1861, 342-5, revised and enlarged in: Bibliothèque 
de la Compagnie de Jésus, nouvelle édition par C. Sommervogel, p. 1 1. VII, Bruxelles- 
Paris 1896, coll. 1320-7; K. Drzymala, Martin Smiglecki ; I. Dambska, Kilka uwag o 
Marcime Smigleckim i jego Logice, in: Studia i Materialy z Dziejów Nauki Polskiej , seria E 
vol. V (1973), 3-27; W. Voisé, The Career of a Polish neo-Aristotelian: Smiglecius , in: 
Archives Internationales d'Histoire des Sciences, XXIX (1979), 23-7. 4 Bibliothèque de la Compagnie de Jésus , coll. 1320-7. 
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under Smiglecius, supervision.5 Smiglecius' major works are: De fenore 
et contractu redimibili , censibus, communi quaes tu, conductionibus, locationibus 
et monopolio brevis doctrina , first published in Polish (Vilnae 1596), which 
had more than ten editions, the last three of which were printed in 
Vilnius in the 1750s (1752, 1753 and 1758), and is of great interest for 
the history of economic and social ideas in Poland;6 Nodus Gordius sive 
de Vocatione Ministrorum disputatio , Cracoviae 1609, which had editions 
in Germany (Ingolstadii 1613 and Coloniae 1622) and which gave rise 
to heated polemics between Smiglecius and Protestant authors (among 
those who were involved in the debate, writing refutations or discus- 
sions of Smiglecius' work, were Johannes Volkel, Valentin Smalcius, 
Andreas Reuchlin, Jacobus Zaborowski, Johannes Bissendorft); Nova 
monstra novi Arianismi , Nissae 1612, which was the object of a long 
polemic between Smiglecius and Valentin Smalcius; and finally the 
Logica , published in Ingolstadt in 1618 (the epistula dedicatoria is dated 

1616), which had three English editions: Oxoniae 1634, 1638 and 
1658. 7 

2. Smiglecius 
' 
Logica 

The Logica is a collection of eighteen disputations, subdivided into 
185 questions. The first edition of the text having been published in 

Ingolstadt in 1618 (the year of Smiglecius' death), this book seems to 
be the very last published by the author during his lifetime. This is 

interesting, since the study of logic was still chronologically the first 
in the university curriculum of the time, and the teaching of logic was 

usually one of the first steps in the university career of young pro- 
fessors. Smiglecius was no exception to this rule, since he taught logic 
at the very beginning of his career in Vilnius. We have what is proba- 
bly a good witness to his teaching at that time in the form of the afore- 
mentioned commentary to Aristotle's Organon written in 1586 by 
Stanislaus Bedensky "sub insigni doctrina, pietāte et integritāte, 

5 Mārtiņus Smiglecius, Commentario, in Organum Aristotelu , ed. Ludwik Nowak, Textus 
et studia historiam philosophiae ac theologiae in Polonia excultae spectantia, vol. XXII fase. 1-2, 
Warszawa 1987, 253-7. 6 Cf. K. Drzymala, Traktat Marcina Smigleckiego O Lieh wie Y O Wyderkach, 
Czynszach, Spolnych Zarobkach, Najmach, Arendach Y Samokupstwie, Krótka 
Nauka, in: Studia i Materiale 1972, 143-72. 7 The 1634 edition is given as printed in Krakow in W. Risse, Bibliographia logica , 
Hildesheim 1965, 131. I could not find a copy of this edition, but all the other 
references I found give it as published in Oxford. 
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claríssimo viro Martino Smiglecio".8 It is interesting to compare this 
text with the later Logica. While one can safely assume that in writing 
the Logica Smiglecius used much of the material already present in his 
Vilnius teaching,9 the Logica does not appear to be a simple re- 
elaboration of this material. Thus - even if this can be explained by 
the need to follow Aristotle's (and Porphyry's) text more closely - 

hardly anything corresponding to the first two disputations of the 
Logica can be found in the Commentaria. 

The Logica should therefore be regarded as a mature work, probably 
composed over a long period of time10 and resulting from the author's 
lasting interest in the subject he was dealing with. This impression is 
also confirmed by the complex history of its publication. The Logica 
(or at least the first part of it) was already completed in 1615, and as 
was customary, Smiglecius sent it to Rome for approbation. But the 
opinion of the specially appointed censorship commission was not a 
positive one: 

Legimus Logicam P. Martini Smiglecii: et censemus ut nunc est, non debere; 
quoniam continet opiniones non admodum receptas, vel etiam auditas in scholis; 
atque satis communiter auctores pro illis non citât.11 

The enclosed censurae generales to Smiglecius' book approved by the 
commission are the following: 

1. Sequitur aliquas opiniones parum receptas in scholis nostris. 2. Non citât 
auctores pro dictis opinionibus; et cum aliquando citat auctores non notât eorum 
loca; et interdum etiam non satis fideliter eorum dicta refert. 3. Non videtur 
interdum ipse secum cohaerere, ut ex particularibus censuris patebit.12 

8 Mārtiņus Smiglecius, Commentaria , I, 21. 9 Cf. I. Dambska, Kilka uwag , 4. 10 It may be interesting to observe that Smiglecius, as a prominent member of the 
Polish delegation to the Jesuit general congregation in 1608, asked how far the 
teaching of philosophy could deviate from Aquinas' views. The answer was given by 
Cardinal Aquaviva: one should not deviate from Aquinas' views when they are 
clearly expressed in Aquinas' own writings and are generally accepted by the subse- 
quent commentators, but one is allowed to do so on the more dubious matters, where 
the opinions of the commentators are divided (cf. K. Drzymala, Marcin Smiglecki , 36). 
This question is not necessarily connected with Smiglecius' own philosophical 
activity, but if some connection exists, then it may well be with the preparatory work 
for the Logica. 11 Quoted in L. Nowak, Logika Marcina Smigleckiego w opinii wspólczesnynch i póznie- 
jszych , in: Ruch Filozoficzny, XXVI/3 (1968), 219-22, 221. One of the four members 
of the commission did not agree with this opinion, and presented a separate report. 
Apparently, the commission examined only the first part of Smiglecius' work, " usque 
ad praedicamentum relationis exclusive1 ' . 
12 Quoted ibid., 222. 
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One of the members of the commission, Johannes Lorinus, 
observed in a letter that the criticisms raised were so fundamental that 
it was almost impossible for Smiglecius to re-elaborate his work in 
such a way as to make it suitable for publication.13 

Despite this, Smiglecius did not give in. We do not know how far 
he had to modify his book to meet the requests of the censorship com- 
mittee,14 but in June 1616 he managed to obtain the approbatio of 
Stanislaus Gawronski, delegate of the Jesuit order for Poland. The 
book, however, was only published two years later - which may 
indicate some further difficulties. 

After publication, the Logica became an influential logical textbook 

especially in England, where it had three editions between 1634 and 
1658, and where a circle of 'Smiglecians' was active during the second 
half of the century. Curious evidence of the book's fortune is the fact 
that Jonathan Swift had to answer questions on Smiglecius' Logica 
during an (unsuccessful) examination in logic at Dublin university in 
1685. 15 According to Pierre Bayle - who devoted an article in his Dic- 
tionnaire historique et critique to Smiglecius16 - the pages of the Logica 

omnia continere videntur, quae ad naturam operationum intellectus, ad vim 
ratiocinandi, ad fundamenta & principia veritatis pertinent; & si ea exceperis 
quae ipsi inhaerere necesse erat vel falsa vel abstrusiora ab ingenio Sectae quam 
sequebatur, cērtat in eo soliditas iudicii cum subtilitate atque perspicuitate.17 

Let us now take a closer look at the structure of the work. The first 

disputation, and the one we shall focus on in the following sections, 
deals with entia rationis' it is also among the longest disputations of the 

Logica (95 pages). If one considers that the role of entia rationis is also 
discussed in the second disputation, and that the relationes rationis - 

usually included in the class of entia rationis - are discussed at length in 

13 Loc. cit. 
14 A detailed study of the censurae particulares would be of great interest in order to 
verify this; the relevant documents are preserved in the Roman Archives of the Jesuit 
order (vol. 654, Censurae Librarum, III, nn. 332 ff.). 15 Cf. W. Voisé, The Career , 23; I. Dambska, Kilka uwagi 5. For further evidence of 
the English fortune of Smiglecius' Logica , which may have been among Locke's logical 
sources, cf. E.J. Ashworth, 'Do Words Signify Ideas or Things?' The Scholastic Sources of 
Locke's Theory of Language , in: Journal of the History of Philosophy, XIX (1981) 299- 
326, esp. 304 (reprinted in E.J. Ashworth, Studies in Post-Medieval Semantics , London 
1985). 16 Cf. P. Bayle, Dictionnaire historique et critique , nouvelle édition, Paris 1820-1824 
(anastatic reprint Genève 1969), XIII, 338-9. 17 P. Bayle, Theses philosophicae , in: Oeuvres diverses , Den Haag 1731 (anastatic reprint 
Hildesheim 1968), IV, 133. 
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the disputation on relations, it will be clear that the entia rationis are 
indeed among Smiglecius' main logical concerns. His decision to open 
the book with this topic is clearly connected with the idea that an 
extensive discussion of entia rationis is required in order to deal pro- 
perly with the problem of the nature and the object of logic. Not sur- 
prisingly, the second disputation {De logica in communì) is devoted to 
this latter problem. The third disputation deals with the first operation 
of the intellect (the simplex apprehensio) and introduces disputations 
4-11, discussing the traditional topics of praepraedicamenta and 
praedicamenta. Disputation 12, De secunda operatione intellectus, seu de enun- 
ciamone, opens the second part of the Logica , and embraces the whole 
theory of the proposition, including the discussion of the meaning of 
terms. Disputation 13 can thus directly proceed to the third operation 
of the intellect {De tertia operatione intellectus quae dicitur discursus ), and 
within it to syllogisms; this leaves the last five disputations free for 
such favourite post-medieval topics as the theory of demonstration 
(disputations 14-15), the theory of science (disputations 16-17) and the 
theory of definition (disputation 18). 

There are considerable differences in the relative lengths of the vari- 
ous disputations, and an interesting feature of Smiglecius' work is the 
choice of the topics that he felt required a more extensive discussion. 
The length of the disputation on entia rationis has already been com- 
mented on. Another notable example is his treatment of the category 
of relation (disputation 10), to which he devotes almost two hundred 
pages. One cam compare this to the length of the disputations on the 
other categories: 63 pages are devoted to the category of substance 
(disputation 8), 53 to that of quantity (disputation 9), 44 to the joint 
treatment of quality and of the last six categories (disputation 11). 
This means that the space devoted to the category of relation is larger 
than that devoted to all the other categories put together.18 

In the second part of the book, disputation 12, devoted to the theory 
of the proposition, deals in 96 pages and 14 questions with the vox (this 
is the only place in which Smiglecius discusses some elements of the 
traditional theory of terms), the difference between noun and verb, the 
nature of the proposition and the role of the copula, the theory of truth 
and the theory of opposition. No mention is made of the theory of sup- 
position, with the exception of the general observation that the voces 

18 A similar attention to the category of relation was already evident in the Commen- 
tarla : cf. Mārtiņus Smiglecius, Commentario, I, 239-72. 
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are signa suppositiva while the concepts are signa manifestativa. 19 None of 
the questions within this disputation deals with such standard topics 
as the theory of modality and of modal propositions20 (but one is 
devoted to propositions on future contingents). The attention paid to 
the theory of demonstration (165 pages) and to the theory of science 
(254 pages) is impressive, but not surprising in an early seventeenth- 
century author.21 

3. On what there is not: impossible entities and entia rationis 

The discussion of the ontological status of fictional and impossible 
entities and of the logical status of the terms used to refer to them is 
an old one.22 During the late-medieval and post-medieval period, this 
discussion largely focused - with different accents in different 
authors - on the following, often interrelated problems: 

1) {mainly) semantical problems : a) what kind of supposition if any, can 
be attributed to terms 'referring' to fictional and impossible entities? 
This problem is linked to the discussion of the possibility of ampliating 
(< ampliatio ) supposition beyond present, past, future and possible 
beings so as to include a fifth class, imaginable beings. Are impossible 
entities to be included in the class of imaginable beings?23 b) How do 

19 Mārtiņus Smiglecius, Logica , Ingolstadii 1618, II, 4-5. On the difference between 
manifestive and suppositive signs - and in general on this section of Smiglecius' 
logic - cf. E J. Ashworth, 'Do Words Signify , esp. 323. The 1658 Oxford edition of the 
Logica , used by Ashworth, has a different pagination from the Ingolstadt edition. 
20 Once again, this also seems to be a feature of the Commentaria , where only a single 
page is devoted to modality: Mārtiņus Smiglecius, Commentaria , II, 69. 21 For a study of Smiglecius' theory of science, cf. L. Nowak, Marcina Smigleckiego 
teoria nauki , in: Studia Philosophiae Christianae, XIII (1977), 109-43 and XIV (1978), 
49-88; id., Gnozeologiczne poglady Marcina Smigleckiego , in: W. Voisé and Z. Skubala- 
Tokarskiej, Z historii polskiej logiki , Wroclaw 1981, 113-72. 22 Cf. S. Ebbesen, The Chimera's Diary, in: S. Knuuttila and J. Hintikka (eds.), The 
Logic of Being, Dordrecht 1986, 115-43. 23 The simple fact that the Tifth' kind of ampliation (to imaginable entities) goes 
beyond the fourth (to possible entities) does not necessarily imply that it should 
include all kinds of impossible entities: one can well conceive the 'possibility' in the 
fourth kind of ampliation as weaker than logical possibility (for instance, as some kind 
of physical possibility), so that the imaginable can be identified with the logically 
possible. On ampliatio to imaginable entities, cf. E.J. Ashworth, Chimeras and Imaginary 
Objects : A Study in the Post-Medieval Theory of Signification, in: Vivarium, XV (1977), 57- 
79, reprinted in ead., Studies ; J. Biard, La signification d'objets imaginaires dans quelques 
textes anglais du XIVe siècle (Guillaume Hey tes bury, Henry Hopton), in: P.O. Lewry (ed.), 
The Rise of British Logic. Acts of the Sixth European Symposium on Medieval Logic and Seman- 
tics , Toronto 1985, 265-83; H. Hugonnard-Roche, Analyse sémantique et analyse ' secun- 
dum imaginationem' dans la physique parisienne au XIV siècle , in: S. Caroti (ed.), Studies in 
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such terms signify? How do they acquire meaning? What kind of 
meaning do they acquire? Are they capable of definition? The com- 
mon idea was that such terms, although lacking any denotation, are 
indeed meaningful, which differentiates a term like chimera from a 
non-significative term like blityri. Ockham and Buridan' s suggestion 
is that they possess only a nominal, and not a real definition. How- 
ever, the kind of meaning that can be attributed to them is a debated 
question. Do they signify all and only the component parts of their 
nominal definition? Or do they rather signify all entities, which would 
make any two terms 'referring' to impossible entities synonymous? c) 
What are the truth-conditions of propositions in which radically non- 
denoting terms24 appear? Ockham and Buridan took a rather drastic 

position: all the affirmative propositions in which something is 
predicated of a radically non-denoting term are to be considered false, 
and all the negative propositions in which something is denied of a 
radically non-denoting term are to be considered true. In this way, the 
(apparently tautological) proposition chimera est chimera would be 
regarded as false, and the (contradictory) proposition chimera non est 
chimera would be regarded as true. This position, clearly inspired by 
the need for ontological rigour, was quite popular among late 
medieval logicians, but seems to lose support later. Suárez, for 
instance, is much more liberad towards chimeras, allowing them not 
only to be themselves ( chimera est chimera is considered true), but also 
be imaginary animals, similar to one another and dissimilar from 
goat-stags, and even susceptible to such complex predications as 
privative modal predications (according to him chimera potest esse ceca is 
also true).25 d) A further logical issue raised by the consideration of 

Medieval Natural Philosophy, Firenze 1989, 133-53; G. Roncaglia, Utrum impossibile sit 
significabile: Buridano, Marsilio di Inghen e la chimera , in: L. Bianchi (ed.), Filosofia e 
teologia nel trecento. Studi in ricordo di Eugenio Randi , Louvain-la-Neuve 1994, 259-82. For 
a general introduction to the theory of ampliation, cf. A. Maierù, Terminologia logica 
della tarda scolastica , Roma 1972, 139-93. 24 As I have done elsewhere (cf. G. Roncaglia, Utrum impossibile ), here I use the 
expression 'radically non-denoting term' to label those terms to which no reference 
can be given through any of the kinds of ampliatio accepted by the author(s) at issue. 
25 Cf. J. P. Doyle, Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth (1), in: Vivarium, XXV (1987), 
47-75, esp. 64, and id., Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth (2), in: Vivarium, XXVI 
(1988), 51-72, esp. 51, 54-5. It may be interesting to add a remark to Doyle's con- 
siderations: in accepting privative modal predications about chimeras, Suárez seems 
to be more liberal than Aquinas: according to the latter, a chimera may be "non 
videns", but - it seems - not blind. "Non videns enim potest dici tam chimera quam 
lapis quam etiam homo. Sed in privatione est quaedam natura vel substantia deter- 
minata de qua dici tur pri vatio: non enim omne non videns potest dici caecum (...)".* 
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impossible entities is clearly that of the definition and nature of modal 
terms. Do we have different 'kinds' of impossible entities correspond- 
ing to different 'kinds' of impossibility (for example, to logical 
impossibility and to physical impossibility)? How do we discriminate 
between possible and impossible entities? 

2) ( mainly ) ontological problems : a) What kind of existence, if any, 
should be recognized for logically and/or physically impossible 
entities? This problem was often addressed within the context of 
discussions of the latitudo entis (what kind of entities are to be accepted 
in our ontology? Is there some general sense of 'being' which is com- 
mon to real beings and to such non-beings as privations, negations, 
fictitious and impossible entities?), usually through the consideration 
of 'diminutive', 'indirect' or 'improper' forms of being. Since these 
were often regarded as a product of our intellectual activities, 
epistemologica! considerations also played a role here, b) Which 
entities are to be regarded as impossible? This question is clearly con- 
nected with the last of the above-mentioned (mainly) semantical 

problems; goat-stags and chimeras are often - but, as we shall see, not 
always - prominent members of the class of impossibilia. c) Are fic- 
titious and impossible entities to be classified - and how - within the 
Aristotelian table of categories? This problem was usually addressed 
at the beginning or at the end of the discussion of the ten categories. 

3) ( mainly ) epistemo logical problems', a) What are the (intellectual and 

non-intellectual) powers used in conceiving fictitious and impossible 
entities? And what are the intentional attitudes we can have towards 
them? (For instance: can we know something impossible? Can we want 
or desire something impossible?) b) What kind of science, if any, can 

legitimately deal with impossible entities? This problem was debated 
not only with reference to metaphysics but also with reference to logic, 
thus connecting epistemological and logical considerations: are impos- 
sible entities to be included within the scope of logical discourse? 

The subdivision into (mainly) semantical, ontological and 

epistemological problems is of course a partially artificial one. It is not 
to be found - at least not in these terms - in medieval and post- 
medieval authors, and it may be difficult to apply in concrete situa- 
tions, since the discussions of the above outlined topics are often 

strictly interrelated and interdependent. Nevertheless, it may help us 

Thomas Aquinas, In IV. Met., 3, 2; cf. R.W. Schmidt, The Domain of Logic According 
to Saint Thomas Aquinas , The Hague 1966, 76. 
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to shape the general theoretical landscape of the problem, before tak- 
ing into account some portion of the vast amount of available and rele- 
vant texts, in most cases still to be studied. 

From the point of view of the classification proposed above, 
Smiglecius' discussion of entia rationis is more directly connected with 
ontological and epistemological problems, even if it has the ultimate 
aim of providing the background needed in order to answer the ques- 
tion of the object of logic. This latter task provides a basis for the inclu- 
sion of a section devoted to entia rationis at the very beginning of a 
logical textbook; however, Smiglecius' discussion - as well as most of 
the post-medieval discussions of impossible entities within the 
'chapter' devoted to entia rationis - does not directly deal with such 
problems as ampliation to imaginabilia , the kind of supposition pos- 
sessed by radically non-denoting terms, and the truth-conditions of 
propositions containing them. As a general observation, it may be 
noted that Smiglecius' discussion takes up many of the problems that 
were debated at his time with reference to entia rationis not only in the 
field of logic but also in that of metaphysics. In particular, Suárez' 
Disputationes Metaphysicae appear to be one of the most important of 
Smiglecius' sources. On the other hand, it seems that the semantical 
and logical problems mentioned above, which were still quite popular 
in the first half of the 16th century,26 lost some appeal for later 
logicians.27 

Why were impossible entities included in - or even identified 
with - the class of entia rationis ? The story behind this is a complex, and 
still largely unexplored one. The main feature of entia rationis , and one 
on which there was general agreement among medieval and post- 
medie vail authors, is that they only exist in our intellect (where an esse 
obiectivum is usually attributed to them). The fortune of entia rationis in 
late-medieval and post-medieval logic is largely due to the authority 
of Thomas Aquinas, and to his view of the object of logic. According 
to Aquinas, who elaborated his theory of entia rationis mainly on the 
basis of Aristotle's Metaphysics and of Arabic sources, there are two 
fundamental kinds of being, entia rationis and entia naturae , and the logi- 

26 Cf. E J. Ashworth, Chimeras. 
27 Note however that the ampliatio to imaginabilia remains a debated issue even later: 
an interesting discussion (and rejection) of it is to be found in Fonseca in 1564 (P. 
Fonseca, Institutionum dialecticarum libri octo> ed. J. Ferreira Gomes, Coimbra 1964, II, 
726-8), and near the end of the century it is still mentioned (and apparently accepted) 
by Suárez (F. Suárez, Disputationes Metaphysicae , LIV, 2 n. 18). 
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cian only deals with the former: it is there that we must seek for the 
proper object of logic.28 But what are the entia rationis ? If we start with 
the above-mentioned distinction between entia rationis and entia naturae , 
the term ens rationis covers everything which is not an ens naturae. This 
is a broad meaning, and according to Aquinas it seems that it includes 
at least29 the following: 
• negations (such as 

" non uidens ") and privations (such as 
" caecitas "); 

• fictions, such as chimeras; dreams are also included in this class; 
• 'logical' second intentions, such as contrariety, definition, 
predicate, proposition and syllogism; 
• relations of reason, which are not grounded on intrinsic properties 
of their fundamenta. 

Aquinas, however, elsewhere gives a different subdivision of entia 
rationis into two subsets which seem to be considered mutually 
exclusive and jointly exhaustive: negations and relations of reason.30 
In speaking of 'negations' here, Aquinas seems to mean both nega- 
tions and privations, while there are good grounds for including 
'logical' intentions in the class of relations of reason.31 As we shall see, 
the inclusion of fictions in this classification remains a debated issue. 

According to Aquinas, therefore, the term ens rationis may cover dif- 
ferent kinds of 'unreal' being. But in various passages he identifies, 
among those possible meanings, the 'proper' one: 

Ens autem rationis dicitur proprie de illis intentionibus quas ratio adinvenit in 
rebus consideratisi sicut intentio generis, speciei et similium, quae non inve- 
niuntur in rerum natura, sed considerationem rationis consequuntur. Et 
huiusmodi, scilicet ens rationis, est proprie subiectum logice.32 

The examples given by Aquinas make it clear that here he has in 
mind those which have been labeled 'logical' intentions, even if it may 
be difficult to give a clear definition of them.33 

28 For some of the relevant passages and a discussion of this theory, cf. R.W. 
Schmidt, The Domain , 49-71. On late-medieval and post-medieval theories of entia 
rationis cf. L. Hickman, Modern Theories of Higher Level Predicates, München 1980; J. P. 
Doyle, Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth. 
29 Here I will not discuss the problem whether universais such as 'humanity' - which, 
while positively and immediately based on reality, do not exist as such in reality - are 
also to be included in the class of the broadly considered entia rationis. Cf. R.W. 
Schmidt, The Domain, 75-93. 
30 Cf. Thomas Aquinas, De Ventate , 21, 1, c. 31 Cf. R.W. Schmidt. The Domain , 89-93. 
32 Thomas Aquinas, In IV Met., 4, 5; on this and on similar passages, cf. R.W. 
Schmidt, The Domain , 53, 90. 33 Traditionally, 'logical' intentions were identified with those second intentions 
which, while existing only in the intellect, are well-founded through an indirect 
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Most late-medieval and post-medieval logicians drew from this 
tradition the general idea that the class of entia rationis is subdivided 
into negations, privations and relations of reason, and that the most 
important relations of reason are those 'logical intentions' which part 
of the Thomistic school considered the formal object of logic. Given 
these assumptions, it should come as no surprise that both the discus- 
sion of entia rationis and that of the category of relation played a very 
important role for the logician. The peculiar attention devoted to them 
by Smiglecius is therefore fully understandable within this tradition. 

The location of fictitious entities within this classification is not 
always clear, but those who emphasize the fact that entities like the 
chimera result from an impossible composition, and are therefore to 
be considered as logically impossible beings, tend to include them in 
the class of negations. This opinion sometimes coexists with the 
attribution of an autonomous role to fictions. Thus, the Complutenses 
propose a division of entia rationis into three groups: 1) fictions, made 
up by putting together incompossible parts, and lacking any real foun- 
dation, 2) privations and negations, taken together as having non ens 
as their proximate foundation, and 3) relations of reason, which have 
as their foundation some positive being.34 In discussing this opinion, 
however, they leave a possibility for the inclusion of fictions in the 
class of negations. According to the Complutenses , if we take the term 
'negation' in its broadest sense "pro quocunque non esse" , then iletiam 
fictiones, seu chimerae, quia a parte rei nullum habent fundamentum, soient in 
hoc sensu appellari negationes* 

' 
;35 in a similar way, according to Suárez 

the division of beings of reason into relations of reason and negations 
may be considered adequate 

" 
comprendendo sub negatione entia ficta et 

impossibilia" . 36 The Conimbricenses also give two possible answers to the 
problem of the location of fictitious and impossible entities within entia 

reference to reality. Cf. R.W. Schmidt, The Domain of Logic, 85-9; J. P. Doyle, Suarez 
on Beings of Reason and Truth (1), 67. These criteria, however, may not suffice to 
precisely select exactly those intentions which we wish to include in the class of * logical' intentions. For an influential criticism of the Thomistic approach on this 
point cf. P. Fonseca, Commentartorum in Metaphysicorum Aristotelis Stagiritae libros tomi 
quatuor , [Coloniae] 1615 (anastatic reprint Hildesheim 1964), I, col. 491. 34 Cf. Coltegli Complutensis (...) Disputationes in Aristotelis Dialec ticam, Lugduni 1668 
(anastatic reprint Hildesheim 1977), 73. 35 Cf. Collepii Complutensis , 74. 36 F. Suárez, Disputationes Metaphysicae , LIV, 4, n. 10. For a scheme of the resulting classification of beings of reason according to Suárez, cf. J. P. Doyle, Suarez on Beings 
of Reason and Truth (1), 57. 
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rationis. We can either think that, although properly being entia rationis , 
they were not included in the above-mentioned classification because 
they lack any foundation in reality, or - and this is considered the best 
answer - we can assume that they are to be included in the class of 
negations.37 

The idea that logical intentions are to be considered the most proper 
kind of entia rationis is often not shared in the post-medieval period. 
Being 'well- grounded' in reality - even if only mediately - logical 
beings of reason came rather to be seen by some authors as a somehow 
'improper' (although very important) subset of the class of entia 
rationis. From this point of view, beings of reason in the most proper 
sense are those which have no foundation at all in reality. And this is 
the position of impossible entities. The position of those authors - and 
Smiglecius, as we shall see, is among them - who strongly identify 
entia rationis and impossible entities, is to be seen as the ultimate result 
of this tendency. In identifying entia rationis and impossible entities, the 
problem remained of how to justify the traditional attribution of the 
label of entia rationis to other kinds of unreal beings as well, and 
especially to logical intentions. The usual move was to stress that they 
are not to be considered beings of reason because of their purely con- 
ceptional nature, but rather because they are thought of artificially sub 
modum entis , that is, in a way which attributes to them a form of being 
they cannot possibly possess. 

4. Entia rationis in Smiglecius 
3 
Logica 

First of all, I wish to stress that I shall not deal with Smiglecius' 
opinion on whether entia rationis are to be considered or not the proper 
object of logic - a problem which is addressed in the second disputa- 
tion of Smiglecius' Logica - but only with his discussion of what entia 
rationis are.38 This discussion is the subject of the first disputation, that 
opens with the obviously fundamental question quid sit ens rationis ? 

The first answer given is the traditional one: beings of reason are 
those which are not (either actually or potentially) real beings, but 

37 Cf. Commentarli Collegii Conimbricensis e societate lesu in universam dialecticam Aristotelis , 
Coloniae 1607 (anastatic reprint Hildesheim 1976), 157. 38 It may be appropriate, however, to recall here that according to Smiglecius the 
answer to the question " An ens rationis directivum operationum sit obiectum logicae " 

(disputation 2, question 3) is that "longe probabilius est ens rationis directivum non esse obiec- 
tum formale logicae, sed operationes ipsas ut dirigibiles" : M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 135. 
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only exist in the intellect.39 They can be considered both with 
reference to their opposition to real beings and with reference to their 

proper mode of being in the intellect. In the first case, we can observe 
that the concept of ens rationis does not entail the negation of every 
feature of the ens reale , since the ens rationis is also a being, though 'in 
its own way'.40 We are here at the very heart of the first of our 

(mainly) ontological problems. The idea that there is a sense of 'being' 
which is common to real beings and to beings of reason (even when 
they are identified with impossible beings) is not new,41 and at the end 
of the 17th century was to lead another Eastern European Jesuit, 
Maximilian Wietrowski, to the quite explicit observation that " sicut 
datur conceptus quidditativus entis realis et entis impossibilis, ita etiam datur 
conceptus entis abstrahentis a possibili seu reali et impossibili , qui conceptus 
vocatur ens supertranscendentale" .42 According to Smiglecius, the opposi- 
tion between the ens reale and the ens rationis is not grounded on the fact 
that the ens rationis is not a form of being, but rather on the fact that 
it is by definition a being which is not, and cannot possibly be, an ens 
reale. Therefore, a being of reason is, according to Smiglecius, one 
whose essence implies the impossibility of its real existence ("quod habet 
talem essentiam , cui repugnet in re existere ").43 If we take the term 'impos- 
sible' to mean that which cannot have real existence, then the entia 
rationis are identified with impossible beings. The impossibility which 
is at issue here is therefore limited to external reality (beings of reason 
can have intellectual reality); nevertheless, it is a logical, rather than 
a physical, impossibility. Smiglecius is quite clear on this point: 

Voco autem impossibile non id quod potentiae creatae est impossibile, sed quod 
universim omni potentiae tam creatae quam increatae est impossibile, seu quod 
per nullam omnino potentiam fieri potest, eo quod implicet contradictionem.44 

39 "Hoc enim nomen entis rationis intelligimus, quod cum non sit ens reale, in solo 
intellectu existit. (...) Ad rationem igitur entis rationis requiritur, ut nullo modo sit 
reale, nec actu, nec potential : ibid., 2. 40 "Est enim suo modo ens", loc. cit. 41 For its presence in Suárez, cf. J. P. Doyle, Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth (7), 
55 n. 51. In the medieval period, Aquinas' distinction between ens rationis and ens 
naturae was also used by some authors to deny any opposition between ens rationis and 
ens reale , insofar as both ens rationis and ens naturae were seen as the subdivisions of ens 
reale : cf. R. Lambertini, Resurgant Entia Rationis. Matthaeus de Augubio on the Object of 
Logic , in: Cahiers de l'Institut du Moyen-Age Grec et Latin, LIX (1989), 3-60, esp. 
19. 
42 Maximillian Wietrowski, Philosophia disputata, Pragae 1697, 232, cit. inj. P. Doyle, 
Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth (1), 56. 43 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 3. 44 ibid. , 4-5. 
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The examples given are interesting. The traditional golden moun- 
tain is not, according to Smiglecius, a being of reason, since, although 
being impossible naturaliter , it is possible through God's absolute 
power.45 The goat-stag, however, is logically impossible. It would 
imply the composition of the two essences of goat and stag in a single 
essence; but those essences, pertaining to two different species, entail 
contradictory differences, and are therefore incompatible.46 Suárez 
drew a similar distinction between the possible golden mountain and 
the impossible chimera.47 The idea that such ficta as goat-stags and 
chimeras are logically impossible because of their involving incompati- 
ble essences is not new - Buridan even used this feature to define the 
chimera as that animal which is " compositum ex incompossibilibus componi 
ad invicem "48 - and in adopting it Smiglecius shows his debt to the late- 
medieval logical discussion of impossible entities. This approach was 
not shared by some of Smiglecius' contemporaries: Bartholomaeus 
Keckermann, for instance, included both the mons aureus and the 
chimera in the class of ficta possibilia , labeling them as bonae phantasiae .49 
It is interesting to observe that Aquinas - who writes before Ockham 
and Buridan' s sharp attack on the logical possibility of chimeras - 
does not seem to rule out the logical possibility of both the golden 
mountain and the chimera.50 The different position adopted by 
Smiglecius seems once more to show the influence of the late-medieval 
debate about impossible entities. 

An interesting problem, given the observation that the modal term 
'impossible' is used by Smiglecius with reference to real existence and 
not to conceptual existence, is whether there is something that is 
impossible in such a way that it cannot exist either in reality or in the 

45 The flying donkey should also be added to the golden mountain in the list of tradi- 
tional fictitious entities which are classified by Smiglecius as possible through God's 
absolute power: cf. ibid., 10. 46 "Nam etsi tam Hircus quam Cervus sint secundum se Entia realia, tarnen com- 
posito ex Hirco & Cervo in unam essentiam non est realis quin potius realiter 
impossibilis, eo quod contradictionem implicet, eandem rem esse Hircum & Čer- 
vům": ibid. , 5. 47 Cf. F. Suárez, Distoutationes Metaòhysicae, LIV, 2, n. 18. 
48 Johannes Buridanus, In Metaphysicen Aristotelis Quaestiones , Venetiis 1518, rpr. 
Frankfurt a.M. 1964, 23vb; on Buridan's definition of the chimera, cf. G. Roncaglia, 
Utrum impossibile sit significabile. 49 Cf. G. Roncaglia, Buone e cattive fantasie: la riflessione sugli enti inesistenti nella logica 
di Bartholomaeus Keckermann , in: Metaxù n. 13, maggio 1992, 80-104. 50 Ibid., 90-1. 
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intellect. The way in which Smiglecius distinguishes two possible 
meanings of the term 'impossible' seems to leave open the way to con- 
ceptual impossibilities: 

Impossibile aliquid dicitur dupliciter: vel quod non possit in re existere, vel quod 
non possit in ratione existere.51 

However, a few lines later it is made clear that this second class 
should be regarded as empty, or, at least, that the intellect (our 
intellect?) cannot conceive it except as empty: 

Quod si dicas: etiam ratio iudicat impossibilia esse impossibilia, respondeo: 
iudicat esse impossibilia ad existendum in re, non autem ad existendum in 
intellectu; imo iudicat impossibilia omnia posse ab intellectu cognosci, quod est, 
posse existere in intellectu.52 

This position may be difficult to reconcile with Aquinas' view 
according to which we can neither conceive nor imagine in any form 
those non-entities whose definitions entail the impossibility of being 
realized: 

Aliquid dicitur non ens dupliciter, uno modo, quia non esse cadit in definitione 
eius, sicut caecitas dicitur non ens; et talis non entis non potest concipi aliqua 
forma neque in intellectu neque in imaginatione; et huiusmodi non ens est 
malum; alio modo, quia non invenitur in rerum natura, quamvis ipsa privatio 
entitatis non claudatur in eius definitione; et sic nihil prohibet imaginari non 
entia, et eorum formas concipere.53 

It should be observed, however, that in disputation 3, question 2 
Smiglecius adopts a position closer to Aquinas' own, holding that " non 
ens secundum se a nullo intellectu , sive creato sive increato , apprehendi potesť 

' .54 
This seems to imply that impossible entities are not to be considered 
non ens simpliciter , a position which agrees with Smiglecius' afore- 
mentioned theory according to which the ens rationis (<est enim suo modo 
ens ",55 

A last problem dealt with in the first question is whether the opposi- 
tion between the ens reale and the ens rationis is such as to admit the 
possibility of a medium. Smiglecius considers the ens in volúntate as a 
possible candidate for such a role. The discussion of whether the will 
can have an ens rationis (or something similar to it) as its object is a 

51 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 5. 52 Ibid., 6. 53 Thomas Aquinas, De Ventate , 3, 4, ad 6. 
54 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 208. 55 Cf. supra y footnote 40. 
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traditional one.56 The argument described by Smiglecius runs as 
follows. If we want something impossible, such as (for a man) to be 
an angel, then the object of our will is not real (since it is impossible), 
and it is formaliter in our will rather than in our intellect: therefore, it 
is neither an ens reale nor an ens rationis. The argument is however 
rejected. The impossible object of our will " licet qua volitum respiciat 
voluntatem , tamen qua ens respicit intellectual 9 . 57 The same problem is dealt 
with more extensively in the sixth question, 

" utrum solum ab intellectu 
an vero etiam ab aliis potentiis ens rationis fieri possiť' and Smiglecius' 
answer is again the traditional one: only the intellect is capable of pro- 
ducing entia rationis.™ 

The second question is devoted to the problem 
" an ens rationis con- 

sistât in coniunctione impossibili plurium rerum", and offers a good example 
of the modal interest of Smiglecius' discussion of entia rationis. The 
debated issue is an intriguing one: are impossible beings (and there- 
fore entia rationis ) all obtained through composition, or are there also 
simple impossible beings? Smiglecius first gives arguments for the lat- 
ter position: negations and relations of reasons are usually included in 
the class of entia rationis' however, both of them are simple, and do not 
require any composition. Furthermore, our vis fingendi is capable of 
producing simple impossible fictions, and this is done through the first 
operation of the intellect; but if all impossible beings were to be 
regarded as composite, then all entia rationis would depend only upon 
the second operation of the intellect. The last consideration is that 
impossible beings can also result from an impossible division ( divisio 

impossibilis ), separating in the intellect something that cannot possibly 
be separated in reality, such as God's attributes. 

According to Smiglecius, the main argument for the opposite posi- 
tion is that our intellect " nihil posse apprehenderey nisi vel reale} vel 
similitudinem entis realis ". This implies that the first operation of the 
intellect cannot handle impossible beings. All the entia rationis should 
therefore be considered composite. The defenders of this view have a 
common strategy for answering the arguments given by the supporters 

56 Scotus' theory according to which the will may produce a relatio rationis (Iohannes 
Duns Scotus, Lectura in librum primum Sententiarum, dist. 45 q. unica) was often men- 
tioned as the main authority for this idea; cf. Commentarii Collegii Conimbricensis , 152; 
Collegii Complutensis , 69-70. 57 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 8. 58 Ibid., 51. For a somehow similar defence of the same position, cf. F. Suárez, 
Disputationes Metaphysicae , LIV, 2, 17-18. 
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of simple impossibilia : in all the proposed cases a hidden composition 
is involved. Privations and negations are entia rationis only insofar as 
they are considered sub similitudine entis , and it is this way of conceiving 
them which entails a form of incompossibility. The impossibility is 
then the result of a composition of something which only pertains to 
real beings with something that is not a being at all. The same is true 
of the relations of reason, which are to be regarded as entia rationis 
insofar as our intellect conceives them " per modum aliarum relationum 
realium 99 ģ 

A further, strictly logical argument is given to support the com- 
posite nature of impossible beings: the impossible is what implies a 
contradiction; but 

implicatio contradictions esse non potest, nisi ubi sunt plura incompossibilia, ita 
ut ex uno sequatur rem esse, ex alio non posse. Verbi gratia, in hac propositione, 
Asinus est rationalis , implicatur contradictio, quia duo sunt incompossibilia, asinus 
& rationale, & ex uno sequitur quod asinus sit rationalis, ex altero (quia asinus) 
quod non sit rationalis. Necesse igitur est, ens rationis constare ex incom- 
possibilibus; ac proinde non esse quid simplex sed compositum, cum res omnino 
simplex non possit implicare contradictionem.59 

Here the main point is the following. In order to have a contradic- 
tion we should have ultimate fundamenta for both sides of it. Those fun- 
damenta should be different (otherwise they would be unable to ground 
a contradiction). Since every impossibility results from a contradic- 
tion, there can be impossibility only when there is some kind of com- 
position. 

In order not to deny that the first operation of the intellect can 
produce impossible entities, the supporters of the composite nature of 
entia rationis may distinguish between two kinds of composition, discur- 
sive composition on the one hand, and simple composition "ex parte 
obiecti , quae fit per apprehensionem (...) absque ulla affirmatione & nega- 
tione" ,60 on the other. This second composition can also be present in 
the first operation of the intellect, and it suffices to ground an 
impossibility. 

Concerning those entia rationis resulting from division rather than 
from composition, it is observed that here the impossibility results 
from re-attributing the products of the division to the original subject 
(in the given example, from re-attributing his attributes to God once 

59 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 11-12. 60 Ibid. , 13. 
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they have been artificially separated). The impossibility, therefore, 
follows again from a form of composition. 

This is the position of the supporters of the composite nature of 
every impossible being. Smiglecius, however, seems to be dissatisfied 
with it, since he goes on once more to adopt the opposite and communis 
opinion, marked in the margin as sententia Auctoris , and to give 
counter- arguments in favour of simple impossible beings. The main 
one is that any relation - including the relations of reason, which are 
entia rationis and which are impossible in re - "est quid simplex in sua 
essentia , quam accipit a fundamento & termino' ' Therefore, relations of 
reason constitute an example of simple impossible being. As to the 
'logical' argument according to which anything which implies a con- 
tradiction cannot be simple, since it should offer separate foundations 
for both sides of the contradiction, Smiglecius' answer is that 

Nec vero necesse est ut id quod implicai contradictionem semper componatur 
ex duobus quae fundent partes contradictionis, sed sine compositione potest fun- 
dari contradictio. Nam si aliquam relationem poni a parte rei implicet contradic- 
tionem, ea contradictio potest fundari in suppositione extrínseca relationi. V.G. 
si supponatur relatio rationis existere realiter, sequitur earn & esse ens rationis 
ob suam essentiam, & non esse ens rationis ex suppositione, quia realiter ponitur 
existere. Addo posse aliquid concipi tanquam impossibile, etsi non concipiatur 
implicatio contradictionis, sed solum defectus aliquis essentialis, vel si con- 
cipiatur, concipietur tanquam quid consequens impossibilitatem absolūtam.61 

Smiglecius' answer presupposes that the simple act of positing a 
merely intentional object of our reason (for instance, a relation of 
reason) as having not only intentional but also real being, does not 
imply a 'composition' between the form which is proper to the being 
of reason and the form of real being. 

The third question deals with the problem of whether entia rationis 
are to be seen as concepts or as extrinsic denominations. Extrinsic 
denominations are those which are drawn not from a form inherent 
in the denominated object, but from a form inherent in something 
else - typically, in the knowing or perceiving subject. In this way, we 
say of something, e.g. a wall, that it is 'seen' or 'conceived'. Now, if 
the only kind of being attributed to the entia rationis is that of being con- 
ceived, it seems to follow that they should be considered extrinsic 
denominations (that is, as denominated only through our act of con- 
ceiving them). The opposite is true if a 'stronger' form of being is 
attributed to them - for instance some kind of esse diminutum or esse fie- 

61 Ibid ., 16. 
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tum , on the grounds of which they can also possess intrinsic forms. If 
this esse fictum is seen as a form of conceptual being, then the entia 
rationis should perhaps be regarded as concepts. 

The discussion of this problem is quite common among post- 
medieval authors; Smiglecius' own solution is interesting as it shows 
how seriously he takes the implications of giving intentional being to 
the entia rationis. In his view, entia rationis are neither extrinsic 
denominations nor concepts, but are rather the objects of denomina- 
tions and concepts. It should be stressed that the problem at issue here 
is one of great importance not only from the ontological and 

epistemological points of view, but also from the semantical one.62 
Smiglecius' theory, although not explicitly dealing with such (mainly) 
semantical problems as the kind of supposition to be attributed to 
radically non-denoting terms, has clear consequences as regards the 
referential import of these terms: not only do they have a meaning, 
but they also seem to have a denotation, albeit within a domain of 
intentional objects. According to Smiglecius, the entia rationis cannot 
be concepts, because concepts qua concepts should have an adequate 
object of which they are similitudines : 

Respondeo, obiectum neque ut res neque ut obiectum esse idem cum conceptu, 
quia conceptus est similitudo obiecti. Obiectum vero est res ipsa & essentia, cuius 
similitudo est conceptus: numquam autem res est idem quod sua similitudo.63 

The fact that entia rationis only exist when they are thought of, does 
not imply that they are simple concepts, but rather that they only have 
objective being in the intellect: 

Ens rationis non est conceptus formātus ab intellectu, sed id de quo conceptus 
formatur, quod quia non existit, nisi quando de eo formatur conceptus, idcirco 
dicitur habere obiectivum tantum esse in intellectu.64 

A fortiori beings of reason cannot be purely extrinsic denominations: 
the essence of an ens rationis like the goat-stag is not given by its being 
conceived, but by its being a (fictitious) entity obtained through the 
(impossible) conjunction of the essences of goat and stag. The extrinsic 
denomination 'conceived' finds in the goat-stag its object, and cannot 
be identified with it. 

62 On the interrelations between ontological, epistemological and semantical levels in 
the post-medieval discussion of entia rationis cf. L. Hickman, Modern Theories. 
63 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 21. 64 Ibid. , 22. 
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The fourth question further investigates the way in which entia 
rationis can be considered a product of the intellect.65 Again, the nature 
of intentional object attributed to them by Smiglecius is quite clear 
from his description of this production': 

Modus igitur quo fit ens rationis ab intellectu est iste. Intellectus per actionem 
realem intelligendi producit in se cognitionem obiecti, quae cognitio est expressa 
quaedam similitudo obiecti, estque qualitas quaedam in intellectu producta; 
haec porro qualitas, cum sit repraesentativa obiecti, facit obiectum esse praesens 
intellectui: ex ilia enim repraesentatione oritur praesentia obiecti in intellectu. 
(...) Haec actio productiva entis rationis dicitur a quibusdam actio intentionalis, 
quia per earn tendit intellectus in obiectum cognitum.66 

What differentiates the objective being proper to a being of reason 
from that proper to a real being qua known, is that the former is obiec- 
tiue tantum , and only exists when the intellect conceives it. However, 
as already stressed, the ens rationis exists as the object of the act of con- 
ceiving: it is ťproduceď by this act, but it cannot be identified with 
it. Smiglecius rejects the idea that the act of conceiving should presup- 
pose the conceived object: in the case of entia rationis , <(non répugnât 
obiectum cognoscendo fieri" . 67 The two moments of the production and of 
the knowledge of the object - although being in re the same - can how- 
ever be distinguished by reason.68 The same problem is further 
elaborated in the fifth question - "Utrum ens rationis tunc fiat quando 
cognoscituť 

' - whose main conclusion is that " non prius fieri ens rationis 

quam cognoscatur, nec prius cognosci quam fiat, sed cognoscendo produci & pro- 
ducendo cognosci" . 69 

Of the remaining questions, special mention must be made of ques- 
tion 8, which displays some theological implications of the discussion 
of entia rationis , and question 10, which is devoted to their classifica- 
tion. The former deals with the problem 

" Utrum divinus intellectus 

cognoscat & faciat Ens rationis ". In addressing it, Smiglecius deals with 
a theological problem which seems to have been the subject of much 
debate in the post-medieval period:70 is it possible to attribute to God 

65 On Smiglecius' positions on this topic, cf. L. Nowak, Gnozeologiczne , 135-41. 66 M. Smiedecius, Lopica, I, 26. 67 Ibid., 31. 68 Ibid. , 33. 69 Ibid., 45. 70 An influential discussion is in F. Suárez, Disputationes Metaphysicae, LIV, 2, 19-24; 
the position adopted by Smiglecius is not the one defended by Suárez, but one which 
Suárez mentions and judges ' non improbabilis ' apparently considering it as a variant 
of his own: cf. ibid., LIV, 2, 24. 
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a direct knowledge of such an 'imperfect' form of being as that proper 
to entia rationis, without endangering his perfection? In order to under- 
stand the importance of this problem, one should not only take into 
account that such entia rationis as negations, privations and impossibilia 
are affected by the ontological imperfection connected with their lack 
of being, but that the very concept of malum was traditionally con- 
sidered a kind of privation. It is on these grounds, for instance, that 
relevant considerations on the ontological status of non-existent 
entities are included in Aquinas' De Veritate within the question 
"Utrum malum habeat ideam in Deo" .71 After a long discussion of the 
problem, Smiglecius concludes that God's knowledge of entia rationis 
is only mediate, ilin ordine ad intellectum nostrum" . 12 This means that 
God does not directly know (and therefore does not directly produce) 
entia rationis , but rather conceives them as being produced by the 
human intellect. 

As already mentioned, question 10 deals with the subdivision of the 
class of entia rationis (" Quot sint genera entium rationis "), and is therefore 
of special interest. According to Smiglecius, the first and more general 
subdivision is between those entia rationis which lack and those which 
have a foundation in re. The first group is that of mere fictions, while 
the second one is characterized by having "fundamentum aliquod in re, 
quod quasi exigat Ulam fictionem" . 73 The latter is the case of the 'logical' 
beings of reason, and it is interesting to observe that Smiglecius 
includes in this class not only, as was usually done, the logically rele- 
vant relations of reason, but also negations and privations. To under- 
stand the meaning of this move it may be useful to consider the 
examples given in question 11 ("An denominationes logicae sint vere entia 
rationis "), the very last of this first disputation.74 Here Smiglecius 
informs us that while esse praedicatum is an example of a relative being 
of reason, esse abstractum is an example - or rather the example - of a 
negative one. 

71 Cf. Thomas Aquinas, De Veritate , 3, 4. 72 M. Smiglecius, Lorica, I, 63. 73 Ibid., 75. 74 The disputation closes with a concluding ' 'Explicatio aliquot difficultatum de entibus 
rationis " (86-95), which again takes up some of the issues debated in the preceding 
questions. Although this section does not seem to add anything really new, the 
cautious way in which Smiglecius often expresses himself here (for example on the 
problem of the possibility of God's directly conceiving the entia rationis) may suggest a link between these pages and the censurae addressed to the first redaction of the 
Logica. This hypothesis, however, could only be confirmed by a detailed study of the 
censurae particulares. 
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Since - as we have seen - according to Smiglecius only logically 
impossible beings can be considered entia rationis , in order to include 
in this class the 'logical' being of reason he is drawn to add a con- 
dition: 

tam relationem quam negationem & privationem tunc solum esse entia rationis, 
cum coniunguntur aliquo modo impossibili, vel in seipsis cum concipiuntur per 
modum entium cum non sint entia, vel respectu subiecti, cum ei tribuuntur, cui 
non conveniunt nec convenire possunt, quare si modus impossibilis děsit, tam 
negatio quam relatio erit suo modo realis.75 

The strategy adopted here is the one we have already mentioned in 
the third section of this paper. As a consequence of the growing 
emphasis on the impossibility attributed to a being of reason, the need 
was felt to characterize ' logical' beings of reason also as impossibilia' 
and this was done through reference to the fact that they are conceived 
sub modum entis. It seems that, in order to have his own object of study 
at hand - and even to conceive it - the logician had to make the 
'ontological mistake' of taking it as if it were a real being. Only in this 

way do 'logical' intentions come to be constituted as entia rationis , and 

only in this way can Aquinas' claim that entia rationis are the proper 
object of logic be reaffirmed. 

Roma - 1-00161 
Via G. Tomas setti 7 

75 M. Smiglecius, Logica , I, 78. 
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Suarez on the Analogy of Being : Some Historical Background 

E.J. ASHWORTH 

In his Disputationes Metaphysicae , published in 1597, the great 
Scholastic philosopher Francisco Suárez offered an account of the 

analogy of being that has long been the focus of attention.1 However, 
little attempt has been made to situate his account historically, despite 
the wealth of references to earlier authors given by Suárez himself.2 
Certainly Suárez is seen as reacting to his predecessors, but only two 
of these, John Duns Scotus and Thomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan, 
are thought to be of any real importance. In relation to Cajetan, 
Suárez is criticized (or praised) for allowing the analogy of attribution 
to embrace both intrinsic and extrinsic denomination, and for refusing 
to assign the analogy of proportionality any role outside the area of 
metaphor. In relation to Scotus, Suárez is accused of following Scotus 
so closely in emphasizing the unity of the concept of being that little 
if any room is left for genuine analogy. Jean-Luc Marion, for 
instance, has claimed that Suárez tried to construct a new model of 
analogy which would allow an escape from univocity at the verbal 
level while admitting its conceptual presuppositions.3 

I intend to argue that Suárez is best read as part of a tradition which 

1 For the text, see Francisco Suarez, Disputationes Metaphysicae in Opera omnia , vols. 25 
and 26, Paris 1866; repr. Hildesheim 1965. I shall refer to these volumes as DM I 
and II. For discussion of Suárez, see John P. Doyle, Suarez on the Analogy of Being , in: 
The Modern Schoolman, 46 (1969), 219-49, 323-41; and Walter Hoeres, Francis 
Suarez and the Teaching of John Duns Scotus on "Univocatio Entis", in: John Duns Scotus , 
1265-1965 , ed. John K. Ryan and Bernardine M. Bonansea, Washington, D.C. 
1965, 263-90 (Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy, 3). 2 Lyttkens does relate Suárez to Petrus Fonseca, who is certainly an important near- 
contemporary source: see Hampus Lyttkens, The Analogy between God and the World: An 
Investigation of Its Background and Interpretation of Its Use by Thomas of Aquino , Uppsala 
1953, 234-6. However, Fonseca is too close to Cajetan to serve my current purposes. 3 Jean-Luc Marion, Sur la théologie blanche de Descartes , Paris 1981, 82: "Loin de con- 
clure à l' univocità, Suarez va entreprendre de construire un nouveau modèle d'ana- 
logie, qui permette à la fois d'échapper verbalement à l'univocité, et d'en admettre 
les présupposés conceptuels". 
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predates Cajetan with respect to the classification of types of analogy, 
and which to some extent predates Scotus in its insistence on a concept 
of being which is both one and analogical. I add "to some extent" 
because the fullest working out of the theory of a single analogical con- 
cept is found in later works which make full use of Scotus' s own 
arguments.4 I shall draw most of my material from three fifteenth- 
century philosophers and theologians, Johannes Capreolus (d. 1444), 
Dominic of Flanders (d. 1479) and Paulus Soncinas (Paolo Barbo da 
Soncina, d. 1495). 5 I shall also draw on the sixteenth-century 
Spaniard Domingo de Soto (d. 1560). 6 All of these authors were cited 
by Suárez, and all had a clear influence on him. 

My paper is divided into two parts. In Part I, I consider how dif- 
ferent types of analogy were distinguished and described. In Part II, 
I turn to the discussion of ens itself, and the question of whether it is 
possible for humans to have a single, separate concept of being. 
Because my purpose is to place Suárez in his historical context, I shall 
not consider his actual arguments in any depth; nor shall I consider 
the philosophical difficulties inherent in his theories.7 

Part One : Types of Analogy 
In order to understand the various classifications of analogy that 

were possible, we must begin by noting that analogy was normally 

4 Olivier Boulnois has recognized the importance of the absorption of Scotist 
arguments by Thomists: see Boulnois in Jean Duns Scot, Sur la connaissance de Dieu 
et Vunivocité de Vêtant , introduction, traduction et commentaire par Olivier Boulnois, 
Paris 1988, 36: "Mais l'univocité triomphe de façon plus éclatante encore à l'endroit 
où elle est le plus violemment combattue, dans l'école thomiste, car elle s'impose 
comme le fonds commun sur lequel s'engage la polémique. - Cajetan est ici un cas 
exemplaire, lui qui entendait défendre l'esprit thomiste contre l'enseignement 
scotiste", For some discussion of analogical concepts, see EJ. Ashworth, Analogical 
Concepts : The Fourteenth-Century Background to Cajetan , in: Dialogue, 31 (1992), 399-413. 5 For discussion of Capreolus, see Johannes Hegyi, Die Bedeutung des Seins bei den 
klassischen Kommentatoren des heiligen Thomas von Aquin : Capreolus-Sylvester von Ferrara- 
Cajetan , Pullach bei München 1959. Hegyi has nothing to say about Capreolus on 
analogy. Some useful biographical material about Dominic of Flanders and Soncinas, 
as well as a compendium of passages about analogy, can be found in Michael 
Tavuzzi, Some Renaissance Thomist Divisions of Analogy , in: Angelicum, 70 (1993), 
93-122. 
6 For discussion of Soto, see E.J. Ashworth, Domingo de Soto (1494-1560) on Analogy 
and Equivocation, in: Ignacio Angelelli and Maria Cerezo (eds.), Proceedings of the Third 
Pamplona Conference on the History of Logic , New York-Berlin (Walter de Gruyter), forth- 
coming. 7 For these matters, the reader can safely be referred to the two articles mentioned 
in note 1. 
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regarded as a subdivision of equivocation, and that the main text for 
the discussion of equivocation was the opening passage of Aristotle's 
Categories .8 Following Boethius's translation, this reads: ' 'Those that 
have only a name in common but a different substantiae ratio in accord- 
ance with that name are said to be equivocais, e.g. "animal" <in 
relation to> man and what is painted."9 These terse words were con- 
siderably expanded on by later Greek commentators, and it is from 
them, especially Porphyry, that Boethius took the divisions of 
equivocation that were to become fairly standard in the Latin- 
speaking West. In his commentary on the Categories , Boethius begins 
by dividing equivocais into two main groups, chance equivocais 
( aequivoca a casu) and deliberate equivocais ( aequivoca a Consilio).10 In the 
first group the occurrences of the equivocal term are totally uncon- 
nected, as when both the son of Priam and Alexander the Great are 
called Alexander, or when a barking animal and a constellation are 
both called canis. 11 In the second group, some intention on the part of 
the speakers was involved. In the context of analogy, this main divi- 
sion was seen as serving two main purposes. First, it allowed the 
acceptance of both Porphyry's claim that "ens" was an equivocal term 
and Aristotle's claim ( Metaphysics 4.1003a33-35) that "ens" was not 
equivocal by providing the explanation that " ens " was equivocal a Con- 
silio but not a casu.12 Second, it allowed authors to claim that Aristotle 

8 For more information, see E.J. Ash worth, Analogy and Equivocation in Thirteenth- 
Century Logic: Aquinas in Context , in: Mediaeval Studies, 54 (1992), 94-135; and E.J. 
Ashworth, Equivocation and Analogy in Fourteenth Century Logic: Ockham , Burley and 
Buridan , in: Burkhard Mojsisch and Olaf Pluta (eds.), Historia philosophiae medii aevi: 
Studien zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters , Amsterdam -Philadelphia 1991, vol. 
1, 23-43. 9 Aristotle, Categories (lai -2) in: Aristoteles Latinus 1 1-5. Categoriae vel Praedicamenta, ed. 
L. Minio-Paluello, Bruges-Paris 1961, 5. 10 Boethius, In Categorias Aristotelis libri quatuor in: Patrologiae Cursus Completus, Series 
Latina , ed. J. -P. Migne, Paris 1891, Vol. 64, col. 166. Equivocais can be either things 
or terms, but as Toletus pointed out in the sixteenth century, it is easier to talk about 
terms: Franciscus Toletus, In librum Categoriarum Aristotelis quae Praedicamenta dicuntur 
commentaria una cum quaestionibus in: Opera omnia philosophica //, Cologne 1615/16; repr. 
Hildesheim 1985, 85b: "... quia facilior erit, si per voces, quàm si per res explicetur, 
ipsas voces dividemus". 
11 The example canis , taken from Aristotle's Sophisti Elenchi , became standard in 
medieval commentaries, though Boethius had confined himself to proper names. 
12 For Porphyry, see Aristoteles Latinus 1 6-7. Categoriarum Supplemento: Porphyrii Isagoge 
Translatio Boethii et Anonymi Fragmentům vulgo vocatum " Liber Sex Principiorum", ed. L. 
Minio-Paluello with Bernard G. Dod, Bruges-Paris 1966, 12: 4 'Vel, si omnia quis 
entia vocet, aequivoce (inquit) nuncupabit, non univoce..." For discussion, see. e.g., 
Dominic of Flanders, Quaestiones super XII Libros Methaphysicorum, Venice 1499; repr. 
Frankfurt 1967, sig. h 7 vb, sig. h 8 rb; Suarez, d.32.2.1, DM II, 320a. 
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had countenanced analogy as a type of equivocation on the grounds 
that the example of 

' 'animal" in relation to a man and his image was 
an example of analogy.13 

Boethius, again following the Greek commentators, went on to pro- 
vide four subdivisions of deliberate equivocation.14 The first of these 
is similitudo , or resemblance, and it is here that people used the sole 
example provided by Aristotle himself, that of an animal and its 
image. The second is proportion where "proportio" is Boethius's render- 

ing of the Greek word "analogia" . The example used was principium 
or principle, which designates unity in relation to number or point in 
relation to line. The third subdivision is "of one origin" {ab uno), and 
the example is the word "medical". The last is "in relation to one 
term" {ad unum ), and the example is the word "healthy" {sanum). 

1.1 Similitudo 

The first of the four subdivisions, similitudo , is not very important 
for our purposes, despite the role played by the notions of resemblance 
and imitation in all theological discussions of analogy. On the one 
hand, it is true that those logicians who only dealt with equivocation 
briefly tended to give Aristotle's example of "animal" said of a 
man and his image as their only example of deliberate equivocation, 
and to explain that deliberate equivocation and analogy were iden- 
tical. Two fifteenth-century examples of this are Johannes Dorp in his 

commentary on Buridan' s Summulae ,15 and Johannes Versor in his 
commentaries on Peter of Spain and on the Categories .16 On the other 

13 Paulus (Barbo) Soncinas, Expositio magistři Pauli soncinatis super artem veterem, 
Venetiis 1499, sig. 2 vb-sig. 3 ra; Thomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan, Commentaria in 
Praedicamenta Aristotelis , ed. M. -H. Laurent, Romae 1939, 10; Domingo de Soto, Liber 
Praedicamentorum in: In Porphyrii Isagogen, Aristotelis Categorias, librosque de Demonstratione 
Absolutíssima Commentaria , Venice 1587; repr. Frankfurt 1967, 120a. Cf. Dominic of 
Flanders, In Met., sig. i 4 ra: "quod autem analogům a phylosopho vocetur 
equivocum patet in multis locis". It is noteworthy that no one that I know of in the 
medieval or post-medieval period remarked that for Aristotle "zoon" was a genuine 
chance equivocal. 14 Boethius, In Cat . , col. 166. 15 Johannes Dorp, commentary in: Johannes Buridanus, Compendium totius Logicae , 
Venice 1499; repr. Frankfurt/Main 1965, sig. e 5 va. 
16 Johannes Versor in: Petrus Hispanus, Summulae Logicales cum Versoru Parisiensis 
Claríssima Expositione , Venice 1572; repr. Hildesheim-New York 1981, f.70 r; 
Johannes Versor, Quaestiones super totam veterem artem Aristotelis , Cologne 1494; repr. 
Frankfurt/Main 1967, f. xxvii vb. 
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hand, those logicians who gave a fuller and more detailed analysis of 

equivocation but who did not report on Boethius's divisions some- 
times omitted similitudo altogether. For instance, Albert the Great gave 
a threefold division of analogy (see 1.3) in terms of relation to one sub- 
ject, one efficient cause, or one end, and did not mention similitude.17 
Johannes Versor in his commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics called 
the same threefold division a division of analogia realis , and classed the 
case of the painted animal as one of analogia artificialis.18 Soncinas 
betrayed uncertainty on the issue. After discussing a second threefold 
division of analogy (see 1.4), he remarked that beyond the modes of 
analogy listed, there seems to be another based on imitation, as when 
' animal' is said of a painted man. Perhaps this type is reducible to one 
of the other modes, he remarked.19 

The problem with Boethius's first division in relation to the generad 
philosophical and theological interest in resemblance had to do with 
the limited, pictorial, type of resemblance involved. Dominic of 
Flanders quoted Aquinas' s remark in De ventate 2.11 ad 8 to the effect 
that the word "animal" is strictly equivocal with respect to an image, 
since the word is imposed to signify a nature, not a shape, yet it is only 
with respect to shape that the picture can resemble its original.20 In the 
sixteenth century, Domingo de Soto deliberately omitted similitudo as 
a separate category in the first edition of his Summulae , on the grounds 
that attribution and proportion would do all that was necessary.21 No 
doubt he was bearing in mind that any kind of relationship, causal or 
otherwise, was thought to involve some kind of resemblance. Probably 
through the influence of Cajetan, the category did reappear in Soto's 
Categories commentary as an example of attribution to one form or 
exemplar.22 Nonetheless, given the background, it is not surprising 
that similitudo as a separate type of analogy does not seem to feature 
in Suárez's discussion. 

17 Albert the Great, Liber In Praedicabilia , in: Opera omnia , vol. 1 , ed. Auguste Borgnet, 
Paris 1890, lib. 
18 Versor, Quaestiones , f. vii ra. 
19 Soncinas, In Praed . , sig. c 3 va. 
20 Dominic of Flanders, In Met. , sig. h 8 rb. 
21 Domingo de Soto, Summulae , Burgis 1529, f. ix vb. 
22 Soto, In Praed. , 1 19a. For Cajetan, see De nominum analogia 1 .9 in Bruno Pinchard, 
Métaphysique et sémantique. Autour de Cajetan. Etude [texte] et traduction du ť 4 De 
Nominum Analogia", Paris 1987, 116. Cajetan uses the example "bonum" here, but 
cf. De nom. anal. 2.19, 119. 
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1.2 " 
Proporão 

" and the Analogy of Proportionality 

Boethius's second division, proportio , raised both the linguistic issue 
of what is meant by the word "analogia" and the more substantial issue 
of where proportionality fits into the overall scheme of things. This 
second issue is closely linked with the question of metaphor, which will 
be discussed in section 1.5. 

Let us first consider the linguistic issue. For the Greeks, analogy 
involved a comparison of two relations, and according to the definition 
Aristotle gave in Nicomachean Ethics 1131a 31-32, it is an equality of 
ratios which involves at least four terms. Latin translations of the 
Greek term were varied. Grosseteste's translation of the passage just 
cited contains the term ' ť proportionalitas' '23 but he does use the word 
" 
analogia 

" in his translation of the passage in Nicomachean Ethics 1096b 
27-28 where Aristotle asks whether goods are one by being derived 
from one good, or by being directed towards one good, or by 
analogy.24 As we saw above, Boethius used the word " proportio 

" for 

analogy in the Greek sense, but in William of Moerbeke's translation 
of Simplicius the word " analogia 

" was used in the same list of subdivi- 
sions of equivocation.25 Thus the Greek usage of the term was cer- 
tainly not unknown to medieval logicians. Nonetheless, after 1250, 
what we find most frequently is 

" 
analogia 

" used in the new non-Greek 
sense of pros hen equivocation or focal meaning.26 According to the 

logicians, analogical terms were terms which signified their objects in 
a prior and a posterior way ( secundum prius et posterius) because of a rela- 
tionship between the principal significate and the secondary 
significate. Thus the word ' 'analogy' 

' itself became ambiguous. This 

ambiguity was occasionally remarked on. In the early fourteenth cen- 

tury Thomas Sutton noted a distinction between the common and the 

23 " Proporcionabas enim equalitas est proporcionis, et in quatuor minimis": 
Aristoteles Latinus XXVI 1-3, Fasciculus Quartus Ethica Nicomachea Translatio Roberti 
Grosseteste Lincolniensis siue 'Liber Ethicorum'. B. Recensio Recognita, ed. R.A. Gauthier, 
Leiden-Brussels 1973, 458. 24 "Non enim assimulantur a casu equivocis. Set certe ei quod est ab uno esse, vel 
ad unum omnia contendere, vel magis secundum analogiam...": Aristoteles Latinus 
XXXVI 1-3, fase. 4 , 381. 25 Simplicius, Commentaire sur les Catégories d'Aristote. Traduction de Guillaume de Moerbeke , 
2 volumes, ed. Adrien Pattin, Louvain, Paris 1971, 42. 
26 The phrase "focal meaning" was applied to Aristotle by G.E.L. Owen, Logic and 
Metaphysics in Some Earlier Works of Aristotle, in: idem, Logic, Science and Dialectic. Collected 
papers in Greek philosophy , London 1986, 184. 
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strict senses of "analogia"'?1 and James of Viterbo said that "ens" was 
improperly called analogical because it was not said " secundum 
analogiam , id est secundum proportioned* 

' but "secundum attributionem* '28 
In the fifteenth century the same point was made by Gerard of 
Harderwyck in his commentary on Porphyry.29 The atmosphere 
changed somewhat in the late fifteenth and sixteenth century, with the 
new attention paid to philology and the historical sense of Greek texts. 
Cajetan himself was insistent that the word "analogy" should be used 
in the Greek sense, as applying only to what he called analogy of 
proper proportionality.30 Fonseca gave a full and accurate account of 
Greek usage in his commentary on the Metaphysics , and pointed out 
that the so-called analogy of attribution corresponded to Aristotle's 
pros hen equivocation.31 Unlike Cajetan, Fonseca seemed to see no 
reason why the medieval Latin usage should not be retained.32 Suárez 
himself uses "analogy" in the medieval way. 

Since the Greek word "analogia" was variously translated as "pro- 
portio 

" and " proportionalitas" , and since the word "proportio" itself had 
the more general sense of any kind of relation, analogy in the Greek 
sense could be referred to in two ways. Some people spoke of the 
analogy of proportionality, and paired it with the analogy of propor- 
tion (or attribution). Others spoke of the analogy of proportion, and 
paired it with the analogy of attribution.33 In what follows, I shall use 
the words "proportionality" and "attribution". 

Let us now turn to the substantial issue of the place accorded to the 
analogy of proportionality. Leaving aside Aquinas' s discussion in De 
ventate 2.11, theologians certainly made some appeal to propor- 
tionality.34 For instance, in the fourteenth century, Nicholas of 
Straßburg distinguished between the analogy of proportionality, the 

27 [Thomas Sutton] Thomas von Sutton, Quaestiones ordinariae , ed. Johannes 
Schneider, München 1977, 918. 28 Jacobus de Viterbo, Disputado prima de quolibet , ed. Eelcko Ypma, Würzburg 1968, 
29 Gerard of Harderwyck, Predicabilia Porphyrii in: Commentum super veterem artem 
Arestotelis secundum viam Albertistarum , [Cologne] 1486, sie. DD v rb. 30 Cajetan, De nom. anal., 3.23, 120. 31 Petrus Fonseca, Commentariorvm In Metaphysicorvm Aristotelis Stagiritae Libros Tomvs I- 
II [one volume], Cologne 1615; repr. Hildesheim 1964, I, cols. 665-666, col. 702. 32 Pedro da Fonseca, Instituições Dialécticas. Institutionum Dialecticarum Libri Odo, 2 
volumes, ed. and trans. Joaquim Ferreira Gomes, Coimbra 1964, I, 62. 33 Suárez warns the reader about these different usaees: d.28.3.3, DM II, 13b. 34 For discussion, see Franco Riva, Tommaso Claxton e l'analogia di proporzionalità: 
Indagine sull'analogia nella scuola tomistica tra XIV e XV secolo , Milano 1989. 
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analogy of attribution, and the analogy of imitation.35 To take a more 
prominent example, the English Dominican Thomas Sutton appealed 
to the analogy of proportionality in the context of divine names, 
though he retained the analogy of attribution for "ens" as said of 
substance and accident.36 Medieval logicians, however, did not appeal 
to the analogy of proportionality in their logical works. Nor did the 
fifteenth-century authors Capreolus, Dominic of Flanders (outside the 
area of metaphor) and Soncinas. Cajetan is the first author I know of 
who not only used the analogy of proportionality but who unam- 
biguously insisted on giving it a privileged position. 

1.3 "Ad Unum" and "Ab Uno": the Analogy of Attribution 

Boethius's last two subdivisions of equivocation seem to belong 
together. They correspond to Aristotle's pros hen equivocation, assum- 
ing that Aristotle made no hard distinction between "ab uno " and "ad 
unum" . 37 Moreover, as Simplicius remarked, some authors joined the 
last two modes together, and presented them as intermediate between 
equivocais and univocáis, on the grounds that those things called 
medicinal or healthy do participate the ratio of health or medicine in 
some way, albeit not equally.38 It seemed natural to medieval authors 
to subsume the examples "healthy" and ' 'medical' ' under attribu- 
tion, but they also felt the need to accommodate "ens" as an equivocal 
term. As a result, the last two subdivisions were expanded into three, 
all regarded as types of attribution. This classification was due to Aver- 
roes who in his commentary on the Metaphysics said that Aristotle 
classified ' 'healthy' 

' as a case of attribution to one < thing > as an 

35 See text quoted in Ruedi Imbach, Metaphysik, Theologie und Politik: Zur Diskussion 
zwischen Nikolaus von Straßburg und Dietrich von Freiberg über die Abtrennbarkeit der Akziden- 
tien , in: Theologie und Philosophie, 61 (1986), 392, n. 206. 
36 Sutton, Quaestiones , 924-925 (God and creatures), 882, 888, 918 (substance and 
accidents). For discussion, see E.J. Ashworth, Analogy and Equivocation in Thomas Sut- 
ton, O.P., in: Proceedings of the Eleventh European Symposium on Medieval Logic and Seman- 
tics, forthcoming. Riva, Tommaso Claxton , does not pay sufficient attention to the 
distinction Sutton makes between "ens" and the divine names such as "bonum" , " justum " and so on: see especially 41, 43-4. Przezdziecki seems to miss the distinction 
altogether in his article on the subject: see Joseph J. Przezdziecki, Thomas of Sutton's 
Critique on the Doctrine of Univocity , in: C.J. O'Neil (ed.), An Etienne Gilson Tribute. 
Milwaukee 1959, 189-208. 37 On this point, see J. Owens, The Doctrine of Being in the Aristotelian Metaphysics , 
Toronto 1957, 117-8; and Owen, Logic and Metaphysics, 182, n. 7. 
38 Simplicius, In Cat., 43. 
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end, "medical" as a case of attribution to one < thing > as an agent, 
and "ens", as a case of attribution to one subject.39 This division is 
found in Thomas Aquinas' s own commentary on the Metaphysics , and 
in Albert the Great's commentary on the same work, though they 
speak of an efficient cause or principle rather than of an agent.40 The 
same three divisions, said to be modes of analogy, appear in Albert 
the Great's commentary on the Predicables , though he does not identify 
the mode covering 

" sanum " in terms of relation to a final cause as he 
does in his Metaphysics commentary.41 A little later, John of Jandun in 
his commentary on the Metaphysics cites Averroes as saying that 
analogy is threefold, and lists the usual three divisions.42 In the fif- 
teenth century, Capreolus cites Averroes as speaking of attribution to 
one end, one agent, or one substance;43 and Dominic of Flanders gives 
the threefold division as a subdivision of a wider division (see Í.5).44 

In the light of Cajetan's later insistence that attribution can only 
occur in relation to extrinsic denomination, in which the form (e.g., 
health) picked out by the word (i.e., "healthy") can only belong to 
one of the analogates (i.e., to the animali but not to its diet), one can 
ask whether this issue was raised, either in the context of this threefold 
division, or in the context of other divisions of analogy. Soncinas dis- 
cussed the matter in the context of the second threefold division of 
analogy in his commentary on the Categories , claiming that " sanum " 

involved extrinsic denomination but that " ens ", which expresses a 
single ratio , cannot.45 Discussions under the general heading of 
attribution are rare. Two exceptions are found in Thomas Sutton and 
Thomas Claxton. Sutton discussed the matter in the context of com- 

39 Averroes, Aristotelis Opera cum Averrois Commentariis (Venetiis 1562-1574: repr. 
Frankfurt 1962, Vol. VIII, f.65va: "Et intendebat per hoc declarare, quod attributa 
ei, aut attribuuntur eidem fini, aut eidem agenti, aut eidem subiecto, sicut nouem 
praedicamenta substantiae". 
40 Aquinas, In Met. Lib. IV lect.l n.9, n.10, n. 11; cf. De Principiis Naturae 6 in: Opera 
Omnia XLIII, 46-47. Albert the Great, Metaphysica Libros Quinqué Priores , ed. Bern- 
hardt Geyer in: Opera Omnia XVI Pars /, Münster/Westfalen 1960, 163b- 164a. 
41 Albert the Great, In Praedicabilia , lib. He attributes the three modes to John 
Damascene, without apparent justification. 42 John of Jandun, Quaestiones in duodecim libros metaphysicaeì Venice 1553; repr. 
Frankfurt/Main 1966, f.45 va. 
43 Johannes Capreolus, Defensiones theologiae divi Thomae Aquinatis. Vol. /, ed. Ceslai 
Paban and Thomas Pègues in seven volumes, Turonibus 1900-1908; repr. 
Frankfurt/Main 1967, 141b. 
44 Dominic of Flanders, In Met. , sig. i 3 vb. 
45 Soncinas, In Praed. , sig. c 3 rb-va. 
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parison. He said that analogical were susceptible of comparison only 
when the analogical form belonged to both analogates. Thus a field 
cannot be said to smile more or less than a man, but substance can 
be said to be more ens than an accident, even though an accident is 
said to be ens only by virtue of its relationship to substance.46 Thomas 
Claxton said clearly and explicitly that the analogy of attribution could 
be divided into two. In one case, the form in question was found in 
both analogates, in the other case it was not.47 In general, it seems to 
be the case that people took it for granted that ens involved intrinsic 
denomination, and if liens" was a term analogical by attribution, then 
obviously there were different kinds of attribution. Cajetan's claim 
that insofar as "ens" can be regarded as a term analogical by attribu- 
tion, it must be interpreted as involving extrinsic denomination, 
strikes me as unprecedented.48 Nor was it accepted by such later 
authors as Domingo de Soto.49 

1.4 The Second Threefold Division 

There is a second threefold division which has little to do with 
Boethius's subdivisions of deliberate equivocation, but which arises 
from the long tradition that analogical terms are intermediaries 
between equivocal and univocal terms. The notion of an intermediary 
was already present in late Greek logic (see the passage from 
Simplicius cited above), but it is also found in Arab writings. In 
Algazel's Logic we read: 4 'Terms related by agreement [convenientia], 
come half-way between univocáis and equivocais, e.g., ens as said of 
substance and of accident...".50 and Albert the Great explained that 
convenientia were analogical terms.51 Similarly, in his commentary on 
Aristotle's Metaphysics , Averroes said that ens is said in a way which is 

46 Sutton, Quaestiones, 893-4, 929-930. 47 Thomas Claxton, Thomae de Claxton O.P. (CA. 1400): Quaestiones de distinctione inter 
esse et essentiam reali atque de analogia entis , ed. Martin Grabmann, Acta Pontificiae 
Academiae Romanae S. Thomae Aquinatis et Religionis Catholicae, 8 (New Series) (1943), 
115. 
48 Cajetan, De nom. anal., 2.11, 116-118. 49 Soto, Summulae, f. ix va: Soto, In Praed. , 119b-120a. 
50 " Convenientia sunt media inter univoca et aequivoca, ut 'ens', quod dicitur de 
substantia et accidente...": C.H. Lohr, "Logica Algazelis": Introduction and Critical 
Text , in: Traditio, 21 (1965), 246. 51 Albert the Great, In Praedicabilia , 11a. 
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neither equivocal nor univocal but falls in between,52 and this was nor- 

mally taken to mean that it was said in accordance with analogy. The 
notion of an intermediary term, however, is open to more than one 
interpretation. The standard view was that analogical terms were 
intermediary between chance equivocais and univocáis, and hence 
that they were to be identified with deliberate equivocais, but some 
authors went further in suggesting that at least some analogical terms 
were intermediary between univocáis and deliberate equivocais, so 
that they were not equivocal in any of the normal senses at all. They 
presented this view in the context of a threefold division of analogy.53 
For instance, towards the end of the thirteenth century, an 
anonymous commentator on the Sophistici Elenchi proposed the follow- 
ing classification. First, there are analogical terms which are univocal 
in a broad sense of "univocal". Here reference was made to genus 
terms such as " animal". Human beings and donkeys participate 
equally in the common nature animal , but are not themselves equal, 
since human beings are more perfect than donkeys. This type of 
analogy, which Cajetan was to call analogia inaequalitatis , was routinely 
discussed in response to a remark Aristotle had made in Physics VII 
(249a22-25) which, in Latin translation, asserted that many equivoca- 
tions are hidden in a genus. Medieval logicians felt obliged to fit this 
claim into the framework of equivocation and analogy, even if the con- 
sensus was that in the end the use of genus terms was univocal. 
Second, there are those analogical terms such as "ens" which are not 
equivocal, because only one ratio is participated, and which are not 
univocal either, because things participate this one ratio unequally, in 
a prior and a posterior way. It is these terms which are the genuine 
intermediaries. Third, there are those equivocal terms which are 
deliberate equivocais, because there are two rationes which are par- 
ticipated in a prior and a posterior way. The example here was 
"healthy" 

This threefold division underwent some interesting developments. 

52 Averroes, Opera , VIII, f. 65rb: "... nomen ens dicitur multis modis, & non 
aequiuoce, sicut canis, qui dicitur de latrabili & marino: ñeque uniuoce, ut animal de 
homine, & asino: sed est de nominibus quae dicuntur de rebus atributis eidem, et sunt 
media inter uniuoca & aequiuoca". 53 Incerti Auctores, Quaes tiones super Sophisticos Elenchos, ed. S. Ebbesen, Copenhagen 
1977, 129-134, 310-317 (Corpus Philosophorum Danicorum Medii Aevi VII). Cf. 
Simon of Faversham, Quaestiones super libro Elenchorum, ed. S. Ebbesen, T. Izbicki, J. 
Longeway, F. del Punta, E. Serene and E. Stump, Toronto 1984, 78, 123-4. 
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On the one hand, it was bitterly criticised by Duns Scotus in his early 
logical writings.54 On the other hand, the first two divisions were 
sometimes subsumed under univocation. For instance, Walter Burley 
claimed that there were three kinds of univocal term.55 In the broadest 
sense, a univocal term falls under a single concept which applies to 
more than one thing either on an equal basis or according to some dif- 
ference between prior and posterior. In this sense, both genus terms 
and " ens 99 could be regarded as univocal. In a stricter sense, a 
univocal term falls under a single concept which applies to more than 
one thing on an equal basis. In this sense, genus terms were univocal 
but "ens" was not. In the strictest sense, a univocal term falls under 
a single concept which is not divisible through essential differences, 
and this excluded both " ens 99 and genus terms. 

In the fifteenth century, the threefold division described above 
became popular among Thomists who realized its closeness to that 
given by Thomas Aquinas in his Sentences commentary.56 Johannes 
Capreolus quoted the entire passage from Aquinas's Sentences com- 
mentary before later subjecting it to analysis.57 Soncinas referred to 
Aquinas and gave the threefold division in his commentary on the 
Categories .58 He repeated the threefold division, this time without 
reference to Aquinas, in his commentary on the Metaphysics .59 Thus 
neither Cajetan's use of Aquinas's Sentences commentary60 nor his 
threefold division of analogy were novel (see 1.6). 

1.5 Metaphor 

The relationship between equivocation and metaphor, and hence 
between analogy and metaphor, had always been a close one, though 

54 John Duns Scotus, In librum Praedicamentorum quaestiones in: Opera omnia 1, Paris 
1891, 446a-447a; In libros Elenchorum quaestiones in: Opera omnia 2, Paris 1891, 20a-25a. 55 Walter Burley, In Physicam Aristotelis Expositio et Quaestiones , Venice 1501; repr. 
Hildesheim-New York 1972, f. 13ra, f. 220vb; Walter Burley, Burlei super artem veterem 
Porphirii et Aristotelis. Venetiis 1497, sig. c 5ra-rb. For a discussion of the different ver- 
sions of Burley' s commentaries on the Physics and the Categories , see Alessandro D. 
Conti, Ontology in Walter Burley 's Last Commentary on the "Ars Vetus in: Franciscan 
Studies, 50 (1990), 121-76, especially 121-2, n. 1 and 151-2. 
56 Aquinas, In I Sent. d. 19 q. 5 a. 2 ad 1. 
57 See Capreolus, Defensiones , 124b- 125a for the quotation and 142a for analysis. 58 Soncinas, In Praed. sig. c 3 rb. 
59 Paulus (Barbo) Soncinas, Quaestiones Metaphysicales Acutissimae, Venice 1588; repr. 
Frankfurt 1967, 9b. 
60 For references, see Cajetan, De nom. anal. 1.6 (115), 2.21 (119), 3.30 (122). 
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authors in general seemed uncertain of its implications. The key 
passage is Sophistici Elenchi 166a 15-20, where Aristotle distinguished 
three varieties of equivocation, "one when either the phrase or the 
name primarily signifies more than one thing, e.g. 

ť 
piseis 

9 and 'canis' ; 
another when we are accustomed to speak in that way; a third when 
words put together signify more than one thing, but taken alone 
< signify > simply, e.g. 'seit saeculum 9 99 .6i The first two modes were 
identified with Boethius's divisions into chance and deliberate 
equivocation; and, more importantly, Aristotle's description of the 
second mode, which suggests metaphorical usage, encouraged an 
identification of metaphor with deliberate equivocation and hence 
with analogy in many logic texts. In the thirteenth century most texts 
support a close relationship between metaphor and the second mode 
of equivocation. Peter of Spain claims that transferred meaning (tran- 
sumptio) can be reduced to the second mode of equivocation. When we 
say that fields laugh, the prior sense of "laugh", which arose through 
imposition, is transferred to the fields through habit (< assuetudo ).62 
Similarly in William of Sherwood, the second mode of equivocation 
is said to involve only improper or transumptive signification, and he 
remarks that the terms " currit 99 and " ridet 99 are transferred on account 
of some similitude.63 In the treatise De Fallaciis , which has been 
attributed to Aquinas himself,64 the second mode is described in terms 
of transumptio , and it is the case of per prius et per posterius signification 
which is reduced to transumptio rather than the reverse. Moreover, as 
was not the case in the two earlier texts, analogy is specifically men- 
tioned: "The multiplicity of analogical names is reduced to this 
species <of equivocation > . < Analogical names > are those which 

61 Aristotle, Sophistici Elenchi 166a 15-20, quoted from Boethius's translation in 
Aristoteles Latinus VI 1-3: De Sophisticis Elenchis , ed. B. G. Dod, Leiden-Brussels 1975, 
9. "Sunt autem tres modi secundum aequivocationem et amphiboliam: unus quidem 
quando vel oratio vel nomen principaliter significat plura, ut piseis et canis; alius 
autem quando soliti sumus sic dicere; tertius vero quando compositum plura 
significet, separatum vero simpliciter, ut 'seit saeculum'." 
62 Peter of Spain, Tractatus called afterwards Summule Logicales, ed. L. M. de Rijk, Assen 
1972, 101. 63 William of Sherwood in: Charles H. Lohr with Peter Kunze and Bernhard 
Mussler, William of Sherwood, "Introductions in Logicam"; Critical Text , in: Traditio, 39 
(1983), 276-7. 64 The editors of the Leonine edition cast some doubt on this attribution, partly on 
the basis of the unusually frequent use of the word 'nam': introduction to De Fallaciis 
in Thomas Aquinas, Opera Omnia XLIII. Opuscula IV, Rome 1976, 386-7. 
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are said secundum prius et posterius, as 'healthy' is said of an animal, of 
urine and diet".65 

Similar views are found in the fourteenth century. Ockham, in his 
account of the second mode of equivocation in his commentary on the 
Sophistici Elenchi , identifies it with deliberate equivocation, and then 
remarks that the words 11 Sanum' ' " medicinale ", " currere ", " ridere ", 
and others transferred from proper to improper signification, are 
found there. This kind of equivocad term can, he says, be called 

analogical, and in this way almost any word can fall under the second 
mode.66 In his Liber Propugnatorius , Thomas Anglicus (who should not 
be confused with Thomas Sutton) remarks that the second mode of the 
fallacy of equivocation is in accordance with analogy, which is a 
medium between pure equivocation and pure univocation. He then 
says that there are two types of analogy. The first type occurs when 
a name signifies one concept primarily and another ex consequenti , 
because of a resemblance of proportion, and he offers the example of 
" ridere " in relation to the act of flowering.67 This type causes logical 
problems. The second type, which does not cause logicali problems, 
occurs when things ordered among themselves are related to one con- 
cept, as in the case of ens. 

In fifteenth-century authors we continue to find a close relation 
between the second mode of equivocation, metaphor, and analogy. In 
his commentary on the Fallacies attributed to Thomas Aquinas, 
Dominic of Flanders identifies the second mode with metaphor, and 
with one type of analogical term, of which his example is "ridere" ™ 

The other type of analogical term cited is " ens " which, he says, does 
not cause equivocation because " ens " signifies many things agreeing 
in one ratio secundum prius et posterius. In his commentary on the 

Metaphysics Dominic of Flanders appeals to Thomas Anglicus and his 
twofold division of analogy, though he departs from his source in the 

description of the second kind of analogy in that he allows it to include 

65 Aquinas, De Fallaciis , 406. 66 William of Ockham, Expositio super libros Elenchorum , ed. Francesco del Punta, St. 
Bonaventure, N.Y. 1979, 22-4 (Opera Philosophica III). 67 Thomas Anglicus, Liber propugnatorius super primum sententiarum contra Johannem 
Scotum, Venice 1523; repr. Frankfurt a.M. 1966, f. 37 ra. Cf. Aquinas, ST la. 13.6c. 
68 Dominic of Flanders, In D. Thomae Aquinatis Commentaria super Libros Posteriorum 
Analyticorum Aristotelis , nec non et in eiusdem Fallaciarum opus. Quaestiones Perutiles. Pauli 
quoque Soncinatis eiusdem ordinis, lucida et subtilis Expositio in Porphyrii Isagogen, et Aristotelis 
Praedicamenta, cum suis quaestionibus in unaquaque expositione utiliter disputatis, Venetiis 
1600, 177b-178a. 
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either a relationship of ordered things to one concept or a relationship 
of ordered concepts to one word. He does this so as to accommodate 
the first threefold division of analogy as a set of subdivisions (see 
1.3 ).69 

Cajetan explicitly linked analogy with metaphor by introducing two 
kinds of the analogy of proportionality, proper proportionality which 
was non-metaphorical, and improper proportionality which was 
wholly metaphorical.70 In Domingo de Soto, however, we find a rever- 
sion to the earlier divisions, in that the main example he gives of the 
analogy of proportionality outside the context of theological discussion 
is the metaphorical use of "ridere" . 71 

1.6 Cajetan , Soto , and Suarez 

To conclude Part One of this paper, I shall look briefly at Cajetan 
in relation to Soto and Suárez. In his discussion of analogy, Cajetan 
adopted the second threefold division (see 1.4). He called the first type 
of analogy, the case of genus terms, the analogy of inequality, and 
dismissed it as unimportant. He called the second type the analogy of 
attribution, and here he made two changes. First, he gave a new 
account of its subdivisions by merging the first threefold division of 
attribution to one efficient cause, one end, and one subject (see 1.3) 
with Boethius's division of similitudo (see 1.1), and describing the 
resulting four subdivisions in terms of Aristotle's four causes.72 
Second, he claimed that attribution involved only extrinsic denomina- 
tion. He called the third type of analogy the analogy of proportionality 
and he claimed that the analogy of proper proportionality (as opposed 
to metaphor) involved only intrinsic denomination. Moreover, while 
allowing that the word " ens 99 could be used in accordance with attribu- 
tion, he claimed that it, and all other metaphysically significant 
analogical terms, principally belonged in this last division. 

Domingo de Soto was to adopt somewhat the same overall division, 
but as has already been noted, Soto allowed the analogy of attribution 
to embrace the case of intrinsic denomination, and, as we have seen, 
he presented proportionality as principally concerned with metaphor. 

69 Dominic of Flanders, In Met , sig. i 3 vb. 70 Cajetan, De nom. anal., 3.25, 26, 120. 71 Soto, Summulae , f. ix va; Soto, In Praed . , 118b. 72 Cajetan, De nom. anal., 2.9, 116. 
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So far as the case of substance and accident was concerned, "ens" was 
taken as an example of the analogy of attribution. It is only when he 
discusses the case of God and creatures, a case that Soto thought the 
logician ill-equipped to accommodate, that Soto, like his Dominican 
predecessor Thomas Sutton, allowed proportionality to return.73 He 
remarked that we can understand why Aquinas said different things 
in different places if we realise that language used of God and 
creatures involves both similarity to and difference from language 
used of substance and accidents. On the one hand, there is a similarity 
to analogy because of the dependence relation between God and 
creatures. This is why Aquinas, in Summa theologiae la 13.5, compared 
"ens" said of God and creatures with "sanum" . As urine is a sign of 
an animal's health, so the perfections of creatures are nothing other 
than expressions of perfections in God. On the other hand, there is a 
difference from analogy in that "ens" is said simpliciter of both God and 
creatures rather than simpliciter of one and secundum quid of the other, 
and this is why in De veritate 2.11 Aquinas said that there was an 
analogy of proportionality between God and creatures. As God exists 
through the esse formally in him, so do creatures exist through the esse 
formally in them. In his conclusion, and without saying more about 
proportionality, Soto remarked that the analogy of being between God 
and creatures is called univocation because it is nearer to univocation 
than is the analogy of being between substance and accidents. 

Suárez differs from Soto in his handling of "ens" , for he begins by 
giving an account of "ens" said of God and creatures, and then argues 
that the same account should be given of "ens" said of substance and 
accidents.74 Leaving that aside, his divisions of analogy clearly belong 
to the earlier tradition. Attribution embraces both intrinsic and extrin- 
sic denomination, "ens" and "sanum" are both cases of terms 

analogical through attribution, and the analogy of proportionality is 
concerned chiefly with metaphor.75 

73 Soto, In Praed ., 132a- 133a. 74 For God and creatures, see especially Suárez, d. 28.3.1-22, DM II, 13a-21a. For 
substance and accidents, see especially Suárez, d. 32.2.1-16, DM II, 319b-324a. It 
is in d . 32.2. 1 1 (322b) that he says that the same account should be given of the second 
kind of analogy as of the first. 
75 Suárez, d. 28.3.11, DM II, 16b: "...omnis vera analogia proportionalitatis 
includit aliquid metaphorae et improprietatis, sicut ridere dicitur de prato per transla- 
tionem metaphoricam ..." 
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Part Two : The One Analogical Ratio 

We have already considered one division of analogy which explicitly 
asserted the existence of one analogical ratio corresponding to the word 
"ens" . Now it is time to explore this issue in greater detail. To begin 
with, we need to look again at the opening words of Aristotle's 
Categories :76 " Those that have only a name in common but a different 
substantiae ratio in accordance with that name are said to be equivocais, 
e.g., "animal" <in relation to> man and what is painted.... Those 
that have both a name in common and the same substantiae ratio in 
accordance with that name are said to be univocáis, e.g., "animal" 
<in relation to> man, ox". It was agreed that the ratio substantiae of 
a name included all that in some way expressed the essence or quiddity 
of a substance or accident; and Aquinas claimed that the ratio was the 
verbum mentale or conceptio which is a mental object but which is distinct 
from the species intelligibilis.77 This inner conception was identified with 
the definition formed when the mind understands a simple object, or 
with the proposition formed when the mind compounds and divides. 
Thus the ratio signified by a name was the intellect's understanding of 
the thing signified by the name.78 

In the fourteenth century, there was a general agreement that the 
ratio could be regarded as a conceptus. Thus Ockham explained that 
" ratio substantiae " meant conceptus vel intentiones animae ,79 and Buridan 
said that he took " conceptus ", " ratio " and " intentio " to mean the same 
in this context.80 It was also generally agreed that, given Aristotle's 
definitions, pure univocation must involve only one ratio , whereas 
pure equivocation must involve at least two. So too do most cases of 
deliberate equivocation and hence of analogy. Such terms as 

76 Aristotle, Categories Ial-15 in: Aristoteles Latinus 11-5 , 5: "Aequivoca dicuntur 
quorum nomen solum commune est, secundum nomen vero substantiae ratio diversa, 
ut animal homo et quod pingitur  Univoca vero dicuntur quorum et nomen com- 
mune est et secundum nomen eadem substantiae ratio, ut animal homo atque bos..." 77 Thomas Aquinas, Super Evangelium S. Ioannis Lectura 1.1 n. 25; De veritate 4.2; De 
potentia 8.1. 
78 Thomas Aquinas: "Ratio enim quam significat nomen, est conceptio intellectus de 
re significata per nomen": ST la. 13.4; cf. 1.5.2. 79 William of Ockham, Summa Logicae , ed. P. Boehner, G. Gài, S. Brown, St. 
Bonaventure, N.Y. 1974, 45 (Opera Philosophica I); cf. William of Ockham, 
Expositio in librum Praedicamentorum Aristotelis , ed. G. Gài, St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1978, 
143 (Opera Philosophica II). 80 John Buridan, lohannes Buridanus. Quaestiones in Praedicamenta , ed. J. Schneider, 
München 1983, 4. 
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"healthy" ( sanum ) in their extended secondary use are clearly capable 
of analysis into a concept different from that associated with the 
primary use of the term. "Ens" , however, seems to be a special case. 
On the one hand, "ens" does not seem to be straightforwardly 
equivocal, in the sense of being subordinated to more than one con- 
cept, since we at least have the illusion of being able to grasp "ens" 
as a general term. As Scotus pointed out, in an argument reproduced 
by all who considered the issue, we can grasp that something is a being 
while doubting whether it is a substance or an accident, and this surely 
involves having a relatively simple concept of being at our disposal.81 
On the other hand, despite the belief that a noun signifies a concept, 
and that a concept typically captures a common nature, there does not 
seem to be any common nature involved, especially as everyone 
agreed that Aristotle was correct in saying that "ens" is not a genus 
term. 

There are four possible responses to the problem. First, "ens" could 
be regarded as a chance equivocal, associated with two unrelated con- 
cepts.82 Second, "ens" could be regarded as a deliberate equivocad, 
associated with two related concepts.83 Third, "ens" could be regarded 
as a pure univocal, associated with just one non- analogical concept. 
This, of course, was the view of Duns Scotus. Finally, "ens" could be 
regarded as a deliberate equivocal or analogical term of the sort 
associated with just one analogical concept. We have already seen how 
this view was put forward in the context of the second threefold divi- 
sion of analogy. In what follows, I shall consider what Dominic of 
Flanders, Capreolus, Soncinas and Soto had to say. I begin with 
Dominic of Flanders, since he did not make the division into formed 
and objective concepts which was employed by the other three 
authors. 

81 John Duns Scotus, In Met . 4 q. 1, in: Quaestiones subtilissimae super libros 
Metaphysicorum Aristotelis in: Opera omnia, Paris 1891-1895, Vol. VII, 148b; John Duns 
Scotus, Ordinatio I d. 3 pars 1 q. 1-2, 27-29, in: Opera Omnia , Vatican City 1950-, Vol. 
Ill, 18-19. Capreolus, Defensiones , 129b-130a; Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. h 8 
va, sig. i 2 rb-vb; Soto, In Praed. 129a-b; Soncinas, In Met ., 6b-7a. 
82 Following Aquinas, this view was attributed to Maimonides, and was rejected. See 
e.g. Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 1 rb. Fonseca, In Met., col. 689, added the 
name of Peter Aureol on the basis of what he had read in Capreolus, but was criticized 
by Suárez: see d. 28.3.1, DM II, 13a. 83 See, e.g., Thomas Sutton, as discussed in 1.2 above. 
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2.1 Dominic of Flanders 

First let us be precise about how Dominic of Flanders used the word 
"ens". He takes it in its nominal sense, as a noun, for the participial 
sense implies actual existence.84 He does not take " ens " in its most 
general sense, for that embraces everything which is not nothing.85 
Instead, it is taken in a more determinate sense, as picking out God 
and creatures, substance and accidents. 

Next let us consider his definitions. A univocal term is one which 
is predicated of many according to one and the same ratio which is 
equally participated,86 whereas an analogical term is predicated of 
many either according to rationes which are diverse but ordered in 
some way, or according to one ratio which is diversely participated 
secundum prius et posterius .87 The ratio corresponding to a univocal term 
has the unity of univocation as opposed to the unity of proportion,88 
which is what you get when you take distinct realities, such as 
substance and accident, and consider them in accordance with the 
dependence of one on the other.89 It also has the community of 
abstraction, not the community that comes about through propor- 
tion.90 As a common ratio or concept, the ratio expressed by a univocal 
term is separate (precisus ) from the rationes propriae of its inferiors. For 
instance, "animal" is a common concept which is separate from the 
concepts proper to humans and horses, and "human" is a common 
concept which is separate from the concepts (if any) proper to Socrates 
and Plato. Whether or not the concept corresponding to an analogical 
term can be separate from the proper concepts of its inferiors is one 
of the matters under dispute.91 

Dominic of Flanders also considers the senses of "concept", saying 
that he is using the word ' ' pro re conceptibili sive pro quidditate ad quam 
terminatur actus intellectus". "Concept" in this sense can be taken in two 
ways, and here Dominic of Flanders quotes Thomas Anglicus.92 One 

84 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 4 rb. Cf. Suárez, d. 2.4.3, DM I, 88b-89a. 85 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 2 va. Cf. Capreolus, Defensiones , 143b-144a. 86 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 1 va. 
87 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 4 ra. 88 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 2 va. 
89 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 4 rb. 90 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 2 va; cf. sie. i 6 ra. 91 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 5 rb-va. 
92 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 5 rb. Cf. Thomas Anglicus, Liber Propugnatorius . 
f. 37 ra. 
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can regard a concept as it is a thing of some sort, or one can regard 
it as representative of the things conceived, through which representa- 
tion it is their ratio ("ut est representative rerum conceptarum per quem 
modum est ratio earum})). The second sense is the relevant one, and is 

equivalent to the ratio substantie nominis. 
Given these preliminaries, Dominic of Flanders asks whether there 

is one concept of ens which is both separate from the concepts of all 

beings and common through abstraction.93 In his response, he gives 
the spectrum of possible answers. First, there are those who hold that 
the concept of being is separate.94 Those who believe that it is also 
common through abstraction are the Scotists who take " ens " to be a 
univocal term. However, he claims, unspecified Albertists and 
Buridanists opt for a concept which is separate but common through 
analogy, and he cites passages from Albert the Great himself to sup- 
port this view. Since a concept which is separate must be one concept, 
we have here a version of the one ratio view, but Dominic of Flanders 
finds himself unable to support it. He argues that no one who follows 

Aquinas can take there to be a concept of ens which is separate, for this 
is tantamount to accepting the analogy of two to a third which Aquinas 
rejected in this context.95 That is, we would be forced to see both God 
and creatures, both substance and accident in relation to some 

independent reality, yet there can be no such third reality. It is impos- 
sible for there to be a quidditative concept of ens which is separate from 
and abstracted from the concepts of God and creatures, substance and 
accidents.96 

The view that the concept of being is not separate is itself capable 
of subdivision.97 View one is that ens signifies a disjunctive concept 
which is one by the unity of proportion or analogy, ( unitate proportionis 
sive analogie) and this is found in Hervaeus Natalis and his followers. 
In effect, they claim that the term " ens " corresponds to the complex 
concept 

' 'substance or accident". View two is that "ens" signifies the 
ten concepts of the categories directly, and from these is made a con- 

cept which is one by the unity of analogy and proportion ( unitate ana- 

logie et proportionis ). Here he cites Johannes Versor's commentary on 

93 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 4 rb. 
94 Dominic of Flanders, In Met ., sig. i 5 ra. 95 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 5 ra-rb. 
96 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 5 va. 
97 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 7 ra-rb. 
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the Metaphysics .98 Clearly he believes that to be one by the unity of 
analogy and proportion is not to be genuinely singular. View three is 
that the concept is partly one, by virtue of attribution, and partly 
diverse, by virtue of the different ways ens belongs to substance and 
accidents." The word "ens" signifies both substance and accidents by 
one concept and one imposition, but it does not signify anything 
separate from substance. In fact, it is a proper concept of substance 
but with another mode of signifying and conceiving. It signifies 
substance as it is related to and joined with accidents, and thus it is 
that accidents are signified secondarily.100 The references to conceiv- 
ing suggest that the source of the concept's unity is the mind's activity 
rather than reality, a view which Suárez was later concerned to 
reject.101 Dominic of Flanders remarked that this third view, which he 
seems to associate with Thomas Anglicus, appeared to be the truest. 

2.2 Capreolus, Soncinas, and the Conceptus Objectivus 

Thomas Anglicus' s distinction between the concept as a thing and 
the concept as representative invites us to look at one and the same 
verbum from two different aspects, as an accident of the mind, and as 
it represents some object or other. From the very early fourteenth cen- 
tury on, other philosophers made a more robust distinction between 
the conceptus formalis , which represents, and the conceptus objectivus (or 
objectalis as Capreolus, following Aureol, calls it), which is whatever it 
is that is represented. 

Capreolus explains that the formal concept is the conception that 
the intellect forms when it conceives something, and that the objective 
concept is the intelligible thing which serves as object for the intellect 
forming such a conception.102 Soncinas is fuller in his description.103 

98 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sig. i 7 rb; Johannes Versor, Quaestiones super 
metaphysicam Aristotelis , Cologne 1494; repr. Frankfurt/Main 1967, f. xxv vb. 99 Dominic of Flanders, In Met., sie. i 7 rb. 100 He writes (loc. cit.): "...ideo significat secundario accidens, et talis conceptus non 
est precisus a conceptu substantie, sed est proprius conceptus substantie cum alio 
modo significandi et concipiendi, videlicet cum concretione et habitudine ad 
accidens." 
101 Suárez, d. 32.2.16, DM II, 323b-324a. The word " negatione " (324a line 1) is bet- 
ter read as ' ' negotiahone1 ' : see Francisco Suárez, Metaphysicarum Disputationum , Mogun- tiae 1600, 224b. 
102 Capreolus, Defensiones, 141a. 
103 Soncinas, In Met., 2b. 
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He explains that the formal concept according to some is the act of the 
understanding,104 but according to Aquinas it is the verbum formed 
about a thing through the act of understanding. The conceptus objectivus 
is the thing itself which is actually or potentially understood, not 
insofar as it actually exists, but insofar as it moves the intellect. This 
allows him to identify natures which exist only in a secondary way as 
objective concepts.105 However, he explicitly disassociates himself 
from the Scotist view that the objective concept is in fact separate from 
actual things and enjoys its own type of reality.106 

Both Capreolus and Soncinas agree that there is one formal concept 
of ens common to God and creatures, substance and accidents, and 
Capreolus says that this is proved by Scotus's arguments.107 Soncinas 
has more to say than Capreolus about the representative nature of this 
formal concept. He contrasts Aureol' s view that the concept of being 
is simply denuded of any actual ratio and is one only by the unity of 
indiscrimination, including every thing and every ratio implicitly,108 
with the view that the concept of being expresses one ratio actually and 
explicitly, and he accepts the latter view.109 When the mind 
apprehends things that are in some way similar, it can abstract one 
formad concept, and so, since things agree in esse , the mind is capable 
of forming the absolute formal concept, ens est id cui convenit esse.110 He 
also claims that the formal concept does not include the proper con- 
cepts of its inferiors.111 When the intellect forms the judgment "Lapis 
est ens it can do so without forming the proper concepts of substance 
and accident. 

So far as the objective concept is concerned, Capreolus argued that 
it was one, not by the unity of univocation, but by the unity of attribu- 

104 Here he presumably has Peter Aureol in mind: see below, note 108. 
105 Soncinas, In Met. , 2b. 
106 Soncinas, In Met., 8b. For discussion of Scotus and Aureol on this issue, see 
Dominik Perler, What Am I Thinking About? John Duns Scotus and Peter Aureol on Inten- 
tional Objects , in: Vivarium, 32 (1994), 72-89. 107 Capreolus, Defensiones, 141a. 
108 For Aureol, see Peter Aureoli, Scriptum Super Primům Sententiarum , 2 vols., ed. 
Eligius M. Buytaert, St. Bonaventure, N.Y., Louvain, Paderborn 1956, 505. This 
is Aureol' s account of the conceptus objectalis , but since Aureol contrasted that with the 
actus intellectus realiter intellectui inhaerens (483) rather than with the Thomistic verbum , 
it may well be that his distinction is more like Thomas Anglicus's than the one Son- 
cinas is using. 109 Soncinas, In Met., 2a, 3a. 110 Soncinas, In Met., 3a. 111 Soncinas, In Met., 7b. 
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tion, which is a lesser unity.112 He also remarked that such a concept 
is imperfectly one; and in the case of God and creatures, he linked this 

imperfection with the imperfect resemblance creatures have to God, 
since they are like God only by imitation.113 His view, however, is 
somewhat ambiguous, for he does not explicitly say whether the unity 
of attribution is the unity of a quasi-nature or whether it is the unity 
of an ordered aggregate.114 On balance, he probably adopted the first 
alternative. He speaks of "ens" as an analogical term which expresses " unam solam rationem explicite* ', even though it is one only by the unity 
of attribution;115 and he says that the concept of ens is distinct from the 
proper concepts of its inferiors in the way that a concept having the 
unity of attribution is distinct from a truly united concept which it 
implicitly includes.116 He also argues that attribution of one to another 
strictly speaking pertains to the external object rather than to the 
objective concept, for the latter is tantum unus, though it is unequally 
participated by the things signified.117 

Unlike Capreolus, Soncinas made his own position on the objective 
concept or ratio perfectly clear, for he canvassed just two views. Either 
the objective concept has the unity of analogia et comparatio , which 
occurs when to the formal concept there corresponds a multitude of 
natures, one of which is called such only in relation to another; or it 
has the unity of a disjunction. He opted for the second alternative.118 

2.3 Domingo de Soto 

In his Categories commentary, Soto gave a lengthy account of 
Scotus's arguments for the univocity of the word 'ens', and then put 
forward four theses.119 The first thesis was that there is one formal 

112 Capreolus, Defensiones , 141a-b. 
113 Capreolus, Defensiones , 142b, ad 19 and ad 25. It should be noted that Capreolus 
also speaks of imitation in the context of the substance-accident relationship. He 
writes (141b): "creaturae dicuntur entia, ex imitatione et attributione ad Deum; et 
ulterius accidens, ex imitatione substantiae, et attributione ad illam.,, 
114 Fonseca reported that Capreolus seemed to be among those who believed that the 
objective concept of being was both one and separate (Fonseca, In Met., cols. 712- 
713); and Suárez remarked that people wrongly attributed to Capreolus the view that 
there was no one objective concept (Suárez, d. 2.2.4, DM I, 71a). 115 Capreolus, Defensiones , 142a. 116 Capreolus, Defensiones. 142a-b. 
117 Capreolus, Defensiones , 135b. 
118 Soncinas, In Met ., 6b. 
119 Soto, In Praed . , 129a-133a, especially 130a-132a. 
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concept of being, a view which Soto supported both by reference to 
Scotus's arguments and by extra reasons of his own. One of these had 
to do with imposition. Whoever first imposed the word "ens" to 
signify id quod est could not have been thinking specially of God or of 
creatures, of substance or of accidents, any more than do those Latin- 
speakers who are ignorant of philosophy. So far as the first thesis was 
concerned, Soto saw no difference between Scotus and Aquinas. His 
second thesis postulated just one objective concept. Even though many 
Thomists deny this, he said, 

" ens " signifies one formal ratio in the 

object, abstracted by reason from substance and accidents. 
Nonetheless, in his third thesis he stated that " ens " signifies substance 
and accidents not univocally but analogically, being said per prius and 
simpliciter of substance, per posterius and secundum quid of accidents. This 
is because the ratio is not found simply but proportionabiliter in its 

significates, principally in one and through attribution in the others. 
His fourth thesis, concerning God and creatures, was considered 
above in section 1.6. 

2.4 Suarez 

Now let us turn to Suárez. I shall not be looking at the precise 
details of his arguments, for my interest here is simply to show that 
the main outlines of his view fit nicely into a long tradition, a tradition 
with which he was well acquainted, as his references make clear. In 
Disputation 2, he takes up the distinction between the formal and the 
objective concept, saying that the formal concept is the act of mind or 
verbum through which the intellect conceives some thing or common 
ratio , whereas the objective concept is that res or ratio which is 
immediately cognized or represented by the formal concept.120 He 

explicitly adopts a view very like the one Aureol had held in the early 
fourteenth century, namely that the objective reality may or may not 
be identical to some external reality. In some cases it is a real thing 
as it is presented to the intellect, in other cases it may be a being of 
reason; but there is no special intermediary type of reality of the sort 
postulated by Scotus.121 With respect to the formad concept, Suárez 

120 Suárez, d. 2.1.1, DM I, 64b-65a. 
121 Suárez, d. 2.1.1, DM I, 65a: "objectivus vero non semper est vera res positiva; 
concipimus enim interdum privationes, et alia, quae vocantur entia rationis, quia 
solum habent esse objective in intellectu." For Aureol, see Perler, What Am I Thinking 
About?, 81-6. 
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considers and rejects the view found in Cajetan, Sylvester of Ferrara, 
and Petrus Fonseca, that the formal concept is itself not properly one 
and separate.122 Experience shows that it is one, and though it signifies 
many things, it does so not insofar as they differ but insofar as they 
agree.123 On the other hand, it is undiscriminating and indistinct (< con - 

fusum et indistinctum) in its representation of one being or another, and 
here Suárez uses language very reminiscent of Aureol' s (see above, 
section 2. 2). 124 He then turns to the objective concept.125 Having can- 
vassed a variety of views, he concludes that the objective concept too 
is both separate and one. As a result, it cannot function as if it were 
equivalent to the proper concepts of substance and accidents by signi- 
fying them immediately, either as a disjunction (as Soncinas had held) 
or as a conjunction or as an aggregate (as Versor had held); nor should 
it be said to signify substance explicitly and other categories implicitly 
(as Dominic of Flanders had held). What the concept represents is the 
agreement between things, their convenientia et simïlitudo .126 Analogy 
enters the picture because the concept does not relate to the things 
picked out with an equal habitudo or ordo.121 Infinite being exists per se , 
finite being exists from another;128 substance exists per se and accidents 
exist because of substance.129 Hence the one ratio communis exhibits a 
determination with order and relation to one;130 and there is a clear 
ordening of prior and posterior.131 

Conclusion 

There is much more to be said about the detailed arguments with 
which Suárez attempts to explain and support his position on the 
analogy of being, but it is clear that the broad lines of that position 
relate very closely to the positions taken by those Thomists who 
preceded Cajetan, as well as to the positions of such sixteenth-century 
authors as Domingo de Soto who rejected much of what Cajetan had 

122 Suárez, d. 2.1.2-14, DM I, 65a-70a. 123 Suárez, d. 2.1.9, DM I, 68a-b. Cf. Capreolus, Defensiones , 135a, 142a. 124 Suárez, d. 2.1.8, DM I, 67b. 
125 Suárez, d. 2.2.1-20, DM I, 70a-77a. 126 Suárez, d. 2.2.14, DM I, 74b-75a. 
127 Suárez, d. 2.2.36, DM I, 81b. 
128 Suárez, d. 28.3.21, DM II, 20b-21a. 129 Suárez, d. 32.2.11, DM II, 322b. 130 Suárez, d. 28.3.21, DM II, 21a. 131 Suárez, d. 32.2.11, DM II, 322b. 
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said. In particular, his attitude to the divisions of analogy is more 
traditional than Cajetan's; and his position on the concept of being 
relates to a long line of thinkers who held that it was possible for a con- 
cept to be both one and analogical. How close Suárez was to Thomas 

Aquinas on either of these points is a matter of debate. On the ques- 
tion whether "ens" expressed a disjunctive concept, Soncinas 
remarked that various views were found among Thomists because 

Aquinas himself had not been explicit (" nihil aperte dicit circa illudi 

quaesitum"),132 and this strikes me as a correct judgment. The least one 
can say is that there seems to be no overwhelmingly good reason to 
take Cajetan as a correct interpreter of Aquinas, and if that is the case, 
then Suárez can be seen as belonging in a Thomistic tradition on the 
issues discussed in this paper. 

Waterloo, Ont. 
University of Waterloo 

132 Soncinas, In Met., 6b. 
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Circularity and the Paduan Regressus: 
From Pietro d'Abano to Galileo Galilei 

WILLIAM A. WALLACE 

The problem of whether or not Galileo Galilei was influenced by the 
Paduan Aristotelians in his adoption of a scientific methodology has 
been the subject of considerable controversy, beginning with Ernst 
Cassirer in the first volume of his Das Erkenntnisproblem in der Philosophie 
und Wissenschaft der neueren Zeit (Berlin 1922) and continuing to the 
present day. In 1940 John Herman Randall, Jr., made a strong case 
for such an influence on the basis of Galileo's use of the demonstrative 
regressus ,* but recent scholars have tended to overlook his work. How- 
ever, with the transcription and publication in 1988 of Galileo's Trac- 
tatio de demonstration, 2 written four hundred years earlier, in 1588 or 
1589, the situation has begun to change. This Tractatio , which unfor- 
tunately was left out of the National Edition of Galileo's works, con- 
tains a complete description of the regressus . There is substantial 
evidence that Galileo not only knew the details of the regressus but 
employed it to found the "new sciences" for which he is famous. But 
this discovery is now prompting another Methodenstreit , this one ques- 
tioning the validity of the regressus on the grounds of its inadequacy and 
thus suggesting that, even had Galileo used it as a method, it could 
not have gotten the results he claimed for it.3 The time seems ripe to 

1 The Development of Scientific Method in the School of Padua , in: Journal of the History of Ideas, 1 (1940), 177-206. This has been reprinted in The School of Padua and the 
Emergence of Modern Science , Padua 1961, 16-68. Randall himself has surveyed reactions 
to his thesis in his Paduan Aristotelianism Reconsidered , in: E.P. Mahoney (ed.), Phil- 
osophy and Humanism : Renaissance Essays in Honor of Paul Oskar Kristeller , New York 
1976, 275-82. 2 The full title is Galileo Galilei, Tractatio de praecognitionibus et praecognitis and Tractatio 
de demonstration, eds. W.F. Edwards and W.A. Wallace, Padua, 1988. The Latin text 
of the teaching this contains on the demonstrative regress is reproduced in my Randall 
Redivivus: Galileo and the Paduan Aristotelians , in: Journal of the History of Ideas, 48 
(1988), 133-49. 3 The beginnings of the controversy, which also centers on elements of continuity 
between late medieval and early modern science, are found in Nicholas Jardine, 
Galileo's Road to Truth and the Demonstrative Regress , in: Studies in History and Philoso- 
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reopen the older controversy and see what it may have to contribute 
to the resolution of the new one. 

Foundations in Aristotle and Galen 

A peculiar thing about the regressus is that the term itself is Latin and 
has no direct counterpart in Greek; thus it is not found in Aristotle's 
text.4 Yet the doctrine is clearly Aristotelian in origin, though it did 
not assume identifiable form as related to a scientific methodology 
until the second century, when it was discussed by Galen in his Ars 
medica , quae et ars parva dicitur (1,4). Then it was taken up by Greek 
commentators on Aristotle in the fourth century, following 
Themistius, and finally it received its fullest treatment from Averroes 
in a number of his writings.5 In view of this development, the simplest 
way to locate the foundations of the teaching in Aristotle is to identify 
the texts in his corpus that are most frequently cited by these early 
authors and then examined in detail by the Paduan Aristotelians. 
These are fairly numerous, but the main sources are the following: 
Physics 1,1; Prior Analytics 11,5,8,20; Posterior Analytics 1,2,3,13,22; 
Topics 11,2; Nicomachean Ethics 1,2,3; and Metaphysics V,ll.6 

Posterior Analytics 1,13 provides the best general idea of what the 

regressus is all about when it introduces the distinction between a dem- 

phy of Science, 7 (1976), 277-318. Additional background will be found in Ernan 
McMullin, The Conception of Science in Galileo's Work , in: R.E. Butts and J.C. Pitt 
(eds.), New Perspectives on Galileo , Dordrecht-Boston, 1978, 209-57; and Winifred L. 
Wisan, Galileo's Scientific Method: A Reexamination , in: ibid., 1-57. See also McMullin's 
review of my Prelude to Galileo (note 34, below) in: Philosophy of Science, 50 (1983), 
171-3, and my reply to him in my Galileo and the Continuity Thesis , in: Philosophy of 
Science, 51 (1984), 504-10. More recently Zev Bechler, in his Newton's Physics and the 
Conceptual Structure of the Scientific Revolution , Dordrecht-Boston-London 1991, has 
attacked Newton's method of resolution and composition as involving circular reason- 
ing, and extends the same critique to Galileo, 105-71. 4 Although there is no term for regressus in Greek, there is another term that comes 
close to it, namely, circle ( huklos ), in the sense of circular reasoning. Aristotle makes 
frequent reference to that type of reasoning in a variety of contexts. 
5 The texts cited by Themistius are found in his Analyticorum Posteriorum paraphrasis 1,2- 
3,20-22 and his In libros De anima paraphrasis 1,7-9. Those cited by Averroes are in his 
Posteriorum Resolutoriorum libri duo. Expositio magna , I, text. comm. 95-102; Epitome in 
primum librum Posteriorum , 2-4; De Physico auditu libri octo. . . Commentarla in eosdem magna , 
I, text. comm. 2-5; and Expositio media super libros Physicorum , 1,2-5. 
6 Here and in what follows I have drawn freely on the more detailed account by 
Giovanni Papuli, La teoria del regressus come metodo scientifico negli autori della Scuola di 
Padova , in: Luigi Olivieri (ed.), Aristotelismo Veneto e Scienza Moderna , 2 vols., Padua 
1983, Vol. I, 221-77, henceforth cited as Papuli. 
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onstration "of the fact" (quia) and a demonstration "of the reasoned 
fact" {propter quid). One of the illustrations of demonstration quia that 
Aristotle provides is the proof that the moon is a sphere from its 
having phases; in this case the middle is its having phases and the 
major is its being spherical in shape. If the middle and the major are 
convertible, Aristotle goes on, the two terms can be interchanged and 
then the proof is converted into a demonstration propter quid. Whereas 
the first had merely established the "fact" of the moon's being a 
sphere, the second uses this fact to provide the reason why it exhibits 
phases and thus is a demonstration "of the reasoned fact." The line 
of reasoning progresses from the effect (having phases) to the cause 
(being a sphere), and then goes back again (or regresses) from this 
cause to the effect with which the reasoning started. The effect in this 
case is an appearance grasped in sense perception, and yet it is able 
to provide universal knowledge of the cause, one on which a propter 
quid demonstration can be based. Toward the end of the chapter 
Aristotle notes that these two types of demonstration might pertain to 
the same science, but they can also pertain to different sciences. The 
examples he cites are from the so-called "mixed sciences," such as 
optics, which uses geometrical principles to study phenomena like the 
rainbow.7 Here, he observes, it is the business of the physicist to know 
the fact and of the mathematician to know the reasoned fact. In this 
case the physicist knows the appearances, but the mathematician has 
an insight into the universal. 

The remaining texts now serve to illuminate this teaching in dif- 
ferent ways. Physics 1,1 , Nicomachean Ethics 1,2-3, and Metaphysics V, 1 1 
are all concerned with the order of human knowing. They state, in 

7 Here again the term ''mixed sciences" has no equivalent in Aristotle's Greek text. 
The expression he uses is sciences that are contained "one beneath the other" ( thateron 
hupo thateron). In commenting on the text Zabarella refers to these as "subalternate 
sciences" ( scientiae subaltematae ), the superior of which is subalternating ( subalternam ) 
and the inferior subalternated ( subalternata ). Thomas Aquinas called them "middle 
sciences" ( scientiae mediae) because they are intermediate between mathematics and 
physics. Other Latin commentators named them "mixed sciences" {scientiae mixtae) 
because the reasoning they involve uses elements of both. The branch of mathematics 
that treats such subalternating sciences then came to be known as "mixed 
mathematics" {mathematica mixta). Aristotle himself refers to the corresponding 
subalternate sciences as "the more physical of the mathematical sciences" {ta 
phusikõtera tõn mathematõn). For details, see Richard D. McKirahan, Aristotle's Subor- 
dinate Sciences, in: British Journal for the History of Science, 11 (1978), 197-220, and 
James G. Lennox, Aristotle , Galileo , and ' Mixed Sciences ,' in: W.A. Wallace (ed.), 
Reinterpreting Galileo , Washington, D.C. 1986, 29-51. 
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slightly different ways, that we proceed from things that are more 
known and clearer to us to those that are clearer and more known by 
nature or in themselves. Usually the idea is that particulars or things 
of sense are first grasped by us, and then we come to the knowledge 
of universais or ideas that are more knowable in themselves. The texts 
from Prior Analytics 11,5,8,20 are concerned with formad details of the 
conversion of syllogisms by interchanging middles and with the 

general problem of circular and reciprocal proof. Those of Posterior 

Analytics 1,2-3,13 then go into material details relating to circular and 

reciprocal vs. non-reciprocal proof. Finally, Posterior Analytics 11,22 
and Topics 11,2 provide arguments to show that there cannot be an 
infinite number of middle terms or, alternatively, that the regress of 
middles must ultimately terminate. 

It is noteworthy that the term ' 'method,' 
' which comes from a 

transliteration of the Greek methodos , does not appear in the Posterior 

Analytics , Aristotle's basic treatise on scientific methodology, though it 
is found in his other writings. Derived from meta, meaning 

' 'after" or 
" 
following,' 

' and hodos , meaning "way," the Greek compound 
originally was taken to mean the way or order to be followed in 
rational inquiry. In this meaning it implied the rules or norm accord- 

ing to which inquiry was to be conducted, and in such usage logic was 
said to be a method. From the idea of norm the term was transferred 
to a discussion or questioning that proceeded along a logical path, as 
in the expression "Socratic method." The word then came to mean 

any doctrine attained as the result of such inquiry, and thus the term 
methodoi was used to designate various schools or philosophies. This 

usage is found in the medical writer Galen, from whom it passed 
ultimately into the Paduan tradition.8 

Galen's ideas were basically Aristotelian, but they also drew much 
from his medical predecessor Hippocrates and from the works of 
Plato, particularly the Phaedrus. In this dialogue Socrates points out 
the similarities between the work of the physician and that of the 
dialectician: the physician must know the nature of the body and the 
dialectician the nature of the soul, and to know either requires the 
methodos used by Hippocrates. What this method involved was a com- 

posite of different procedures: the analytical, the definitive, the 

8 Details are given in J. A. Weisheipl, The Evolution of Scientific Method , in his Nature 
and Motion in the Middle Ages , ed. W.E. Carroll, Washington, D.C. 1985, and in Neil 
W. Gilbert, Renaissance Concepts of Method , New York and London 1960. 
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divisive, and the demonstrative. Within this setting, methodos was 
always associated with art or technē. Aristotle's contribution was to 
extend the concept to all types of rational inquiry, including the 
sciences, and point to analysis and definition as its primary com- 
ponents. 

Galen himself wrote a major work on method. This was lost 
sometime after the sixth century, and various attempts to reconstruct 
it are based on references to methodology in his other writings. From 
these we can gather that he focused first on analysis, then on synthesis; 
in association with these he also spoke of definition and division. In 
all ways of teaching ( doctrinae ), he stated, there are three orders of pro- 
cedure. One follows the way of conversion and resolution (dissolutici), 
in which the investigator takes the object of scientific knowledge as the 
end to be aimed at, then seeks what lies nearest to it and without which 
the thing cannot exist, then what precedes that, and so on, until a 
principle is arrived at. The second way follows the way of composi- 
tion, and is the contrary of the first. This begins with the principle and 
composes these (compone eas ), that is, the elements arrived at, in their 
inverse order until the object is again reached. Then the third way 
follows the way of analyzing the definition. Galen's references to 
methodos are usually in the plural, as when he writes of logical methods 
and scientific methods, but sometimes they are in the singular, as 
when he mentions the demonstrative method (apodeiktikē methodos).9 

Paduan Beginnings 

A long interval separates Galen from the first Paduan to elaborate 
on his teachings, Pietro d'Abano (1257-1315). Although methods of 
resolution and composition were used earlier in the Middle Ages - by 
Robert Grosseteste at Oxford and by Albertus Magnus and Thomas 
Aquinas at Paris - interest at both those universities was focused 
primarily on speculative disciplines such as metaphysics and theology. 
The strong medical orientation at Padua was perhaps instrumental in 
directing attention there to medicine, logic, and the natural sciences. 
In any event, it was in this setting that Abano combined the teachings 

9 The text on which this analysis is based is cited and translated from the Galeni prin- 
cipis medicorum Microtegni cum commento Hali , n.d., by Randall in School of Padua , 31-2. 
It is also translated in my Causality and Scientific Explanation , Vol. 1, Ann Arbor 1972, 
120. This will be cited as Causality in what follows; along with Papuli, Causality and 
School of Padua provide most of the documentation needed for this essay. 
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of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics with those of Galen's Ars medica. His 
objective was to reconcile the teachings of the philosophers and the 
medical doctors, as in the title of his major work, Conciliator differen- 
tiarum philosophorum , et praecipue medicorum. This was written in 1310 
and then published at Venice in 1476; it earned for him the title "the 
Conciliator,' 

' 
by which he is generally known. 

For Abano science in the proper sense infers conclusions from 
causes that are proximate and immediate, and this is what Aristotle 
in the Posterior Analytics called demonstratio propter quid and Galen, doc- 
trina compositiva. There is another sense of science that is also proper, 
he goes on. Indeed, this is most proper because it is best adapted to 
human modes of knowing, since the natural way for us is to proceed 
from what is more knowable and certain for us to what is more 
knowable in the order of nature. Aristode describes that way at the 
beginning of the Physics ; it is what he identifies elsewhere as 
demonstratio quia , and Galen, doctrina resolutiva. In it we proceed in the 
opposite order from effect to cause through proximate and logically 
immediate middle terms. Another type of demonstratio quia is had when 
we conclude an effect from more general causes, omitting specific 
causes that are in between.10 

The method here outlined by Abano is somewhat similar to that 
contained in the writings of Averroes already mentioned in note 5. 
Perhaps on this account Abano is said to have introduced Latin Aver- 
roismi from Paris, where he had studied, to the University of Padua. 
However that might be, an Averroist commentary on the Physics writ- 
ten in 1334 and published at Venice in 1492 pointed to the three types 
of demonstration identified by Averroes. In this context it notes that 
causes such as are found in natural science, though prior and more 
known in the order of nature, are often posterior and less known to 
us. Such causes we investigate through effects that are prior for us, 
and this is the method of resolution. Then, after we have discovered 
the causes, we demonstrate the effects through them, and this is the 
method of composition.11 

10 Conciliator , ed. Venice 1496, Diff. 3, prop. 1; School of Padua, 28-9, Causality , 119. 
Later on in the Conciliator Abano cites the text from Galen's Microtegni (known in Latin 
as the Ars medica , quae et ars parva dicitur) referred to in the previous note. See also 
Papuli, 225-9, 274. 11 The text is that of Urbanus Averoysta philosophus summus. . .commentorum omnium Averoys 
super librum Aristotelis de physico auditu expositor , Venice 1492, comm. text. 2, cited and 
translated in School of Padua , 39-40; see Causality , 121. 
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The most important thinker at Padua in the century that followed 
was the Augustinián friar Paul of Venice (1369P-1428), who had 
studied at Oxford and Paris before teaching at Padua. In his commen- 
tary on the Physics Paul cites Averroes as recognizing a double pro- 
cedure in natural science, one from effect to cause, the other from 
cause to effect. He explains that in physics one begins both from 
causes and from what is caused, though in different ways. One way 
is from causes understood inclusively ( inclusive ), by knowing them, the 
other from effects understood exclusively {exclusive), by knowing by 
means of them. Thus there is a twofold knowledge of the cause, one 
obtained by a procedure quia , the other by a procedure propter quid ; the 
second kind depends on the first, and the first is the cause of the 
second. Then, in his commentary on the Posterior Analytics , Paul uses 
the notion of necessary connection to explain how a demonstration 
quia can sometimes be converted to a demonstration propter quid. This 
can only be done if there is a ' 'mutual necessary relationship" 
between cause and effect such that, if the cause is placed the effect is 
placed also, and vice versa. The example he cites is an eclipse and the 
interposal of the earth between the sun and the moon. In his Summa 
naturalis philosophiae , finally, Paul takes up the objection that the use 
of this double procedure involves one in circular reasoning. His reply 
is that knowledge of an effect through propter quid reasoning is not the 
same as knowledge of an effect through reasoning quia ; in the second 
case the effect is known in itself, in the first through what causes it. 
There would be circularity if the knowledge were of the same kind, 
whereas in this case the knowledges are different. But in Paul's exposi- 
tions, although the ordo mentalis always precedes the ordo naturalis , his 
emphasis is on the connectedness between the two, a point that Aver- 
roist commentaries tended to overlook. They focused on Averroes' s 
three types of demonstration, demonstratio signi , demonstratio causae , and 
demonstratio simpliciter , generally seeing the three as unrelated pro- 
cedures.12 

A similar line of thought is found in Paul's contemporary, Ugo 
Benzi of Siena (d. 1439), who insists that any doctrina must involve a 
setting forth of what is demonstrable, a manifestatio demonstrabilis. As 
practiced in physics and medicine, he states, this involves a double 
process, the first of which begins with the effects and seeks their cause 
and the second explains those effects through the cause newly 

12 School of Padua, 30-1; Causality , 121-7; cf. Papuli, 229-30, 274. 
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discovered. The process of discovery {inventici) is resolutive, whereas 
that of setting forth the consequences ( notificatio ) is compositive. But 

Ugo denies scientific fertility to the second process, finding this only 
in the resolutive method that discovers the middle term.13 

A similar observation, expressed more forcefully and with a certain 

intransigence, is found in the teachings on the regressus advanced by 
Francesco Securo di Nardo (fi. 1480), usually referred to as 
Neritonensis. A Dominican philosopher and professor in the 
Thomistic chair at the University of Padua, he taught Tommaso de 
Vio Gaetano, Gaspar Contarini, and Pietro Pomponazzi. He left 

nothing in writing, but his views, which show him even more removed 
from the Averroists, are reported by Pomponazzi and Girolamo Bai- 
duino. Basically Neritonensis denies all probative value to the putative 
part played in the regressus by demonstration propter quid , regarding it 
more as a dialectical syllogism, a logical construct, since it is in evident 
conflict with our human mode of knowing, which should always pro- 
ceed from the more known. The being of the effect is what produces 
our knowledge of the being of the cause. It is true that nature acts by 
causing, but that a determinate cause will produce a determinate effect 
is only a conjecture, a suppositio. If the effect is there the cause must 
be also, but if the cause is there there is no necessity that the effect 
follow. As Neritonensis sees it, the quia reasoning that precedes the 

propter quid arrives at the existence of the cause, but it tells nothing 
about the essence of the cause or how the causing of the effect takes 

place. Thus the reasoning that is regarded as propter quid is not truly 
demonstrative.14 

Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525) reacted against this teaching of his 
mentor. He concedes to Neritonensis that scientific knowledge begins 
in the senses, but in the study of nature one cannot remain only with 
the sensatum . The human mind grasps the sensible first through the 

cogitative power, and then the universal through the power of 

intellect, actually seeing it in what is sensed. Thus reasoning propter 
quid is not topical but demonstrative; it seeks to know not merely 

13 Causality , 126-7; School of Padua, 37-8; Papuli, 230-1, 274. Here Papuli's interpreta- 
tion of Ugo' s teaching differs from Randall's. Papuli holds that Ugo did not attach 
any scientific value to the demonstration propter quid , whereas Randall sees him as 
regarding both the quia and the propter quid as essential moments in a strictly scientific 
procedure. 14 Neritonensis' s arguments are stated and refuted in Hieronymi Balduini Quaesita ali- 
quot et logica et natur alia, Venice: Joan. Gryphius, 1563, fols. 217v-218v; Papuli, 231-3. 
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existence, or definition, but why the effect takes place. Yet its type of 
reasoning has to be joined to quia reasoning in the regressus , and, as a 
consequence, if the quia reasoning has already provided knowledge of 
a cause that is perse and essential, its production of the effect is likewise 
essential and not merely accidental. In this way of thinking, the 

strength of the demonstration quia is that it serves as a via resolutiva 
when science is in the investigative mode of discovery; the strength of 
the demonstration propter quid is that it serves as a via compositiva when 
science is in the mode of systematizing knowledge already acquired. 
And when the regressus itself is seen as a demonstratio potissima uniting 
both the quia and the propter quid , then the ordo mentalis and the ordo 
naturalis complement each other in the knowing process.15 

The Developing Tradition at Padua 

With this the ground was well prepared for the refinement of 
teaching on the regressus , which by the sixteenth century had come to 
be the common term for the double process being discussed by these 
authors, and which served to distinguish it from circulatio. Perhaps the 
fullest account is that found in the writings of Agostino Nifo (1470- 
1538), who had carefully analyzed the commentaries of Themistius 
and Averroes, among others. In showing that the regressus is not cir- 
cular he explained that four types of knowledge were then being distin- 
guished at Padua: that of an effect through sense experience; that of 
a cause discovered through the effect; that of the same cause through 
the work ( negotiatio ) of the intellect, which fits it to serve as the middle 
term of a demonstration; and that of the same effect, known now 
through a propter quid demonstration based on that cause. Since the 
knowledge of the effect in the last type is quite different from that in 
the first type, there is no circular argument but rather a true regress. 

As Nifo explains the term negotiatio , this involves composition and 
division. When the cause has been discovered, the intellect composes 
and divides until it knows the cause not only as a cause but also as a 
middle term and a definition. The negotiatio is a grasping of the cause 
as a middle term and definition. But since a definition is reached only 
by composition and division, it is through them that the cause is seen 

15 Pietro Pomponazzi, Quaestio de regressu , in: Corsi inediti dell'insegnamento padovano , 2 
vols., ed. Antonino Poppi, Padua 1970, Vol. 1, 153-76; Papuli, 233-5, 274. 
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under the formality {ratio) of a middle term, from which one can pro- 
ceed to a strict demonstration of the effect.16 

Other major logicians of the sixteenth century reacted variously to 
Nifo's teachings. Marcantonio Zimara (1475-1537?), the preeminent 
Averroist of the time, adjusted his understanding of the regressus to 
incorporate the three types of demonstration recognized by Averroes, 
namely, quia , propter quid , and simpliciter. For him, the demonstration 
quia of the via resolutiva plays only an auxiliary role, since only the via 
compositiva is strictly speaking demonstrative. Yet he identifies the 
regressus itself with demonstration simpliciter , since effectively it com- 
bines in a unitary process the functions of demonstrations both quia 
and propter quid. Zimara was also much interested in methodological 
questions. He sharpened the distinction between mathematics, which 
demonstrates a priori , and physics, which he sees as demonstrating a 

posteriori even when reasoning propter quid from causes to effects. He 
also differentiated between order (orrfo), which is concerned with the 
teaching and exposition of a subject matter, and method ( methodus ), 
which is concerned with the discovery of principles and the demonstra- 
tion of properties. In the order of teaching the passage is from the less 
difficult to the more difficult, which corresponds to that from the more 
known to the less known; both are instances of going from what is 

prior with respect to us {prius nobis) to what is posterior {posterius ). 
Then the contraposition of the prius nobis to the prius naturae , moving 
from what is prior with respect to us to what is prior in nature, is 
precisely that reflected in the processes of resolution and composition. 
In such a context Zimara offers a novel reinterpretation of Galen, pro- 
posing that the via resolutiva in the speculative sciences as well as the 

practical disciplines involves him in a twofold analysis, one a posteriori 
ad prius , the other a priori ad posterius .17 

16 These teachings are contained in Nifo's Expositio super odo libros de physico auditu , 
Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 1508. The texts are cited in School of Padua , 42-3; 
Causality , 140-1; cf. Papuli, 235-6, 275. In a later recognitio Nifo revised his teaching 
on the four types of knowledge, withdrawing his explanation of the negotiatio , and 
holding that the other three types are sufficient. He further held that the second pro- 
cess does not result in an absolute demonstration (< demonstratio simpliciter) but only in 
a demonstratio coniecturalis , since the discovery of the cause is not obvious to us 
absolutely, but only conjecturally. Thus it appears that he was eventually won over 
by Neritonensis. For details, see Causality , 141-3. 
17Marcantonio Zimara, In primum Posteriorumi Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS D 109 inf., 
fols. 17-29 (c. 1521), and Theoremata, seu memorabilium propositionum limitationes , ed. 
Naples 1523, props. 14, 61, both referenced by Papuli, 236-8, 275. 
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Another Averroist, Tiberio Bacilieri (1461 ?-151 1 ?), devoted himself 
to an intensive logical investigation of the concepts involved in the 

regressus. He had studied under Alessandro Achillini at Bologna, where 
Achillini was insisting that the order of teaching or exposition should 
follow the order of nature. Bacilieri noted that the ordo doctrinae , 
according to Galen, involved a threefold procedure: resolutive, com- 
positive, and definitive. In the ordo inuentionis, as opposed to this, 
Bacilieri identified a threefold process, the first of which is obscurus , 
where the starting point is a simple unknown ( ignotum incomplexum) 
grasped in sense experience, the second is difinitivus , where the 
unknown is defined, and the third scientificus , where the unknown is 
grasped scientifically. The second and third steps combine elements of 
the via resolutiva and the via compositiva. From this type of analysis 
Bacilieri goes on to deny any scientific validity to the first step of the 
regressus. In his view, only the part offering a demonstration propter quid 
gives knowledge of the real world; the rest is merely a logical con- 
struction.18 

Tommaso de Vio Gaetano (1468-1534), like Neritonensis a 
Dominican and a Thomist, came to conclusions not very different 
from those of Bacilieri. He attacked the Averroist position that there 
are three different species of demonstration, quia , propter quid, and 
simpliciter, the last of which was also called "most powerful" 
( potissima ). Averroes regarded demonstratio simpliciter as a separate 
species of demonstration; Gaetano defined this type differently from 
Averroes and saw it merely as a subspecies of demonstratio propter quid. 
The latter, for Gaetano, carries the whole burden of the regressus , not 
demonstratio quia , as it had for Neritonensis. The main problem that 
engaged Gaetano was the convertibility of the middle term in the two 
demonstrations and precisely how this could be effected.19 

The high point of this developing tradition at the University of 
Padua was reached in the works of Girolamo Balduino (fl. 1550), who 
began teaching at Padua in 1528 and many of whose teachings 
anticipated those of Jacopo Zabarella, to be treated in the following 
section. In his various Quaesita on problems in logic and natural philos- 
ophy, published at Venice in 1563, Balduino summed up the 

18 Tiberio Bacilieri, Lectura in universam Aristotelis et Averrois Dyalecticam facultatem , ed. 
Pavia 1512; referenced by Papuli, 238-40, 275. 19 Tommaso de Vio Gaetano, In libros Posteriorum Analyticorum Aristotelis additamenta , 
Ed. Venice 1505, fols. 7r-24r; referenced in Papuli, 240-1, 275. 
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teachings of the Greek commentators, Averroes, and his immediate 
predecessors and contemporaries, analyzing them in great detail and, 
on the basis of that analysis, advancing his own positions. His query 
An detur regressus demonstratīvus is obviously of most interest for our 
study. In the edition just cited the first part of this is concerned with 
the various species of demonstration, but in a later edition, Venice 
1569, that becomes a special query, De speciebus demonstrations. Also 
relevant to our study is his query on the relative importance of defini- 
tion and demonstration as instruments of scientific knowing, Utrum est 
nobilius instrumentum sciendi, definitio an demonstratio .20 

In treating the species of demonstration Balduino rejects the 
teaching of Gaetano and defends instead the position of Averroes and 
Zimara, namely, that there are three species: quia , which proves a 
cause from its effect; propter quid , which proves only the cause of the 
effect but not the effect's existence; and potissima , which proves both 
the cause and the existence of the effect. Then, in treating the relative 
superiority of definition vis-à-vis demonstration, Balduino rejects the 
teachings of Simplicius, Philoponus, and most of the Latin commen- 
tators that demonstration is the most important. Instead he again sup- 
ports the position of Averroes, holding that definition is superior. 
These are indications that Balduino should be situated generally 
among the Paduan Averroists. When he comes, therefore, to taking 
a position on the regressus , after having discussed in detail all previous 
positions - those of the ancient Greeks (against whom Aristotle 

argued), the later Greeks (Philoponus, Alexander Aphrodisias, and 

Themistius), Avicenna, Ugo Benzi, Neritonensis, and various 
unnamed contemporaries ( moderni ) - it is not surprising that what he 
takes as the true position is identified with that "of Aristotle and 
Averroes."21 

With regard to the regressus itself, Balduino defines this äs "an 
artificial process that is scientific, a mutual showing (¡ monstratio ) of the 
effect through the cause by the conversion of the middle term with the 

20 We have used the Venice 1563 edition of Balduino's Quaesita logica et naturalia , 
which contains nine queries on logic and two on natural philosophy. Of the nine 
queries on logic the three that are directly pertinent to this study are An detur regressus 
demonstratīvus, fols. 216r-225v; De medio demonstrationis potissimae , fols. 226r-235r; and 
Utrum est nobilius instrumentum sciendi, definitio an demonstratio , fols. 235v-237v. 
21 Quaesita aliquot , fol. 223v. His previous exposition of various positions is treated in 
two chapters, the second explaining the teachings of Aristotle and Averroes, fols. 
221v-223v, and the first the teachings of all the other commentators, fols. 216v-221v. 
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major, not in the manner of demonstration and not seeking the same 
goal."22 By "artificial process" here Balduino means that it uses the 
art of logic, not an otiose reasoning of the type "A is because A is" 
(equivalent to the modern "if p, then p"); rather it makes use of 
demonstrations, both quia and propter quid. Since both of these are pro- 
ductive of science, and their end is science, the process is also "scien- 
tific." The point of the expression, "a mutual showing of the cause 
through the effect, and vice versa," is to show how the end of science 
is achieved. For, since we principally intend to know the "why" (i.e, 
the propter quid) of the effect, and this cannot be had except from its 
cause, and the cause is unknown, it is necessary first to demonstrate 
the existence of the cause from the existence of the effect. This requires 
the "mutual showing" of the cause first through the effect, and then 
of the effect through the cause by the "proper conversion" of the 
necessary middle term. In the first demonstration the middle term 
does not "show" in the same way and to the same end as it does in 
the second. This Balduino explains as follows: if the effect "shows" 
the cause in the first processus , in the second the cause does not show 
the effect to exist, nor are cause and effect sought under the same 
aspect, namely, that of existence, for in the second it is the "why" of 
the effect's existence that is sought. From this, he goes on, it can be 
seen that the regressus is not a circle, for a circle would return to the 
point from which it started. Rather, it moves in the form of a triangle: 
from the effect's existence to the cause's existence; then from the 
cause's existence to the "why" of the effect's existence. If the second 
step were back to the effect's existence, rather than to the "why" of 
that existence, the argument would be circular. In the regressus clearly 
it is not. 

The principal end or goal of the regressus, as Balduino sees it, is to 
have perfect and certain science of an effect through its proper cause. 
This is the procedure Aristotle followed in the first book of the Physics 
in finding the first principles of natural things and also, as Averroes 
points out, in the eighth book of the Physics , in showing the existence 
of the first unmoved mover. In both cases the two viae , quia and propter 
quid , must be joined together to produce the type of perfect knowing 
that is characteristic of a scientia. 23 

22 The Latin reads: ' 'Regressus est processus artificialis, scientificus, monstratio ad 
invicem effectus cum causa, converso medio cum maiore, non eodem modo 
demonstrationis, nec ad eandem rem quaesiti,', Quaesita aliquot , fols. 223v-224r. 23 Ibid., fol. 223v-224r; see also Papuli, 242-54, 275. For a fuller exposition, see 
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Zabarella and the Regressus 

After Balduino, the next great expositor of scientific methodology 
is Jacopo Zabarella (1533-1589), who brought teaching on the regressus 
to its highest point of development. Before coming to him, however, 
it is desirable to treat briefly of three other thinkers who ease the tran- 
sition between the two. The first of these is Girolamo Capivacci, who 
published his De differentiis doctrinarum at Padua in 1562. In it he made 
the point that Galen's ideas of ways (viae) that are resolutive, com- 
positive, and definitive are concerned only with the systematization of 
knowledge already acquired, whereas the principal means for the 
acquisition of new scientific knowledge should be divided into the 
demonstrative, definitive, divisive, and resolutive. The definitive, 
according to Aristotelian teaching, searches for the genus and specific 
difference so as to approximate as far as possible the essence of the 
individual being studied. The divisive then reconstructs the properties 
of the various species to locate where those of the particular individual 
belong. The demonstrative is then divided into the three types of dem- 
onstration, quia , propter quid, and simpliciter , but Capivacci denies that 
any particular one of these can be identified with the resolutive 
method. Rather the latter includes the entire functioning of the 
regressus and is constituted of two moments: the first is an ' 'ascending' 

' 

moment from the phenomena to the essential definition, the second a 

"descending" moment toward the specific phenomena that are being 
demonstrated in the individual.24 

The other two thinkers are Bernardino Tomitano (151 7?-1576) and 
Ludovico Boccaferri (1482-1545), both of whom took up and 
advanced Balduino' s teaching that the regressus is a concatenation of 
demonstrations quia and propter quid , with the first having an analytic 
function and the second a synthetic. Tomitano, who held the chair of 

Giovanni Papuli, Girolamo Balduino : Ricerche sulla logica della Scuola di Padova nel 
Rinascimento , Mandura 1967, 243-74. For Balduino, the two viae are no longer two 
distinct stages but go back and forth in concatenation. The manifestation of the con- 
nection between cause and effect, and the articulation of the discourse that is proper 
to the human way of knowing, occur in the same mental process. This becomes clear 
in scientific investigation, where the finding of the proximate cause is the work of trial 
and error. Yet the quia and the propter quid are two distinctive elements, connected by 
the reciprocity of the middle term which during the process becomes more and more 
adjusted and more strictly defined. In the end the effect is no longer a simple fact of 
nature, but a necessary consequence of the cause: the ordo mentalis and the ordo naturalis 
have thus intertwined. 
24 Papuli, 254-5, 275; see also his Girolamo Balduino , 44-8. 
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logic at Padua for years and was Zabarella' s teacher, was much preoc- 
cupied with the problem of method. For him natural science must use 
the regressive method of discovery and demonstration based on signs, 
that is, from particular effects. He is the first to identify the first stage 
of the regressus , demonstration quia , as an inductive process, the way 
of inquiry ( inquisitio ), to be opposed to the second stage, which is 
deductive. Without a method of induction, for him, there would be no 
possibility of having a natural science.25 Boccaferro, who taught at the 
University of Bologna, was at pains to differentiate the demonstrative 
induction employed in the regressus from that used in dialectics or 
rhetoric, both of which work on the plane of the contingent and do not 
arrive at necessary and universal knowledge. He also worked on the 
problem of circularity to explore various ways of justifying the conver- 
sion from effect to cause and from cause to effect in the two types of 
demonstration . 26 

It is within this general setting that Zabarella set about formulating 
what was to become the standard version of a logic of discovery and 
proof identified with the Paduan Aristotelians. A professor at Padua 
from 1564 to 1589, he wrote numerous works on logic, including an 
extensive commentary on the Posterior Analytics and various treatises on 
natural philosophy. His definition of the regressus is classical and may 
be stated as follows: "It is a kind of reciprocal demonstration in which, 
after we have demonstrated the unknown cause through the known 
effect, we convert the major proposition and demonstrate the same 
effect through the same cause, so that we know why the effect 
exists."27 

For Zabarella logic is practically identified with method, and 
science itself is nothing more than logical method put to use. For him, 
the definition of method does not differ from that of the syllogism. 
Moreover, all scientific progress from the known to the unknown is 

25 In his Animadversiones aliquot in primum librum Posteriorum Resolutoriorum , Venice 1574; 
see School of Padua , 48-9; Papuli, 254-5, 276. 26 The main texts are found in his De physico auditu liber primus explicatus , Basel 1571, 
fols. 13v-14v, and In duos libros Aristotelis de generatione et corruptione commentar ia, Basel 
1571, fols. 93r-113r; see Papuli, 255-6, 276. 27 The Latin reads as follows: "... est enim reciprocata quaedam demonstratio, qua 
postquam causam ignotam ex effectu noto demonstravimus, maiorem propositionem 
convertimus, et eundem effectum per eandem causam demonstramus, ut sciamus 
quid sit ...," De regressuy cap. 1, Opera logica , 3d ed., Cologne: Sumptibus Zetzneri, 
1597, col. 4 8 IC. This edition, which has the same pagination as the Frankfurt 1608 
edition, is cited throughout. 
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either from cause to effect or from effect to cause; the former he calls 
the demonstrative method, the latter the resolutive. If we progress 
from one thing to another, neither of which is the cause of the other, 
there cannot be an essential and necessary connection (< connexus essen - 
tialis ac necessarius) between them and thus no certain knowledge 
results. Although the demonstrative method, that of composition, is 
most appropriate in mathematics, where causes are more known than 
their effects, the resolutive method is characteristic of the natural 
sciences, where one must start from effects because causes are 
generally unknown. And since we cannot set out from the unknown, 
in physics we must employ a kind of secondary procedure, the 
resolutive method that leads to the discovery of principles. Hence for 
Zabarella the resolutive method is subordinate and the servant of the 
demonstrative. The end of demonstrative method is perfect science, 
knowledge of things through their causes; the end of the resolutive 
method is discovery ( inventio ) rather than science, since by resolution 
we seek causes from their effects that we may afterwards know the 
effects through their causes, not that we may rest in a knowledge of 
the causes themselves.28 

Having thus set the stage for his discussion of resolutive method, 
Zabarella, pursuing a line of thought that was only implicit in Nifo, 
points out that there are actually two methods of resolution. The one 
is demonstration from effects, which is efficacious for the discovery of 
things that are obscure and hidden. The other is induction, which is 
a much weaker form of resolution and is used for the discovery of 
something that is not completely unknown yet needs to be made 
clearer. Induction, for Zabarella, is most helpful for the discovery of 
principles that are known naturaliter and do not require proof through 
something else. Induction does not prove a thing through something 
else; rather it reveals that thing through itself. For the universal is not 

distinguished from the particular in the thing, but only by reason. 
And since the thing is better known as a particular than as a universal, 
induction is thus a process from and to the thing itself. That is, it pro- 
ceeds from knowing the thing in the way it is more obvious to us to 

knowing it in the way it is more obscure and hidden. On this account, 
not only are the principles of things known by induction, but also the 

28 Zabarella, De meihodis , Lib. 1, cap. 2; Lib. 3, capp. 3, 17-18, in: Opera logica , cols. 
134-138, 226-229, 264-268; texts cited in Causality , 144-5, School of Padua , 50-2; 
Papuli, 256-66. 
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principles of science and of knowing itself, which are said to be 
indemonstrable . 29 

Zabarella' s analysis here outlines an analytic method of discovery 
whereby ordinary experience is brought to the level of the scientific. 
He explains this process more fully in his De regressu , where he first 
makes the distinction between two types of knowing, one confused 
(i cognitio confusa ), the other distinct ( cognitio distincta), and which he says 
applies to both knowledge of the effect and knowledge of the cause. A 
confused knowledge of something is an awareness of its existence (esse) 
without knowing what it is (quid sit), whereas a distinct knowledge 
grasps not only the existence but also the nature of the thing. With 
regard to particulars, Zabarella further makes the point that it is not 
necessary that every fact or particular be recorded, since a general 
principle can be gotten inductively by a careful examination of 
selected instances or illustrations. This procedure, what he calls 
demonstrative induction (inductio demonstrativa) is only effective in a 
necessary subject matter wherein things have essential connections 
with each other. After a certain number of these have been examined, 
the mind straightaway notices the essential connection, and then, 
disregarding the remaining particulars, it proceeds at once to bring all 
the particulars together in the universal.30 

In connection with this inductive process one might wonder 
whether Zabarella knew of Nifo's discussion of the work or negotiatio 
of the intellect it requires. In fact he did. After the effect-to-cause stage 
of the regressus has been completed, he writes, before returning from 
the cause to the effect there must intervene a third intermediate work 
(labor) by which the mind passes from knowing the cause confusedly 
(confuse) to grasping it distinctly (distincte). Some thinkers - Nifo is here 
implied - call this stage a negotiatio of the intellect. Zabarella himself 
thinks of it as a mental examination (examen mentale) or a mental con- 
sideration (mentalis consideratio) of the cause itself: after hitting upon the 
cause, this consideration leads one to understand what it is (quid sit).31 

From this Zabarella goes on to explain the nature of this examen men- 
tale. He indicates that there are two things that help one to know a 
cause distinctly. One is the knowledge that it is (quod est), which 

29 De methodisy Lib. 3, cap. 19, Opera logica , cols. 268-271; School of Padua , 53-4; 
Causality , 145-6. 30 De regressu , cap. 4, Opera logica , cols. 484-485; Causality , 146-7; School of Padua, 56. 31 De regressu , cap. 5, Opera logica , cols. 486-487; Causality , 147; School of Padua , 57-8. 
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obviously prepares for the discovery of what it is (quid sit). The other 

help, which is a necessary adjunct to the first, is the comparison of the 
cause discovered with the effect through which it was discovered. At 
the outset this is not with full knowledge that one is the cause and the 
other the effect, but simply a comparison of the one with the other. 
From this examination it comes about that the investigator gradually 
gains a knowledge of the conditions ( conditiones ) of each; moreover, 
when the first of the conditions has been discovered this helps to the 

discovery of another, until finally the cause comes to be recognized as 

providing the unique explanation of the particular effect.32 

Despite this detailed analysis of the regressus , Zabarella provides no 

striking examples of how it has been, or can be, used in scientific 

discovery. He does give two illustrations of the ways Aristotle used the 
method in his Physics , essentially the same as proposed by Balduino, 
though worked out in more detail. The first is how Aristotle used 
substantial change to come to the existence of a protomatter ( materia 

prima), and then regresses back from this to explain how mutations or 
transformations occur in the order of nature. The other is how he ana- 

lyzed series of movers and moveds to come to the existence of an eter- 
nal first mover ( primus motor aeternus), and then regresses back from this 
to explain all motion in the universe.33 Unfortunately Zabarella does 
not examine examples drawn from the mixed sciences, though he 
offers an excellent analysis of the lunar eclipse in his De medio demonstra- 

tionist Lib. 1, capp. 10-13. Also, in his commentary on the first book 
of the Posterior Analytics , cap. 12, he explicidy identifies the way Aristo- 
tle uses the regressus when explaining phases of the moon and the 

twinkling of planets. We shall return to this example when explaining 
Galileo's use of the regressus in his astronomical discoveries. 

Galileo and His New Science 

One might think that Galileo became acquainted with Zabarella' s 

teaching on the regressus when he himself began teaching at the Univer- 

sity of Padua in 1592. This has been the general supposition of those 
who have previously connected Galileo's mentions of resolution and 

composition with the Paduan Aristotelians. As a matter of fact Galileo 

32 De regres su, cap. 5, Opera logica , col. 487; Causality , 147-8; School of Padua , 58. 
33 The protomatter example is explained in De regressu , capp. 4-0, the prime mover 
example in De regressu , cap. 6: Opera logica , cols. 484-492. 
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already knew of the regressus at Pisa and actually used it there in his 
early studies of motion. How he learned of the method has been fully 
discussed in the recent literature and need not be repeated here in 
detail.34 Galileo probably came upon it quite accidentally in 1587 or 
1588 through a contact with Christopher Glavius, the foremost 
mathematician at the Jesuit university in Rome, the Collegio 
Romano. Clavius had read one of Galileo's first compositions, 
Theorems on the Center of Gravity of Solids, and called Galileo's attention 
to what he perceived as a petitio principii in its main proof. To brush 
up on his logic, through Clavius's good graces Galileo obtained a copy 
of the lectures then being given at the Collegio on Aristotle's Organon 
by Paolo Delia Vaille. From these he appropriated, in his own hand, 
two treatises on the Posterior Analytics , one on the foreknowledge 
required for demonstration and the other on demonstration itself. The 
last question of the latter treatise contains Galileo's exposition of the 
demonstrative regress. 

Della Valle' s explanation of the regress follows closely that of 
Zabarella in his De regressu , though there are a few changes of expres- 
sion in it that are reflected in Galileo's version. The main difference 
is that where Zabarella distinguishes between knowing a thing first 
confusedly {confuse) and then distinctly (< distincte ), Galileo speaks of 
knowing it first materially ( materialiter ) and then formally (formaliter). 
The alternate terminologies can be explained simply enough in terms 
of an intermediate appropriation of Zabarella' s teaching by another 
Jesuit, Giovanni Lorini, who taught the logic course at the Collegio 
before Della Valle. By tracing successive changes from Lorini to Delia 

34 The beginnings of this research are reported in my Prelude to Galileo : Essays on 
Medieval and Sixteenth-Century Sources of Galileo's Thought , Dordrecht-Boston 1981. The 
basic lines of a solution are sketched in my Galileo and His Sources: The Heritage of the 
Collegio Romano in Galileo's Science , Princeton 1984. Additional details are provided in 
my Galileo's Sources: Manuscripts or Printed Works?, in: G.B. Tyson and S. Wagonheim 
(eds), Print and Culture in the Renaissance: Essays on the Advent of Printing in Europe , 
Newark, Del. 1986, 45-54, and my Galileo, the Jesuits , and the Medieval Aristotle, in: Col- 
lected Studies Series CS 346, Hampshire (UK) 1991. The Latin text of Galileo's 
logical treatise was published in 1988 (note 2 above); my English translation then 
appeared as Galileo 's Logical Treatises: A Translation , with Notes and Commentary , of His 
Appropriated Latin Questions on Aristotle's Posterior Analytics, Dordrecht-Boston-London 
1992. This was accompanied by my Galileo's Logic of Discovery and Proof: The 
Background, Content, and Use of His Appropriated Treatises on Aristotle's Posterior 
Analytics, Dordrecht-Boston-London 1992, which explains how Galileo made use of 
the demonstrative regressus in his scientific work. Additional reflections will be found 
in my Dialectics, Experiments, and Mathematics in Galileo , forthcoming in a volume on 
Scientific Controversies , eds. Marcello Pera and Peter Machamer. 
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Valle to Galileo one can ascertain the intended equivalence of the two 
sets of terms.35 

As Galileo presents the teaching it involves two demonstrations, one 
quia and the other propter quid. He refers to these demonstrations as 
progressions (progressions ) and notes that they are separated by an 
intermediate stage. The first progression argues from effect to cause 
and the second reverses the direction, regressing from cause to effect. 
For the process to work, the demonstration quia must come first, and 
the effect must be better known than the cause, which initially is 

grasped only 
ť 4 
materially,' 

' 
though later the effect and the cause are 

seen to be convertible. Then, 
' 
'having made the first progression," 

Galileo continues, "we do not begin the second progression 
immediately, but wait until we come to know formally {formaliter ) the 
cause we first knew only materially ( materialiter )."36 Following this 

waiting period or what we have called the intermediate stage, the 
second progression starts: in it the cause, having been grasped 

' 'for- 

mally' 
' or precisely as it is the cause, and indeed the unique cause in 

view of the convertibility condition, is shown to be necessarily con- 
nected with the effect. Only at this stage is knowledge that is strictly 
scientific attained, for then one knows the propter quid, the proper cause 
of the effect that is being investigated. 

This is the logica docens found in Galileo's appropriated treatise on 
demonstration. The waiting period he inserts as an intermediate stage 
between the two progressions seemingly corresponds to Nifo's 

negotiatio intellectus and to Zabarella's examen mentale. But in the logica 
utens Galileo developed when he put the regressus to work in his scien- 
tific investigations, this intermediate stage expands far beyond 
anything previously explained by Nifo or Zabarella.37 It involves not 

only time but also work, for testing where experimentation is needed 
and for computation when mathematics is involved. Predictably, most 
of Galileo's uses of the regressus were in the "mixed sciences," either 
in mechanics or in astronomy. In the first experimentation was domi- 

nant, in the second, computation. On both counts, then, those of 

experiment and mathematics, the Paduan regress turned out to be 

35 A detailed analysis is given in my Randall Redivivus (note 1), 142-5. 36 Galileo's Logical Treatises , 183; Latin edition, 112. 
37 For Galileo's understanding of the difference between logica docens and logica utens , 
see my Galileo's Logic of Discovery and Proof, 21-6; his teaching on this is essentially the 
same as Zabarella's, as noted there on p. 24. Balduinus's views on the subject are 
similar; see Papuli, Girolamo Balduíno , 89-101. 
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open to innovation on precisely the points Galileo could exploit. In 
many cases he signalled its use by a reference, sometimes implicit, to 
resolution and composition.38 Only once does Galileo mention the 
"demonstrative progression," and this in his 1612 analysis of floating 
bodies.39 But he gives a very good description of it in his first attempt 
to formulate a proof for the earth's motion from the tides in 1616. In 
concluding his proposed proof Galileo explains to Cardinal Orsini how 
well he has been able to harmonize the earth's motion and the tides, 
"taking the former as the cause of the latter, and the latter as a sign 
of and an argument for the former,"40 which is precisely what one 
does in the regressus. 

Full details of how Galileo actually used the demonstrative regress, 
sometimes unsuccessfully, aire given in Galileo's Logic of Discovery and 
Proof. 41 By way of illustration, his most dramatic proofs are those that 
followed the simple pattern proposed by Aristotle in Posterior Analytics 
1,13 and mentioned at the outset of this study. These are his 
arguments for the existence of mountains on the moon, for the 
presence of four satellites orbiting Jupiter, and for Venus's phases as 
proof of its motion around the sun. All start from some new 
phenomenon detected through the use of a small telescope. From this 
all regress to a hitherto unknown cause. In the intermediate stage, all 
use principles of projective geometry to show the convertibility of this 
cause with the phenomenon recognized as an effect. Finally, all con- 
clude apodictically for anyone who can verify the data and com- 
prehend the mathematics involved.42 

38 Papuli refers to most of these in his La teoria del regressus, 268-72. 39 Galileo Galilei, Le opere di Galileo Galilei, ed. Antonio Favaro, 20 vols, in 21, 
Florence: G. Barbèra Editore, 1890-1909, rpt. 1968, Vol. 4, p. 67. Henceforth 
reference as GG, as in GG4:67. 
40 GG5:293. The regress involved is analyzed in detail in Galileo's Logic of Discovery 
and Proof , 212-6. 41 The main astronomical arguments are those for the moon's phases and aspects, p. 
195; the mountains on the moon, p. 199; the satellites of Jupiter, p. 202; the phases of Venus, p. 205; the tidal argument of 1616, p. 214; and the tidal argument of 1632, 
p. 229. The main mechanical arguments are those for determining speeds of fall in 
various media, p. 242; the dependence of speed of fall on specific weight, p. 248; the 
variation of speeds in different media, p. 250; the ratios of motions on inclined planes, 
p. 253; the increase of speed in falling motion, p. 256; the true cause of flotation, p. 
271; uniformly accelerated motion in free fall, p. 271; the true cause of cohesion, p. 
281; the breaking strength of a beam, p. 283; and the semi-parabolic motion of pro- 
jectiles, p. 292. 42 With regard to the use of mathematical proofs in the regressus , in an essay published in 1983 Enrico Berti seemed to regard their use as leading only to a dialectical conclu- 
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The illustrations of the demonstrative regress provided in Galileo's 

writings are undoubtedly superior to those adduced by Balduinus and 
Zabarella. It is not easy in the present day to give assent to materia 

prima or to the primus motor aeternus. By the same token it is very dif- 
ficult now to deny that there are mountains on the moon, that satellites 
do orbit Jupiter, and that Venus is in orbit around the sun. Our 

knowledge of these hitherto unknown facts shows in a striking way 
that the regressus works, and Galileo deserves great credit for teaching 
us how it can. 

College Park, Maryland 
The University of Maryland 

sion. See his Differenza tra il metodo risolutivo degli aristotelici a la ' resolutio * dei matematici , 
in: Aristotelismo veneto e scienza moderna , Vol. 1, 453-7. More recently, in his La teoria 
aristotelica della dimostrazione nella 'tractatio' omonima di Galileo , in: M. Ciliberto and C. 
Vasoli (eds), Filosofia e cultura, per Eugenio Garin , Rome 1991, 327-50, Berti has revised 
this opinion. Having reviewed my recent work on Galileo's Tractatio de demonstration 
he concedes that these proofs are indeed apodictic. Moreover, with regard to Galileo's 
statement to Fortúnio Liceti in 1640 that, in matters of logic, he has been a peripatetic 
all his life, Berti remarks that, like many others, he once thought that this was 
dissimulation, but now he is inclined to believe that Galileo was telling the truth. 
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Saccheria Postulate 

IGNACIO ANGELELLI 

0. Introduction1 

Three jewels have been contributed to logical theory by Saccheri in 
the Logica Demonstrativa:2 his postulate stipulating the existence of vari- 
ous types of predicates, his proposed "nobler" method for achieving, 
without the postulate, the same results as obtained with the postulate, 
and, as a bonus, a brilliant use of the consequentia mirabilis in at least 
some of the applications of the nobler method. 

It took almost two centuries for the scholarly world to discover the 
third of these gems,3 and there is by now a certain literature on it. The 
other themes have been neglected, perhaps overshadowed by the 
"admirable consequence", although they alone would suffice to 
secure for our author an outstanding place in logic. The present paper 
is intended to correct this situation by focussing on the postulate. 

The postulate as stated by Saccheri is examined in section 1 . The 
postulate as used by Saccheri is examined in section 2 . In section 3 I 
describe the significance of the postulate not only relative to Saccheri' s 
Aristotelian logic but also relative to our modern logic. In section 4 I 
propose a definition of Saccheri's "nobler way" (i.e. postulate-free 
logic) in terms of a restriction to "internal" interpretations in the use 

1 The research involved in this paper was partly done under a FRA grant from the 
University Research Institute of The University of Texas at Austin, 1990-1991. 2 As scholars seem to unanimously report, Girolamo Saccheri (or Hieronymus Sac- 
cherius) was born in San Remo, Italy, 1667 and died in Milano, 1733. He entered 
the Society of Jesus in Milano, 1685; after ordination in 1694, he taught philosophy 
and theology in Turin, and mathematics in Pavia. One little embarassing textual 
issue is that the 1697 edition (reprinted by Olms, and consequently the only one really 
available today) does not show Saccheri' s name anywhere. 3 It is very revealing that a rather extensive logical bibliography published in Turin 
(cf. Pavesio), a few decades after Saccheri' s death, i.e. very close to him both chrono- 
logically and geographically, does not even hint at the Logica Demonstrativa or at its 
author. 
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of the ' 'method of interpretations". Finally, in section 5 I introduce 
the phrase via nobilissima (not in our author) to refer to a via nobilior that 
is even more "admirable." 

1. The Literal Postulate 

The following terminology is standard. Term (terminus) is an expres- 
sion that can be subject or predicate of a sentence (in the traditional, 
pre-Fregean sense of "subject" and "predicate"). Examples: i) Petrus 
est homo (Peter is (a) man), where terms are "Petrus", "homo" ("est" 
is not a term); ii) homo est animal (man is a living being), where the 
terms are "homo" and "animal" (here we notice the difference 
between pre-Fregean and Fregean predication: for Frege homo is not 

subject of the predicate animal but is a predicate "subordinated" to 

animal). Terms are singular (singularis: "Peter") or common {communis: 
"homo", "animal"). 

Less known today is the following distinction of four relations 
between two terms: 1) irrelevance, 2) relevance by repugnance, 3) rel- 
evance by mutual consequence, 4) relevance by non-mutual conse- 
quence. Two common terms are irrelevant {impertinentes) if neither 
term infers or excludes the other (white, warm); relevant {pertinentes ) 
by repugnance ( repugnantia ) if one excludes the other (white, black); by 
mutual consequence {sequela mutua) if both terms imply each other 

(animal, sensitive); by non-mutual implication {sequela non mutua) if 
one implies the other but not viceversa (animal, man). In the non- 
mutual implication, the implying term is called inferior (man), the 

implied term is called superior (animad). 
Saccheri states his postulate as follows: "It is postulated that not all 

terms are relevant by mutual consequence, or by repugnance, but that 
some are superior terms and some inferior, and some irrelevant" 

{Postulatur non omnes terminos esse pertinentes mutua sequela, aut repugnantia , 
sed quosdam esse terminos superiores , et inferiores y quosdam etiam impertinentes , 
Logica , I, ch. 4). 

Strictly, the postulate is neither true nor false ("let there be such 
and such terms..."); its propositional content ("there are such and 
such terms...") is true or false. In talking about the postulate this 
distinction should be kept in mind, although for brevity it can be often 

ignored. 
The postulate makes four claims: 1) not all couples of terms are in 

the relation of relevance by mutual consequence, 2) not all couples of 
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terms are in the relation of relevance by repugnance, 3) some couples 
of terms are in the relation of relevance by non-mutual consequence, 
4) some couples of terms are in the relation of irrelevance. 

It seems reasonable to read claims (1) and (2) as saying that, of 
course there are terms that are mutually repugnant and terms that are 
relevant by mutual consequence, but also that there are terms that are 
not mutually repugnant and that there are terms that are not relevant 
by mutual consequence. 

Thus, the postulate says that there is at least one couple instan- 
tiating each of the four relations. 

For the satisfaction of the postulate at least four different predicates 
are needed (for instance, Tj relevant by repugnance to T2, Tj 
inferior of T3, T3 irrelevant to T2, Tj relevant by mutual conse- 
quence to T4), or three if we content ourselves with the relevance by 
mutual consequence of any term to itself. 

After stating the postulate, Saccheri makes the following very 
important remark: "That this is true is clear; however, since it cannot 
be proved, at least in logic, it must be postulated in order that we may 
proceed scientifically." ( Hoc verum esse manifeste constat ; quia tarnen pro- 
bari non potest , saltem a logica , debet postulan ut scienti/ice procedamos) . 

Saccheri affirms that the non-emptiness of the four relations 
between terms cannot be established by logic, and this is for him the 
reason why it must be postulated. 

2. The Postulate as Used 

In this section I will examine Saccheria use of the postulate in the 
proofs of several propositions that occur between the statement of the 
postulate and chapter 11 (of the first part of the Logica). 

1) Chapter 4, Proposition 3: "Two contrary propositions cannot be 
at the same time true, but can be at the same time false" . For the 
proof of the second part of this proposition Saccheri uses the postulate. 
He writes: 

Let A and E be two contrary propositions, one of which, say A, is the negation 
of C, whereas the other, E, affirms "C&F'' They will be contraries, because one 
of them namely E, says more than is needed to falsify the other, A. [...]. If it 
happens that C is true and F is false, the two propositions A and E will be false. 
[...] If it cannot happen that C be [quod C «/] without F being at the same time 
[quin simul sit F'> the terms C and F will be relevant by implication; but the terms 
C and F represent any arbitrary terms; hence all terms will be relevant by 
implication, which is absurd, and against the postulate. Hence it can happen 
that C be [quod sit C], while at the same time F be not [et simul non sit F'. 
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The letters A and E obviously refer to the classical universal affir- 
mative and the universal negative categorical sentences respectively. 
The modern reader may be confused by the use of the variables C and 
F: they seem to range both over sentences and terms. Sententially, C 
may be thought of as the particular negative O, and F as the negation 
of I. In fact, E implies not only O but also the negation of I, i.e. F, 
while A implies the negation of O, that is C. 

In order to show that A and E can be both false it is enough to sup- 
pose that C is true while F is false, or according to our reading, that 
both 0 and I are true. 

If it was not possible to have both C true and F false, i.e. not both 
0 and I true , then O would imply not-I, that is O would imply E. E 
however is convertible, and the converse of E implies (by subalterna- 
tion) the converse of our initial O. Thus, if A and E cannot be both 
false, 0 is convertible. But the convertibility of O entails the conver- 
tibility of A, which makes all terms pertinentes sequela , relevant by conse- 
quence, and indeed by mutual consequence. Saccheri does not add this 
last point perhaps because he realized it was redundant; in fact, if for 
every t and ť, t and ť are relevant by consequence, then for every 
t and ť, t and ť are relevant by mutual consequence. 

2) Chapter 7, Proposition 3: "The universal affirmative is converti- 
ble in part (per accidens), not simply." Here the postulate is used by 
Saccheri for the second part: "all B are A" does not imply "all A are 
B" since there are terms tj and t2 such that the interpretation of B as 
ti, of A as t2 verifies "all B are A" and falsifies "all A are B". 

3) Chapter 9, Proposition 3: "No term can be posited in the conclu- 
sion which was not posited in the premisses.' 

' 

The point of this proposition is not to show that implication claims 
such as: {SpM, MaP} imp StX, where p, a, and t are any of the 
a, e, i, o relations of the four categorical sentences, are not valid 

syllogisms (they are not even syllogisms from a syntactical point of 
view) but simply to show that they are not implications. Saccheri proves 
his proposition as follows: 

For if an affirmative conclusion is sought, the newly assumed term may be rele- 
vant by repugnance with respect to the other term of the conclusion. If, on the 
other hand, a negative conclusion is sought, the newly assumed term may be 
relevant by consequence, with respect to the other term of the conclusion (si enim 
velis conclusionem ajfirmativam, poterit terminus de novo assumptus esse pertinens repugnan- 
tia relate ad reliquum terminům conclusionis. Si autem velis conclusionem negativam, poterit 
terminus de novo assumptus esse pertinens sequela relate ad alium terminům conclusionis). 

This shows that what Saccheri has in mind goes beyond the strict, 
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literal formulation of the postulate in chapter 4. Here Saccheri is 
assuming that for every term t there is a ť such that t and ť are relevant 
by repugnance, and there is a term t" such that t and t" are relevant 
by consequence. 

4) Chapter 9, Proposition 4: "From premisses including four terms 
no conclusion follows." 

Here, as in the preceding proposition, Saccheri' s purpose is cer- 
tainly not to show that sets like {SpP, XaM} are not conclusive 
syllogistic premisses (they are not even syllogistic premisses) but to 
show that from them no conclusion of the form YxZ can be derived. 
Saccheri restricts himself to the case where the two terms of the conclu- 
sion are in the premisses, and, moreover, each term occurs in a dif- 
ferent premiss: 

If however, in the conclusion, one term of the minor premiss be compared with 
either one of the terms of the major premiss, we proceed as follows. If an affir- 
mative conclusion is sought, either term of the minor premiss may be relevant 
by repugnance with respect to either term of the major premiss; if a negative con- 
clusion is sought, then conversely either term of the minor premiss may be rele- 
vant by consequence with respect to either term of the major premiss (si autem 
comparetur in conclusione unus terminus minoris praemissae cum alterutro ex terminis maioris 
praemissae, ita proceditur. Si enim velis conclusionem ajjirmativam, potent uterque terminus 
minoris praemissae esse pertinens repugnantia relate ad utrunque maioris praemissae; si velis 
negativam, poterit e converso uterque terminus minoris praemissae esse pertinens sequela relate 
ad utrunque maioris praemissae.) 

If t is a or i: interpret S into a term relevant by repugnance with 
respect to the terms assigned by our interpretation to X and to M; 
interpret P into a term relevant by repugnance with respect to the 
terms assigned by our interpretation to X and M; thus SeX, PeX and 
PeM are all true, and our candidate for conclusion is false. 

If t is e or o : same interpretation with "by consequence" instead 
of "by repugnance". 

Here we see the application of an even stronger understanding of the 
postulate : for each term t there are two terms ť and t" such that t is 
relevant by repugnance with respect to each of them, and there are 
also two terms ť and t" such that t is relevant by consequence with 
respect to each of them. 

3. The Spirit of Saccheri3 s Postulate 

The discovery that the letter of the postulate, the literal postulate, is 
not definitive naturally leads one to wonder what is the spirit , or 
significance, of the postulate - not only relative to Saccheri' s 
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Aristotelian logic but also to the more complex modern logical theory. 
It has been always customary among logicians to refute certain 

logical properties (such as logical implication, and logical truth) or to 
establish others (such as logical consistency) by means of suitable 
interpretations, or models, of the variables involved. I will refer to this 
procedure as the method of interpretations. 

Aristotle, for instance, shows that the particular negative "A does 
not belong to some B" is not convertible, i.e. refutes the implication 
from "A does not belong to some B" to "B does not belong to some 
A", by interpreting the variable A into "man" and B into "living 
being" {Prior Analytics /, 2). It is well known that the non-valid 
syllogistic implications are rejected by the father of logic in the same 
way. 

In modern logic the method of interpretations is more diversified. 
On the one hand, there are not only variables for general terms or 
predicates, as in the Aristotelian syllogistic, but also for singular 
terms, for sentences, etc. On the other hand, while in Aristotle inter- 
pretations are mainly used to disprove logical implication, in modern 
logic they are equally employed to disprove logical truth as well as to 
prove logical consistency. 

The use of the method of interpretations presupposes, of course, the 
availability of the chosen expressions (and their corresponding 
denoted entities) in each case, or at any rate the possibility that such 
expressions occur in language. This possibility - if not secured by logic - 
should be postulated: such is, in my view, the general significance, the 
spirit, of Saccheri's postulate, applicable to modern as well as to tradi- 
tional logic. Modern Fregean logic was motivated by the need of 
making explicit the logical rules and laws taken for granted by 
Euclid - Saccheri's postulate tells us to move one step further in the 
same direction. 

One point remains undecided: are there interpretations whose 
availability is secured by logic, and that therefore do not have to be 
postulated? 

The reader of the Logica , before reaching chapter 1 1 of the first part, 
is likely to favor a negative answer. But in chapter 1 1 (cf. our next sec- 
tion), Saccheri shows , without saying it, that the answer is affirmative. 
Before taking up this issue, a few further remarks on the postulate are 
in order. 

A) First, with the understanding of the postulate as concerning 
every interpretation possibly used by the method of interpretations - 
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but not guaranteed by pure logic - and not just those listed by the 
literal postulate, Saccheri' s project becomes transparent. We do not 
have to worry any more about whether the postulate posits the 
existence, for each given term t, of one, or rather of two or perhaps 
of even a greater number of terms with which t stands in one, two, 
three or all of the four relations in question. All these complications 
are unnecessary, and miss the point. 

Now the search for uses of the postulate in the Logica Demonstrativa 
becomes a trivial matter: the postulate is used any time the method of 
interpretations is used, and Saccheri need not state explicitly in each 
case an ad hoc postulate. 

Without aiming at completeness, we may add the following to the 
four applications of the postulate mentioned in section 2: 

5) Chapter 9, Proposition 5: "In the first figure the major cannot 
be particular; the minor cannot be negative; nor can a particular 
negative become a premiss". 

6) Chapter 9, Proposition 6: "In the second figure the major 
[premiss] cannot be particular, nor can both premisses agree in 
quality." 

7) Chapter 9, Proposition 7: "In the third figure the minor cannot 
be negati ve" . 

8) Chapter 9, Proposition 8: "In the fourth figure a particular 
negative cannot be a premiss." 

9) Chapter 9, Proposition 9: "From purely negative premisses 
nothing follows." 

10) Chapter 9, Proposition 10: "From purely particular premisses 
nothing follows." 

The ten examples of the postulate's application in the Logica con- 
cern proofs of non-implication, except the first (ch. 4, prop. 3: "two 
contrary propositions can be at the same time false") where the 
satisfiability of {O, I}, or the falsifiability of {A, E} are established. 
Once we have seen the connection between the postulate and the 
method of interpretations it is not surprising to find the postulate used 
not only to refute implications but also to prove satisfiability (or 
falsifiability): wherever one interpretation is enough to establish or to 
refute a logical property the method of interpretations can be correctly 
employed, and, if the existence of the interpretation cannot be secured 
by logic alone, the postulate is activated. I have not found in Saccheri 
applications of the method of interpretations to refute logical truths. 

B) As a second remark, once we consider the spirit of the postulate 
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instead of its narrow literal formulation, the pseudo-problem of 
whether the postulate applies to negative rather than to affirmative 
propositions - apparently suggested by Saccheria text - vanishes. In 
chapter 11 we read: 

The negative propositions (beginning from the sixth chapter up to this point) 
have not been established without the help of a postulate; for e.g. that in the first 
figure the minor premiss should be affirmative, or that it cannot be negative, has 
been demonstrated by us from the fact that, from the negation of the subject, 
even of a universal proposition, there is no inference to the predicate. The fact 
that from the negation of the subject, even of a universal proposition there is no 
inference to the predicate has been established by this fact: that, otherwise, 
inference would be valid from the consequent to the antecedent; and hence there 
would be no inferior and superior term, but all relevant terms would be mutually 
convertible, or relevant by mutual consequence, which is contrary to the 
postulate. Wherefore, in short, the whole argument is based on the aforesaid 
postulate. Something similar occurs in the demonstration of all negative proposi- 
tions. But, in truth, affirmative propositions e.g., all the moods having a major 
universal and a minor affirmative conclude rightly in the first figure, needed no 
postulate. [...] I note only that the propositions demonstrated in chapter four 
which require this postulate were affirmative, e.g. that two contraries may both 
be false. In the other chapters, however, these propositions are negative. 

The first part (till suggests that only negative propositions 
may require help from the postulate. This is corrected by the second 
part. Still, Saccheri fails to explain the nature of the linkage between 
negative or affirmative propositions and the postulate, and why some 

propositions depending on the postulate are negative while others are 
affirmative. 

All this becomes perfectly clear once the proposed understanding of 
the postulate is adopted, namely that to use the postulate is the same 
as to explicitly recognize the possibility of the method of interpreta- 
tions. In fact, statements of falsifiability or satisfiability (such as the 
third proposition of chapter 4) are, or, at any rate tend to be, of affir- 
mative form, whereas statements of non-implication will normally be 
of negative form. 

In the second part of the quoted text (after Saccheri refers 
in the plural to affirmative propositions in chapter four that have been 

proved by the postulate. In our list of Saccheri' s uses there is only one 
example from chapter four, namely item (1), i.e. proposition 3; to this 
the second part of the proposition 4 of the same chapter ("two subcon- 
traries can be true at the same time") should be added, since it is 

proved on the basis of proposition 3, and thus depends on the 

postulate. 
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C) Thirdly, with regard to the originality of Saccheria postulate all 
I can say is the following. As mentioned in my (1975), a similar 
postulate occurs in Leibniz, and may have occurred in other 

mathematically oriented postmedieval authors who were related to 
Euclid. Aside from this, however, the postulate seems original with 
respect to what may be roughly called the Aristotelian- scholastic tradi- 
tion, and it may turn out to be original even with respect to logical 
theory after Saccheri, through to today. 

D) Finally, Saccheri's view is not to be confused with such critiques 
as Ross's complaint that Aristotle's refutation of invalid forms, involv- 
ing empirical elements ("horse", "stone"...), in the end is not really 
satisfactory: 

But in his treatment of the invalid moods he [Aristotle] does not point out the 
formal error involved in drawing a conclusion, e.g. that of reasoning from 
knowledge about part of a class to a conclusion about the whole. He relies instead 
on empirical knowledge (or supposed knowledge) to show that, major and 
middle term being related in a certain way, and middle and minor term being 
related in a certain way, sometimes the major is in fact true of the minor and 
sometimes it is not. He thus shows that certain forms of premiss cannot warrant 
a conclusion, but he does not show why they cannot do so (1949, p. 33). 

More interesting and intriguing is the comparison of Saccheri with 
Lukasiewicz. The latter writes in a way very similar to Saccheri: 

Aristotle rejects some forms by means of concrete terms, as 'man', 'animal', 
'stone'. This procedure is correct, but it introduces into logic terms and proposi- 
tions not germane to it. 'Man' and 'animal' are not logical terms, and the propo- 
sition 'All men are animals' is not a logical thesis. Logic cannot depend on con- 
crete terms and statements (1957 p. 72). 

The sentence: "This procedure is correct, but it introduces into 
logic terms and propositions not germane to it" is particularly 
reminiscent of Saccheri's remark following the postulate (cf. above, 
section 1). There are two differences though; the first will be stated 
here, the second will be presented at the end of section 4. 

It is not just the empirical flavor of horses, swans, humans or stones 
that disturbs Saccheri; the issue is for him a deeper one. For instance, 
to take Aristotle's refutation of the convertibility of O, Saccheri is not 
troubled by the concrete predicates 'man', 'animal' as such but 
primarily by the general, abstract assumption that there are two predicates 
related to each other as " inferior 

" and "superior". 

4. The Nobler Way : Restriction to " Internal " 
Interpretations 

It is obvious that Saccheri does not like the use of interpretations 
extraneous to logic, even after these interpretations have been blessed 
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by the official statement of the postulate. In fact, he is very happy to 
announce, at the beginning of chapter 1 1 of the first part of the Logica , 
the discovery of a way of doing logic without having to state the 
postulate. This he calls the via nobilior, the nobler way. Let us examine 
one of the examples of such a nobler procedure. 

In the second proposition of chapter 1 1 Saccheri proves, without the 
postulate, the proposition 6 proved in chapter 9 with the postulate. 
The proposition says: "In the second figure the premisses cannot have 
the same quality." The proof goes as follows. 

First, we have the obvious observation that if a syllogism with 
premisses agreeing in quality were conclusive in the second figure, 
then the premisses AA or EE would be conclusive in the second figure 
(for instance, if AI is conclusive, a fortiori AA is conclusive, if EO is 
conclusive, a fortiori EE is conclusive, since A implies I and E implies 
O in Aristotelian logic). 

The case EE is regarded as already dismissed by a previous 
postulate-free result, so that only the possible conclusions of II-AA 
("H" referring to second figure) are to be considered. Let us state the 
two premisses of II-AA as follows: "All B are A, all C are A". 

Let us recall that in the Aristotelian approach the question is not 
whether there is any conclusion from the premisses II-AA but whether 
there is a conclusion of one the four categorical forms A, E, I or O, 
linking, moreover, the two terms that occur only once in the 
premisses. Thus, Saccheri's task is to show that II-AA does not yield 
any of the following four relations: A, E, I, O, between the terms rep- 
resented by B and C. 

For the rejection of A and I, Saccheri uses the following interpreta- 
tion. The predicate variable B is interpreted into "being a syllogism 
that has a universal major and has premisses different in quality", the 
predicate variable A into "being conclusive in the second figure", the 
predicate variable C into "being a syllogism with premisses AA". 
Under this interpretation, the two premisses become: "Every 
syllogism having a universal major, and having premisses differing in 
quality, concludes in the second figure" and "Every syllogism AA 
concludes in the second figure". 

Suppose the conclusion is A. Then the two stated premisses should 
yield the conclusion: "every syllogism AA has premisses not agreeing 
in quality". Thus, however, the allegedly good implication "II-AA 
implies A", with premisses that are true independently of the 
postulate, yields an absurdity. 
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Suppose the conclusion is I. Then the two stated premisses should 
yield the conclusion: 4 'some syllogism AA has premisses not agreeing 
in quality". Thus, however, the allegedly good implication "II-AA 
implies I", with premisses that are true independently of the 
postulate, yields an absurdity again. 

For the rejection of the E and O candidates Saccheri constructs the 
following interpretation: A = ' 

'having one of the premisses affir- 
mative", B = ' 

'being conclusive in the second figure", C = "being 
a syllogism AA". Thus, the two premisses become: "Every syllogism 
that concludes in the second figure has one of its premisses affir- 
mative", "Every syllogism A A has one of its premisses affirmative". 

Suppose the conclusion is E. Then the two premisses should yield: 
every syllogism AA does not conclude in the second figure. The 
premisses are true independently of the postulate. The conclusion says 
that the form II- AA is not good. 

Suppose the conclusion is O. Then the two premisses should yield: 
some syllogism AA does not conclude in the second figure. The 
premisses are true independently of the postulate. The conclusion says 
that the form II- AA is not good, because if an instance of A A is not 
conclusive, then no AA is conclusive (this is an application of Sac- 
cheria interesting lemma , chapter 11 of part I of the Logica). Q.e.d. 

After considering this example of the via nobilior , one may object 
that, given that the allegedly postulate-free proofs still depend on 
interpretations of the variables, the availability of the latter ought to 
be postulated, if, as Saccheri says, one is to "proceed scientifically." 

The interpretations employed in the via nobilior are, however, very 
speciali, and different from the Aristotelian and usual ones: they are 
linguistic expressions, terms already introduced as part of the logical theory 
itself. These interpretations, which we may call internal , do not have to 
be postulated "in order to proceed scientifically": their existence is 
secured by logic. 

I propose to define the via nobilior as the restriction of the method 
of interpretations to internal interpretations. 

A comparison between Saccheri and Lukasiewicz is unavoidable as 
soon as we consider the immediate continuation of the Lukasiewicz' 
text quoted above in section 3: 

If we want to avoid this difficulty, we must reject some forms axiomatically. I 
have found that if we reject the two following forms of the second figure 
axiomatically: 
(7) If A belongs to all B and A belongs to all C, then B belongs to some C, and 
(8) If A belongs to no B and A belongs to no C, then B belongs to some C, 
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all the other forms may be rejected by the rules (c) and (d) ( Aristotle's syllogistic , 
p. 72) 

where Lukasiewicz' rules (c) and (d) are respectively the following: if 
an implication is asserted, but its consequent is rejected, then its 
antecedent must be rejected too; if a substitution instance of a formula 
is rejected, then the formula must be rejected too. 

The question arises: is Lukasiewicz' rejection method similar to 
Saccheria via nobilior ? My tentative answer is no. Let us ask on which 
grounds does Lukasiewicz select his two rejection axioms. Presumably 
because they can be falsified under some interpretation - but here is 
where the crucial issue for Saccheri begins. Saccheri would demand, 
for the via nobilior , that the falsifying interpretations be internal, and 
there is no hint of this in Lukasiewicz. 

5. The Noblest Way. Admirable Update 

Saccheri does not even hint at a definition of his via nobilior in terms 
of a restriction to internal interpretations. His account - at the begin- 
ning of Logica , I, ch. 11 - is quite different: 

Now in fact we may conceive another way of proceeding, and as I think a 
beautiful way, by which I demonstrate the same truths without the assistance of 
the postulate. I shall proceed thus: I shall assume the contradictory of the propo- 
sition to be demonstrated and from it I shall elicit ostensively [ ostensive ] and 
directly [directe] the proposition to be proved. This method of proof was 
employed by Euclid, prop. 12, book 9. 

Thus, all Saccheri sees in his postulate-free, nobler project is the 
beauty of the consequentia mirabilis (not his phrase). As opposed to the 
ordinary indirect argument or via negativa (this expression is found in 
the scholium of chapter 11), in the reasoning envisaged by Saccheri the 

supposition of the negation of the desired result leads directly to the 
desired result, without the intermediate step of bumping into some 

absurdity (that negates the negation of the desired result and conse- 

quently affirms the latter). 
We can appreciate this peculiar argument in two cases of the 

postulate-free proof presented in the preceding section: when the 
assumed conclusion is O and E. But then anyone perceives that in the 
other two cases (when the assumed conclusion is A and I) the via 

negativa seems to prevail. This happens several times in the postulate- 
free proofs of chapter 11. Saccheri anticipates the reader's objections, 
and defends himself from them in the scholium of that chapter. Even 
if his defense is correct, as I have suggested in (1975) and Hoorman 
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in (1976), the conceptual distinction between postulate-free reconstruc- 
tion of logic and postulate-free-admirable reconstruction of logic ought 
to be respected, unless a deeper connection between the two becomes 

apparent. This is why I would suggest that Saccheri's own phrase "via 
nobilior" ("nobler method") be reserved for the sheer postulate-free 
procedure, while the new designation "via nobilissima" ("noblest 
method", not in Saccheri) be applied to those cases that are both 
postulate-free and admirable. 

As a final remark, I would like to point out that the admirable con- 
sequence continues to attract the interest of scholars and logicians. In 
the bibliography I mention two important recent contributions, by 
Nuchelmans and Thiel, and I list a few Saccherian titles that appeared 
after my (1975) or not mentioned therein. From earlier admirers of 
the admirable reasoning I will quote here an impressive letter from the 
mathematician Halsted, the translator into English of Saccheri's 
Euclides Vindicatus. The letter, addressed to the topologist R.L. Moore, 
refers to the same paradigmatic passage in Euclid mentioned by Sac- 
cheri in the above quoted text.4 

June 21, 1919 
Dear Professor Moore, 

Your letter of June 17 gives the ordinary views and therefore is not 
you. 

Now let your genius wake, and give me just the opposite side of the 
debate. Show that Eu. [did] IX, 12 is in sharpest opposition to the 
Reductio ad absurdum. 

The R.a.a. proves by reaching a contradiction of a known theorem. 
Thus the first Reductio, Eu. [?] 5, proves the part equal to the whole, 
then accepted as an absurd proposition. Eu. IX. 12 proves no absurd 
theorem. On the contrary, it gives a direct demonstration of the very 
theorem we wish to prove. 

It is a wholly new method of proof, which never occurs before (or 
after) in Eu. It is this new method that Saccheri is trying, expecting 
it to give a direct demonstration of the parallel-postulate. 

4 I am grateful to Albert C. Lewis for drawing my attention to this letter, kept in the 
R.L. Moore archives, The University of Texas at Austin, and published here with 
the kind permission from the Barker Center, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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The world had always supposed he was engaged in giving or trying 
to give a Reductio ad absurdum. Far otherwise. 

And he maintains that he has justified Euclid in making Euclid ['s] 
parallel assumption by showing that the parallel postulate is 
indemonstrable (as we all now know since Bolyai). 

Sleep on it, and give me a spark from your genius. Yours always. 

George Bruce Halsted 
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William of Auvergne's Account of the Enuntiable : 
its Relations to Nominalism and the Doctrine of the Eternal Truths 

NEIL LEWIS 

Introduction 1 

One of the most notable trends in the development of twelfth- 
century thought was the increasing interconnection between dialectic 
and theology. In a classic paper M.-D. Chenu brought to light a par- 
ticular aspect of this interconnection in the development of logical doc- 
trines of the stateable ( enuntiabile ) and theological doctrines concerning 
divine knowledge and the articles of the faith. His researches revealed 
two schools of thought regarding these issues. The nominalists 

{nominales), believing that stateables were the objects of the immutable 
divine knowledge and were the unchanging articles of faith, concluded 
that they could not change in their truth- value; they were untensed 
and ' 4 once true, always true". Their opponents, the realists (reales), 
held that stateables did vary in their truth- value, and at least some of 
them appear to have allowed for change in the divine knowledge.2 

The close connection between accounts of the stateable in logic and 

theological concerns also struck twelfth-century writers themselves as 

worthy of mention. In his De naturis rerum , written in the late twelfth- 

century, Alexander Nequam remarks that the question whether the 
stateable is something that is not just a logical question, but also a 

theological one. An anonymous student studying at Paris late in the 
twelfth century makes a similar claim.3 But these authors evidently 

1 I would like to thank Prof. Rega Wood for her helpful comments on an earlier ver- 
sion of this paper. 2 See M.-D. Chenu, Grammaire et théologie aux xiie et xiiie siècles , in: Archives d'histoire 
doctrinale et littéraire du moyen âge, 10-11 (1935-36), 5-28. Vivarium , 30 (1992) is 
devoted to twelfth-century nominalism, and contains a full bibliography and papers 
presenting the current state of research. For background on the stateable, see G. 
Nuchelmans, Theories of the Proposition , Amsterdam 1973. 
3 De naturis rerum , ed. T. Wright, London 18ÒJ, 290: Oaeterum utrum enuntiabile 
sit aliquid quod sit, non tantum logica sed et theologica est quaestio"; D. Germain 
Morin, Lettre inédite d'un étudiant en théologie de l'université de Paris vers la fin du xiie siècle 
in: Recherches de théologie ancienne et médiévale, 6 (1934), 412-6, at 415: 4 'Est et 
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have in mind questions about the ontological status and nature of 
stateables, issues not touched on in the material Chenu considered, 
and the theological doctrine with repercussions for these questions was 
the doctrine of the eternal truths, with its suggestion that stateables 
might be eternal entities. 

It might be thought that these concerns over the ontological status 
of stateables were unrelated to the disagreements between nominalists 
and realists that Chenu revealed. But I hope to give some reason to 
think that this was not so, and that there were distinctive nominalistic 
and realistic positions on the nature of stateables, according to which 
nominalists not only held stateables to have invariable truth-values but 
also took them to be temporal items, whereas realists held them to 
have variable truth- values and to be eternal items of some kind. 

The evidence for this claim is to be found in William of Auvergne' s 
discussion of stateables in his De universo. William was born c. 1 190 and 
from 1228 until his death in 1249 served as bishop of Paris. De universo , 
written c. 1231-36, is part of his Magisterium divinale , a vast and impor- 
tant work William wrote between 1223 and 1240. 4 By the 1230s the 
debates between nominalists and realists appear to have become 
largely a thing of the past, but some of their characteristic positions 
appear to have still had supporters in the first few decades of the thir- 
teenth century, when William was studying the arts and theology, and 
their positions continue to be mentioned even in works written in the 
mid- thirteenth century. 

William and his contemporaries accepted the doctrine that certain 
stateables have been true from eternity. But like many of his contem- 
poraries, William rejected any suggestion that stateables themselves 
were eternal entities.5 His rejection of such a suggestion is distinctive, 

adhuc alia quaestio, quae emergit ex diversis opinionibus magistrorum; quae et in 
theologia habet locum, et in dialéctica. Ouaeritur enim utrum enuntiabilia sint". 4 There is no modern edition. I have used the text of the 1674 Orléans-Paris Opera omnia (rpt. 2 vols., Frankfurt a. M. 1963; De universo is in vol. 1), collated with the 
Nuremberg edition from before 1497. I have indicated important variants in this lat- 
ter edition in the footnotes by the sigil N, and referred to the former edition by the 
sigil O. I have retained the 1674 edition's orthography in quotations but replaced its 
heavy punctuation. For the dating of De universo see J. Kramp, Des Wilhelm von 
Auvergne's "Magisterium divinale ", in: Gregorianum, 1 (1920), 538-84, and 2 (1921), 
42-78, 174-87 (Latin version 1 [1920], 585-616, and 2 [1921], 79-103, 187-95). For 
William's life and works, see R.J. Teske; William of Auvergne, in: Dictionary of Literary 
Biography , vol. 115, ed. J. Hackett, Detroit-London 1991, 344-53. 5 For criticisms of the notion of eternal stateables, see Robert Grosseteste, De veritate 
and De libero arbitrio , in: Die philosophischen Werke des Robert Grosseteste , Bischofs von Lin- 
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however, in that he formulates it in the context of an endorsement of 
nominalistic principles concerning truth and tense, and holds that the 
doctrine of eternal stateables lies at the root of the position on the 
mutability of the divine knowledge ascribed to the realists. In addi- 
tion, William gives a richer characterization of the doctrine of eternal 
stateables than we find in other works of his day, leading us to hope 
that we may pinpoint its proponents in other texts. 

My aims in this paper are to outline the nominalistic elements in 
William's account of the stateable, explain in some detail his concep- 
tion of the stateable and his attacks on the idea of eternal stateables, 
and make some suggestions regarding the source of the doctrine he is 
attacking. 

Nominalistic themes in De Universo 

The stateable is best viewed as the content asserted in the utterance 
of an assertorical sentence; that is, it is what one states in making a 
statement. By a statement I mean the assertorie utterance of an 
indicative sentence (enuntiatio) ģe It is plausible to take such contents as 
also being the objects of propositional attitudes such as knowledge and 
belief, and many medieval thinkers accordingly took stateables to be 
the objects of both human and divine knowledge. But when coupled 
with the plausible thesis that stateables change in truth-value over time 
in line with changes in the things they are about, this seems to lead 
to the conclusion that God's knowledge changes, and hence that God 
is not immutable. 

This problem exercised twelfth-century thinkers. Peter of Poitiers 
remarks in his Sententiae (written before 1 176) that he does not see how 
those who say that stateables vary in truth-value can avoid saying that 

coin , ed. L. Baur, (BGPM 9), Münster i. W. 1912, 130-43, 150-241; Alexander of 
Hales, Glossa in quatuor libros sententiarum Petri Lombardi , 1, d. 39, ed. Collegium S. 
Bonaventurae, vol. 1, Quaracchi 1951, 393-9; the Summa theologica ascribed to Alex- 
ander of Hales, pars 1, inq. 1, tr. 3, q. 2, c. 2, ed. Collegium S. Bonaventurae, vol. 
1, Quaracchi 1924, 148-9; William of Auxerre, Summa aurea , 1.9.3, ed. J. Ribaillier, 
(Spicilegium Bonaventurianum 16-20), Paris-Rome 1980-, 16: 195.63-196.80; Alex- 
ander Nequam, Speculum Speculationum, II. xli-xliii, ed. R.M. Thomson, Oxford 1988, 
180-7. 
6 I am not using the term " statement" here and in what follows to refer to the content 
stated in uttering an indicative sentence; such is the stateable {enuntiabile) . My use of 
"statement" refers to the actual uttering of the sentence to state a stateable. I use this 
terminology in order to preserve the parallel between enuntiabile and enuntiatio. 
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God begins to know certain truths in a sense that implies variation in 
his knowledge. He concludes that stateables do not vary in 
truth- value. 7 

The problem continued to be discussed in the early thirteenth cen- 
tury. Peter of Capua notes in his Summa (written c. 1201-2) that some 
hold that stateables can vary in their truth-value and that God can 
begin to know them. He ascribes these views to the so-called realists. 
The opposing views, that stateables have unchangeable truth- values 
and that God cannot begin or cease to know them, he ascribes to the 
nominalists, among whom he appears to number himself.8 

A little later, William of Auxerre in his Summa aurea (written c. 1215- 
29) also ascribes to the realists the view that God begins to know 
stateables, and notes that the nominalists, "who say that what once 
is true, always will be true'', reject it.9 

It is in reference to this by then long-running debate that William 
of Auvergne introduces the section of De universo in which he discusses 
stateables and the eternal truths. He admonishes the reader: 

Ne obliviscaris autem opinionem eorum qui dicunt omnia vera esse hujusmodi 
ut non cadant istae duplicitates circa ea vel super ea, videlicet alteratio a veritate 
in falsitatem vel e converso; similiter incoeptio essendi verum et desitio con- 
traria. Horrendum enim reputant, et non immerito, creatorem nunc primům 
scire aliquid, quicquid illud sit, et incipere aut desinere scire illud. Multum 
quippe sonare videtur injuriam et contumeliam sapientiae creatoris; nec ista 
effugere possunt qui ponunt vera et falsa quaedam sic alterari et mutari (1.3.18; 
ed. cit., 782bH). 

William adds that those who hold that God begins or ceases to know 
stateables must also grant that he learns or forgets them.10 

In this passage William endorses the nominalists' view that in order 
to maintain the immutability of the divine knowledge we must deny 

7 Sententiae Petri Pictaviensis , 1.12, ed. P.S. Moore and M. Dulong, vol. 1, Notre 
Dame, Indiana 1943, 116.208-223. 8 See text #44a in Y. Iwakuma and S. Ebbesen, Logico-Theological Schools from the 
Second Half of the 12th Century: A List of Sources , in: Vivarium , 30 (1992), 173-210. Peter's 
views are discussed in W. Courtenay, Peter of Capua as a Nominalist , ibid., 157-72. 9 Summa aurea, 1.9.2; ed. cit., 16: 181.30-36. 10 "Cum enim non possit sciri a creatore aliquid, nisi cum est verum et quandiu est 
verum, necesse est ut tunc incipiat ipsum scire creator, cum incipit esse verum, et 
consequenter tunc desinet illud scire, cum ipsum desinit esse verum, et tunc sciat 
primo aliquid, cum illud primo est verum. Videtur enim consequens esse, ut si incipit 
aliquid scire, vel desinit scire illud, discat illud vel obliviscatur" (1.3.18; ed. cit., 
782bH-783aA). William of Auxerre claims, however, that the realists deny this 
alleged consequence of God's beginning or ceasing to know ( Summa aurea , 1.9.2; ed. 
cit., 16: 181.30-33). 
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that stateables, that is, vera et falsa , vary in truth- value over time. He 
then proceeds to add an unexpected and important detail to this 
debate, which links it to the problem of the eternal truths. He tells us 
that: 

Causam vero vel occasionem dedit huic errori alia stultissima et creatori con- 
tumeliosissima opinio, qua posuerunt enunciabilia, hoc est omnia vera et falsa 
omnia ab aeterno fuisse et habere suum modum existendi per se seorsum a 
creaturis et ab omnibus Dei operibus; nec esse facta aut creata a creatore, sed 
esse aeterna et ab aeterno fuisse, quapropter nihil debere creatori, vel quantum 
ad esse vel quantum ad suum bene esse (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783aA-B). 

We shall return later to this conception of eternal stateables. At pres- 
ent, however, we may note that William bases the realists' doctrine of 
the mutability of the divine knowledge, and presumably, of the truth- 
value of stateables, on their adoption of a conception of eternal 
stateables, clearly implying that positions on the changeability of 
truth-value and the divine knowledge standardly ascribed to the 
realists were intimately bound up with their adoption of a conception 
of eternal stateables. 

In addition to the nominalists' view that stateables do not change 
in their truth- values, 11 William also accepts other closely related 
nominalistic theses concerning signification and tense. The 
nominalists denied that statements ( enuntiationes ) of the same sentence- 

type made at different times signified the same stateable. This was due 
to their acceptance of the view that statements of the same sentence- 

type made at different times may well differ in truth- value. Since a 
statement's truth- value derives from that of the stateable it signifies, 
the claim that such statements have the same signification would entail 

rejection of the nominalists' view that stateables do not vary in truth- 
value. The nominalists therefore held that statements of the same 

sentence-type made at different times signify different stateables. In 
addition, they held that statements of differently tensed sentences 
made at appropriately related times signify the same stateable. Thus 
4 'Christ is being born" uttered at his birth signified the same stateable 
as ' 'Christ was being born then" does when uttered now. 

This conception of the stateable requires denying that a statement's 
tense identifies a component of the stateable it signifies. Stateables are 
not themselves tensed. Tense instead pertains to the manner in which 

11 In addition to the passage quoted above, see also De univ. 1.3.15; ed. cit., 779bC; 
1.3.17; ed. cit., 781aD. 
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a statement signifies an untensed stateable, that is, it serves to locate 
the stateable in time in relation to the time of the utterance of the state- 
ment in question. 

William adopts this nominalistic account of tense. A statement's 
tense, as well as the tense of verbs, is a matter of how it signifies its 

significate, and differences of tense do not necessarily correspond to 
differences of significates: 

Orationes de < praesenti et de > praeterito et de futuro per ista tria tempora non 
diversantur significationibus aut significatis, sicut neque ipsa verba. 'Est' enim 
et 'fuit' et 'erit' rem unam significant, videlicet esse vel entitatem; et 'disputât' 
et 'disputaviť et 'disputabiť non significant nisi disputationem, licet modis 
variis, quemadmodum ipsa disputatio cum est praesens et cum est futura et cum 
erit praeterita, non aliud est aut alia res (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783bA). 

William also adopts the nominalists' view that statements of the same 
sentence- type made at different times signify different stateables, just 
as utterances of temporal adverbs signify different times. Thus a state- 
ment of ' 'Socrates is now", made now, "never before now signified 
that Socrates is now, just as the adverb 'now' neither demonstrated 
this now before nor will do so later".12 

William 's conception of the stateable 

These nominalistic elements in William's account of the stateable 
suggest that his own conception of the stateable' s nature may repre- 
sent the kind of view adopted by the nominalists. We have surpris- 
ingly little information about the nominalists' views on the nature of 
the stateable; neither the descriptions of nominalism found in the 
twelfth or thirteenth-century literature, nor texts that can be plausibly 
ascribed to the nominalists have anything to say about their concep- 
tion of the nature of stateables.13 Admittedly William's account pro- 

12 "Quod si dixerit quia rerum esse in actu sive in tempore non seit ipse creator nisi 
cum ipsae in actu et in tempore sunt... debes reminisci eorum quae praedixi tibi in 
praecedenti tractatu... ubi dixi tibi quia Socratem esse nunc scivit creator ab aeterno, 
sed revera oratio ista 'Socrates est nunc' nunquam ante hoc nunc signifícavit Socratem 
esse nunc , quemadmodum neque hoc adverbium 'nunc' demonstravit hoc nunc antea, 
nec demonstrabit in posterům. Non enim demonstrat nisi nunc solum quod est, et 
solummodo cum est. Similiter se habet et de hoc verbo 'est', quoniam non significai 
esse nisi quod est in ipso nunc quo dicitur vel profertur, vel ad quod, tanquam ad 
praesens, refertur" (2.2.46; ed. cit., 887bA-B). 13 In general the papers in Vivarium , 30 (1992) do not focus on the nature of stateables 
as such, though this issue is touched on inj. Marenbon, Vocalism, Nominalism and the 
Commentaries on the Categories from the Earlier Twelfth Century , 51-61; and C .J. Martin, 
The Logic of the Nominales, or, The Rise and Fall of Impossible Positio, 110-26. 
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vides at best rather circumstantial evidence concerning the 
nominalists' conception of the stateable' s nature, but we shall see that 
it has some support in the writings of Alexander Nequam, and at the 
very least suggests to us another area in which we may be able to iden- 
tify distinctive nominalistic views. 

William's account of the stateable must be understood in the light 
of the idea, already found in Aristotle's De interpretatione 1, that the 
bearers of truth and falsity must in some sense be composite items.14 
In the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries this idea was naturally 
understood to apply to stateables, which were generally taken to be the 

primary bearers of truth- value. But there was disagreement over the 
nature of stateables. Among those who held them to be compositions 
or divisions of some kind or other, some took them to be compositions 
or divisions of terms , be they mental, spoken, or written. Others, how- 
ever, took them to be compositions and divisions of the res signified by 
such terms.15 

William belongs to the latter group. He sharply distinguishes 
between what he calls natural compositions and divisions and rational 
or intellectual ones, a distinction corresponding to the levels of things 
signified and their signifiers respectively. Rational compositions and 
divisions simply are compositions and divisions of subject and 

predicate terms, that is, they are affirmations and denials, be they 
spoken, written, or mental in nature. Natural compositions and divi- 
sions, however, are compositions and divisions of the extra-linguistic 
items {res) signified by such terms. According to William, stateables 
are natural compositions and divisions; the former are signified by 
affirmations, the latter by negations.16 

14 Cf. Ars meliduna , extracts in: Logica modernorum , vol. 2, ed. L.M. de Rijk, Assen 
1967, 2.1: 358; Peter the Chanter, Verbum abbreviatum (PL 205: 31 OD); Alexander 
Nequam, Speculum speculationum, II. xli; ed. cit, 180. 15 Cf. Ars meliduna in Log. mod. 2.1: 358. It must be noted that not all authors took 
stateables to be compositions or divisions. Twelfth-century thinkers developed a com- 
plex set of views on the nature of stateables, ranging, according to Alexander 
Nequam, from conceptions of them as compositions and divisions, to the views that 
they are substances, thought, or intelligible complexes {Speculum speculationum , II. xli- 
xlii; ed. cit., 180-2). 16 The distinction between natural and intellectual compositions and divisions is clear 
in the following passage: "Affirmationibus et negationibus non affirmantur neque 
negantur nisi res [read 'res' for 'tres' with N, fol. 133vb] quae per praedicata 
significantur, et nisi de rebus quae per subjecta <significantur> , et nisi ex his, id 
est, ex rebus subjectis et praedicatis, potest aliquid unum componi compositione 
naturali; immo hujusmodi compositiones <non> rationis sunt et intellectus, in cujus 
potestate est et componere intelligibiliter seu rationabiliter quae per modum naturae 
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William has little to say about the nature of such natural composi- 
tions and divisions, but his criticism of a conception of eternal 
stateables does at least indicate that he took them to be temporal in 
nature, at least for the most part. He notes that those who think of 
stateables as eternal cannot treat them as compositions, for how could 
eternal stateables 4 'be composed of subjects and predicates, which are 
certainly temporal and generally have begun in time?"17 By 

4 
'subjects 

and predicates" in this context he means the things signified by sub- 
ject and predicate terms, presumably substances and forms. Since the 
elements of compositions are generally temporal items, and a com- 
position can only exist when its components exist and are compounded 
together, it is clear that for William stateables, like their components, 
generally have temporal location and come into and go out of 
existence. For this reason they may quite properly be characterized as 
past, present, or future. In line with this, William remarks that the 
compositions signified by fu ture- tensed statements, in which case 
there are neither the (extra-linguistic) subjects nor predicates, do not 
yet exist.18 

componibilia non sunt, et dividere similiter per modum suum quae per modum 
naturae dividi impossibile est. Et compositiones istae atque divisiones intellectuales 
seu rationales non sunt nisi affîrmationes et negationes, de quarum utrisque inve- 
niuntur verae et falsae, possibiles et impossibiles, necessariae et contingentes. Et pro- 
pter hoc, grammaticurri musicum [for 'grammaticam musicam", with N, fol. 133vb] esse , 
de quo audi visti apud logicam Aristotelis [Topics 1,11] nec factum est nec aeternum, 
quoniam nec affirmatio nec negatio facit affírmatum vel negatum, quoniam non dat 
ei esse. Ñeque compositio intelligibilis conjungit res nisi apud intellectum, neque 
propter earn minus sunt in sua divisione vel sua contrarietate apud semetipsas. Similiter neque propter negationem minus sunt in sua conjunctione. Si enim dicas 
quod oriens est occidens, aut e converso, non minus longe est propter hanc conjunc- tionem oriens ab occidente, et si dicas de eo quod est in oriente, quod ipsum est in 
occidenti, aut e converso, non propter hoc recessit hoc ab oriente aut appropinquavit etiam occidente. Similiter neque e converso" (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783aB-D). Truth is 
explained as a matter of the "concordantiam inter ipsum enunciabile et suam ora- 
tionem vel negationem" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aC), i.e., ' 'veritas et falsitas secundum 
intentiones istas velut respectus sunt aut comparationes compositionum atque divisionum ad affirmationes et negationes suas, et Veritas atque falsitas a afflrma- 
tionum et negationum comparationes sunt sive relationes aut respectus ad composi- tiones et divisiones rerum quas significant" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aC). (The last sentence indicates that William takes affirmations to signify compositions and denials 
to signify divisions.) 1 "Qualiter autem composita sunt hujusmodi ex subjectis et praedicatis, quae utique 
temporalia sunt et ex tempore coeperunt pro majore parte?" (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783aB). 18 Thus he writes: "Enunciabilia de futuro, ubi nec subjecta sunt nec praedicata, praesen- tialiter vera sunt hujusmodi veritate, hoc est, convenientia sive concordia sive adae- 
quatione sive aequalitate" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795bB); and, criticizing the view that 
truths are true by the first truth, he writes: "Tarnen [for 'tunc' with N, fol. 141 rb] 
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It might be thought that a composition as so described must be some 
tertium quid over and above its components. This would make for 
metaphysical mystery; besides Socrates and his whiteness, for exam- 

ple, we would have to identify some third thing, Socrates-combined- 
with-his-whiteness, whatever that may be. We need not take this path, 
however, and it is far from clear that William would have. An alter- 
native had been suggested by Peter Abelard. At one point in his Dialéc- 
tica he describes statements not as designating things ( res ), but as pro- 
posing the ways in which things are disposed.19 Such an account does 
not suggest that the significates of statements form a shadowy realm 
of entities hovering above ordinary res. It instead suggests that talk of 
stateables ultimately is to be taken as a way of talking of things 
inasmuch as they have qualities or stand in relations to one another. 
Talk of the composition of Socrates and his whiteness, on such a view, 
might be taken to be a way of speaking of Socrates inasmuch as he is 
white. Views along these lines had early thirteenth-century pro- 
ponents. Thus in his Summa aurea William of Auxerre notes the view 
that stateables are things insofar as they are in composition; unfor- 

tunately he does not identify its proponents.20 
William says very little about divisions. His only remark about 

them is that the stateable that there is not a chimera is true but does not 
exist.21 The idea of a true but non-existent stateable is rather hard to 

grasp, but some sense can be made of it if we treat divisions as priva- 
tions or lacks of the corresponding compositions. These privations 

verum est de qualibet earum, quoniam haec res erit, quacunque earum demonstrata. 
Aut forte nihil est [seil, verum primům], quoniam subjectum hujusmodi enuncia- 
tions non est, neque praedicatum. 'Fore' enim praedicat esse quod nondum est [for 
'neque enim fore praedicat esse vel quod non' with N, fol. 141rb]. Sed neque compostilo 
est subjecti et praedicati. Non entia enim ilia nullo modo conjuncta sunt conjunctione reali et secun- 
dum veritatem' immo, revera divisa, quoniam revera haec res non est vel nondum est. 
Quare hanc rem fore de non-entibus est. Est autem verum hanc rem fore secundum inten- 
tionem positam hujusmodi nominis 'verum', qua dicit primam veritatem in eo de quo 
praedicatur. Quare prima essentia erit in hoc non ente et in omni simili vero, et pro- 
pter hoc similiter in non ente. Quis autem intelligat hoc, quod ens sit in non ente?" 
(1.3.25; ed. cit., 793aB-C). 19 Dialéctica , ed. L.M. de Rijk, 2d ed., Assen 1970, 160.29-32. 
20 Summa aurea , 3.12.7; ed. cit., 18: 222.100-104: ' Sed tides est de lilis enun- 
tiabilibus; Christum esse passum, Christum resurrexisse; sed ista enuntiabilia non 
sunt, quia ilia enuntiabilia non sunt nisi res ille signifícate, secundum quod sunt in 
compositione, et res significate in compositione non sunt." 
21 "Sicut igitur aliquid est verum quod tamen non est, ut Chimaeram non [add non 
with N, fol. 142vb] esse, cujus nec praedicatum nec subjectum est, sic non est mirum 
si aliquid est verum veritate quae non est" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 796aE). 
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may be due either to an existing substance's lacking a property or to 
the non-existence of both the subject and property. That there is not a 
chimera is of the latter kind. Now according to medieval thinkers there 
is a sense in which privations exist, as well as a sense in which they 
do not. Aquinas, for example, makes this distinction in the opening 
remarks of De ente et essentia. A privation does not exist inasmuch as 
it is not a recipient of being; it is not a created or creatable thing, but 
the lack of such. Even so, privations exist inasmuch as it is correct to 
say that there are lacks. Granted this distinction, we may say that a 
true division exists in the latter, weaker sense, but not in the former 
sense. I suggest that we understand William's view in this way. 

William's account of compositions and divisions is clearly a mere 
sketch. In his Speculum speculationum , written c. 1205-13, Alexander of 
Nequam had noted some obvious, if perhaps not insurmountable dif- 
ficulties confronting a theory of stateables as compositions. What, he 
asks, are we to say about the stateable signified by "God exists", or 
those signified by negative or compound statements, or by future- 
tensed statements? Further difficulties had also been raised in the Ars 
meliduna. 22 

Besides raising problems for this kind of theory, Alexander also pro- 
vides us with some independent evidence for associating the concep- 
tion of the stateable as an extra-linguistic composition with the doc- 
trines of the nominalists. His Speculum speculationum is a rambling work 
crammed with information about the theological and logical disputes 
of the late twelfth century. At one point in it he notes that those who 
say that stateables are compositions of form and subject (terms that 
surely refer to extra-linguistic items), held the view that "that which 
is that Peter is is that which is that Peter was and is the same as that Peter 
will be ". He seems to have in mind here the view of the nominalists. 
Later he seems to associate closely the conception of the stateable as 
a composition of subject and predicate with the nominalists' view that 
the "same stateable is signified by these three: 'Socrates is', 'Socrates 
was', and 'Socrates will be' ", a view, he expressly notes, that implies 
the nominalists' thesis that "whatever is once true, always will be 

22 Alexander Nequam, Speculum speculationum , II. xli; ed. cit., 180; for the dating see, 
R.W. Hunt, The Schools and the Cloister : The Life and Writings of Alexander Nequam (1157- 
1217), Oxford 1984. In response William would hold that negations signify divisions, 
not compositions as Alexander here assumes, and that future-tensed statements 
signify presently non-existent stateables. He does not consider the other problems 
Alexander raises. For the Ars meliduna see Log. mod., II.l, p. 358. 
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true".23 We might note that Alexander does not quite understand the 
nominalists' point that the same stateable is only signified by 
utterances of the above three sentences made at different but 
appropriately related times, or that it is not true to say now that that 
Peter is is that Peter was; instead we should say that that Peter is now is 
the stateable that will be signified by 

" Peter was then". 

Truth 

The suggestion that the stateable is a composition or division having 
temporal location may seem to fit ill with the claim that stateables 
never change in their truth- values. It might be thought that if a 
stateable is always true it must in some sense always exist, and this, 
it might be thought, accords better with treating stateables as eternal. 
It is important then to see that a conception of the stateable as having 
temporal location does not rule out its having immutable truth- value. 
In fact William's account of truth and his nominalistic assumptions 
allow him to maintain the immutable truth-value of stateables. 

Avicenna held that the truth of a statement is its adequation to a res. 
William, one of the first Latin thinkers to make use of Avicenna's 
writings, reworks this theory to hold that the truth of a statement is 
a matter of its adequation to the stateable it signifies, which he iden- 
tifies with Avicenna's res , and that the truth of a stateable in turn is 
a matter of its adequation to a statement that signifies it or that would 
do so, were it to be uttered.24 Adequation (i.e., truth) is a symmetric 

23 "Secundum doctrinam etiam dicentium enunciabile esse compositionem forme et 
subiecti, poterit qualequale simile introduci ad propositum. Vt enim aiunt, id quod 
est Petrum esse est id quod est Petrum fuisse et idem est Petrum fore. Non tarnen 
Petrům esse est Petrum fuisse vel Petrum fore" (I.xv; ed. cit., 52); "Placuit ergo non- 
nullis asserere quod enunciabile nichil sit nisi compositio predicati ad subiec- 
tum...Numquid item aliquid enunciabile significatur hanc [sic], 'Sortes eriť? Dant 
viri maturi pectoris idem enunciabile significan istis tribus: 'Sortes est', 'Sortes fuit', 
'Sortes eriť. Quod si est, dabitur quod quicquid semel est verum, semper erit verum. 
Sed alia erit consideratio istorum quam eorum qui ad id asserunt propter consignifica- 
tionem presentís determinati. [This sentence seems to be corrupt.] Numquid ergo 
Sortem esse est Sortem fore? Nonne Sortem esse est verum, etsi Sortem fore sit 
falsum?" (Il.xli; ed. cit., 180). 24 "Sexta vero intentio veri et veritatis, qua vera dicuntur enunciata et verae enun- 
ciationes; et haec [hoc NO], ait Avicenna, est adaequatio orationis et rerum, idest, 
affirmationis et negationis <et rerum>" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aA-B). "Sive dicas 
convenientiam sive concordantiam inter ipsum enunciabile et suam orationem (vel 
negationem suam, inquam, sicut exposui tibi prius), haec ['hoc' N fol. 142r,:>; 'hoc 
est' O] ipsa convenientia vel concordia enunciabilis et enunciationis Veritas est utrius- 
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relation, an idea of which there is no sign in Avicenna but which 
makes some sense once Avicenna' s res is understood as being itself a 
truth-bearer. In a strict sense, then, to say that a statement is true 
tacitly implies a reference to a stateable signified by it; and to describe 
a stateable as true tacitly implies a reference to a statement that 
signifies it or that would do so, were it to be uttered. 

Of course this account raises the question of the conditions under 
which a statement and stateable are adequated. William's only remark 
in this regard is that if the relation of adequation holds the stateable 
neither has nor contains anything other, more or less, or in any way 
otherwise, than the statement asserts or denies.25 He does not explain 
this comment, but I think it can be understood as follows. 

A stateable is, in the case of an affirmation, a composition of the 
significates of its subject and predicate terms. But it is in precisely the 
conditions in which these significates are combined that an affirmative 
statement in the present tense is true. Thus it is precisely when the 
stateable, i.e., the composition, exists that the present-tensed affir- 
mative statement is true. I suggest then that by talk of having and con- 
taining William has in mind the idea that the stateable has or contains 
the existence that the statement asserts it to have. We are to think of 
statements as asserting the existence of stateables, and as true pro- 
vided the stateables exist.26 

This is but a first approximation, however. Statements having past 
and future tenses complicate matters. Now William clearly thinks that 

que, et contrarium sive privatio illius est falsitas utriusque. Verum igitur est enun- 
ciabile quod a sua affirmatione vel negatione non disconvenit vel discordât" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aC). "Debes etiam scire quod cum dicuntur enunciabilia vera esse, idest, 
convenientia sive adaequata affirmationibus aut negationibus suis, non intelligitur hoc quod dicitur ['de' add. NO] 'affirmationibus et negationibus suis' secundum 
actum, sed secundum potentiam. Et hoc est dicere quia non intendo <de> affirma- 
tionibus vel negationibus suis quas praesentialiter habeant (hoc est, quibus praesen- tialiter aut actualiter significentur), sed potius quibus possibilia sunt affirmari vel 
negari" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795bD). On William's theory of truth, see Steven Marrone, William of Auvergne and Robert Grosseteste: New Ideas of Truth in the Early Thirteenth Century , 
Princeton 1983. 
25 "Debes etiam scire hoc, quia non est enunciatio vera alicujus enunciabilis quae vel 
aliud, aut plus, aut minus, aut aliter quolibet modorum asserit vel negat quam habeat 
vel contineat ipsum enunciabile. Et haec est similitudo vel aequalitas vel adaequatio 
quam intendit Avicenna" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aC). 26 Others also seem to have held this view; cf. Peter of Spain (Petrus Hispanus Por- 
tugalensis) Tractatus called afterwards Summule logicales , ed. L.M. de Rijk, Assen 1972, 
207.15-17: "Quedam enuntiabilia sunt existentia, ut 'Deumesse'e t omnia vera, et alia sunt non existentia, ut ' hominem esse asinum ' et omnia falsa". 
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these statements signify stateables that do not exist at the time of their 
utterance. We have already noted his view that a future-tensed state- 
ment signifies a presently non-existent stateable. This does not mean 
it is not true, however. For the truth of a future-tense statement is a 
matter of the future existence of its stateable. For it to be true, the 
stateable must exist at the temporal location the statement's tense or 
temporal adverbs specify, viz., in the future.27 Past and future-tensed 
statements assert stateables to exist at past and future times, and they 
are true provided that their stateables existed or will exist at those 
times. These remarks may be extended to negations and the divisions 
they signify, provided we bear in mind the weaker sense in which divi- 
sions may be said to exist, and treat the logical function of denying as 
equivalent to the assertion of the existence of a division. 

It is a consequence of William's account of truth and signification 
that these relations do not require the coexistence of their relata. This 
is crucial to William's rejection of eternal stateables. He first made this 

point about these relations in his De Trinitate in a discussion concerned 
to show that the relational term " father' ' asserts nothing in the 
Father,28 arguing that there is a broad class of relations, to which truth 
and signification belong, that do not require the coexistence of their 
relata. His argument is based on the point that the truth of certain 
ostensibly relational locutions, say, "A loves B", does not require the 
existence of their direct objects. William wants to assimilate semantic 
relations to these cases. 

27 "Verum igitur est secundum hanc intentionem adaequatum, ut dixi, suae affirma- 
tioni vel negationi, et ista adaequatio est non secundum unum tempus tantum, immo 
secundum omne, et extenditur etiam in aeternitatem. Oratio igitur vera est qua 
dicitur esse quod est, aut non esse quod non est, vel fuisse quod fuit, vel non fuisse 
quod non fuit, et similiter se habet de futuro" (1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aB). 28 See De Trinitate , 30, ed. B. Switalski, Toronto 1976, 173. This passage is referred 
to in the following text from De universo : "Alibi autem declaratum est tibi per me quia 
comparationes et relationes nec addunt nec minuunt rebus in semetipsis, nec ponunt 
aliquid in illis; neque comparatum aut relatum per hoc, quod est comparatum aut 
relatum, habet aliquid in se, sed habet aliquid ad se vel sibi. Similiter dictum vel 
significatum, apprehensum, cogitatum, amatum, per hoc quod significatum, 
cogitatum, aut apprehensum, aut amatum, non habet aliquid in se. Nec istae disposi- 
tions seu comparationes requirunt esse illud in quo sunt vel de quo sunt. Significatur 
enim plurimum id quod non est, nec significatio qua significatur est aliquid in eo" 
(1.3.26; ed. cit., 795aD). We also find this conception of two kinds of relations in the 
logic text Tractatus de univocatione monacensis {Log. mod.., II. 2, p. 337.13-21). De Rijk 
(II. 1, p. 407) had supposed this to be Parisian text from the third quarter of the 
twelfth century, but the editor of this journal informs me that he would now date this 
work in the first quarter of the thirteenth century. 
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Granted these doctrines and William's nominalistic views on the 
interplay between tense and signification, the fact that a stateable is 
always true does not require that it always exist or be eternal in any 
sense. To say a stateable is true at a given time, as William 
understands truth, essentially involves a reference to an actual or possi- 
ble statement of it as existing at that time. It means that any such 
statement is or would be adequated to the stateable. To say that a 
stateable is always true is, presumably, to say that every actual or 
possible statement of it made at any time is or would be adequated to 
it, that is, that the stateable exists at the temporal location that is or 
would be specified by any such statement. In other words, co- 
signifying statements, whatever time they may be made, will all share 
the same truth- value. It is not hard to see why William would embrace 
this view. According to the nominalists, statements made at different 
times can only signify the same stateable if they are what we might call 
counterpart statements in which certain changes in tense or temporal 
adverbs have been made. Thus the nominalists would deny that 
" Socrates is white" when uttered at different times signifies the same 
stateable. Rather, if Socrates is white' ' is uttered at t , in order to 
signify before t the stateable this utterance signifies at t , we must state 
a sentence such as Socrates will be white at the same applies, 
mutatis mutandis , in the case of statements made after /. But it is evident 
that if the statement made at t is true, so are those co-signifying 
statements made before or after t. For in each case that statement in 
effect asserts a stateable, the composition of Socrates and whiteness, 
to exist at t ; and if one truly does so, they all do. Thus if a stateable 
is true at some time, it is true at every time, since any actual or possi- 
ble statement made at any time that manages to signify it will indeed 
be adequated to it. Thus true stateables are always true, even though 
they have a determinate temporal location. 

There is then no immediate inference from the fact that stateables 
have temporal location to the conclusion that they vary in truth- value. 
Likewise, the fact that stateables are eternal does not imply that they 
do not vary in truth- value. Indeed, such a conception of stateables 
allows for a natural understanding of the claim that stateables change 
in truth-value, and this, I suggest, is what William has in mind when 
he says that the doctrine of eternal stateables underlies the denial of 
the immutability of God's knowledge. For if stateables are eternally 
existent entities, it is natural to think that they continue in some sense 
to exist while changing in their truth-values in line with changes in the 
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things they are about, even if this change is not a real change in the 
stateable but only in these things.29 

The doctrine of eternal stateables 

Many authors in William's day mention the idea of eternal 
stateables, but none to my knowledge do so with the degree of 
specificity we find in William. He tells us that: 

Posuerunt enunciabilia, hocest, omnia vera et falsa, omnia ab aeterno fuisse et 
habere suum modum existendi per se seorsum a creaturis et ab omnibus Dei 
operibus; nec esse facta aut creata a creatore, sed esse aeterna et ab aeterno 
fuisse, quapropter nihil debere creatori, vel quantum ad esse vel quantum ad 
suum bene esse (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783aA-B). 

It will be of some value to unpack carefully the elements present in 
this description, but before doing so we should consider the key notion 
of eternity at issue here. It is quite clear in William's discussion and 
those of other authors of his day, that by "eternity" in this context 
they meant not everlasting time, but the non- temporal mode of being 
that properly characterizes God alone. At one point William notes, in 
criticism of the doctrine of eternal stateables, that God alone is eternal 
and from eternity.30 Both he and his contemporary Robert Grosseteste 
were greatly concerned to mark a sharp distinction between the eternal 
and the temporal.31 Their concern, however, suggests that some were 
confused on this distinction, and it would not be surprising if we found 
such confusion in earlier accounts positing eternal stateables. 

With this clarification of "eternar' in mind, we may turn to the 
doctrine laid out in the above passage. In the first place, William 
describes it as extending to all stateables, be they true or false. This 
part of his account perhaps involves exaggeration or distortion, for it 

29 The idea that such changes in eternal stateables are merely pseudo-changes proba- 
bly underlay the lack of concern some realists had in positing change of knowledge 
in God. Presumably this change in God, a consequence of the pseudo-changes of the 
stateables he knew, was also real only on the side of the things the knowledge was 
about. However, not all thinkers agreed that changes in God's knowledge could be 
reckoned pseudo-changes. Grosseteste, who in many respects proposes views quite 
similar to William, held in his De libero arbitrio (ed. cit., 184-85) that "knows" was 
not like this, and that any change in the applicability of the predicate "knows" to God 
would require genuine change in God. 
30 "Ipse solus et aeternus est et ab aeterno" (1.3.18; ed. cit., 783bC). 31 See R.C. Dales, Medieval Discussions of the Eternity of the World , Leiden -New York 
1990. 
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does not accord with the motivation he himself provides for the theory, 
namely, the need to find a subject for eternal truth. 

Second, the above passage employs but does not explain a distinc- 
tion between being from eternity and being eternal. These expressions 
had distinct meanings for medieval thinkers. Peter of Poitiers notes 
that to say that something is from eternity is to say that it "never has 

begun", whereas to say that it is eternal is to say that "it is in such 
a way that nothing is past or future to it".32 "From eternity" tells us 
something about a thing's lack of beginning; "eternal" tells us some- 
thing about its mode of being. Of course, there is likely to be a close 
relation between these ideas; in particular, given the Christian belief 
that everything in the created temporal order has a beginning, it 
would seem that what lacks a beginning could not be temporal. Robert 
of Melun tells us that some authors used the same argument to argue 
for both of these views. Alexander of Nequam, however, notes and 
appears to endorse the position that although stateables were from 
eternity, they are nonetheless not eternal, suggesting to us that some 
found especially troubling the idea that stateables are eternal.33 

Third, there is the idea that stateables have their own mode of 
existing per se. It is natural to think that in this context "per se" means 
"by themselves", as is clearly confirmed by the following phrase 
"apart from creatures". So construed, the doctrine of eternal 
stateables holds them to exist in some manner apart from creatures. 

This of course suggests that they are not themselves created items, 
and William goes on to point out that proponents of the view in ques- 
tion held that stateables are neither made {facta) nor created {creata), 
that is, they are neither worked up from preexisting matter nor created 
ex nihilo. Accordingly they owe nothing to a creator in regard to their 
being. This does not necessarily mean, however, that stateables owe 
nothing to God. The proponents of the view in question perhaps 
simply meant that stateables owed nothing to God in so far as he is a 
creator , which allows for the possibility that they are nonetheless in 
some manner dependent on God. 

Striking as the denial that stateables are created items is, it is not 
hard to understand the pressures that might lead someone to it. 

32 Sententiae , 1.34; ed. cit., 292.91-95. 33 Robert of Melun, Sententiae , 1.5.45, in: Oeuvres de Robert de Melun, vol. 3.2., ed. R.- 
M. Martin and R.M. Gallet, Louvain 1952, 257.1-5; Alexander Nequam, Speculum 
speculationum , Il.xliii; ed. cit., 182. 
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Robert Grosseteste, a contemporary of William's, mentions a brief 

argument to the effect that prior to God's creation eternally true 
stateables were true, and hence must have existed prior to creation as 
subjects for truth, yet they were not God, nor ex hypothesi were they 
creatures.34 Robert of Melun outlines a similar argument formulated 
in terms of stateables like that God is, that the Son is, and so on. They 
are not God, the argument goes, but nor are they created in any 
way.35 

William rejects the above conception of the stateable. We have 

already seen that he thinks that it underlies an erroneous conception 
of God's knowledge as changeable. It has two other defects. First, it 
is incompatible with treating the stateable as a composition. After all, 
an eternal stateable would have to be prior to the subjects and 
predicates of which it is composed, i.e., things that in most cases 

belong to the temporal world, and since it is uncreated it could not 
have been compounded by anyone, including God.36 William does not 
consider these points to be a refutation of the doctrine, however, 

34 Robert Grosseteste, De libero arbitrio 8 (ed. cit., 190.18-25): 4 'Item quod verum est 
veritate verum est, et veritate quae est, et quae aliquid ['aliud' Baur] est, sed quod 
pure nihil est veritate, quae est, non potest informan. Igitur si informatur veritate, 
non est pure nihil. Sed ante creaturam omnem verum fuit nullam creaturam esse. 
Ergo nullam creaturam esse ['Ergo. . .esse' om. Baur] cum informabatur veritate non 
fuit pure nihil, nec fuit creatura, quia nondum fuit creatura, nec fuit Deus. Non enim 
fuit haec vera 'Deus est nullam creaturam esse'. Fuit igitur, ut videtur, quod nec fuit 
creator nec creatura". (I have repunctuated and corrected Baur's text, collating the 
MSS he employed- Worcester, Cathedral Libr. F. 152 and Florence, Bibl. Lauren- 
ziana, Plut. 18, dext. 7- with MSS subsequently discovered to contain this work: 
Durham, Cathedral Libr., A. iii. 12; Florence, Bibl. Marucelliana C. 163, and Lon- 
don, British Libr., Cotton Otho D.x) Grosseteste's discussion of the eternal truths in 
De libero arbitrio contains numerous similarities to William's views. In addition, in his 
discussion of the eternal truths in his De veritate , Grosseteste too appears to propose 
the idea that a stateable's truth is a matter of its conformity to the statement signifying 
it; he tells us, for example, that the truth of the dictum (i.e., stateable) that something 
was future is its conformity to its statement ( dictionem ) in the eternal Word (ed. cit., 
140). 35 Sent. 1.5.45 and 58; ed. cit., 256-58; 279-81. An allusion to this line of thought may 
also be found, I suggest, in Peter of Poitiers' Sententiae, 1.32; ed. cit., 292.84-91. 
36 "Qualiter autem composita sunt hujusmodi ex subjectis et praedicatis, quae utique 
temporalia sunt et ex tempore coeperunt pro majore parte? Et quomodo 
praecesserunt partes suas non solum tempore sed aeternitate? Praeterea, cum com- 
posita sint, et non a creatore ñeque a seipsis, qui fuerunt compositores eorum, aut 
quis compositor, vel quomodo composita nullo componente? Pertranseo destruc- 
tionem erroris istius, quem incogitabilis intellectus imbecillitas somniavit" (1.3.18; 
ed. cit., 783aB). 
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presumably because its proponents did not conceive of stateables as 
compositions or divisions.37 

The other defect is mentioned by a number of thirteenth-century 
thinkers. This conception of the stateable implies the existence of a 
plurality of eternal beings, although only one being, God, is eternal 
in the non- temporal sense they take to be at issue. In fact, as I have 
noted, William also expressly holds that God alone is from eternity. 

The motivation for this conception of the stateable was the need to 
find a subject for eternal truth. If stateables have been true from eter- 
nity, then surely they must have existed from eternity as subjects of 
that truth, and, it might be argued, must therefore be eternal.38 This 
does not, however, explain why one should treat all stateables as eter- 
nal or from eternity, for it fails to accommodate stateables that are not 
eternal truths; though it might be argued that in their case there would 
be a need to find eternal subjects for their eternal falsity. 

That certain stateables have been true from eternity is not at issue 
in these debates. What is at issue is whether this entails the eternality 
of these stateables themselves. That it does is a natural conclusion for 
anyone who thinks of truth as a property of a true stateable, but we 
have seen that William does not take this view. Truth is a relation of 
adequation between a statement and a stateable. To say that a 
stateable has been true from eternity is to say that an actual or possible 
statement of it in eternity would be adequated to it, but, as we have 
seen, adequation does not require coexistence. "Antichrist will exist" 
would state an eternal truth, if stated in eternity, as would any true 
future-tensed proposition, but according to William's account this 
does not require the existence in eternity of the stateable whose 

37 In his Speculum speculationum (II. xlii-xliii ; ed. cit., 180-82), Alexander Nequam 
discusses conceptions of stateables as compositions separately from conceptions that 
take them to have existed from eternity, suggesting that these were quite distinct 
approaches. 38 "Jam vero error quem praedixi tibi de dicibilibus et enunciabilibus occasionem 
habuisse videtur ex hoc quia enunciabilia <vera?> fuerunt ab aeterno, et hoc per vias quas ostendam tibi. Aut enim vera fuerunt ventate quae erat et erat in eis, aut 
non. Si sic, erat igitur ventas eorum, et erat in eis. Erant igitur et ipsa, cum in non- 
entibus nec veritas nec aliud esse possit. Si vero non erat Veritas eorum nec erat in 
eis, quomodo igitur vera erant ea ventate quae nec erat nec erat in eis? Hoc enim 
ita dici videtur ac si diceretur quod aliquid erat album albedine quae nec erat nec erit 
in eo" (1.3.25; ed. cit., 792bG-H). See also the student letter edited by Morin in Lettre 
inédite , 415: "Quod aliqua fuerint ab aeterno, sic probatur. Hoc verum, Deum esse, 
verum fuit ab aeterno. Illud ['Item' Morin] fuit verum ab aeterno: ergo fuit ab 
aeterno; quia si aliquid est verum, ipsum est". 
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existence would verify the statement.39 Instead, it requires the 
existence of the combination of Antichrist and being at a time poste- 
rior to eternity, as is indicated by the statement's future-tense. 

One might object, however, that negative present- tensed statements 
about creatures - "The world does not exist", for instance - are true 
from eternity, and hence, given the above account of truth, that their 
stateables must exist in eternity. Now William would not, I think, 
deny that such statements are true from eternity; others certainly did 
not.40 But the stateables they state are, I have suggested, privations, 
and the sense in which a privation would exist in eternity is the 
minimal one in which there would be a lack of something, but not that 
in which anything positive would exist. There is no reason to think 
that William would find this problematic.41 

Sources of the doctrine of eternal stateables 

References in writers such as Alexander Nequam, Robert of 
Melun, and the anonymous student leave no doubt that thinkers were 
proposing doctrines of eternal stateables in the late twelfth century. 
Although it is probable that some thinkers in the early thirteenth- 
century, too, were proposing such doctrines,42 I know of no examples 
of them. I shall therefore turn my attention to two twelfth-century 
texts that propose doctrines along the lines mentioned by William. 

39 It should be noted that in this period the eternal truths were not treated as coexten- 
sive with what we might call logically necessary truths. They were taken to be any 
stateables that could be considered true from the point of view of eternity. Hence all 
future-tensed truths are eternal truths, eternity being considered as akin to a time 
prior to all times. Thus in the Summa theologica ascribed to Alexander of Hales we find 
a discussion of eternal truths such as that the world will exist (ed. cit., 149-50). 40 Cf. Grosseteste, De veritate (ed. cit., 139.32-36): "Veritates negationum omnium 
de creaturarum existentia videntur habuisse veritatem sine initio ante rerum crea- 
tionem, utpote 'mundum non esse' verum fuit et sine initio verum ante mundi crea- 
tionem". 
41 It is worth noting that in his discussion of the eternal truths Grosseteste is con- 
cerned to show that stateables are not eternal essentiae or existentiae , terms that indicate 
something that has being. 42 This is suggested both by the frequent criticisms of the doctrines in the period 
c. 1215-35, and also by the fact that in 1241 William and Odo, Chancellor of the 
University of Paris, condemned the closely related view that many truths ( veritates ) 
have existed from eternity ( Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis , vol. 1, ed. H. Denifle 
and A. Chatelain, Paris 1889, 170-72. Its editors suggest that the condemnation was 
directed at Stephen of Venice [Stephanus Varnesia], one of the first Dominican masters 
in Paris; he was still teaching there in 1248). 
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The first text is John of Salisbury' s Metalogicon. 43 This work, written 
in the 1150s, contains a wealth of information about the teaching of 

John's contemporaries, but also in a number of places John's own 
views. In his discussion of truth John proposes the view that the truths 
signified by statements ( enuntiationum significata) have existed from 
eternity (he does not say they are eternal) and fall outside the division 
of all things into God and creature. It is worth noting that John 
appears to identify himself as a realist.44 He writes: 

Quis mentem Dei dixerit otiosam, et non ab initio omnia contemplatam? Si ergo 
vera quasi quaedam cogitata Dei sunt, quis illa nisi praesumptuosus affirmaverit 
evanescere, aut quis ea non semper fuisse in mente eius qui ab aeterno universa 
disposuit et scivit, audeat profiteri? Nunquid et ille novas cogitationes concipit, 
et nova more nostro init Consilia? Et licet haec ab aeterno fuerint vera, non 
tarnen aliquid creatori dicitur coaeternum, quia ut dictum est ad parilitatem eius 
nihil omnino consurgere potest. Siquidem ipsius est ut haec ipsa vera sint aut 
certa. Quod autem omnis res aut creator dicitur aut creatura, ad substantias et 
ad ea quae substantiis insunt quocumque modo, ex auctoritate Patrum, univer- 
sitatis complexio revocatur. Nam enuntiationum significata non contingit, 
urgente aliqua ratione sermonis. Qui enim sic partiti sunt, respexerunt ad 
incomplexorum significationes. Non nihil ergo sunt vera quae in mente Dei con- 
sistunt, sed nec creaturae sunt, eo quod ab aeterno extiterunt. (4.37; ed. cit., 
176.11-27). 

John is sensitive to the charge that this view undercuts the distinc- 
tion of all things into Creator and creature. As the above passage 
indicates, he takes this distinction to apply only to the significates of 
incomplex expressions, and believes that it does not and never was 
intended to apply to the significates of complex ones. 

Furthermore, the items signified by statements have an unusual 
mode of being. John tells us that: 

Hoc est eis esse quod ad primitivam rationis scientiam referri, et ita esse quasi 
pronuntiari stabili intemptatoque iudicio. Esse ergo istorum, innotescere est (ed. 
cit., 177.32-35). 

As John presents it, his theory aims to account for the fact that eter- 
nally true stateables have been thought by God from eternity. He 
seems to reason that being thought of itself requires that we admit 
some kind of being for the items thought. John is rather unclear about 
what this being amounts to, but he is adamant that such truths, like 

43 Ioannis Saresberiensis Metalogicon , ed. J.B. Hall (CCCM 98), Turnhout 1991. 
44 In a letter quoted in W.J. Courtenay, "Nominales" and Nominalism in the Twelfth 
Century (in: Lectionum varietates, hommage à Paul Vignaux (1904-1987), Paris 1991, 11-48, 
at 16), John, writing to Master Baldwin, Archdeacon of Exeter (1167/8), expresses 
his desire to focus on things not mere words, "meorum more realium". 
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other ontologically problematic items, must not be said to be 
nothing.45 

Nicholas of Amiens in his Chronicles , written c.1200, also indicates 
that proponents of the view that stateables have existed from eternity 
held them to have an unusual mode of being. He informs us that "the 
logicians say that genera and species and stateables have been from 
eternity", and notes that they have in mind not an "actual and true" 
mode of being but a "theoretical [ doctrinale ] mode of being".46 His 
reference to the "logicians", however, is probably not directed at 

John's Metalogicon , which is neither a work of logic as such nor 
advances the view that genera and species have existed from eternity. 
He is more likely to be referring to logical writings of the late twelfth 
century, and they, I think, are more likely to be William's source, too. 

The position William describes, we may recall, holds that all 
stateables are from eternity and eternal, have per se existence, are 
uncreated, and owe nothing to a creator. Since William holds that 
these views underlie the doctrine that God's knowledge is changeable, 
presumably because they imply the variable truth-value of the 
stateables known, we should expect to find associated with them the 
idea that stateables change in their truth- value. Another interesting 
point may be added here. After criticizing these doctrines, William 
goes on to add that the proponents of eternal stateables also adopted 
the peculiar view that voces or utterances were from eternity and eter- 
nal.47 The presence of this doctrine along with the above views would 

45 "Habent itaque res naturae scilicet vel naturalium opera, habent cogitationes, ser- 
mones, et verba et rationes, singula inquam haec habent suum existendi modum, ut 
pro qualitate illius, eorum quae fideliter enuntiantur accipienda sit interpretatio. 
Vnde inspecta diligenter significatione verborum, esse vera dicantur, aut non esse, 
non contendo, dum tarnen vera non omnino nihil sint" (ed. cit., 177.42-48). This lat- 
ter point clearly intersects with Alexander Nequam's question whether stateables are 
something (aliquid). 46 "Pari studio genera et species et enuntiabilia ab eterno fuisse Logici dicunt, set ne 
quis fallatur in modo dicendi, de ilio doctrinali modo essendi non loquimur, sed de 
actuali et vero"; quoted in: M.-T. d'Alverny, Alain de Lille, Texts inédits , Paris 1965, 
321. D'Alverny does not date the Chronicles , but we know that Nicholas was born in 
1147, reigned in theology at the beginning of the thirteenth century, and probably 
died not much later. He wrote a work entitled De arte seu articulis catholicae fidei (PL 
210: 595-613), dated by Glorieux c. 1 187-91 {Répertoire des maîtres en théologie de Paris au 
xiiie siècle, vol. 1, Paris 1933, 263). For a survey of the controversy over the ascription 
of this work to Nicholas rather than to Alan of Lille, see G.R. Evans, Alan of Lille , 
Cambridge 1983, 172-87. 47 "Et ab hujusmodi errore non longe est ille, qui posuit tria praedicamenta et tria 
genera rerum, videlicet, naturalia, moralia vel civilia, et rationalia. Et de rationalibus 
quidem, si solos sermones vocaverunt rationalia, nihil periculi vel periculosi erroris 
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be very strong evidence that we have located a source of William's 
discussion. 

As it happens, the Ars meliduna , an extremely important Parisian 
logic text written c. 11 70-80, 48 proposes a great many of these claims, 
and, most strikingly, the idea that at least some voces , as well as 
stateables, have indeed existed from eternity. 

In fact the Ars meliduna begins with the question of when voces began 
to exist.49 Its author starts by discussing the view that they never 
began to exist, and proposes arguments to the effect that their 
elements, i.e., simple voces , have existed without beginning.50 In 
response to this he raises, among others, the objections that this would 
imply that several things, and not just God alone, have existed from 
eternity, and that some things (aliqua) have existed from eternity. The 
author stands by the former view, however, and notes that certain 
stateables have existed from eternity, too. He remarks that: 

Voces quidem simplices, id est elementa, semper fuerunt sicut et artes, quoniam 
habent esse a natura, non a positione hominum; etiam fuerunt ab eterno, sicut 
et quedam enuntiabilia vera (fol. 211ra). 

To the claim that God alone has existed from eternity, he replies by 
distinguishing different senses in which ' 'being' 

' or ' 'being from eter- 
nity" are said of God and other things: 

Et tarnen solus deus ab eterno fuit, quia esse sive esse ab eterno aliter dicitur de 
deo, aliter de vocibus, aliter de enuntiabilibus, et aliter de substanciis. Et for- 
tassis ideo non est dandum aliqua esse si alique voces sunt, nec aliquid esse si 
vox est (fol. 211ra). 

The author has little to say about these different senses of ' 'being", 
but his remarks bring to mind both John of Salisbury's and Nicholas 

habuit opinio eorum, nisi forte in illam declinaverint insaniam, ut idem delirarent de vocibus 
quod praedicti erronei de veris et falsis, et hujusmodi errores , videlicet , quod dicebantur voces fuisse 
ab aeterno et aeternas " (783aD-bA). 48 For the dating see, R.W. Hunt, Absoluta: The Summa of Petrus Hispanus on Priscianus 
Minor , in: Historiographia Linguistica, 2 (1975), 1-22, at 18, note 8. 49 De Rijk {Log. mod., II. 1) publishes extracts from this work, but omits some mate- 
rial of crucial importance for us in the present context. I cite the MS, Oxford, Digby 
174 for material not printed by de Rijk. A complete edition is being prepared by Y. 
Iwakuma. 
50 He argues, for example, that the vox cteo" ("I go") always existed, since each part 
of it did, and this is because the elements do not have being from human imposition, 
but from nature, since they are natural utterances (prolationes) that we have found. 
Our finding them is simply a matter of our distinguishing them from other elements 
and assigning them a proper name. 
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of Amiens' point that the doctrine of eternal stateables takes them to 
have an unusual kind of being. 

Although the last part of the Ars meliduna contains a long discussion 
of stateables, it does not return to the issue of their eternality, at least 
not in the extant text.51 Its author appears not to have been concerned 
to discuss this issue in detail, perhaps because it raised theological 
issues not strictly pertinent to a logical text. Even so, in passing he 
proposes a number of the other points we have seen William or 
Nicholas of Amiens associate with the doctrine of eternal stateables. 

First, in line with William's description of the doctrine of eternal 
stateables, he takes the stateable to have a special mode of being per 
se. In this regard, he tells us, stateables are akin to universais. In both 
cases their per se being is a matter of their being apart from sensible 
things and perceptible only by the intellect.52 This brings to mind 
William's account of per se being as a kind of being 

' 
'apart from 

creatures", and the comment that in this respect stateables are similar 
to universais recalls Nicholas of Amiens' point that the proponents of 
eternal stateables also held genera and species to have existed from 
eternity, although it should be noted that the Ars meliduna does not 
expressly state that universais have existed from eternity.53 

Since William associates the doctrine of eternal stateables 
with realistic positions on the issues of tense and truth- value, we might 
also expect the Ars meliduna to adopt such positions. This turns out 
to be so. It treats stateables as tensed and varying in their truth- 
values over time.54 In addition, it holds that false stateables are some- 

51 Much of this material was not published by de Rijk, although his extracts give an 
accurate impression of the range of topics the author is concerned to investigate in 
his discussion of the stateable. 
52 "Non sunt ergo universalia substantie nec proprietates, sed habent suum esse per 
se, sicut enuntiabilia, tempora, et voces, et inania ['fama' de Rijk]. Quare sunt extra 
sensibilia et extra intelliguntur, ut hec species homo vel hoc individuum Socrates extra 
Socratem, sed tarnen circa ipsum intelligitur" {Log. mod., II.l, p. 308). "Nec sub- 
stantie sunt nec proprietates, sed habent suum esse per se ... Et comprehenduntur 
sola ratione et intellectu. Nec enim contingit ad ea sensum donari, ut nec visum nec 
auditum" (ibid., 358). 53 The Ars burana {Log. mod. , II. 2, p. 208.24-27) similarly takes stateables to exist per 
se and holds predicables to have the same manner of existence. Alain de Libera has 
suggested, however, that its ascription of a per se mode of existing to predicables and 
stateables may display the influence of Abelard and not a platonizing tendency. See 
Abelard et le dictisme , in: Abélard: Le "Dialogue" La Philosophie de la logique , Actes du Col- 
loque de Neuchâtel, Genève-Lausanne-Neuchâtel 1981, 59-92, at 75. 54 "Deinde queritur utrum aliquod verum vel falsum possit incipere vel desinere esse 
enuntiabile. Quod videtur propter dicta implicitarum, ut 'id quod currit moveri', 
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thing.55 I have argued that William took falsa not to exist and hence, 
presumably, not to have been anything, but the view that they are 
something accords well with a conception of them as eternally existing 
entities that may be ascribed different truth-values at different times. 

These remarks indicate that William of Auvergne's discussion of 
the stateable in De universo has historical links to the Ars meliduna. The 
nature of the link remains obscure, however. The most likely picture 
is that William became acquainted with the doctrines of the Ars 
meliduna and disputes between nominalists and realists during his 
training in theology and the arts in Paris in the first two decades of 
the thirteenth-century. The Ars meliduna , we may surmise, was still 
exerting an influence on some thinkers in this period. These thinkers 
are probably identical to those whom William and other major figures 
in the 1220s and 1230s frequently criticize for proposing doctrines of 
eternal stateables. Their identities would be well worth knowing. 

Washington D.C. 
Georgetown University 

'Socratem esse album quod ipse est'. Similiter "Socratem diligere filium suum' aut ' esse 
albiorem Platone *. Nam quemadmodum locutio que congrua est, fit ex rei mutatione 
incongrua, ita et ipsa enuntiabilia videntur fieri nugatoria, ut ' Socratem esse album quod 
ipse est ' vel ' diligere filium suum' quando desinet esse albus aut habere filium... Ponen- 
dum itaque talia enuntiabilia nugatoria fieri posse. Ex quo accidit aliquod enuntiabile 
pluries incipere et desinere esse verum vel falsum iuxta rei variationem..." (Log. 
mod., II. 1, p. 362-3). 

Log. mod., II. 1, p. 384: Hns rationibus persuasi dicimus quod sicut bonum est 
aliquid, ita et malum, sicut verum, ita et falsum" 
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Duns Scotus Js Anti-Reductionistic Account of Material Substance 

RICHARD CROSS 

Duns Scotus' s ontology is fairly densely populated with individual 

things or entities.1 For example, within any individual material 
substance, we will on Scotus's analysis typically find individual prime 
matter, individual substantial form, individual quantity, individual 

quality, and a set of individual relations cementing these various 
entities into a unified whole.2 Each of these individual entities is really 
distinct from any of the others.3 Of these entities, Scotus holds that the 

1 I use the following abbreviations in this article. For works of Scotus: Ord. (Ordinatici), 
Led. (Lectura), Quod. (Quodlibetal Questions ), In Met. (questions on Aristotle's 
Metaphysics ); for works of Aristotle: Met. (Metaphysics), Phys. (Physics). I also refer to 
the Sentence commentary of William of Ware, abbreviated as In Sent. The following 
sigla refer to manuscripts: A (Assisi, Biblioteca Communale, MS 137 [Scotus, Ord.]); 
Bi (Balliol College, Oxford, MS 206 [Scotus, Led]); B2 (Balliol College, Oxford, MS 
234 [Scotus, In Met.]); F (Florence, Biblioteca Laurenziana, MS Lat. Plut. 33 Dext. 
1 [William of Ware, In Sent. ]); M (Merton College, Oxford, MS 103 [William of 
Ware, In Sent.]). In the Latin texts and English translations, I enclose respectively in 
pointed and in square brackets material inserted by myself. 

I should like to thank Richard Swinburne for reading an earlier draft of this paper, 
and for help with some of the issues raised in it. 
2 For prime matter and substantial form, see Lect. 2.12, nn. 49, 58, 68, Opera 
Omnia, edited by C. Balie and others (Vatican City 1950-), XIX, 88, 91, 95; for 
substance and the accidents of quality and quantity, see Quod. 3, n. 3, Opera Omnia, 
edited by Luke Wadding, 12 vols (Lyons: Durand, 1639), XII, 67; English transla- 
tion (based on a critical text prepared by Felix Alluntis), God and Creatures. The 
Quodlibetal Questions , edited by Felix Alluntis and Allan B. Wolter (Princeton and Lon- 
don), p. 62 (par. 3.12). On relations, see Ord. 2.1.5, n. 200 (Vatican edition, VII, 
101-2). 3 According to Scotus, separability is a necessary and sufficient condition for real 
distinction: see for example Ord. 2.1.5, nn. 200-4 (Vatican edition, VII, 101-3). 
Scotus is clear that it is (logically) possible for prime matter, substantial form, quality 
and quantity all to exist separately (for prime matter, see: Led. 2.12, nn. 47-48 
[Vatican edition, XIX, 87-88] ; for substantial form, see In Met. 7.15, n. 8 [Wadding 
edition, IV, 719a]; for the accidents of quality and quantity, see Ord. 4.12.1, n. 5 
[Wadding edition, VIII, 711]). Equally, Scotus is clear that substance and non- 
relational accidents (i.e., quality and quantity) can exist separately from any 
categorical relations which might pertain to them (Ord. 2.1.5, nn. 200, 205 [Vatican 
edition, VII, 101-104]). Since it is logically possible for this prime matter and this 
substantial form to exist without constituting this substance, we can conclude that this 
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essential constituents of a material substance are prime matter and 
substantial form. I want to look at the following question: In what 
sense do prime matter and substantial form, when united, constitute 
material substance? This question can be construed in two different 
but importantly related senses. (1) In what sense do individual prime 
matter and individual substantial form constitute an individual 
substance? (2) In what sense do prime matter as such (i.e., the essence 
or quiddity of prime matter)4 and substantial form as such (i.e., the 
essence or quiddity of substantial form) constitute composite essence 
as such (i.e., the essence or quiddity of composite substance)?5 (In 
each of these uses, the terms Substantial form', Composite 
substance', and 'composite essence' are to be understood as glossed by 
'of such-and-such a kind'.) 

In what follows, we shall see Scotus' s answers to both these ques- 
tions. But he does not always distinguish between them. There is a 
good reason for this. Scotus holds that individual substance is really 
identical with the essence which it instantiates. Since the essence 
instantiated by a substance - which of course determines everything 
about the kind of thing the substance is6 - is really identical with the 
substance, there is an exact correlation between the mereology of 
essence as such (in terms of its really distinct components) and the 
mereology of an individual substance (in terms of its really distinct 
components).7 Thus, if essence as such is a composite of really distinct 

substance is really distinct from this prime matter and this substantial form. This 
distinction will be the topic of this paper. For other brief accounts of the principal issue addressed in this paper, see Tamar M. Rudavsky, The Doctrine of Individuation in Duns Scotus , in: Franziskanische Studien, 59 (1977), 320-77 and 62 (1980), 62-83 
(p. 349-52); Costantino Marmo, Ontology and Semantics in the Ontology of Duns Scotus , in: 
Umberto Eco and Costantino Marmo (eds.), On the Medieval Theory of Signs, 
Amsterdam-Philadelphia 1989, 143-93 (p. 156-7); Prospero Stella, L'ilemorfismo di G. 
Duns Scoto, Turin 1955, p. 147-63 (Pubblicazioni del Pontificio Ateneo Salesiano. II. 
Testi e studi sul pensiero medioevale. 2). 
Scotus claims unequivocally that prime matter has an essence or quiddity: see for 

example Ord. 2.3.1.5-6, nn. 138, 187 (Vatican edition, VII, 462, 483); Ord. 3.22, n. 7 (Wadding edition, VII, 443); Met. 7.15, nn. 3, 5-6 (Wadding 5 edition, IV, 717b, 7 18a-b). 
5 

In the texts which I discuss in this article, Scotus uses the terms ' quidditas* , 'essentia* , natura (communis) , and ' quod quid est ' interchangeably. In what follows, I translate all of these terms as 'essence'. 6 See Ord. 2.3.1.5-6, nn. 181-82, 197 (Vatican edition, VII. 480-1. 488-9Ì 7 By 'really distinct components' here, I mean to pick out matter, form, relation, and 
non-relational accidents. I do not mean, for example, individual material parts, or 
parts of a spatially extended continuum. The unity of a complex organic body is in 
fact something which Scotus will have some trouble with: see below, note 16. On the 
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parts, then an individual substance instantiating that essence is a com- 
posite of the same really distinct parts. 

Despite holding that an individual substance is really identical with 
its essence, Scotus does not hold that an individual substance is in every 
way identical with its essence. He argues that any individual entity 
(including a composite substance) can be analysed into two really 
identical 'components': essence and individuating feature. These two 

components, unlike the entitative components of a substance, are not 
really distinct from each other; they are rather what Scotus labels 'for- 
mally distinct': really identical, but susceptible of definition indepen- 
dently of each other.8 

other hand, in no case does Scotus hold that a spatially extended continuum is com- 
posed of its parts: see Lect. 1.17.2.4, n. 221 (Vatican edition, XVII, 252). According 
to Scotus, for a unity composed of parts, we need an analysis in terms of act and poten- 
tiality, such that one part is actual, and the other potential. (By 'act' and 'poten- 
tiality', Scotus means to pick out two entities, one of which [viz., act] is apt to be 
received by, or to inhere in, the other [viz., potentiality]). On the whole issue, see 
(SI) in section four below. 
8 For Scotus's formal distinction, see Ord. 1.8.1.4, n. 193 (Vatican edition, IV, 261 - 
2). For a thorough discussion, see Maurice J. Grajewski, The Formal Distinction of Duns 
Scotus. A Study in Metaphysics , Washington D.C. 1944 (The Catholic University of 
America Philosophical Series, 90). For a more rigorous presentation, see the account 
by Marilyn McCord Adams, Universals in the Early Fourteenth Century , in: Norman 
Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny, J. Pinborg, and Eleonore Stump (eds.), The Cambridge 
History of Later Medieval Philosophy , Cambridge 1982, 411-29 (p. 412-17); also Allan B. 
Wolter, The Formal Distinction , in: John K. Ryan and Bernardine M. Bonansea (eds.) 
John Duns Scotus, 1265-1965 , Washington D.C. 1965, 45-60, (Studies in Philosophy 
and the History of Philosophy, 3), reprinted in Allan B. Wolter, The Philosophical 
Theology of John Duns Scotus , edited by Marilyn McCord Adams (Ithaca-London 1990), 
27-41 . For the relevance of Scotus's formal distinction to his account of individuation, 
see Ord. 2.3.1.1, n. 32 (Vatican edition, VII, 403); Ord. 2.3.1.5-6, nn. 179-80, 192 
(Vatican edition, VII, 479, 486). On Scotus's account of individuation in general, see 
Ord. 2.3.1 passim (Vatican edition, VII, 391-516); also Marilyn McCord Adams, 
Universals in the Early Fourteenth Century , p. 412-7; Tamar M. Rudavsky, The Doctrine 
of Individuation in Duns Scotus ; Allan B. Wolter, Scotus's Individuation Theory , in: The 
Philosophical Theology of John Duns Scotus , 68-97; Allan B. Wolter, John Duns Scotus, in: 
Jorge J.E. Gracia (ed.), Individuation in Scholasticism. The Later Middle Ages and the 
Counter- Reformation 1150-1650 , Albany 1994, 271-98; Woosuk Park, The Problem of 
Individuation for Scotus: A Principle of Indivisibility or a Principle of Distinction ?, in: Fran- 
ciscan Studies, 48 (1988), 105-23. Scotus's basic account of individuation makes it 
clear that what is at issue is the indivisibility of a concrete entity into what he labels 
'subjective parts' {Ord. 2.3.1.2, n. 48 [Vatican edition, VII, 412-13]; Ord. 2.3.1.4, 
n. 76 [Vatican edition, VII, 426-7]). What he is getting at is that, unlike an essence, 
an individual is a non-repeatable item: and it is this non-repeatability which, for 
Scotus, requires explaining. Scotus's account of the real distinction between prime 
matter, substantial form and non-relational accidents (i.e., quality and quantity) 
would seem to entail that each of these is individuated independently of any of the 
others. This is clearly the case for composite substance and its accidents {Ord. 2.3.1.4, 
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Since my task is exegetical, it will not always be possible to keep the 
two questions raised above separate, and I sometimes deliberately 
chose ways of speaking which draw attention to the fact that Scotus is 
in at least some passages providing an answer to both of the questions. 
In this way, I shall try to remain reasonably faithful to my Scotist 
sources. On the other hand, wherever possible I shall try to keep the 
two questions separate. I shall talk of issues raised under the first ques- 
tion in terms of individual matter, individual form, and (when rele- 
vant) relational entity constituting an individual substance; and of 
issues raised under the second question in terms of matter as such, 
form as such, and (when relevant) relational property constituting 
essence as such. When I wish to refer indifferently to both the ques- 
tions, I shall speak in terms of matter, form, relation (when relevant), 
and substance. Likewise for the terms 'nature' and 'quiddity'. When 
I speak of 'matter', 'form', 'substance', and 'essence', I understand 
thereby prime matter, substantial form, composite (material) substance, 
and composite (material) essence, unless I specify some different 
meaning. 

I shall sometimes (for convenience) talk of a position's being 
'Aristotelian'. By this, I mean to draw attention to one or more of 

n. 89 [Vatican edition, VII, 433-4]). Likewise for prime matter and substantial form. 
"Omnis entitas quiditativa - sive partialis sive totalis - alicuius generis, est de se 
indifferens, ut entitas quiditativa, ad hanc entitatem et illam, ita quod, ut entitas 
quiditativa, est naturaliter prior ista entitate ut haec est, et ut prior est naturaliter, 
sicut non convenit sibi esse hanc, ita non répugnât sibi ex ratione sua suum 
oppositum; et sicut compositum non includit suam entitatem (qua formaliter est hoc) in quantum natura, ita nec materia - in quantum natura - includit suam entitatem 
(qua est haec materia), nec forma - in quantum natura - includit suam". Ord. 
2.3.1.5-6, n. 187 (Vatican edition, VII, 483); see also Ord. 2.3.1.4, n. 114 (Vatican 
edition, VII, 447); Ord. 2.3.1.5-6, nn. 138-40, 211 (Vatican edition, VII, 462-63, 
494); see also Grajewksi, p. 152. The passage just quoted seems to suggest that the 
composite substance constituted by individual prime matter and individual form is 
individuated independently of the individuation of its two necessary parts: and this 
seems to be a supposition made throughout Scotus' s discussion of the individuation 
of composite substance. The reason is that the essence of a composite substance is a 
quiddity, and 'every quiddity is communicable, (Ord. 2.3.1.7, nn. 227-28 [Vatican 
edition, VII, 500]). If Scotus really means that a composite substance is individuated 
independently of its two necessary parts, then he would seem to have made a mistake. 
It is surely impossible for something which is composed of non-repeatable parts to be 
a repeatable essence. Thus, I would argue that the individuation of the parts is a suffi- 
cient condition for the individuation of the whole. Perhaps Scotus's point is just that 
a whole composite essence is a quiddity, and that as such it requires some kind of 
individuation, where this individuation could be completely accounted for by the 
individuation of the parts. 
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three possible claims, each of which looks to be Aristotelian: (1) a 

meaningful distinction can be made between an essential property and 
an accidental property; (2) a meaningful distinction can be made 
between substantial unity and accidental unity; (3) matter and form 
can reasonably be labelled material and formal causes. It does not 

especially matter whether these claims can actually be found in Aristo- 
tle.9 They look to me, however, to be assumptions with which the 
schoolmen would be happy, and which the schoolmen would be happy 
to see as Aristotelian. 

1. Introduction : substance and unity 

Scotus' s account of the union of matter and form to constitute com- 

posite substance (having matter and form as parts) is strongly anti- 
reductionistic: it is not true, on his account, that substance is identical 
with its parts, or that substance is merely the aggregate of its parts. 
I shall label Scotus's account R' Scotus opposes his account to four 
different reductionist accounts: Rl: composite substance is just the 

aggregate of all its non-relational parts (viz., matter and form); R2: 

composite substance is just the aggregate of all its non-relational and 
relational parts (viz., matter, form and the relation existing between 

them); R3: substance is just form; R4: substance is just matter. In this 

article, I shall be interested primarily in Rl and R2. Scotus rejects R3, 
according to which matter is at best accidental to substance,10 since he 
holds (1) that it violates all of the Aristotelian claims listed above 

(claims which Scotus believes to be true),11 and (2) that it entails deny- 
ing that there could be natural generation and corruption.12 Scotus 

9 It looks to me as though the first claim can be found in Aristotle's explorations in 
Met. 7.4, the second claim in Met. 5.6, and the third in Phys. 2.3. 
10 For Scotus' s account of R3, see Ord. 3.22, n. 3 (Wadding edition, VII, 441-2). 
According to the marginal annotation in the Wadding edition, this position is to be 
attributed to Albert the Great. The annotators do not, however, suggest a passage: 
and in his commentary on the Sentences , 3.22.1 ad 1, Albert clearly rejects an iden- 
tification of substantial form with essence (Opera Omnia, edited by S.C.A. Borgnet, 
38 vols [Paris: Vivès, 1890-99], XXVIII, 385b-386a). For some of the ambiguities 
and difficulties in Albert's use of the terms 'form' and 'essence', see Georg Wieland, 
Untersuchungen zum Seinsbegriff im Metaphysikkommentar Alberts des Großen , Münster 
[Westfalen] 1971, pp. 18-40 (Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie 
des Mittelalters, N.F., 7). 11 See Ord. 3.22, nn. 5-8 (Wadding edition, VII, 443-44). 
12 See Ord. 3.22, n. 9 (Wadding edition, VII, 445); also Lect. 2.12, nn. 1 1 - 1 6 (Vatican 
edition, XIX, 72-74). 
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rejects R4, according to which form is merely something like matter's 
mode of organization,13 since he holds that it entails that form is the 
same species of thing as matter, and consequently - since matter is just 
of one species - that all forms are of just one species: a claim which 
Scotus holds to be false.14 

I will not consider R3 and R4 any further, since Scotus construes 
both theories to deny that substances have really distinct parts of the 
relevant type (viz., matter and form). On R1 and R2, a substance will 
have such really distinct parts, such that the parts constitute the whole. 
As we shall see, Scotus holds that both R1 and R2 amount to the claim 
that a composite substance is the aggregate of its parts. But R2 is dis- 
tinguished from RI just because R2 allows that the relation between the 
non-relational parts (matter and form) is itself a part of the whole. 

Clearly, a term such as 'whole' is fairly ambiguous: we are usually 
prepared to use it in all sorts of ways, some of which entail far closer 
unities than others. I am moderately happy, for example, to talk about 
a whole bundle of sticks, a whole deck of cards, a whole black sheep, 
a whole cat, a whole angel, the whole divine nature. These more or 
less natural usages correspond to different usages of 'unity' which 
Scotus is prepared to allow: 

(1) The unity of aggregation 
(2) The unity of order 
(3) Accidental unity 
(4) Substantial unity (viz., the unity of a substance composed of 
really distinct parts) 
(5) The unity of simplicity (viz., the unity of a substance com- 
posed of merely formally distinct parts) 
(6) Formal unity (viz., unity which has no parts at all, either 
really distinct or formally distinct).15 

I shall label these different types of unity respectively 'unityi', to 
'unitye'. The relevant unity for our purposes is unityi As Scotus 
discusses unity4 in relation to composite substance, it is clear that there 
are two distinctions at stake. The first is rather difficult to spell out. 
Roughly, at issue is how to distinguish between (1) the whole which 

13 According to the editors of the Vatican edition, R4 can be attributed to Richard of 
Middleton, Quaestiones Disputatae , 17: see Vatican edition. XIX. 77-78. 14 Led. 2.12, n. 56 (Vatican edition, XIX, 90). 15 Ord. 1.2.2.1-4, n. 403 (Vatican edition, II, 356-7). 
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consists merely of the aggregate of matter and form (and, on R2, rela- 

tions), and (2) the whole which is a composite of matter and form: where 

satisfying the conditions for (2) cannot consist merely in adding some 
further item to the aggregate of matter and form (and relation), and 
where satisfying the conditions for (2) will include satisfying the condi- 
tion that the whole is some entity really distinct both from its parts and 
from the aggregate of them. Thus, on (2) a whole is more than just 
its parts. I shall label this distinction 'substance-distinctiom'. How 
Scotus understands this distinction will emerge fully in the final sec- 
tion of this paper. The second distinction is that between and acciden- 
tal collection of items and a substance. I shall label this distinction 
'substance-distinctiom'. Thus, at issue in substance-distinctiom is 
how to provide a principled distinction between unity i and unity4. At 
issue in substance-distinctiom is how to provide a principled distinc- 
tion between unity3 and unity4. Scotus is clearly committed to both of 
these distinctions: though it looks to me as though substance- 
distinctiom has more metaphysical import. In what follows, I shall 
indicate if an argument is relevant to substance-distinctiom; other- 

wise, I shall assume that what is under discussion is substance- 
distinctiom. Scotus attempts to show that adopting either R1 or R2 
will fail to provide the tools for an account of substance-distinctiom. 

Finally, it is worth noting a little about the context of the argument. 
The discussions mostly occur in the context of a consideration of the 

unity of a human composite. A human composite, according to 

Scotus, consists of prime matter, bodily form, and intellective soul. 
Prime matter together with bodily form constitute the body.16 Scotus's 

professed aim is to show how body and soul constitute one substance. 

But, as a perusal of the texts quoted in the notes below will show, 

16 On the plurality of forms in a human being, see Ord. 4.11.3, nn. 25-57 (Wadding 
edition, VIII, 629-54). Scotus accepts that an animate thing has two forms: the bodily 
form and the soul. But he regards it as 'probable' that there are some other forms 
as well. He reasons that the organs of a complex body are specifically different from 
each other in virtue of different substantial forms: see Ord . 4.11.3, n. 46 (Wadding 
edition, VIII, 649). If there are such forms, then, Scotus holds, they will be ordered 
to the bodily form: they are all actual with regard to matter, and potential with regard 
to the bodily form {Ord. 4.11.3, n. 4 [Wadding edition, VIII, 646]). On the other 
hand, it is difficult to see how the forms of the different organs are ordered to each other 
(say, in terms of potentiality and act): they are the forms of different material parts of 
the composite. Presumably, then Scotus will grant that a necessary condition for the 
unity of an animate composite is that the various organic forms are all actual with 
regard to the same matter, and potential with regard to the same bodily form. In the 
texts I shall discuss, Scotus ignores this difficulty, and I shall follow him in so doing. 
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Scotus holds that exactly the same problem holds for the unity of mat- 
ter and form.17 Since the unity of matter and form is the standard 
case - obtaining in the case of every material substance - I will con- 
centrate on this issue. But we should also bear in mind that the same 
kinds of arguments hold for the non-standard case of the unity of 
human body with intellective soul. 

2. Rl: composite substance is the collection of all its non-relational parts 

Even though the whole is other than the parts, or from each part separately, it 
is not however other than all the parts at once.18 

The whole is [not] another being than all the parts conjunctively.19 
Scotus attributes this opinion to Averroes.20 The parts at issue are 
non-relational parts: specifically, matter and form. Thus, Scotus con- 
sistently discusses Rl as though it entails that the conjunction of the 
non-relational parts does not add any further entity to these parts. 
There is, of course, a number of ways in which Rl might be 
developed: depending upon what exactly the relation between matter 
and form should be understood to be. This question will itself depend 
on a general account of what it is to be a relation. Scotus, for example, 
understands a relation between two entities - say, their union or 
conjunction - to be itself a thing or entity which would count as part 
of a whole. A relation is what Scotus would label a 'relational' entity: 
the kind of entity which is necessarily dependent on the existence of 
the terms of the relation.21 Granted that necessarily a relation (say, of 
union or conjunction) is a thing which would count as part of a whole, 

17 Furthermore, perusal of the quoted texts will make it quite clear that Scotus is con- 
cerned with prime matter. The forms of air and fire are common examples of forms 
employed by Scotus in his discussions: and the forms of such elements were held to 
inhere directly in prime matter. 
18 "Licet totum sit aliud a partibus sive a qualibet parte seorsum, non tarnen ab 
omnibus partibus simul". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144rb; Waddine edition, VII, 75 in. 
6]). 19 "Totum <non> sit ens aliud ab omnibus partibus coniunctim". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 
144va; Wadding edition, VII, 76 [n. 7]). 

In his large commentary on Aristotle's Physics , Averroes claims, with reference to 
the material parts of a substance: "Totum enim nihil aliud est quam congregatio par- tium" (see Aristotelis Opera cum Averrois Commentaria , 11 vols [Venice: Iuntae, 15501 
IV, fol. 7va [n. 17]). 21 See Mark G. Henninger, Relations. Medieval Theories 1250-1325 , Oxford 1989, ch. 
5. 
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RI should be rejected, since it entails the denial of this claim. But R1 
could make perfect sense on a different account of relations. R1 could 
easily be held by someone who believed a relation to be a mode, or 
an intention, or indeed anything which could not be meaningfully 
called a part of some whole, or an item contained within some whole. 
And there were plenty of possible takers amongst the Schoolmen for 
claims such as these.22 Scotus, however, does not capitalize on his 
account of relations to criticize Rl. His arguments are all intended to 
show merely that union must in some sense involve more than just the 
two (non-relational) parts: while remaining neutral on just what needs 
to be added to the two non-relational parts to allow them to constitute 
a whole. (I shall follow Scotus in labelling non-relational parts and 
properties 'absolute' parts and 'absolute' properties.) 

As understood by Scotus, Rl amounts to the following claim: 

(A) An individual substance is merely the aggregate of all its 
individual absolute parts. 

Scotus' s basic argument against Rl is that it cannot allow a clear 
account of substance-distinctioni: 

(Rl '1) (PI) An individual substance exhibits a unity at least as great 
as unity3. 
(P2) Something exhibiting unity3 is more than the aggregate 
of all its individual absolute parts. 
(CI) An individual substance is more than the aggregate of 
all its individual absolute parts ([PI] and [P2]). 
(P3) If Rl, then an individual substance is merely the 

aggregate of all its individual absolute parts. 
(C2) Not Rl ([CI] and [P3]). 

(PI) and (P2) are Aristotelian,23 as Scotus makes clear. (P3) relies on 
Scotus' s assessment of what Rl amounts to. But someone who held 
a non-entitative account of relations might regard (P3) as fairly 
misleading. On such an account, the only parts that a substance has 

might be its matter and form; but this would not entail that a 
substance was merely the aggregate of its parts: viz., it would not 

22 See Henninger, Relations , for a discussion of a number of different medieval 
theories. 
23 For (PI), see Met. 8.6 (1045a8-10); for (P2) see Met. 7.12 (1037bl 5- 1 7). 
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entail (A). In any case, someone accepting (A) might regard both (PI) 
and (P2) as false.24 

(Rl'2) (PI) If (A), then the terminus ad quern of generation is either 
individual matter or individual form. 
(P2) The terminus ad quem of generation is neither individual 
matter nor individual form. 
(C) Not (A). 

(PI) is justified on the grounds that the end term of generation must 
be some really existing entity. (P2) is justified by the claim that it is 
at least possible that a substance be generated from pre-existent matter 
and pre-existent form. Scotus appeals to the resurrection of the body, 
where on medieval accounts a composite is produced from two 
individual pre-existent parts: its body and its soul.25 This argument 
and the following would seem to present any adherent of (A) with 
some difficulties: and any adherent of Rl, where R1 is understood to 
entail (A).26 

(Rl '3) (PI) If (A), then it is not possible that an individual substance 
be destroyed while both its parts still exist. 

24 "Ostendo quod totum sit ens aliud ab omnibus partibus coniunctim et divisim. 
Probo quia alias non esset distinctio totius vel unius: 8 metaphysicae va, ubi dicitur 
quod totum vel unum aliud quod est per se unum, aliud totum quod est unum 
aggregatione ut cumulus vel acervus, et istud totum secundum est suae partes tan- 
tum. Consequens inconveniens videtur: tum ex 8 metaphysicae, tum quia etiam 
unum per accidens est magis unum quam illud aggregatione unum, et minus unum 
quam totum unum per se, et tarnen totum unum per accidens non est suae partes tan- 
tum, quia (secundum philosophum 7° metaphysicae c. de unitate definitionis) in hoc 
est homo albus unum aliquid, quia albedo inest homini; non igitur esset tale totum 
unum si non informaret". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 76 [n. 
71). 25 As shown above, Scotus holds that it would be logically possible for a non- 
subsistent form to be kept in existence separately from any matter: and presumably 
that it could be united with some existing matter. Scotus could appeal easily to this 
claim in order to justify (P2) more effectively. 26 "Per se terminus ad quem generationis est aliquid habens entitatem propriam, 
quia generatio est ad esse proprii termini. Sed totum est primus terminus ad quem 
generationis, non altera pars. Immo si utraque pars praeexistat et de novo unirentur 
nihilominus esset generatio vel productio ipsius compositi, sicut in resurrectione. 
Dato quod tam anima quam corpus praeexisterent secundum suas entitates, adhuc 
fieret resuscitatio totius compositi - non autem ad esse corporis et animae, nec ad 
ambo ista. Igitur ad aliquod tertium aliud ab istis". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wad- 
ding edition, VII, 76 [n. 7]). 
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(P2) It is possible that an individual substance be destroyed 
while both its parts still exist. 
(C) Not (A). 

(PI) seems true. (P2) is justified by generalizing the Aristotelian 

argument27 that the two letters 'a' and 'b' of the syllable 'ab' can 
remain even if the syllable itself no longer exists. The relevant parts 
here are, of course, matter and form.28 

(RV.4) (PI) This individual matter cannot be the material cause of 
itself or of this individual form; this individual form cannot 
be the formal cause of itself or of this individual matter. 

(P2) This individual matter is the material cause of some 
individual entity; this individual form is the formal cause of 
some individual entity. 
(CI) This individual matter and this individual form are the 
material and formal causes of some individual composite 
entity ([PI] and [P2]). 
(P3) If (A), there is no such individual composite entity. 
(C2) Not (A) ([CI] and [P3]). 

(PI) is a basic metaphysical principle: neither matter nor form has 
either a material or a formal cause. If (P3) is true, then the truth of 

(A) would entail that (P2) is false: where the precise claim would be: 
This matter is not the material cause of some entity, and this form is 
not the material cause of some entity. (I have put [RV.4], as will be 
obvious, in a rather abbreviated way.) And the falsity of (P2), thus 
construed, does not look very plausible. But is (P3) true? We could 
answer affirmatively only if we stipulated that an entity exhibiting 
unity i could not count as an individual composite entity: which looks 

question-begging. Thus, an adherent of (A) could perhaps claim that 
some entity exhibiting merely unityi would satisfy the requirements of 

(CI): meaning that (P3) is false. But (R1 '4) would at least show that 

27 Met. 7.17 ( 1 041 b 1 1-17). 28 "Potest argui a simili, vel assumi, de corruptione, secundum argumentum 
Philosophi 7 Metaphysicae in fine, quia manet 'a' et 'b' et non manet 'ab': et idem 
realiter non potest manere et non manere. Igitur 'ab' est aliud realiter ab 'a' et 'b' 
Igitur cum ita sit in omnibus compositis per se quod rationi partium non repugnet 
ut illae maneant, et totum non maneat, aliqua erit entitas propria ipsius totius alia 
ab entitate partium": Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 76 [n. 7]). As 
shown above, Scotus argues that both matter and form can exist independently of 
each other. 
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the adherent of (A) would be forced to give a non-standard account 
of what it is to be a material or formal cause.29 

( Rl'5 ) (PI) If (A), then proper passion, operation and accident 
would inhere either in individual matter alone, or in 
individual form alone, or in some aggregate of these two 

parts. 
(P2) Proper passion, operation and accident do not inhere in 
individual matter alone, or in individual form alone, or in 
some aggregate of these two parts. 
(C) Not (A). 

(PI) is clearly true. (P2) is a metaphysical principle which is central 
to any non-reductionist account of substance. I will defer a discussion 
of it to the final section. Like (R1 '2) and (R1 '3), the argument turns 
on at least some of the properties of the whole being different from any 
of the properties of the parts.30 Of course, an adherent of (A) could 
claim that the properties of the whole are different from those of the 
parts: in the last section of this article I will suggest a clear 
metaphysical principle, which Scotus seems to accept, which will 
perhaps allow a clear account of substance-distinctiom. 

3. R2 : composite substance is just the collection of all its non-relational and rela- 
tional parts 

R2 is held by William of Ware.31 William reasons that, if R1 were 
true, then it would be impossible to give an account of the union of 
the parts of a composite substance. He argues as follows. 
29 "... Alias nihil esset per se causatum a causis intrinsecis, scilicet materia et forma. 
Quod enim istae causae causent hoc compositum patet, quia istae causae sunt partes 
causati: sed istae non sunt partes neque alterius earum neque ambarum, quia neutra 
est causata, neque ambae, quia sunt primae causae et prima principia rei. Igitur 
etc.". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144™; Wadding edition, VII, 76 [n. 7]). 

Sequeretur. . .quod nullum ens esset cui per se inesset propria passio et propria 
operatio, vel quodcumque accidens proprium, quia ista insunt speciei, nec insunt 
materiae nec formae eius nec utrique simul nisi ut sunt unum in aliquo toto per se". 
Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144™; Wadding edition, VII, 76 [n. 71). 31 On William of Ware, See A. Daniels, Zu den Beziehungen zwischen Wilhelm von Ware 
und Johannes Duns Scotus , in: Franziskanische Studien, 4 (1917), 221-38; Joseph 
Lechner, Die mehrfachen Fassungen des Sentenzkommentars des Wilhelm von Ware, O.F.M . , 
in: Franziskanische Studien, 31 (1949), 99-127; Gedeon Gài, Gulielmide Ware, O.F.M. 
Doctrina Philosophica per Summa Capitula Proposita , in: Franciscan Studies, 14 (1954), 
155-80, 265-92; Ludwig Hödl, Untersuchungen zum scholastischen Begriff des Schöpfersichen 
in der Theologie des Wilhelm von Ware OM, in: Burkhard Mojsisch and Olaf Pluta (eds.), 
Historia Philosophiae Medii Aevi. Studien zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters , 2 vols. 
Amsterdam 1992, 387-408. 
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(RV.6) (PI) If two individual absolute entities are necessarily united 
to each other, then they are parts of some whole such that it 
is not possible for them to be separated from each other. 

(P2) It is possible for two individual absolute parts [viz., mat- 
ter and form] to be separated from each other. 

(C) It is not the case that two individual absolute entities are 

necessarily united to each other. 

(PI) looks reasonable, and (P2) would be accepted by all the 
schoolmen as a standard account of corruption.32 As we shall see, 
William reasons from the conclusion to the claim that, for two absolute 
entities to be united, there is necessarily required some further entity 
over and above the two absolute entities. This claim, of course, is 
inconsistent with (A), which according to both William and Scotus is 
entailed by Rl. William reasons, however, that the required further 

component cannot itself be an absolute entity. He gives two 

arguments for this, both reductiones ad absurdum. 

(R2. 1) (PI) If there is some absolute form (Fi) required to explain the 

unity of matter and substantial form (F), then Fi is the highest 
form in the composite. 
(P2) There is such a form. 

(CI) Fi is the highest form in the composite ([PI] and [P2]). 
(P3) Higher forms are more perfect than lower forms. 

(C2) Fi is more perfect than F ([Cl] and [P3]). 

According to William, (C2) is false, since the substantial form is the 
most perfect form in the composite. Since (PI) and (P3) are true, (P2) 
must be false.33 

(R2.2) (PI) If it is the case that an absolute form can make a per se 

32 "Quod partes non dicant actualem unionem nec separationem praecise, patet: 
quia si dicerent actualem unionem praecise non possent separari actualiter; si dicerent 
actualem separationem non possent uniri, et ideo ista repugnant de partibus": In Sent. 
3.2.2 [qu. 164] (F, fol. 165v). When quoting from William's Sentence commentary, I 
follow the text in F unless otherwise noted. I make no attempt to note the variant 
readings in M. The question numbers in square brackets refer to the now standard 
numeration given in Daniels, Zu den Beziehungen zwischen Wilhelm von Ware und Johannes 
Duns Scotus, p. 230-8. 33 "Omnis forma ulterior est perfectior, quia forma ulterior continet in unitate alias 
praecedentes sicut intellectiva continet in se vegetativam et sensitivám. Si igitur esset 
alia forma compositi ultra intellectivam, esset perfectior quam intellectiva". In Sent. 
3.2.2 [qu. 164] (F, fol. 165v). 
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unity with some other entity only in virtue of some further 
absolute form, then there is an infinite regress of forms. 
(P2) An infinite regress of forms is impossible. 
(C) An absolute form cannot make a per se unity with some 
other entity in virtue of some further absolute form. 

(PI) is justified by the claim that, if for any absolute form whatsoever, 
some further absolute form (let us label it a 'unifying absolute form') 
is required in order to explain the unity of the absolute form with some 
other entity, then a fortiori such an absolute form will be required to 
explain the unity of the unifying absolute form with that to which it 
is united: and so on ad infinitum .34 In both ( R2.1 ) and (R2.2), William 
is supposing that the added absolute entity is some form which some- 
how perfects or informs the matter and substantial form, and thereby 
causes their unity. This unifying absolute form is still a part of some 
whole: the other part is the matter and substantial form which the uni- 
fying absolute form informs. 

Since the composite is not just identical with its matter and form 
(from [Rl'.ô]), and since a composite is not identical with matter, 
substantial form and some further unifying absolute form (from 
[R2.1] and [ R2.2] ), William reasons that a whole material substance 
must consist of matter and substantial form together with a relation 
between these two absolute components. William argues that, when 
some substance is generated, the only new entity involved is a new 
relation between matter and form. Likewise, he reasons, when some 
substance is corrupted, the only entity which ceases to exist is the rela- 
tion existing between the two absolute parts: 

The parts [of a composite] are prior to their being combined: nevertheless, the 
whole composite is said to be generated. But the whole differs really from the 
parts only in virtue of the relation which results from the union of the parts. 
Likewise, corruption results only from the separation of the natural union [of the 
parts] - which is a relation. And thus, a relation is the terminus of the cor- 
ruption.35 

34 "Si totum addat aliquid reale super partes, accipio illam formam compositi quam 
tu das et materiam suam. Illa forma et ista materia sunt partes alicuius compositi. 
Igitur oportet per te quod forma istius compositi différât realiter ab istis partibus et 
iterum accipio illam formam compositi et materiam suam. Cum sint partes (habent 
unum compositum), oportet quod illa forma compositi différât ab istis partibus, et sie 
in infinitum". In Sent. 3.2.2 [qu. 164] (F, fol. 165v). 35 Prius sunt partes antequam componantur, et tarnen totum dicitur generari et 
totum non differt realiter a partibus nisi secundum relationem quae accidit ex unione 
partium. Et similiter corruptio accidit ex sola separatione naturalis unionis quae est 
relatio: et ita relatio est terminus corruptions' '. In Sent. 3.5.5 [qu. 172] (F. fol. 172r: 
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Since on this account the composite is no entity other than matter, 
form, and relation, I take it that William is committed to the following 
variant of (A): 

(A*) An individual substance is merely the aggregate of all its 
individual absolute and relational parts. 

William suggests the following argument against his theory: 

( R2'l ) (PI) If a substantial change is a change merely in the category 
of relation, then there is a change that is a change merely in 
the category of relation. 
(P2) There is no change that is a change merely in the 

category of relation. 
(Cl) A substantial change is not a change merely in the 

category of relation ([PI] and [P2]). 
(P3) If a substantial change is not a change merely in the 

category of relation, then substantial change necessarily 
involves the generation or corruption of some absolute entity. 
(C2) Substantial change necessarily involves the generation 
or corruption of some absolute entity ([CI] and [P3]). 

Accepting (C2) is unacceptable for William. He reasons that the 
absolute parts - i.e., matter and substantial form - are not generated 
or corrupted in a substantial change; therefore, if (C2) is true, some 
other absolute must be generated or corrupted: and the only candidate 
is the composite of matter and substantial form. Thus, accepting (C2) 
would entail accepting that in the composite there is some absolute 

entity over and above its absolute parts of matter and substantial 
form: a position which William rejects in ( R2.1 ) and (R2.2). (PI) is 

analytic; and (P3) looks fairly secure.36 William therefore reasons that 
the Aristotelian (P2)37 should be rejected.38 Scotus agrees with 

see also In Sent. 3.2.2 [qu. 164] [F, fol. 1 65v] , quoted in note 38 below; the same 
point- that the whole does not differ from the [absolute] parts except in virtue of a 
relation - is made in In Sent. 3.6.2 [qu. 175] [F, fol. 174r]). 36 "Nulla unitio per se est ad relationem, quia 'in ad aliquid non est motus nec 
mutatio'. Igitur in generatione aliquid absolutum producitur et in corruptione aliquid 
absolutum destruitur. Ipsae autem partes non generantur secundum philosophum in 
7, sed compositum, ipsae partes non corrumpuntur in corruptione, sed compositum. 
Igitur compositum ad quod terminatur tam generatio quam corruptio est aliud 
absolutum realiter differens a partibus". In Sent. 3.2.2 [qu. 164] (F. fol. 165r). 
37 See Phys. 5.2 (225bl 1-13). 38 "Cum dicitur quod mutatio, quod est generatio, terminatur ad aliquid absolutum, 
nego, quia non oportet quod terminetur ad aliquid absolutum sed ad realem rela- 
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William that (P2) should be rejected, and hence Scotus cannot use 

(R2'l) against William, or in support of his own theory.39 
Crucial to a correct understanding of William's theory is some 

notion of William's account of relations. Elsewhere, William discusses 
at some length just how a relation should correctly be described. He 

rejects the theory that a relation does not involve any further entity 
over and above the foundation of the relation (i.e., that in virtue of 
which the two related terms are related). He argues as follows: 

(S) (PI) If a relation does not add any entity over and above the 
foundation, then relation belongs to more than one category. 
(P2) Nothing can belong to more than one category. 
(C) A relation adds some entity over and above the foun- 
dation. 

(PI) is presumably to be justified by arguing that, if a relation does 
not add any entity over and above the foundation, then relation will 
belong to the same category as that to which the foundation belongs. 
(P2) follows from considerations of the Aristotelian categories as an 
exhaustive taxonomy. Granted (C), William reasons that a relation is 
a thing which belongs to the category of relation - irrespective, 
presumably, of the category to which the foundation belongs.40 
According to William, therefore, a relation is a thing. It has an essence 
over and above the essence of its foundation.41 In the case of the 
(substantial) unity of matter and form, William argues that the foun- 
dation of the relation is just the matter and form.42 

Granted William's claim that the relation between matter and form 

tionem". In Sent. 3.2.2 [qu. 164] (F, fol. 165v: see also In Sent. 3.5.5 [qu. 172] (F, 
fol. 172r], quoted in note 35 above). 39 See Ord. 3.1.1, nn. 14-15 (Wadding edition, VII, 23). 40 Contra istam opinionem arguitur primo contra hoc quod dicit quod una res 
potest esse in diversis praedicamentis, sicut exemplificai de actione et passione". In 
Sent. 1.33.3 [qu. 99] (F, fol. 83r). 41 "Dico igitur ad quaestionem quod relatio in creaturis dicit aliam essentiam ab 
essentia fundamenti, ita quod opposito modo est in Deo et in creaturis. Nam ibi [M, 
fol. 91ra; om. F] ratio fundamenti et ratio relationis sunt diversae rationes reaies, non 
tamen relatio est alia res a fundamento. In creaturis autem non solum sunt diversae 
rationes reales ratio fundamenti et ratio relationis, immo ipsa relatio est alia res a re 
fundamenti". In Sent. 1.33.3 [qu. 99] (F, fol. 83v). 1 Ratio realis ' refers to some kind 
of formal or intentional distinction: see Gài, Gulielmi de Ware, p. 176. 42 "Fundamentum autem huius relationis ad quod terminatur generatio est corpus 
et anima". In Sent. 3.2.2 [qu. 165] (F, fol. 165v). William here is referring to body 
and soul; but his remarks hold, mutatis mutandis , of matter and form also. 
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is itself a thing, it would be possible to formulate an objection to his 
position along the lines of (R2.2): 

( R2.2 *) (PI) If it is the case that a form can make a per se unity with 
some other entity only in virtue of some further form, then 
there is an infinite regress of forms. 
(P2) An infinite regress of forms is impossible. 
(C) A form cannot make a per se unity with some other entity 
in virtue of some further form. 

The point of the objection is that, if it is necessary to posit a further 
(relational) form (call it 'Ri') to explain the unity of matter and 
substantial form, then it will be necessary to posit a further (relational) 
form to explain the unity of Ri with the matter and form which it 
unifies: and so on ad infinitum ,43 

William does not raise the objection: but his discussion of relations 
would nevertheless provide him with the tools to answer it. He reasons 
that the addition of a relational entity to an absolute one does not itself 
produce a composite whole. Rather, there is just what William labels 
'apposition' between the two entities. And, presumably, whatever this 
apposition is, it is not the kind of state of affairs which requires any 
further ontological explanation.44 ( R2.2 *) is not an objection which 
Scotus could invoke against William's position, since Scotus too 
believes that it is possible to block the proposed infinite regress.45 

Scotus rejects R2 on the grounds that it does not allow a principled 
account of substance-distinctiom . 

( R2'2 ) (PI) If unity4 consists merely in two absolute parts and the 
relation between them, then unity4 is the same as unity 1. 
(P2) Unity4 is not the same as unityi 
(C) Unity4 does not consist merely in two absolute parts and 
the relation between them. 

43 This objection against the reifying of relations has a long history from Avicenna 
onwards: see Henninger, Relations, p. 89. 44 "Nec tamen ex hoc quod est alia relatio a fundamento est ibi proprie compositio 
(ut puta non est compositius album simile [M, fol. 91ra; similem F] quam sit album), 
nisi appellando compositionem materialem, quia ibi sunt plures essentiae quam ante. 
Est enim ibi nunc essentia absoluta et essentia respectiva, et prius fuit ibi solum essen- 
tia absoluta. Unde non est ibi proprie compositio sed appositio magis, quia plures 
essentiae". In Sent. 1.33.3 [qu. 99] (F, fol. 83v). 45 Scotus achieves this by claiming that a relational entity is not really distinct from 
its relation of inherence: see Henninger, Relations , p. 90-1. 
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(PI) is entailed by Scotus's understanding of unityi and by (A*). (P2) 
looks here as though it is p re-theoretical. As we shall see, Scotus does 
have some arguments for it.46 Scotus' s next argument seems less 

significant: 

(R2'3) (PI) If the entity distinguishing the whole from its parts is a 
relation, then the essence of the whole is formally relational. 
(P2) The essence of the whole is not formally relational. 
(C) The entity distinguishing the whole from its parts cannot 
be a relation. 

(PI) is presumably warranted by the claim that the distinguishing 
entity (' entitas propria ') is what determines the species to which some 
substance belongs. An adherent of R2 could, however, simply deny 
(P2). Nevertheless, denying it would entail denying the received 
wisdom about the elements of a definition: Scotus, for example, points 
out that (P2) is entailed by the claim that the essences of substances 
belong to genera the members of which clearly are absolute, and not 
relational, entities. (Think of the genus 'animal', for example.) But a 
determined adherent of R2 could deny even this.47 

Scotus also claims that versions of arguments (Rl'2), ( Rl'3 ), and 
(R1 '5) are effective against R2. The following four arguments are the 
strongest that Scotus proposes against R2, since they provide him with 
good metaphysical reasons for his claim that it is possible to give a 
clear account of substance-distinctioni. I shall reserve discussion of 
these arguments until section five. 

46 "Dico quod <totum> etiam est aliud ens, et alia entitate absoluta, quia solus 
respectus non sufficeret ad hoc quod totum diceretur per se unum, quia in toto uno 
per accidens est per se respectus et essentialis partis ad partem, ut patet de dependen- 
tia accidentis ad subiectum". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 79 [n. 
8]). This argument makes it look as though the issue is giving an account of substance- 
distinction. Since, however, it would be possible to make a substance-distinctioni 
without making a substance-distinction, I take this to be a mistake - and one which 
Scotus himself rectifies in a later discussion, clearly identifying R2 with the failure to 
give an account of substance-distinctioni: "Non dicit humanitas respectum solum 
unionis ultra partes - Si enim homo nihil esset nisi partes unitae sibi, homo non esset 
homo nisi aggregatione". Ord. 3.22 (A, fol. 164va; Wadding edition, VII, 451 [n. 
181). On this, see also, on analogy with Rl, (Rl'.l). 47 "Quidditates omnium absolutorum, ut includentes materiam et ut definibiles 
(quia ut sic sunt species generis absolūti) non sunt tantum formaliter entia respectiva, 
quod tarnen oporteret si entitas propria totius esset respectus". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 
1 44va šy Wadding edition, VII, 79 [n. 8]). 
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(R2'4) (PI) If (A*), then the terminus ad quem of generation is a 
relational entity. 
(P2) The terminus ad quern of generation is not a relational 
entity. 
(C) Not (A*). 

(R2'5) (PI) If (A*), then the terminus a quo of corruption is a relational 

entity. 
(P2) The terminus a quo of corruption is not a relational entity. 
(C) Not (A*). 

(R2'6) (PI) If (A*), then absolute causes are the causes merely of a 
relational entity. 
(P2) Absolute causes are not the causes merely of a relational 
entity. 
(C) Not (A*). 

(R2'7) (PI) If (A*), then proper passion, action, and absolute 
accidents would inhere in a formally relational entity. 
(P2) Proper passion, action, and absolute accidents do not 
inhere in a formally relational entity. 
(C) Not (A*).48 

Scotus offers one further argument against R2: 

(R2'8) (PI) If some essence as such has a specific difference, then 
that specific difference will itself be specifically different from 

any other specific difference. 

(P2) A relation is not specifically different from any other 
relation. 
(C) A relation is not the specific difference of any essence as 
such. 

Although he does not spell this out, Scotus must be relying on a claim 
that R2 entails that a relation is the entity which distinguishes a whole 
substance from its absolute parts: and that as such it must be the 

specific difference of the essence of a substance. Hence, R2 violates 

48 ť'Hoc etiam concludunt rationes factae ad primum articulum, quia neque 
generatio aliqua est per se ad respectum ut ad terminům ad quern; nec etiam corrup- 
tio est a solo respectu ut a termino a quo; neque causae absolutae sunt solius respectus 
vel respectivi causae, neque propria passio consequitur totum praecise inquantum 
respectivum, neque propria operatio vel aliquid accidens absolutum". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, 
fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 79 [n. 8]). 
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(C) here, and is therefore false. (PI) looks reasonable. (P2), on the 
other hand, would look as though it requires some justification: 
though Scotus clearly wants to remain fairly non-committal ('non 
videtur possibile tantam ponere differentiam [viz., specificam] respec- 
tuum': my italics). (PI) does not entail an infinite regress, since a 
specific difference need not itself be a complete essence, and hence be 
definable in terms of genus and specific difference. But the inference 
from R2 to the claim that a relation (on [R2]) is the specific difference 
of the essence of some substance looks false. A specific difference 
distinguishes the different species in some genus: it does not stan- 
dardly distinguish a whole from its parts.49 

4. R Scotus 's anti-reductionistic account of material substance 

Scotus claims that a whole composite substance is some absolute 
entity really distinct from all of its parts. He construes this claim 
carefully to preclude the view that this absolute entity is itself a part 
of some (further) whole. Thus, Scotus cites with approval William's 
arguments ( R2.1 ) and (R2.2).50 He also agrees with William that, if 
matter and substantial form are to be actually united, it is necessary 
that there exist a relation between them.51 Like William, Scotus holds 
that a relation itself counts as a thing. 52 Granted that a relation counts 
as a thing, Scotus will be committed to the claim that the relation of 
the two absolute parts adds some further entity over and above the 

49 "Nec tandem videtur possibile posse assignare differentiam specificam omnium 
quidditatum: quia non videtur possibile tantam ponere differentiam respectuum inter 
partes unitas". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 79 fn. 81). 50 "Si intelligatur in toto praeter formam partis (cuiusmodi est in homine anima 
intellectiva) esse aliam formam quasi supervenientem illi quae sit etiam aliquid ipsius 
totius, et tarnen dicatur forma totius (distinguendo earn contra formam partis) quia 
completius constituit totum quam illa alia forma, iste intellectus est falsus, quia tunc 
esset in homine aliqua forma constituens hominem perfectior anima intellectiva, quod est inconveniens. Similiter si innitatur rationi acceptae ex perfectione totius - puta 
quia ex materia et forma quae est pars non fieret unum nisi per aliam formam 
unientem illas partes, quae sit totius, - ista ratio concluderei processum in infinitum, 
quia etiam de ipsa quaero quomodo facit unum cum materia et forma partis. Si ex 
se, igitur sic potest concedi de forma partis, quod ex se sit nata facere unum cum 
materia; si per aliud, erit processus in infinitum". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wad- 
ding edition, VII, 79 [n. 81). 51 "Esse quidem totius necessario concomitatur unio partium et econverso. Nec 
tarnen illa unio est illud esse, quia unio est respectus, et esse illud est absolutum": 
Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144vb; Wadding edition, VII, 80 n. 111). 52 See above, note 21. 
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absolute parts. But, as we have seen, Scotus holds that (A*), entailed 
by William's theory R2, is not a sufficient description of a material 
substance. (A*), according to Scotus, is an accurate description not of 
unity4, but merely of unityi. Thus, (A*) does not allow for a clear 
account of substance-distinctiom . 

Scotus puts the claim that essence as such is a composite of form as 
such and matter as such as follows: 

If the form of the whole is understood not to be something constituting a whole, 
but rather to be the whole nature itself taken as quiddity, then it can be rightly 
conceded that the form of the whole is different from the partial form, and that 
nature or quiddity can be called 'form'. This is clear from Aristotle, Metaphysics 
5. 2. 53 ... With respect to what is it [viz. the form of the whole] a form? I reply 
by saying that it [is a form] with respect to the whole composite, not an inform- 
ing form [i.e., a further form added to the whole composite], but the form in 
virtue of which the composite is a being in a quidditative way. And in this way 
the whole being is formally a form, just as white is said to be white by 
whiteness - not that the form of the whole is so to speak a cause of itself, causing 
a kind of a whole together with matter and the partial form. Rather, it [viz., the 
form the whole] is the whole itself considered just in the way which Avicenna 
speaks of in Metaphysics 5: 'horseness is just horseness'.54 

In this passage, 'partial form' ( 'forma partis3) refers to substantial form. 
The point of the passage is that essence as such is more than just its 
really distinct components: essence as such is really distinct from its 
really distinct components. Thus, the components constitute some 
essence over and above the essence of the components. Assuming (A*) 
to entail that a whole is just identical with the aggregate of its parts, 
R' entails that (A*) is false. Since essence, as understood by Scotus, 
is not some new part of some further entity, Scotus' s claim that the 
essence is a new absolute does not fall victim to William's 
arguments - ( R2.1 ) and (R2.2) - against essence as some further 
absolute part. Of course, essence understood as a whole, rather than 
as a part, does not have any parts that are not either matter, form, or 

53 101 3b21 -23. 
54 "Si tamen intelligatur forma totius non aliquid constituens totum, sed natura tota 
ut quidditas, hoc modo bene concedi potest quod forma totius sit aliud a forma partis, 
et quod natura vel quidditas possit dici forma: patet ex Philosopho 5 Metaphysicae 
cap. de causa  Sed respectu cuius est forma? Respondeo et dico quod respectu 
totius compositi, non quidem forma informans sed forma qua compositum est ens 
quidditative. Et hoc modo totum ens formaliter est forma, sicut album dicitur album 
albedine, non quidem quod forma totius sit quasi causa ipsius, cum materia et forma 
partiali causans quasi totum, sed est ipsum totum praecise consideratum secundum 
ilium modum quo loquitur Avicenna 5. Metaphysicae, 'Equinitas est tantum 
equinitas' ". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144va; Wadding edition, VII, 80 [n. 9]). 
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matter-form relation: but on Scotus' s non-reductionistic account, it is 
nevertheless still not identical with its parts. 

The same is true of individual composite substance. As I have 
noted, Scotus tends to slip fairly readily between these two different 
points, and he often talks of 'composite' ambiguously, not making it 
clear whether he is talking about composite essence or this individual 
composite. But the context makes it quite clear that what he is saying 
about the unity of a composite applies to this individual composite as 
much as to composite essence. The discussion of RI, R2, and R', 
takes place within a consideration of the union of Christ's human 
nature to the second person of the Trinity in the hypostatic union. The 
question is: Was this human nature assumed by the second person of 
the Trinity by means of the assumption of its parts, or not? And 
Scotus is elsewhere quite clear that Christ's human nature is itself an 
individual substance, individuated without reference to its union with 
the second person of the Trinity.55 In our text, Scotus makes the 
following remarks about this individual substance (viz., Christ's 
human nature): 

The whole nature out of parts ... is a certain third being, different from each of 
its parts, and from both together or separately.56 

It is also worth noting that a whole substance on R' will be really 
distinct from its parts. Some of Scotus' s arguments against R1 and R2 
make this clear: see particularly the text cited at ( Rl'3 ): (AB [viz., a 
whole] is really different from A and B [viz., its parts]'. Equally, the 
parts of the whole are really separable from the whole: since, as Scotus 
supposes, the absolute parts can continue in existence even if the 
whole does not exist. (Separability is a sufficient condition for real 
distinction.)57 Thus, the whole is really distinct from its absolute and 
relational parts.58 We can thus formulate the basic claim of the theory 
as follows: 

(B) Substance is some absolute entity really distinct from matter, form, relation, 
and any aggregate of two or more of these parts. 

55 See for example Ord. 3.1.1, nn. 6, 17 (Waddine: edition, VII, 12, 25). 56 "Natura tota ex partibus...est quoddam ens absolutum tertium aliud a partibus 
utrisque, et ambabus coniunctim et divisim". Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144vb; Wadding 
edition, VII, 80 fn. 111). 57 On the separability criterion for real distinction, see above, note 3. 58 A puzzling margin note placed next to (RV.l) seems to suggest otherwise: 'Nota 
quod totum non est aliud realiter quam partes vel coniunctim vel divisim acceptae' 
(A, fol. 144va). In the light of Scotus's unequivocal claims in the main text, I assume 
this to be a mistake. 
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(B) should be understood to exclude the claim that there could be any 
parts other than matter, form and relation. (B) should also be under- 
stood to entail that substance exhibits unity4. I will discuss this claim 
further in the last section. 

Scotus addresses three problems raised by R' (SI) Can R' provide 
an explanation for the fact that matter and substantial form can be 
united in such a way as to constitute a whole which exhibits unity4? 
(S2) Can R' provide an explanation for the fact that accidental forms 
cannot be united with some other entity so as to constitute a whole 
which exhibits unity4?59 (S3) Can, as R' supposes, an absolute entity 
(viz., the whole composite substance) depend on, or at least presup- 
pose, a relational entity?60 

(SI) The most important discussion gives what looks like a standard 
Aristotelian reply to the question: 

A composite of matter and form is one, because 'this one is act, and that one 
potentiality', as Aristotle says there:61 for just as there is no medium between 
matter and its being a cause in its genus, and none between form and its being 
a cause, these two therefore constitute a per se unity.62 

According to this passage, matter and substantial form are united 

immediately to each other as potentiality and act: matter is 

immediately potential to form, and form is immediately actual to mat- 
ter. For this reason, a composite of matter and form is one in itself. 
Thus, the explanation of the fact that matter and substantial form 
unite to make an entity which exhibits unity4 is just that matter and 
substantial form are the types of thing that they are. 

By labelling matter 'potential', Scotus does not mean that matter is 

pure potentiality, or that it somehow fails to be an entity or thing in 
its own right. Scotus consistently claims that matter is potential merely 
in the sense of being a subject capable of receiving (substantial) forms, 
or in which forms can inhere. Scotus labels this type of potentiality 
'subjective potentiality'.63 Subjective potentiality is not a property 

59 For (SI) and (S2), see Ord. 3.2.2, n. 10 (Wadding edition, VII, 80). 
60 Ord. 3.2.2, n. 11 (Wadding edition, VII, 81). 61 Met. 7.6 (1045b7-21). 62 "Compositum ex materia et forma est unum quia hoc actus et lllud potentia , 
sicut ibi dici Philosophus; quia enim non est medium inter materiam et ipsam esse 
causam in genere suo, nec inter formam et ipsam esse causam in genere suo, ideo per 
se faciunt unum". Led. 2.12, n. 50 (Vatican edition, XIX, 89). See also Ord. 3.2.2, 
n. 10 (Wadding edition, VII, 80); Led. 2.12, n. 67 (Vatican edition, XIX, 95). 
63 Led. 2.12, nn. 30, 37 (Vatican edition, XIX, 80, 82). 
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instantiable only by prime matter. Scotus believes, as noted above, 
that some composite substances contain two (or more) essential forms. 
A necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the substantial unity 
of such composites is that the various forms are arranged hierar- 
chically: the composite composed of matter together with a lower form 
is itself subjectively potential to a higher form.64 Since the significant 
claim here is that matter and lower forms are subjectively potential to 
higher forms, R' can, mutatis mutandis , be used to give an account of 
the substantial unity of any composite exhibiting unity4, irrespective 
of the number of hierarchically arranged forms which, with matter, 
compose it. 

(52) Scotus claims that it is not possible to provide an explanation 
for the fact that accidents cannot be united with some other entity so 
as to constitute a whole which exhibits unity4i 

There is no reason why this entity is per se act with respect to that entity, whereas 
another is only per accidens [act] with respect to some further entity, except that 
this [kind of] entity is this [kind of] entity.65 

(S2) in fact concerns the possibility of giving a clear account of 
substance-distinctiom: or more precisely, the grounds upon which 
such a distinction is to be made. Scotus, as the passage makes clear, 
is fairly agnostic about the grounds on which the distinction can be 
drawn. On the other hand, his account of (SI) makes it clear that he 
does not have such difficulty with substance-distinctioni. 

(53) Scotus argues that there is no difficulty involved in affirming 
that some absolute entity can depend on, or presuppose in some sense, 
a relational entity. He argues that, generally, any natural causal 
activity entails spatial proximity: a fortiori , then, natural causal activity 
resulting in the production of a substance or absolute accident entails 
spatial proximity. But spatial proximity, in Scotus's fairly Aristotelian 
account of place, is itself merely a relation. Hence, the natural produc- 
tion of some substance or absolute accident depends on a relation. 
Analogously, then, there is no difficulty in the case of a whole depend- 
ing upon the relation between its parts.66 

64 On this, see note 16 above, and conveniently Ord. 4.43.1, n. 7 (Wadding edition, 
X, 6). 65 "Quare autem ista entitas est per se actus respectu istius, et alia per accidens tan- 
tum respectu alterius, non est ratio, nisi quia haec entitas est haec entitas". Ord. 3.2.2 
(A, fol. 144va*b; Wadding edition, VII, 80 [n. 10]). See also Led. 2.12, n. 50 
(Vatican edition, XIX, 89). 66 "Nec est inconveniens aliquid absolutum dependere, vel praeexigere, vel saltem 
coexigere aliquo modo aliquem respectum. Universaliter enim omne absolutum 
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5. Assessment 

Is Scotus right to hold that a whole is more than merely the 
aggregate of its parts (where the relevant parts are matter, form and 
relation)? I do not know the answer to this rather ambitious question. 
But I will try to spell out more clearly what his position might amount 
to. First, I will exclude those arguments which fail to suggest why 
drawing a substance-distinctiom is desirable. One argument, ( Rl'4 ), 
relies on the stipulation of the per se unity of a composite as a pre- 
theoretical given. Much the same trait is revealed by (R2'3), which 
trades on the stipulation that the quiddity of a whole is not in any way 
a merely relational property. These two arguments therefore cannot 
be used by Scotus to defend his position. Other arguments fail for other 
reasons to be relevant to a fully articulated defence of R' (R2.1) and 
(R2.2) amount to the rejection of an unsuccessful non-reductionist 
account of substance. Equally, rejection of ( R2'l ) is consistent both 
with R2 and with R' Rejecting (R2'.l) requires the rejection of the 
Aristotelian claim that there can be a change in a relational property 
only as the result of a change in some non-relational property: i.e., 
that it is not possible for there to be a change merely in the category of 
relation. ( R2'8 ) trades on the related stipulation that an absolute 
cause cannot be the efficient cause of a merely relational entity. This 
stipulation looks inconsistent with a rejection of the Aristotelian claim 
in ( R2'l ). Since Scotus does reject this Aristotelian claim, it seems 
difficult to see how we can allow him the stipulation required for 

(R2'8). Finally, (Rl'.l) and (R2'2) show that R1 and R2 will have 
difficulty providing a clear account of substance-distinctiom . They are 
thus of relevance to the adherents of R1 and R2 just if the adherents 
of these theories would be reluctant to make this reductionist move. 
But the two arguments do not provide any reasons for thinking that 
the reductionist account is not in fact desirable. 

This leaves the following group of arguments: ( Rl'2 ), (Rl'.3), 
(Rl'5), (R2.4), ( R2'5 ), ( R2'6 ), (R2'7). Roughly, these arguments 
fall into three groups, (i) (Rl'2), (R2'4)' (ii) (Rl'3), ( R2'5 ); (iii) 

causatum a pluribus causis necessario praeexigit unionem et approximationem 
illarum causarum in causando. Et ita potest hic esse quod tota entitas totius sit 
absoluta, licet necessario praeexigat vel coexigat unionem partium absolutarum". 
Ord. 3.2.2 (A, fol. 144vb; Wadding edition, VII, 80 [n. 10]). For location as a rela- 
tion, see Ord. 4.10.1, n. 7 (Wadding edition, XII, 499); Quod. 11, n. 3 (Wadding edi- 
tion, XII, 263; Alluntis and Wolter, p. 258 [par. 11.4]). 
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(Rl'5)y ( R2'7)' adding (R2'6) to the first two groups. Let us grant, 
with Scotus, the following claims: (1) that (A) and (A*) are false; (2) 
that (R2.1) and (R2.2) are true; and (3) that (R2'.4)-(R2' 7) presup- 
pose the rejection of R1 (and hence [A]) found in (R1 '2), (R1 '3) and 
(Rl'5). Let us further infer from (1) and (2), with Scotus, that (B) is 
true. On this basis, we can perhaps formulate three composite 
arguments which will express what Scotus is drawing our attention to. 

( T1 ) (PI) If it is not the case that the terminus ad quern of generation is 
either individual matter alone, or individual form alone, or rela- 
tional entity alone, or some aggregate of two or more of these 
parts, then (B). 
(P2) It is not the case that the terminus ad quern of generation is 
either individual matter alone, or individual form alone, or rela- 
tional entity alone, or some aggregate of two or more of these 
parts. 
(C) (B). 

(T2) (PI) If it is not the case that the terminus a quo of corruption is 
either individual matter alone, or individual form alone, or rela- 
tional entity alone, or some aggregate of two or more of these 
parts, then (B). 
(P2) It is not the case that the terminus a quo of corruption is either 
individuad matter alone, or individual form alone, or relational 
entity adone, or some aggregate of two or more of these parts. 
(C) (B). 

(T3) (PI) If it is not the case that proper passion, operation, and 
absolute accident inhere either in individual matter alone, or in 
individual form alone, or in relational entity alone, or in some 
aggregate of two or more of these parts, then (B). 
(P2) It is not the case that proper passion, operation, and 
absolute accident inhere either in individual matter alone, or in 
individual form alone, or in relational entity alone, or in some 
aggregate of two or more of these parts. 
(C) (B). 

Putting the premisses like this makes it clear that what is at issue is 
an account of substance-distinctioni . There are two good reasons for 
thinking that the way I have put these premisses - particularly the 
recurring 'some aggregate of two or more of these parts' - is war- 
ranted by Scotus's discussion of R' First, I phrase the premisses like 
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this to capture Scotus's claim that a whole is not simply identical with 
all its parts (where the relevant parts are matter, form, and relation). 
Secondly, as Scotus phrases (Rl'5) (from which, with [ R2'7 '], I 
derive [T3J), it entails the denial of the claim that proper passion, 
operation, and absolute accident inhere in individual matter alone, or 
individual form alone, or in both simultaneously futrique simuV ): the 
only plausible reading of which would be 'in some aggregate of these 
two parts'. In putting ( R2'7 '), Scotus expressly claims that argument 
(Rl'5) is sufficient to refute R2: though he does add the further 

stipulation that proper passion, operation, and absolute accidents can- 
not inhere in relational entity either. And putting all this together, we 
can formulate the whole of the antecedent of (PI): 'It is not the case 
that proper passion, operation, and absolute accident inhere either in 
individual matter alone, or in individual form alone, or in relational 

entity alone, or in some aggregate of two or more of these parts'. The 

way Scotus expresses (R1 '2) and (R1 '3) is a bit less clear: but I would 
defend my formulations (Tl) and (T2) by analogy with (T3). 

Are there any good reasons for accepting these arguments? Let us 
look first at (Tl) and (T2). 'Generation' and 'corruption' are terms 

standardly used to refer to the production and destruction of a com- 
plete composite substance in virtue of the conjunction or separation of 
its parts. Hence, the two terms refer to changes which can be 

undergone by a substance, and which are different in kind from the 

changes which could be undergone by matter alone, or form alone, or 
relational entity alone. The fourth claim made by (P2) of (Tl) and 

(T2) is that the termini of generation and corruption cannot be some 

aggregate of two or more of matter, form, and relational entity. One 
condition under which (P2), thus expressed, could be true would be 
if the following were true: 

(T) Some of the properties of some whole are different in kind 
from the properties which inhere in individual matter alone, or in 
individual form alone, or in relational entity alone, or in some 

aggregate of two or more of these parts.67 

(T) is a non-reductionistic claim, entailing (P2) of (Tl) and (T2). But 

67 By 'properties' here, I do not mean properties such as 'is a part of x', or 'is com- 
posed of parts', the first of which would be (trivially) false of any whole which is not 
a part of some further object, and the second of which would be (trivially) false of any 
whole which does not have parts of its own. I am using 'properties' to mean non- 
trivial properties, such as: 'has a causal influence on x', or 'has the capacity to smile'. 
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accepting (T) is not a necessary condition for accepting (P2) of (Tl) 
and (T2). This premiss is also entailed by the weaker claim: 

(U) Some of the properties of some whole are numerically dif- 
ferent from the properties which inhere in individual matter 
alone, or in individual form alone, or in relational entity alone, 
or in some aggregate of two or more of these parts. 

But plausibly (U) could be satisfied only in one of two ways. (1) We 
stipulate in advance that the whole is not just the set of all the parts, and 
thus guarantee that some property of the whole is not just a property 
of all the parts together. But if we do this, our accepting (U) will be 
at best no more than a petitio principii. (2) We understand (U) as 
entailed by (though not entailing) (T). In this case, it is Scotus's assent 
to (T) - not his assent to (U) - which is of importance. Thus, if (P2) 
of (Tl ) and (T2) is to be accepted, it must be construed as entailing (T): 

(T*) jf some 0f the properties of some whole do not inhere in 
individual matter alone, or in individual form alone, or in rela- 
tional entity alone, or in some aggregate of two or more of these 
parts, then these properties are different in kind from the proper- 
ties which inhere in individual matter alone, or in individual form 
alone, or in relational entity alone, or in some aggregate of two 
or more of these parts. 

(T*) would give us a principled - though perhaps not very 
sophisticated - way of spelling out substance-distinctioni. (T*) is thus 
just the kind of principle which Scotus needs if his account is to be 
reasonably complete. There is no unequivocal evidence that Scotus 
would assent to (T*): though I shall try to show that (T*) is the most 
plausible reason for Scotus's accepting (Tl), (T2) and (T3). The best 
evidence for Scotus's assent to (T*) is to be found in ( T3 ). In his 
discussion in (R1 '5) - on the basis of which I have formulated ( T3 ) - 
Scotus reasons: 

Proper passion, proper operation and any proper accident do not belong to mat- 
ter or form or both of these together (except inasmuch as they are one in some 
per se whole), though they do belong to the species [of the whole].68 

Although this does not provide unequivocal evidence of Scotus' s sup- 
port for (T*), nevertheless, Scotus's use of 'species' here perhaps 
alerts us to the relevance of differences in kind - not merely numerical 

68 For the text, see above, note 30. 
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differences - between the properties of the whole and the properties of 
the parts. And it thus might signal his support of (T*). In any case, 
adherence to (T*) provides the most plausible reason for Scotus's 
claim that the properties of the whole do not inhere in any of the parts, 
or in any aggregate of the parts. Thus, proper passions, like proper 
accidents, are Aristotelian properties {propria ): necessary but non- 

defining properties.69 The claim that proper passions and accidents do 
not inhere in a part or in any aggregate of two or more of the parts 
makes good sense on the supposition that such properties would be of 
the appropriate kind to inhere in a composite substance, but not of the 

appropriate kind to inhere in individual matter, individual form, rela- 
tional entity, or in any aggregate of two or more of these parts. Much 
the same point can be made with regard to operations. A material 
substance is capable of all sorts of causal activity which are different 
in kind from the causal activity of any of its parts. Typically, matter 
and form (even as parts of a composite) do not exercise any efficient 
causality at all: whereas in medieval accounts the composite substance 
which they constitute clearly does exercise efficient causality.70 But the 
claim that operations do not inhere in an aggregate of two or more of 
individual matter, individual form, and relational entity, could best 
make sense on the supposition that such properties would be of the 

appropriate kind to inhere in a composite substance, but not of the 

appropriate kind to inhere in individual matter, individual form, rela- 
tional entity, or in any aggregate of two or more of these parts. With 

regard to (Tl) and ( T2 ), the properties of being generable and corrup- 
tible, which can be instantiated (uniquely) by a material substance, do 
not look to be the same in kind as the properties of the parts of a mate- 
rial substance (i.e., matter, form, and relational entity). I conclude 
that Scotus accepts (T*), and that it is for the reason outlined in (T*) 
that he adopts a non-reductionistic account of material substance. 

(T) and (T*) are principles which concern individual substances. 
But the arguments in section four of this article make it clear that an 
essence as such is different from its various parts in a way analogous 
to that in which an individual substance is different from its various 

69 See Ord. 1.3.1.3, n. 134 (Vatican edition, III, 83). 70 In the case of a human composite, two of the parts (viz., body and soul) do exercise 
efficient causality of their own: though the type of efficient causality which they exer- 
cise together is still different in kind from that which they exercise separately. It is 
perhaps the case that the whole human composite exercises some 'downwards' causa- 
tion on its parts, possibly the exercising of vital activity would be a case in point. 
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parts. Perhaps we could formulate another principle, along the lines 
of (T), to cover this: 

(V) If some whole has an essence which is different in kind from 
the essence of any of matter alone, or form alone, or relational 

entity alone, or some aggregate of two or more of these parts, then 
the essence of the whole is really distinct from the essence of mat- 
ter alone, or form alone, or relational entity alone, or some 
aggregate of two or more of these parts. 

We can argue for the antecedent of (V) from (T) since, if an individual 
has at least some essential properties which are different in kind from 
the properties of its parts, then the essence which it instantiates will 
be different in kind from the essence of its parts. The antecedent of 
(V) entails the consequent since an essence which is different in kind 
from some other essence is a fortiori numerically different from that 
essence. 

(V) enables us to clarify precisely Scotus's account of substance- 
distinctiom. An individual exhibiting unity4 will satisfy the description 
in the antecedent, and will hence have an essence which fails to be 
identical with the essence of its parts: whereas an individual exhibiting 
merely unity i will not satisfy the description in the antecedent. On 
(V), essence as such exhibits unity4 just because it is not reducible to 
its parts. But adding further properties does not yield some further 
non-reducible essence. The resulting abstract object would in fact be 
reducible to essence and the added non-essential properties. The 
whole will constitute a unity i - or at best unity3. 

Which of R2 and R' is to be preferred? William of Ware would 
presumably hold that some of the properties of the whole are different 
in kind from the properties of any of the parts. But, since he does not 
hold that a whole substance is anything beyond its parts, he would 
reject (T*). Thus, Scotus's opinion will be preferred to William's if 
(T*) is true. Assessing the truth of (T*) would take me well beyond 
my merely historical aims in this paper. But I hope at least to have 
identified the lines upon which an assessment of these two theories 
might take. 

Appendix 
Scotus's account in the Questions on the Metaphysics, 8.4 

In the Questions on Aristotle's Metaphysics , 8.4, Scotus presents a 
(rather confusing) discussion of some of these issues which in places 
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looks like a version of R2. But the account does not seem to be wholly 
consistent, and large parts of it look like a defence of R' I shall first 
present the textual evidence (in two parts), and then make some sug- 
gestions as to the most plausible reading of the texts.71 

(1) The main exposition of Scotus's opinion in the Metaphysics ques- 
tions runs as follows: 

When there are essentially many causes of one effect, those causes never cause 
the effect unless they concur in their causing. To concur, and to fail to concur, 
alter nothing about the absolute nature of a cause; neither is that concurrence 
any fifth cause [viz., other than material, formal, efficient and final causes]. 
Therefore the causes sometimes cause and sometimes fail to cause merely in vir- 
tue of the various relations of the causes to each other, which [are] not however 
the basis [ratio] for the causation - [either] for them [viz., the causes] or for any 
one of them. Thus, here, with regard especially to the two causes (viz., matter 
and form) they cause because they are united - i.e., concurrent in causing (and 
their concurrence is brought about by the action of an agent); and when they 
are not concurrent, they do not cause. Therefore there is something in the com- 
posite beyond them [viz., matter and form].72 

Some comments are in order here. First, as the final sentence makes 

71 It is difficult to determine the date of the (incomplete) Metaphysics questions. It is 
generally felt that they are early: see Vatican edition, XIX, 41 *-46*. Scotus certainly 
refers to them in Ordinatio 4.11.3, n. 41 (Wadding edition, VIII, 645). But in 
Metaphysics 7.13, n. 26 (Wadding edition, IV, 708,;)) there is a reference to the 
Ordinatio : indicating either that at least books 7 to 9 of the Metaphysics questions are 
late, or that (as the editors of the Vatican edition suggest) Scotus continued tinkering 
with the work throughout his life (on the whole question, see also Vatican edition, I, 
155*; also Allan B. Wolter, Reflections on the Life and Works of Scotus, in: American 
Catholic Philosophical Quarterly 67 (1993), 1-36 [p. 35-6]). The discussion of the 
issues which are of interest to me in this article is certainly far less polished in the 
Metaphysics questions than it is in the Ordinatio. In Scotus's Lectura , we find an account 
which is fairly similar to the Ordinatio account (although the Lectura account is less well 
developed). Lectura 3.22 (Bi, fols 65v-69v) is followed very closely by the Ordinatio 
account; and Lectura 3.2.2 (Bi, fols 14v-15r) makes the important point that quiddity 
is to be identified with forma totius , where both terms are to be understood to refer to 
a whole : not to the kind of part which can inform another part. It also provides ver- 
sions of arguments (R1 '. 1), (Rl'.2), (Rl'.3), (Rl',4), (R2.1), (R2.2). But book three 
of the Lectura (1303-04) is not an early work (Vatican edition, XIX, 33*), and hence 
of no help in detecting - or indeed denying - any shift of opinion between Scotus's 
earlier and later writings. 72 "Quando alicuius causati sunt multae causae essentialiter, illae numquam causant 
causatum nisi <in) causando concurrant. Concurrere autem et non concurrere nihil 
variant circa absolūtam naturam alicuius causae, nec est iste concursus quinta causa. 
Itaque sola relatione alia et alia causarum ad invicem, quae tamen non eis <sunt> nec 
alicui earum ratio causandi, causae quandoque causant, quandoque non. Ita hic de 
duabus causis specialiter, videlicet forma et materia, quia unita - hocest concurrentia 
ad causandum - causant (qui concursus fit eorum per actionem agentis); non concur- 
rentia non causant. Igitur in composito est aliquid praeter ipsa". In Met. 8.4 (B2, fol. 
1 5 5 ra ; Wadding edition, IV, 757l) [n. 6]). 
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clear, in order for matter and form to constitute a substance, some fur- 
ther entity needs to be added to them. Secondly, this added entity does 
not itself have any causal role in the constitution of a substance. 
Thirdly, matter and form, as absolute entities, remain in themselves 
unchanged when they constitute a substance. Fourthly, matter and 
form are united in virtue of their concurring in the (material and for- 

mal) causation of some substance. 
Since the substantive claim here is the first one, the passage seems 

in fact consistent with both R2 and R'. But a reply which Scotus gives 
to an objection to his position looks straightforwardly consistent only 
with R2: 

If there is understood to be some relation in the composite (beyond the absolute 
nature of each [viz., matter and form]), not as an intrinsic cause, nor as the basis 
[ratio] of a cause - and (because of this) not as an essential part of the composite, 
but rather such that the part and the cause are concomitant [upon the relation], 
without which [relation] the cause would not cause, the consequence cannot be 
denied, and neither is the consequent awkward. If, however, 'something' is 
understood to mean 'some absolute essence' or '[something] in the composite as 
its essential part': neither of these follows.73 

This passage makes it quite clear that the entity in virtue of which 
matter and form constitute a substance is just a relation. Furthermore, 
it claims that a relation is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition 
both for the status of matter and form as real parts of some real com- 
posite, and (consequently) for their status as causes. But it appears to 
go on to claim that, apart from matter and form, there is no further 
absolute entity in the composite at all. This claim is consistent with 
R2, but not with R' 

Scotus goes on to offer a reply to (Rl'3) - an argument which, as 
we have seen, is a pivotal part of his defence of R' in the Or dinatio. 
According to the reply, the Aristotelian example of the syllable 

4 ab' is 
to be construed not as about matter and form (since standardly form 
does not survive the destruction of the composite), but as about the 
different material constituents of a substance.74 

73 "Si intelligatur aliquis respectus praeter absolūtam naturam utriusque in com- 
posito, non ut causa intrinseca, nec ratio causae (ac per hoc, non ut pars essentialis 
compositi, sed ut concomitans partem et causam, sine quo causa non causaret), non 
potest negari consequentia, nec consequens est inconveniens. Si autem intelligatur 
'aliquiď idest, 'aliqua essentia absoluta', vel 'in composito ut pars essentialis eius' 
neutrum sequeretur". In Met. 8.4, (B2, fol. 1 1 5ra_rb; Wadding edition, IV, 757b [n. 
7]). 74 In Met. 8.4, n. 7 (Wadding edition, IV, 757b-758a). 
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(2) On the other hand, some passages in the questions on Metaphysics 
8.4 look to be a straightforward defence of R' Scotus objects to his 
account by invoking William of Ware's argument ( R2'l ). Here, 
Scotus accepts the controversial Aristotelian premiss (P2): viz., that 
there cannot be a change merely in the category of relation (a premiss 
which, as we have seen, Scotus elsewhere rejects). Scotus argues that, 
in the case of the relation between matter and form in the constitution 
of a material substance, the relation can be corrupted only if there is 
a change in some absolute entity. The relevant change cannot be in 
matter and form since, as both R2 and R' accept, matter and form 
remain essentially unchanged in the constitution of a composite 
substance. The relevant change must therefore occur in some other 
absolute entity. To spell out what this other entity might be, Scotus 
distinguishes two ways in which matter and form could be related: (i) 
directly to each other; (ii) indirectly, in virtue of their both being 
(directly) related to some third entity distinct from either of them. The 
second of these is relevant to the case at hand: matter and form, Scotus 
argues, are related indirectly in virtue of their both being related to 
the whole composite - which composite is an absolute entity - of 
which they are parts: 

When two things are mutually related to some third thing, such that it is impos- 
sible for them thus to be related unless one or both of them is thus related to some 
third thing, then their mutual relation can indeed be corrupted, without the cor- 
ruption of any absolute thing in one of them, but merely in virtue of the corrup- 
tion of some absolute, [which corruption is] posited in the third thing to which 
each of them is related. It is thus impossible for matter and form to be united 
unless each is part of a composite. Therefore, in a composite the relation of 
totality [relatio totalitatis] is corrupted when some absolute thing (which was the 
foundation for the relation of totality in it) is corrupted: and consequently the 
relation of [being] a part [is corrupted] in these [viz., matter and form], and 
thirdly the mutual relation in each of these [viz., matter and form], which cannot 
survive without this [viz., the relation of being a part].75 

On this account, (P2) of (R2'l) is not violated, since the destruction 
of the various relations between matter, form and the composite whole 

75 "Quando aliqua mutuo referuntur ad aliquod tertium et incompossibile est ilia sic 
referri nisi alterum illorum sic referatur ad aliquod tertium vel ambo, bene potest cor- 
rumpi eorum relatio mutua, sine corruptione alicuius absolūti in aliquo illorum, sola 
corruptione absolūti posita in ilio tertio ad quod alterum illorum dicitur. Sic hoc 
incompossibile est, materiam et formam esse unita, nisi utrumque sit pars compositi. 
Igitur in composito, corrupto aliquo absoluto quod erat fundamentum relationis 
totalitatis in ipso, corrumpitur relatio totalitatis, et ex consequenti relatio partis in 
istis, et tertio relatio mutua in utroque istorum: quae non potest stare sine ilia". In 
Met. 8.4 (B2 fol. 1 1 5va; Wadding edition, IV, 758a"b [n. 9]); see also In Met. 8.4, n. 
8 (Wadding edition, IV, 758a). 
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which they constitute can be explained in virtue of the corruption of 
the composite. But this argument entails, of course, that the whole 
composite is some third absolute entity over and above its matter and 
form. It thus entails both that Scotus reject R2 and that he defend his 
standard account R' 

Thus, if Scotus is to avoid being inconsistent in this Metaphysics 
question, he will have to defend R' throughout. Can we provide a 
reading of the texts discussed under (1) in this section which will 
render them consistent with R'? I explained above that the first of the 
two passages quoted denies merely that, in order for matter and form 
to compose a substance, some further absolute (in virtue of which mat- 
ter and form would compose a substance) needs to be added to 
them - the denial of which is consistent with R' What about the 
second passage? What Scotus is concerned to deny in this passage is 
that there is some absolute entity in the composite beyond matter and 
form. Perhaps we could read the difficult phrase in the last sentence: 
' "Some absolute essence" or "[something] in the composite as its 
essential part" 

' to deny (respectively) merely some further accidental 
absolute essence or some further essential absolute part. The reading 
is a little forced: but unless we adopt some such strategy, we will be 
constrained to conclude that Scotus contradicts himself with the space 
of a couple of pages; a conclusion which, granted Scotus5 s usual care, 
is clearly unlikely. 

Finally, the discussion of Aristotle's example of the syllable 'ab' can 
be explained by the context. If we look at the discussion of this exam- 
ple not as it occurs elsewhere in Scotus' s writings, but as it occurs in 
Aristotle, we find that it is indeed about the material constituents of 
a thing, and not about matter and form at all. Hence, the difference 
between Scotus' s discussions in the Ordinatio and the Metaphysics ques- 
tions can be explained by the greater importance which might be 
ascribed to the Aristotelian text in the latter discussion.76 

Oxford 
Oriel College 

76 Maurice O'Fihely (Mauritius de Portu), in his annotations to the Metaphysics ques- 
tions, printed in the Wadding edition, claims that Scotus's account of in the 
Metaphysics questions is different from that in the Ordinatio : and the difference he sug- 
gests is just that between R2 (or Rl) and R' (see Wadding edition, IV, 757a). But 
I have given reasons for holding that the two accounts are not diverse. I thus disagree 
with O'Fihely. 
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William of Ockham , Walter Chatton and Adam Wodeham on the 

Objects of Knowledge and Belief 
1 

ELIZABETH KARGER 

Though they practically all took the existence of mental discourse 
for granted, it was far from being the case that all 14th century phil- 
osophers and theologians identified the objects of knowledge and 
belief with mental sentences. When we examine the theories held 
within some circles, we will find that this was a thesis which seemed 

plausible when a certain conception of mental discourse was assumed, 
but which became quite indefensible in the eyes of some when another 

conception of mental discourse had become the preferred one. 
Thus consider the views on the objects of knowledge and belief and 

on mental discourse held by William of Ockham, Walter Chatton and 
Adam Wodeham, all three Oxford philosophers and theologians, all 
three Franciscans.2 Ockham had, at the very beginning of his academ- 
ic career, admitted that the objects of all knowledge and belief are men- 
tal sentences, conceiving at the time of mental discourse as formed of 

objects of thought. He later abandoned however that conception of 
mental discourse, conceiving of it instead as formed of acts of thinking, 
and, when he did so, he also abandoned, at least partially, his initial 
views on the objects of knowledge and belief.3 As for Chatton and 

1 This paper will, it is hoped, contribute to our "understanding of the controversy over 
the objectum sciendi vel credendi in its development at Oxford" (Moody 1964, p. 65). It has 
been read, in a prelimary version, to a group of faculty and students from the 
Department of Philosophy at Ohio State University. May Calvin Normore, who gave 
me the opportunity of doing so, and the other members of the group be thanked for 
helpful discussion of the topics dealt with. 
2 Chatton, it will be recalled, was a junior colleague of Ockham who had opposed his 
senior on many issues, and Wodeham had been a student of both men and was a friend 
of Ockham, mostly sympathetic to his views, but an opponent of Chatton, with whom 
he nevertheless concurred on some issues. On the relationship between these three 
Franciscans, each of whom had resided for some time at Oxford and lectured there on 
Peter Lombard's Sentences , see Gài 1974 (p. 53*-6*), Courtenay 1978, ch.2, Tachau 1988 
(ch. 7, p. 180-1 and ch.10, p. 275-7) and Wood 1990 (p. 12*-9*). 3 The present paper is partly based on the result of earlier research which led to the 
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Wodeham, they both dismissed the way of conceiving mental dis- 
course originally admitted by Ockham, embracing without hesita- 
tion the other. They also both opposed the view that the objects of 
all knowledge and belief are mental sentences, arguing that these 

objects should be identified with other entities. Clearly, for these 
three Franciscans, whether they were disposed or not to identify the 

objects of all knowledge and belief with mental sentences depended 
in part on which of two rival conceptions of mental discourse 

they subscribed to.4 1 propose to explain why this should have been the 
case. 

To that end, I shall first briefly describe both conceptions of mental 
discourse, which I shall refer to as the "object of thought" conception 
and the "mental act" conception respectively. This will be followed by 
an account, also quite succinct, of Ockham's original theory of knowl- 
edge and belief.5 On that basis, the thesis that the objects of all knowl- 
edge and belief are mental sentences, a thesis essential to Ockham's 
original theory, will be shown to depend for its plausibility on the 
"object of thought" conception of mental discourse. It will then be par- 
ticularly interesting to see how Chatton, the older Ockham (by a few 
years at most) and Wodeham, who all dismissed the "object of thought" 
conception of mental discourse and subscribed instead to the "mental 
act" conception, each proposed to deal with the issue, which now had 
to be confronted anew, of identifying the objects of knowledge and 
belief. 

drawing of a sharp distinction between two theories, not only of universais and concepts, 
but also of cognition and of mental discourse, successively held by Ockham. See Karger 
1994. When researching these topics, I have greatly benefited from Claude Panaccio's 
forceful presentation of the later of Ockham's two theories of cognition and of mental 
language (see Panaccio 1991, chapter 2). 4 This is a fact which of course will be missed if one is not aware of these two rival con- 
ceptions of mental discourse. I have thus found it mentioned neither by K. Tachau, who 
deals with the debate between these three Franciscans on the objects of knowledge and 
belief in Tachau 1988, ch. 12, p. 303-8, nor by G. Nuchelmans, who deals with the same 
topic in Nuchelmans 1980. 
5 Both this account and that description are based on Karger 1994, where they are how- 
ever developed in much greater detail than here. I have included here only what is 
strictly required for the purpose at hand. 
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1. Two conceptions of mental discourse 

1.1. The " object of thought" conception 

According to Wodeham, Ockham had not been the first to conceive 
of mental discourse as formed of objects of thought, rather than of acts 
of thinking. Not only various "doctors and philosophers", amongst 
them Scotus, but even Aristotle had done so.6 It is however only 
Ockham's variant of this conception of mental discourse which need 
concern us here. By "the object of thought conception of mental dis- 
course", let us then agree to refer exclusively to Ockham's variant of it.7 
It is the conception of mental discourse which Ockham subscribed to 
in his very first work, namely in the Commentary on the Sentences ,8 except- 
ing from this work its later insertions.9 Accordingly, I shall draw on that 
text to explain briefly what this conception of mental discourse con- 
sisted in and what the considerations were which had led its author to 
subscribe to it.10 

6 Referring to Ockham (in spite of the use of a plural), Wodeham notes: "they call terms 
of a sentence, as also Aristotle had, the objects of particular cognitions" [... ipsi vocant 
terminos propositions, sicut et Aristoteles, objecta cognitionum particularium] [Lectura 
secunda in librum primům Sententiarum d.3, q.4, R. Wood assisted by G. Gài eds., St. 
Bonaventure, N.Y. 1990, vol. II, p. 178 lin.29-30), and he elsewhere mentions Scotus as 
one of those "doctors and philosophers" who "called terms of sentences the things con- 
ceived of or apprehended, whether they be things or signs of things, and not the cogni- 
tions themselves" [... Doctor Subtilis in toto opere suo et ... (alii) tam doctores quam 
philosophi . . . concorditer vocaverunt terminos propositionis ipsa concepta vel cognita, 
quaecumque illa fuerint, sive res ipsae sive aliqua signa rerum, et non ipsas cognitiones] 
(. Lectura secunda ... prol. q.6, ed. cit. vol. I, p. 149 lin. 15-7). 7 Another variant, a realist one, and thus of course one which Ockham rejected, can be 
found in Walter Burleigh's Quaestiones in librum Perihermeneias, ed. S. Brown (see Brown 
1974, p. 248-50). Aside from being of a non-realist variant of the "object of thought" con- 
ception of mental discourse, Ockham's account differs from Burleigh's in being much 
more elaborate. 
8 The commentary on the first book of the Sentences had been revised by the author for 
publication as an " Ordinatio The commentary on the remaining three books never 
were so revised and exist only as a "Reportatio". I shall be using the critical edition of 
Ockham's non-political works due to the Franciscan Institute, in which the Ordinatio 
occupies the first four volumes of the "Opera Theologica" series and the Reportatio the 
following three. G. Gài, S. Brown, G. Etzkorn, F. Kelley, R. Wood and R. Green each 
collaborated to one or more of these volumes, published at St. Bonaventure N.Y., over 
the years 1967-1984. I shall refer to the series by the abbreviation "OTh.", to the 
Ordinatio by the abbreviation "Ord.", to the Reportatio by "Rep". 9 See footnote 1 1 . 
10 I shall be drawing also on a "quaestio" bearing on the issue of the activity of the intel- 
lect ("utrum intellectus angelicus vel humānus active se habet respectu intellectionis cau- 
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When, on the threshold of his career, he commented on the Sentences ; 
Ockham thought that there was such a thing as an act of thinking not 
of an individual man, but of man in general.11 Since he had however 
already dismissed the notion that there might be general things in 
the outside world which we could subsequently apprehend, he con- 
sidered that the only alternative consisted in positing general objects 
of thought,12 themselves entities whose whole reality reduces to 
their being thought of.13 Such pure objects of thought, he called 

sandae"), composed at about the same time as the Reportatio , which the editors of the 
Franciscan Institute edition have included in a collection of "quaestiones", of which it is 
the fifth, a collection entitled " Quaestiones variaè ' (hereafter "Quest."), forming the eighth 
volume of the "Opera theologica" series (G.Etzkorn, F.Kelley and J.Wey eds., 1984). 11 This is the view on generality contained in the Reportatio and in the quaestio "utrum 
intellectus ..." (see preceding footnote). Ockham still held that view when he started to 
revise for publication the text of his commentary on the first book of the Sentences , leav- 
ing some blanks to be filled in at a later time. When he eventually did so, he had how- 
ever started to have some doubts on the wisdom of positing general objects of thought 
and on the correctness of the attendant conception of mental discourse, a fact which 
explains many of the insertions he then added to his earlier text, which are all clearly 
marked in the critical edition (may the editors be thanked for having done so, and Ph. 
Boehner, posthumously, for the first-rate detective work, recorded in Boehner 1942, 
which led to recognizing these later insertions as such). 12 According to Ord. prol. q.l, OTh. I, p. 30 lin. 12-5, the object of an act of cognition 
which, in one sense of the term, is "abstractive", is a "something universal abstractible 
from many" [... notitia abstractiva potest accipi dupliciter: uno modo quia est respectu 
alicuius abstracti a multis singularibus et sic cognitio abstractiva non est aliud quam cog- 
nitio alicuius universalis abstractibilis a multis]. In Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, p. 175 lin.402- 
19, Ockham explains that the act or acts by which the mind apprehends one or several 
singular things causes it to "produce", as it were, by a further act of cognition, a univer- 
sal as the object of that "abstractive" act. For example, an intellect apprehending one or 
several whitenesses is determined to form an act of cognition by which it "produces" as 
its object a "whiteness in general" [... primo cognosco aliqua singularia in particulari ... 
et habita notitia, statím ad eius praesentiam -si non sit impedimentum- sequitur natu- 
raliter alius actus, distinctus a primo, terminatus ad aliquod tale esse objectivum quale 
prius vidi in esse subjectivo. Et ille actus secundus producit ilia universalia ... et non 
praesupponit eas. Exemplum: aliquis videns albedinem intuitive, vel duas albedines, 
abstrahit ab eis albedinem in communi ut est species. Quod non est aliud nisi quod illae 
duae notitiae incomplexae terminatae ad albedinem in singulari . . . causant naturaliter 
... unam tertiam notitiam distinctam ab illis quae producit talem albedinem in esse 
objectivo qualis fuit prius visa in esse subjectivo]. 13 "... a universal is not something real having subjective being, either in the soul or out- 
side the soul, but it has only objective being in the soul, and is a certain fictum having in 
objective being a being of the same sort as the external thing has in subjective being" 
[... universale non est aliquid reale habens esse subjectivum, nec in anima nec extra ani- 
mam, sed tantum habet esse objectivum in anima et est quoddam fictum habens esse 
tale in esse objectivo quale habet res extra in esse subjectivo] (Ord. d. 2 q.8, OTh. II, p. 
271 lin.l4-p. 272 lin.2). An alternative conception of these general objects of thought, 
dismissed by Ockham but regarded by him as not wholly improbable, consists in think- 
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" 
fictď.u Ficta being posited, concrete things could then be regarded as 

capable of being apprehended in two ways: either directly, in which 
case they are always individually apprehended,15 or by the mediation 
of a fictum.16 Now ficta and concrete things are, Ockham assumed, both 

capable of entering mental discourse, ficta as general terms and con- 
crete things, provided they are the objects of an act of direct appre- 
hension, as singular terms.17 No discourse however consists only of 

general and singular terms, since the simplest sentence requires addi- 

tionally at least the presence of a copula. But Ockham thought that 
mental copulas, and more generally mental syncategorematics, were 
also available, probably in the form of ficta used by the mind with the 
same import as that of the syncategorematic words of external dis- 
course.18 The mind, thus having at its disposal a sufficient variety of 

terms, will effectively be capable of forming mental sentences. 

ing of them as. real entities, having "subjective being" in the mind, subsequent to men- 
tal acts, but not themselves mental acts [Alia posset esse opinio quod est aliqua vera res, 
sequens actum intellectus, quae esset similitudo rei, et propter hoc esset universalis quia 
aequaliter omnia respiceret] (Ord. d.2 q.8, OTh. II, p. 269 lin. 18-20). 
14 See the preceding footnote. According to Ockham s conception of it, a fictum is then 
"that which immediately terminates an act of intellection when no singular is appre- 
hended" [... illud fictum ... est quod immediate terminât actum intelligendi quando nul- 
lum singulare intelligitur] (Ord. d.2, q.8, OT II, p. 274 lin. 15-6), while having neither 
extra-mental nor mental reality, but only "objective" existence in the mind. 
15 Such acts of direct cognition of singulars are of two kinds, some being intuitive , the 
others "abstractive", a cognition being now called "abstractive" because it abstracts from 
existence and non-existence and not because it is the cognition of a "universal 
abstractive from many" (see n.12). On these two kinds of direct cognition of singulars, 
see Ord. prol. q.l, OTh. I, p. 30-3. 16 In Rep. II, q. 12-14, OTh. V, p. 266 lin.25-p. 267 lin.l, Ockham opposes the cognition 
of a thing "in itself' to its cognition "in a common concept", a concept being a fictum [... 
quando intelligo aliquod singulare -quod nunquam vidi- in conceptu communi sibi et 
aliis, tunc habeo de ilio singulari cognitionem abstractivam, licet non in se, tarnen in 
aliquo conceptu communi]. 17 "The intellect can predicate any object of cognition, be it a thing or a concept (i.e. a 
fictum) of any object of cognition" [... intellectus omne cognitum, sive sit res sive con- 
ceptus, potest praedicare de omni cognito] (Ord. prol. q.2, OTh. I p. 110 lin. 6-7). On 
the fact, often missed by commentators (see n.35), that, according to the conception of 
mental discourse originally favored by Ockham, "things themselves", including extra- 
mental ones, provided they are directly apprehended, can enter mental discourse as sin- 
gular terms, the reader is referred to Karger 1994, p. 441-3. 18 In Ord. d.2 q.8, OTh. II, p. 286, lin.5-14, Ockham speculates on the possibility tftat 
the mind should "institute" certain concepts (i.e. ficta) abstracted from syncategoremat- 
ic words of external discourse "to signify the same things as those words and in the same 
way", where here what is relevant is the notion of signifying "in a certain way", since 
syncategorematics often have no other semantic import [... ab istis vocibus sic signifì- 
cantibus abstrahit intellectus conceptus communes praedicabiles de eis, et imponit istos 
conceptus ad significandum ilia eadem quae significant ipsae voces extra et eodem 
modo]. 
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The act of forming such a sentence should not however be thought 
of as that of assembling the entities it is composed of, ficta or concrete 

particulars, obtaining thereby a new entity which might in turn be 

apprehended. Rather it is the act of apprehending these entities all 

together in a certain way, affirmatively or negatively,19 the sentence 
itself "existing" only insofar as those entities, which will ipso facto 
become its terms, are apprehended in that way. Within this conception 
of mental discourse, there is then no distinction whatsoever to be 
drawn between the act of forming a mental sentence and that of appre- 
hending it.20 Moreover, in practically all cases, such an act, described 

preferably as that of apprehending a mental sentence, will be a "non- 
reflexive" act. Let me explain. 

Let us call "reflexive" any act of direct apprehension by the mind of 
one of its own acts,21 and "non-reflexive" any act of direct apprehen- 
sion of other entities, real things or ficta, the mind itself being however 
a thing the human mind is probably not capable of directly appre- 
hending at all.22 It is clear that mental sentences, as just now character- 

19 In Rep. II, q. 12-13, OTh. V, p. 280 lin.21-p. 281 lin. 10, Ockham explains that if one 
apprehends directly a given whiteness and a given blackness by one act which "termi- 
nates" in that whiteness and that blackness, one requires just one further act to form the 
"complex", i.e. the mental sentence, corresponding to "this whiteness is not this black- 
ness", namely an act "which terminates in the copula and the extremes (i.e.the white- 
ness and the blackness) negatively" [... si intelligitur aliqua extrema distincta specie ... 
uno acto-puta si simul videam albedinem et nigredinem unico actu intelligendi-et tunc 
formem hoc complexum 'album non est nigrům' mediante illa cognitione ..., hic tan- 
tum habeo duplicem actum, unum . . . terminatum ad albedinem et nigredinem et alium 
complexum quo negatur albedo a nigredine, qui terminatur ad copulam et extrema neg- 
ative]. The same would hold if the extremes were ficta rather than concrete particulars. 20 It is not surprising then to find Ockham claiming that "what is called a compositio" is 
the "act by which a complex (i.e. a mental sentence) is apprehended" [... actum quo 
apprehenditur complexum, qui dicitur compositio] (Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, p. 169 
lin.268-9) or to find him refer to the act "by which I form a complex" as an "apprehen- 
sive cognition" [... cognitionis apprehensivae, per quam formo complexum] (Rep. II, 
q. 12- 13, OTh. V, p. 258 lin.6-7) or to find him speaking interchangeably of forming and 
of apprehending a mental sentence, as he does in Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, p. 170 lin.287- 
8 and in Rep. Ill, q.2, OTh. VI, p. 85 lin. 15-6, where he speaks of the "apprehension or 
formation of a complex" [apprehensionem sive formationem complexil. 21 The notion of a reflexive mental act must be distinguished from that of a self-reflex- 
ive one. To say of an intellective act that it is self-reflexive would be to say that it is an 
act of direct apprehension of itself. The possibility of a self-reflexive mental act is appar- 
ently ruled out by Ockham, since, according to him, "no act is its own object" [... nul- 
lus actus est objectum sui ipsius] (Rep. II, q. 1 7, OTh. V, p. 386 lin. 10). 22 Whereas Ockham admits that angels are capable of apprehending themselves intu- 
itively, and thus directly (cf. Ord. prol. q.l, OTh. I, p. 65 lin. 18), he doubts that human 
intellects have the same capacity "in this life" or rather, he seems, as Marilyn Adams has 
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ized, will contain mental acts only very exceptionally, namely when the 
mind, directly apprehending one of its own acts, forms a mental sen- 
tence of which that act is a term. In that case, true enough, the appre- 
hension by the mind of the sentence requires an act which is partly 
reflexive. For the vast majority of mental sentences however, com- 

posed as they are of other entities than mental acts, their apprehension 
by the mind is entirely non-reflexive. We shall see later the importance 
of this. 

1.2. The " mental act " conception of mental discourse 

According to Wodeham, most "Moderns", including Chatton and 
himself, preferred to the foregoing conception of mental discourse 
another, according to which mental discourse consists not of objects of 
intellection, but of the very acts of intellection themselves.23 Ockham 
himself ultimately preferred this alternative conception of mental dis- 
course. Having provided the main reason for his change of mind, I will 

consequently draw again on Ockham, this time on later theological and 

philosophical works, amongst which the Quodlibets and the Questions on 
Aristotle's Physics?* for a brief account of what this conception of mental 
discourse consisted in. 

Ockham's thought evolved. Apparently at first swayed and finally 
won over by the arguments of some of his opponents, in particular 
those of Chatton, he became convinced that " fictď were suspect enti- 

pointed out, not to have made up his mind on that issue (cf. Adams 1987, p. 510, where 
the author refers to Ord. d. 3 q.2, OTh. II, p. 412 lin. 19-22 and to Ord. d.3 q.8, OTh. II, 
p. 541 lin.4-9 for evidence of Ockham's indecisiveness regarding that point). 23 Thus Wodeham refers to "the way of speaking" whereby particular acts of cognition 
rather than their objects are called "terms of sentences" as the one which is shared by 
Chatton, himself and "the Moderns", though not by Ockham, at least not in the text he 
is referring to [... ipsi (Ockham) vocant terminos propositionis, sicut et Aristoteles, 
objecta cognitionum particularium, scilicet quae sunt (partes propositionis) apud 
modum loquendi illius (Chatton) et mei et modernorum, licet ad modum loquendi isto- 
rum (Ockham) contra quos (ille) arguit non sint illae cognitiones partes-sive subjectum 
et praedicatum-propositionis sed potius ipsa cognita per tales actus] [Lectura secunda ..., 
ed. cit. vol. II, p. 178 lin.30-1). 24 For both texts, I shall refer to the Franciscan Institute edition, where the Quodlibeta 
Septem (abbreviated here as "Quod.") edited by J. Wey, form volume IX of the "Opera 
Theologica" series (abbreviated here as "OTh. IX") and the Quaestiones in Libros 
Physicorum (abbreviated here as "Quest. Phys."), edited by S. Brown, form part of vol- 
ume VI of the "Opera Philosophica" series (abbreviated here as "OPh. VI"). 
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ties better avoided.25 He thus came to adopt the view that, after all, it 
never does happen that we apprehend, for instance, man in general. 
We merely think we do, but what is in fact happening is that we are 
confusedly, but nevertheless directly, apprehending all men.26 Such an 
act of intellection may then be called general, by contrast with one 
where we apprehend distincdy one given man, which may be called 
singular. Having renounced the hypothesis that there are ficta, Ockham 
had of course to abandon also a conception of mental discourse accord- 
ing to which its components include ficta. But then the obvious alter- 
native was to identify the terms of mental discourse with acts of intel- 
lection, some of which have been just now recognized as general, and 
others as singular. He thus came to subscribe to the "mental act" con- 
ception of mental discourse. 

According to this alternative conception of mental discourse,27 gen- 
eral terms are, as one would expect, identified with acts of intellection 
whereby a multitude of particulars are confusedly apprehended where- 
as singular terms are identified with acts of intellection, chiefly acts of 
intuition, whereby just one particular is distinctly apprehended.28 Other 
intellective acts are assumed to exist, corresponding to syncategore- 
matics.29 As within the previous theory, the intellect thus has at its dis- 
posal sufficiently many types of terms to form sentences. The act of 
forming a mental sentence will however now be regarded as an act dis- 

25 Quod. IV, q. 35, OTh. IX, p. 473, Ockham adduces against his former opinion 
arguments very similar to those by which Chatton in his Reportatio had opposed it, a fact first noticed by G. Gài and which prompted him to edit the relevant quaestio from 
the Reportatio (in Gal 1967). On the likely influence on Ockham of Chatton's critique of 
the fictum theory, see, besides Gài 1967, Kelley 1981, p. 223. 26 This is Wodeham's very illuminating diagnosis of our belief in universais. See Lectura 
secunda ... d.8 q.l, ed. cit. vol. III p. 31 lin.8-1 1, where he writes that "a fictum would not 
have been posited unless it were to confirm our experience ... that a something unique terminates an act of general intellection" [... illud fictum non servirei nec poneretur nisi 
ad satisfaciendum experientiae supra tactae, quia scilicet videtur nobis, nolimus velimus, 
quod unicum quid sistat et terminet actum intellectionis communis]. Note that what 
Wodeham here calls an "experience" can be illusory, as is for instance that of "seeing" a stick as broken which is partly immerged in water. Ockham explains a general cogni- tion as being a confused cognition of many particulars in Quest. Phys. q.6, OPh. VI, p. 408. 
27 The account I will be giving here of this conception of mental discourse, sufficient for 
my present purpose, is most succinct. See footnotes 5 and 3. 

Ockham assigns confused cognitions the rôle of general terms of mental discourse in 
Quest. Phys. q.7, OPh. VI, p. 408 and intuitive cognitions of a given thing the rôle of 
singular terms in the same text p. 41 1. 29 Ockham mentions "mental syncategorematics" in Quod. IV q.35, OTh. IX, p. 471 lin. 48. 
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tinct from the further act-which may occur or not-of apprehending the 
sentence once formed.30 

Two differences, which will prove to be particularly relevant to our 
main topic, follow between mental sentences as now conceived and as 

they previously were. One difference is that, of mental sentences as 
now conceived, it no longer holds that they are formed and appre- 
hended by one and the same act.31 The second difference pertains to 
the nature of the act, if it does occur, by which a given mental sentence 
is distinctly32 apprehended. Whereas formerly such an act was practi- 
cally in all cases a non-reflexive act, since mental sentences, as they 
were then conceived, practically never included mental acts, now, on 
the contrary, such an act will necessarily be reflexive,33 since mental 
sentences, as now conceived, are all composed of mental acts. 

30 In Quod. III q.8, OTh. IX, p. 233 lin.21-3, the term "apprehension" being taken in 
its customary sense of cognition (the sense in which I have been using it up to now and 
shall continue to use it hereafter), Ockham acknowledges that a "complex" can be 
formed "without any apprehension" of it [sine omni apprehensione]. Elsewhere (Quod. 
V q.6, OTh. IX, p. 501 lin.20-4), he prefers to say that there are two kinds of appre- 
hension of a mental sentence, one which is the "formation" of the sentence, the other 
which is "the cognition of that complex already formed" [... duplex est apprehensio: 
una quae est cognitio et divisio propositionis sive formatio, alia quae est cognitio ipsius 
complexi iam formati]. The act of formation of a mental sentence is called an act of 
"apprehension" of that sentence only by courtesy however, no awareness of the sen- 
tence being implied. 31 If, following the example of Ockham in Quod. V q.6, OTh. IX, p. 501 (see preceding 
footnote), we were to call the act of formation of a mental sentence an act of "appre- 
hension" of that sentence, we would have to concede that, even as now conceived, men- 
tal sentences are formed and apprehended by one and the same act (a fact to which C. 
Panaccio has drawn my attention). We would not however be taking the term "appre- 
hension" in its standard sense of cognition so that the point I am making would have to 
be expressed by using other words, by saying for instance that, of a mental sentence as 
now conceived, it no longer holds that it is formed by an act which is ipso facto an act of 
cognition of that sentence. 
32 What was, in the framework of the preceding theory, an act of "direct apprehension 
of a thing (by contrast with an act of apprehension of that thing by the mediation of a 
fictum) is, within the framework of the present theory, an act of distinct apprehension of 
that thing (by contrast with an act of confused apprehension of that thing along with 
many others). 33 An act of intellection will now be defined as "reflexive if it is an act by which the 
mind distinctly apprehends one of its own acts and "non-reflexive" if it is either an act 
of distinct apprehension of some external thing or an act of confused apprehension. 
Again a reflexive mental act should be distinguished from a self-reflexive one, now 
defined as an act of distinct apprehension of itself. Pierre d'Ailly explicitly ruled out the 
possibility of such an act of cognition (. Insolubilia §276-7, L. Kaczmarek and O. Pluta 
eds., forthcoming, transcript kindly communicated by L. Kaczmarek) and presumably 
Ockham would have done so as well (see footnote 21). 
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2. Ockham' s original theory of knowledge and belief 
Let us now turn to Ockham's original theory of knowledge and 

belief, in which the "object of thought" conception of mental discourse 
is presupposed, a theory contained in his Commentary on the Sentences. 
We have here a very elaborate theory, many of the basic assumptions 
of which will be incorporated not only into the author's later theory but 
also by Chatton and by Wodeham into their own theories, as we shall 
see. 

According to this theory then, knowing and believing are mental 
acts, specifically acts of assent. These acts possess two main features: 
they "terminate" in an object34 and they are real entities, albeit mental 
ones, the existence of which, as that of any real entity, has been brought 
about by causes. The object in which an act of assent terminates is the 
object assented to and consequently the object of the agent's knowledge 
or belief. That object is in all cases a mental sentence. The way in which 
such an act has been brought about, together with the truth- value of the 
mental sentence assented to, determines the kind of act of assent it is, 
in particular whether it is an act of evident cognition,35 i.e. of knowl- 
edge in a wide sense, or rather an act of opinion, conjecture or faith,36 
i.e. an act of belief. 

34 Thus, in Ord. prol. q. 9, OTh. I, p. 266 lin. 19-20 for example, Ockham speaks of the 
"object of science" as that which "terminates" an act of knowing [. . . objectum scientiae 
est illud quod scitur et terminât actum sciendil. 35 There are, it seems, four main kinds of evident cognition (or assent): cognition of a 
mental sentence "per se nota", which is always of a necessary mental sentence, caused 
in part by the cognition (or apprehension) of its terms, evident cognition of a contingent mental sentence caused in part by the intuitive cognition of its terms, demonstrative 
knowledge, which is of a mental conclusion inferred from necessary premisses, caused 
in part by acts of assent to these premisses, and knowledge by experience which is also 
inferred knowledge caused in part by acts of assent to other mental sentences, one of 
which is contingent. The most complete account of assent and, in particular, of the var- 
ious kinds of evident cognition it includes is to be found in Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, 
p. 170-4. To gain a proper understanding of that account, it is of utmost importance to 
bear in mind that the conception of mental discourse it presupposes is one according to 
which the terms of mental sentences are either ficta or else concrete particulars direcdy 
(be it intuitively or abstractively) apprehended (see footnote 17). If one overlooks that 
fact, it is impossible to make sense in particular of the notion that assent to some contin- 
gent mental sentences can be caused in part by the intuitive cognition of their terms (cf. 
Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, p. 171 lin.310-1: "... ille assensus causatur ex notitia incomplexa intuitiva terminorum et ex apprehensione illius complexi sufficienter"). One scholar 
who has struggled to understand this, but who failed to do so, having failed to recognize that the terms in question are the concrete particulars themselves, which are being intu- 
itively apprehended, is T.Boler in Boler 1973, p. 97 and in Boler 1976, p. 96-8. 36 According to Ord. prol. q.2, OTh. I, p. 88 lin.3-4, acts of assent which are not evident 
include acts of opinion, conjecture and faith. For an account of those acts of assent which 
are acts of faith, see Quest, q.5, OTh. VIII, p. 184-91. 
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The object of an act of assent being, within this theory, identified in 
all cases with a mental sentence, it is however required that the sen- 
tence be apprehended by the agent.37 But we have seen that, where 
mental sentences are conceived, as they are here, according to the 
"object of thought" conception of mental discourse, the act of appre- 
hending such a sentence just is the act of forming it. It follows that, by 
requiring that the mental sentence, object of assent, be apprehended by 
the agent, Ockham is not requiring any further act on his part than that 
of forming the sentence. 

Now this act of apprehension (or formation) of the mental sentence, 
object of assent, need not in principle be distinct from the very act of 
assent itself, since no contradiction is involved in supposing that it is 
not.38 However, Ockham insists, proving his point by an argument 
based on experience,39 within the normal course of nature, there are 
necessarily two acts involved, the act of assent requiring that the sen- 
tence which is assented to has, by a distinct act, been apprehended (or 
formed). Indeed, the somewhat stronger proposition must also be 
admitted that, within the normal course of nature, an act of assent 
requires as one of its "partial" causes an act of mere apprehension (or 
formation) of the mental sentence which is its object.40 

37 "... there is an evident contradiction (in supposing) that someone assents to a sen- 
tence and does not apprehend it" [... evidens contradictio est quod aliquis assentiat 
alicui propositioni et tarnen non apprehendat earn] (Ord. prol. q.l, OTh. I, p. 59 lin. 10- 
1). 38 An act of assent always includes an awareness and thus an apprehension of the men- 
tal sentence which forms its object (Ord. prol q.l, OTh. I, p. 16 lin. 13-4 and p. 59 lin. 18). 
Consequently, though there would have been a contradiction in supposing that a men- 
tal sentence has been assented to without being apprehended at all, there is none in sup- 
posing "that an intellect assents to a sentence and does not apprehend it by an appre- 
hension distinct from that assent" [Potest dici quod non est contradictio quod aliquis 
intellectus assentiat alicui propositioni et tarnen non apprehendat earn una apprehen- 
sione distincta realiter ab ilio assensu] (Ord. prol q.l, OTh. I, p. 59 lin. 14-6). Note that 
an act of assent, though including an apprehension (and hence the formation) of the 
mental sentence which is its object, is not an act of the same kind or "species" as an act 
of apprehension. 39 This argument, too involved to be recounted here, purports to prove that "an act of 
judgment (i.e. of assent or of dissent) relative to a complex presupposes an act of appre- 
hension relative to the same complex" [. . . actus judicativus respectu alicuius complexi 
praesupponit actum apprehensivum respectu eiusdem] (Ord. prol. q.l., OTh. I, p. 17 
lin.l5-p. 18 lin. 12). 40 In Ord. prol. q.l, OTh. I, p. 20 lin.3-8, answering an objection raised against the argu- 
ment referred to in the preceding footnote, Ockham acknowledges that the act of appre- 
hension of a mental sentence, though not in general a sufficient cause, is a partial cause 
of any act of assent to that sentence [sufficit quod sit causa partialis]. 
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3. Where it is shown that Ockham's original theory of knowledge and 
belief requires the "object of thought" conception of mental discourse 

Suppose that, while subscribing to the "mental act" conception of 
mental discourse, one should wish to retain Ockham's original theory 
of knowledge and belief, continuing to identify the objects of knowl- 
edge and belief with objects of assent and the latter, in all cases, with 
mental sentences. Can this be plausibly done? The answer, for reasons 
Ockham himself provided in a later work,41 is negative. Here is why. 

If a mental sentence is identified with acts of intellection, as it is with- 
in the "mental act" conception of mental discourse, it may well, as we 
earlier noted, be formed by the mind without being itself apprehended. 
Yet, according to Ockham, a mental sentence can be the object of an 
act of assent only if it is apprehended by the agent of that act and, with- 
in the normal course of nature, only if it is apprehended by an act dis- 
tinct from the act of assent itself. It follows that one could, while pre- 
supposing the "mental act" conception of mental discourse, still identi- 
fy the object of an act of assent with a mental sentence only if one 
admitted that the agent has, by one mental act, firstly formed that men- 
tal sentence and, by a further act, normally distinct from the act of 
assent, apprehended it. Now such an act of apprehension would, as we 
observed, have to be "reflexive". But if a reflexive act were always 
required for there to be assent, and hence knowledge or belief, it would 
then follow that all knowledge and belief would involve an introspec- 
tive awareness of one's own mental acts. But this is surely an unaccept- 
able consequence, since there are undoubtedly cases of knowledge and 
belief where the agent remains wholly unaware of the workings of his 
own mind.42 

One could not substitute then the "mental act" conception of mental 
discourse for the "object of thought" conception within Ockham's orig- 
inal theory of knowledge and belief and obtain a plausible theory. 
Which shows this to be a theory depending for its plausibility on the 

41 Namely in the Quodlibets. See the following footnote. 
42 As acknowledged by Ockham who, In Quod. Ill q. 8, OTh. IX, p. 233-4 lin. 14-29, 
points out that a person who is not of the reflective type (the text has "laicus" but clear- 
ly "rusticus" would have been more appropriate) and who is not aware of what goes on 
in his mind when he knows (or believes) something, may well know for instance that a 
stone is not an ass, though he has no knowledge of a mental sentence [. . . laicus sciens 
quod lapis non est asinus, nihil cogitât de propositione et per consequens non assentiat 
propositions Licet assentiat et sciat quod sic est in re vel non est, mediante propositione 
formata in intellectu, tamen hoc non percipit]. 
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assumption that mental discourse is composed not of mental acts, but 
of objects of thought. 

4. Three theories of knowledge and belief in which the " mental act" 
conception of mental discourse is assumed 

We know that Chatton, Ockham in later works, and Wodeham all 
subscribed to the "mental act" conception of mental discourse. Given 
that they could not simply substitute that conception of mental dis- 
course for the "object of thought" conception within Ockham's original 
theory, how did they then solve the problem of identifying the objects 
of knowledge and belief? This is the issue I propose we look into now. 

4.1. Chatton' s theory 
In accordance with chronological order, let us turn to Chatton first.43 

Chatton had strongly objected to Ockham's theory of knowledge and 
belief, as contained in his Commentary on the Sentences. His arguments 
were however misleadingly presented as though his colleague had at 
the time subscribed to the "mental act" conception of mental dis- 
course44 which, as Chatton knew full well since he had criticized him 
on that point,45 he had not. This unfairness to Ockham need not detain 
us however.46 Rather what is of interest is the theory of knowledge and 

43 The text is that of art. 1 q. 1 of the Prologue to his Reportatio and to his Lectura " super 
Sentential ' (hereafter "Prol."), ed. J. Wey, Toronto, 1989, p. 18-45. 44 In Prol. q.l a.l, p. 21 lin. 106-7, Chatton takes for granted that a mental sentence can 
be in the intellect without being apprehended ("... omni apprehensione complexi cir- 
cumscripta, posito ipso complexo in intellects ..."). But, as we know, according to the 
"object of thought" conception of mental discourse which Ockham assumes in the the- 
ory of knowledge and belief Chatton is opposing, this is not a possibility, since the act 
of forming a mental sentence and that of apprehending it are one and the same act. It is 
a possibility however within the "mental act" conception of mental discourse. 
45 Chatton objected primarily to the hypothesis that there are "ficta" as general objects 
of thought and consequently to the notion that mental discourse could contain ficta. 
Thus in q. 2, d. 3, book I of the Reportatio , he writes: "... nor is a syllogism or a sentence 
composed of ficta but of intellections" [nec syllogismus vel propositio componitur ex fic- 
tis sed ex ipsis intellectionibus] (p. 206 of G. Gál's edition of that question in Gài 1967). 46 This unfairness was denounced by Wodeham who writes: "... if according to this 
understanding (of a mental sentence), he (Chatton) disproves him (Ockham), he pro- 
cedes equivocally and in vain, as he does frequently" [... si ad ilium intellectum impro- 
bat eum, in aequivoco et frustra procedit sicut et frequenter facit] [Lectura secunda ... 
Prol. q.6, ed. cit. vol. I, p. 150 lin. 25-6). The same unfairness, consisting in criticizing 
Ockham on the basis of a conception of mental discourse which he did not hold (at the 
time), is again denounced by Wodeham in the same work at d.3 q.4, ed. cit. vol. II 
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of belief by which Chatton proposed to improve on Ockham's original 
theory. 

The theory Chatton propounded has some very fundamental points 
in common with that of Ockham. As Ockham did, Chatton too 

analysed knowledge and belief as naturally caused acts of assent, 
requiring objects which "terminate" them, objects which, according to 
him too, must be apprehended by the agent of that act. Mental sen- 
tences are not however, according to Chatton's theory, or at least are 
not in most cases, the objects of these acts of assent. Rather it is they 
which are the causes, or which are at least partial causes, of acts of 
assent. For example, he who forms the mental sentence corresponding 
to "God is one and triune", without apprehending it, may be deter- 
mined, in part by that very sentence which, let us not forget, consists of 
acts of apprehension, to an act of assent.47 But what will he then be 
assenting to? Surely not to the sentence itself, since it has not been 
apprehended, but rather to what is apprehended or signified by that 
sentence,48 which in turn reduces to what is apprehended or signified 
by the intellective acts of which that sentence consists, in particular by 
those which form its subject and predicate. The correct thing to say 
then about the agent who forms the mental sentence corresponding to 
"God is one and triune" without apprehending it and who is deter- 
mined, in part by that very sentence, to an act of assent, is that the 
object of his act of assent is God, since it is God who is signified both 
by the subject and by the predicate of that sentence. Chatton's theory 
then, if I have read him correctly, amounts to this: the objects of an act 
of assent, and hence of an act of knowledge or of belief, are the things 
apprehended or signified by the terms of the mental sentence which 
has caused, or contributed in causing that act.49 

We must observe that such a theory does not rule out the possibility 

p. 177-8 lin. 28-36, a text part of which is quoted in footnote 23. 
47 Prol. q.l a.l, p. 21 lin. 120-4. The mental counterpart of that sentence, notoriously 
lacking in evidence, is incapable of causing by itself an act of assent in the intellect which 
has formed it, but it can do so if the will concurs [. . . posito quod intellectus format istum 
articulum 'Deus est trinus et unus' concurrente imperio voluntatis, . . . causabitur actus 
credendil. 
48 "... the assent caused by a sentence signifying an extra-mental thing has that thing as 
immediate object and not that complex" [... assensus causatus per propositionem sig- 
nificantem rem extra habet illam rem pro objecto immediato et non illud complexum] 
(ibid. p. 27 lin.282-3). 49 G. Nuchelmans interprets Chatton as proposing to identify the significate of a mental 
sentence with that of its subject term only. See Nuchelmans 1980, p. 181. 
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that a sentence, even a mental one, should be an object of assent, and 
hence of knowledge or of belief. Suppose that an agent should form the 
metalinguistic mental sentence corresponding to "The article of faith 
"God is one and triune" is true", and that this sentence should play its 

part in producing in the agent an act of assent. The object he is assent- 
ing to will then be the article of faith signified by the subject, also sig- 
nified, though confusedly, by the predicate, namely the very sentence 
"God is one and triune" or the corresponding mental sentence. But this 
is only a special case.50 

4.2. Ockham's theory in the Quodlibets 

Let us turn now, once again, to Ockham. By the time he was writing 
the Quodlibets, he had definitely rejected the "object of thought" con- 

ception of mental discourse in favor of the "mental act" conception of 
it.51 He consequently realized that, for the reasons given earlier,52 he 
could no longer identify the objects of all knowledge and belief with 
mental sentences while retaining the other components of his original 
theory. He knew of Chatton's alternative theory, but he found he could 
not accept it either. His reasons were simple: individual things, includ- 

ing even God, are the kind of things which can be apprehended, but 
not the kind of things that can be assented to, and consequently not the 
kind of things which can be known or believed. In effect, Ockham is 

objecting to Chatton that, by identifying what is assented to with par- 
ticulars, he is committing a category mistake.53 

The theory which, in the Quodlibets, Ockham favors, would have us 
believe that acts of assent are of two kinds.54 

An act of assent of the first kind is, within the normal course of 

50 "... just as a complex apprehension of an external thing, in other words a (mental) 
sentence signifying that thing, causes in the intellect a corresponding assent relative to 
an external thing, so a (mental) sentence signifying another sentence and (which) is a 
complex apprehension of that sentence causes a corresponding assent (to that sentence)" 
[... sicut apprehensio complexa rei extra seu propositio signifìcans earn in intellectu 
causat assensum sibi correspondentem respectu rei extra, ita una propositio signifìcans 
aliam propositionem et (quae) est apprehensio complexa illius propositionis, causat 
assensum sibi correspondens] (Prol. q.l a.l, p. 41 lin. 700-3). 51 Cf. Quod. IV q. 35, OTh. IX, p. 472-4. 52 In part 3. 53 "... no assent is relative to a thing, because to say that I assent to a stone or to an ox 
is to say nothing" [... nullus assensus est respectu rei, quia nihil est dictu quod assentio 
lapidi vel bovi] (Quod. IV q. 17, OTh. IX, p. 380 lin.86-7). 54 This theory is contained in three places: Quod. Ill q. 8, IV q.l 6 and V q. 6. 
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nature, partially caused by a mental sentence which however is not 
itself apprehended.55 This is the case when an agent, forming for 
instance the mental sentence corresponding to "a stone is not an ass" 
without however apprehending that sentence itself, assents to it being 
the case that a stone is not an ass.56 For acts of assent produced under 
those conditions, the correct thing to say, Ockham claims, is that noth- 

ing has been assented to and that consequently nothing is known or 
believed.57 Yet one should, he thinks, also recognize that there are 

things in which such an act of assent terminates and which are there- 
fore, in some sense, its objects, namely those things which are appre- 
hended by the terms of the mental sentence which has partially caused 
that assent, such as stones and asses if that sentence happens to be one 

corresponding to "a stone is not an ass".58 Ockham then implicitly 
admits that one may, for this kind of assent, distinguish the notion of 
what is assented to from that of the thing or things which terminate the 
act of assent. He is thus in effect renouncing one of the main assump- 
tions of his original theory, an assumption on the basis of which 
Chatton had concluded that a real thing, if it is the object which termi- 
nates an act of assent, is ipso facto that which is being assented to. 

By contrast, an act of assent of the second kind is one where there is 
something which is assented to, and consequently known or believed, 
namely a mental sentence.59 That sentence must be apprehended how- 
ever, and it must even be assumed, according to Ockham, that, within 
the normal course of nature, it is necessarily apprehended by an act dis- 

55 An act of assent of this kind is produced "by the mediation of a proposition formed 
in the intellect" by an agent who is not aware of forming the sentence (Quod. Ill q.8, 
OTh. IX, p. 233-4 lin.24-7, text quoted in footnote 42). 56 Since in this case the act of assent is an act of knowledge, one may also say that "by 
that act it is known that a stone is not an ass" [. . . isto actu scitur quod lapis non est asi- 
nus] (Quod. Ill q.8, OTh. IX, p. 234 lin.32). 57 If the act of assent is an act of knowledge, then "properly speaking, it should not be 
admitted that something is known by that act" [. . . proprie loquendo non debet dici quod 
aliquid scitur isto actu] (Quod. Ill q. 8, OTh. IX, p. 234 lin.31-2). Similarly, if the act of 
assent is an act of faith, then "properly speaking, it should be said that nothing is 
believed by that act" [... de virtute sermonis debet dici quod nihil creditur isto actu] 
(ibid. p. 235 lin.69). 58 "... that act has external things as objects, namely a stone and an ass" [... iste actus 
habet res extra pro objectis, puta lapidem et asinum] (ibid. p. 234, lin.27-8). 59 "Of another kind is the act (of knowing) by which something is known, so that the act 
of knowing relates to something" [... alius est actus quo aliquid scitur, ita quod actus sci- 
endi refertur ad aliquid] (Quod. Ill q. 8, OTh. IX, p. 233 lin. 16-7). Similarly, "of anoth- 
er kind is the act (of faith) by which the act of believing relates to something" [... alius 
quo aliquid creditur, ita quod actus credendi refertur ad aliquid] (Quod. Ill q. 8, OTh. 
IX, p. 235 lin.65-6). 
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tinct from the act of assent itself,60 an act of pure apprehension which, 
within the normal course of nature, is required as a partial cause of the 
act of assent.61 Suppose for example that an agent not only forms the 
mental sentence corresponding to "a stone is not an ass", but also, by a 
further act, apprehends that sentence. He may then be quite naturally 
determined to assent to that sentence, which will have become at the 
same time the object he apprehends and that which he assents to. 

Acts of assent of the first kind may be called "non-introspective" 
insofar as they do not in general require that the agent apprehend any 
mental sentence, nor that he be aware of any of his mental acts. By con- 
trast, acts of assent of the second kind may be called "introspective" 
insofar as they all require that the agent apprehend a mental sentence 
and that he therefore be aware of some of his mental acts. 

By distinguishing these two kinds of assent, Ockham manages to par- 
tially salvage his original theory, since there exist acts of assent of one 
kind for which the old theory still holds, namely acts which all have a 
mental sentence as their object and which, given the normal course of 
nature, are all partially caused by an act of apprehension of that sen- 
tence. It is not surprising then that he considers acts of assent of this 
kind as involving more perfection than the others and as being those 
which the philosophers have in mind when they claim that only truths 
can be known.62 These acts of assent being however all of the "intro- 

60 "... the second kind of assent, speaking of the case where it is naturally produced, 
necessarily presupposes the apprehension of a complex . . . The reason is that this kind 
of assent has as object a complex, but we do not naturally assent or dissent to a thing 
unless it is apprehended; it is therefore impossible that I assent naturally to a complex 
without apprehending it" [... secundus assensus, naturaliter loquendo, necessario prae- 
supponit apprehensionem complexi ... Et ratio est quia iste assensus habet complexum 
pro objecto; nunc autem nulli naturaliter assentimus nec dissentimus nisi cognito et 
apprehenso; igitur impossibile est quod assentiam alicui complexo naturaliter nisi 
apprehendam illud] (Quod. IV q. 16, OTh. IX, p. 377 lin.37-43). 61 Speaking of the second kind of assent and of the act of apprehending the mental sen- 
tence assented to, Ockham notes that "the apprehensive act causes the judicative act (the 
act of assent)" [... actus apprehensivus causat actum judicativum] (Quod. V q.6, OTh. 
IX, p. 502 lin. 59). 62 ".'. it is of that kind of act (the act of assent which has a complex as object) that 
philosophers generally speak . . . They say that nothing is known except what is true and 
it is of a true complex that they are speaking" [... de isto actu loquuntur communiter 
philosophi . . . Dicunt etiam quod nihil scitur nisi verum et loquuntur de vero complexo] 
(Quod. III q. 8, OTh. IX, p. 234-5 lin.44-8). Similarly, one might say, it is of such acts 
of assent that theologians speak when they say that articles of faith are objects of belief 
(cf. ibid. p. 236 lin. 74-6: "... (actus fidei habet) complexum, puta articulum, pro objec- 
to, quia nihil creditur sic nisi verum, et nihil est verum nisi complexum"). 
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spective" kind, they require that the agent be aware of some of his 
mental acts, a requirement which was altogether absent from his origi- 
nal theory. 

4.3. Wodeham's theory 

Let us turn finally to Wodeham who, as Chatton had, subscribed to 
the "mental act" conception of mental discourse.63 Consequently, 
though acknowledging its merit, he too dismissed Ockham's original 
theory of knowledge and belief.64 But, while agreeing with large por- 
tions of it, he also dismissed Chatton's theory for reasons which shall 
be seen shortly. Ockham's second theory, as propounded in the 
Quodlibets , he did not discuss however, indeed he seemed to have been 
unaware of it.65 

Though he had to reject Ockham's original theory of knowledge and 
belief and found he could not accept Chatton's theory either, 
Wodeham proposed a theory which shares the same basic assumptions. 
He too identifies knowledge and belief with mental acts, more specifi- 
cally with acts of assent, the existence of which must be brought about 
by causes, and which must have an object in which they terminate, an 
object apprehended by the agent in an act distinct from èie act of assent 
itself.66 On this basis, Wodeham concurs with Chatton on the rôle he 
assigns to mental sentences with respect to acts of assent. He too admits 
that every act of assent requires as its cause, or as one of its partial caus- 
es, a mental sentence which has been formed by the agent. He further 
concurs with Chatton in thinking that the mental sentence which has 
caused, or has contributed in causing a given act of assent can never be 

63 For Wodeham's theory of knowledge and belief, the main text is distinction 1, ques- 
tion 1, article 1 of his Lectura secunda ... (hereafter "Lect."), ed. cit. vol. I, p. 180-98. This 
question, comprising two articles, was first edited by G. Gài, in Gài 1977 (see below foot- 
note 81). 64 He dismissed, that is, the view that the objects of knowledge (or of belief) are mental 
sentences. "... it does not seem to me that a complex is the total object of an act of know- 
ing" [... non videtur mihi quod complexum sit objectum totale actus sciendi] (Lect. d.l 
q.l, vol. I, p. 185 lin.3-4). Wodeham acknowledged however, as Chatton had not (see 
footnote 46), that this view could be defended if it were admitted, as it had been by 
Ockham, that a mental sentence is formed not of acts of thinking, but of objects of 
thought, ficta or things (cf. Lect. d.l q. 1, vol. I, p. 186 lin. 19-25 and lin.29). 65 As noted by Katherine Tachau in Ťachau 1988, p. 304-5, footnote 99. 66 "... nothing is the object of an act of assent ... which is not first known by an act of 
cognition which is only an act of apprehension and not of assent" [... nihil est objectum actus assentiendi ... quin praecognoscatur distincta cognitione quae sit tantum appre- 
hensio et non assensus] (Lect. d.l q. 1, vol. I, p. 190 lin. 15-7). 
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itself the object of that act of assent,67 and in thinking that that object 
must be identified instead with what is signified by that sentence. But 
he rejects Chatton's conclusion that the object of an act of assent must 
therefore coincide entirely with the significates of the subject and of the 
predicate of the mental sentence which caused (or partially caused) that 
assent. 

If this were the case, Wodeham argues, the act of assent caused in the 
mind of an agent by a given mental sentence-corresponding for 
instance to "God is God"-, and the act of dissent caused in the mind of 
the same agent by its contradictory-corresponding to "God is not 
God-", would have exactly the same object.68 But the mind is surely as 
capable of acts of dissent as it is of acts of assent, Wodeham believes. 
To avoid such an undesirable consequence, one must, he concludes, 
draw a double distinction, which Chatton failed to draw, between on 
the one hand partial and total objects of assent, and, on the other, 
between partial and total significates of sentences. 

Consider the latter distinction first. Chatton had identified the signi- 
ficate of a sentence with the significates of its subject and of its predi- 
cate. But that cannot be correct, Wodeham argues, since a sentence 
contains additionally to its subject and predicate always at least a cop- 
ula, which must itself be making some semantical contribution.69 One 
may therefore concede that the significates of the subject and of the 
predicate of a sentence are its partial significates, but not that they form 
its total significate. What then is the total significate of a sentence? For 

example what is the total significate of "a man is white"? It is, 
Wodeham answers, that a man is white,70 and this is not a thing but it 
is a "being so in reality" if the sentence is true and a "not being so in 

reality" if it is false.71 Now whereas a thing, i.e. a substance or a quali- 

67 "... the object of assent is not the complex by which the assent is caused. That is con- 
ceded" [... objectum assensus non est complexum mediante quo talis assensus causatur. 
Et hoc concessum est] (ibid. p. 197, lin.2-4). 68 "... it follows (from Chatton's views) that one assents and dissents at the same time to 
the same thing" [... sequitur quod simul et semel assentii et dissentit eidem] (ibid. p. 184 
lin. 19-20). 69 "... a sentence signifies some thing or some things which are not signified by the sub- 
ject or the predicate" [. . . propositio significai aliquid vel aliqua quod non significata per 
subjectum vel praedicatum] (ibid. p. 185 lin.48-9). 70 "... huius 'homo est albus' ... significatali est hominem esse album" (ibid. p. 193 
lin.20-21). 71 "... significatimi (totale) est sic esse vel sic non esse sicut per propositionem deno- 
tata" (ibid. p. 193 lin. 18). Wodeham also says (ibid. p. 195 lin.23) that the total signifi- 
cate of a sentence is not a "what" but a "being what" ("... non est quid sed est esse 
quid"). 
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ty, can be signified "incomplexly or complexly", i.e. both by terms and 
by sentences,72 a being so in reality or a not being so in reality can only 
be signified "by a complex", i.e. by a sentence.73 Clearly then, the total 
significate of a sentence is wholly distinct from its partial significates, all 
of which are things, i.e. substances or qualities. 

Another indispensable distinction is between the partial object and 
the total object of an act of assent. It is, Wodeham thinks, because 
Chatton failed to draw that distinction as well as the preceding one that 
he failed to realize that he was dealing only with the partial object of an 
act of assent when he identified that object with the significates of the 
subject and of the predicate of the mental sentence causing the assent.74 
Yet it is not the partial object, but the total object of an act of assent 
which is most characteristic of that act. But what is the total object of an 
act of assent? Wodeham's answer is, as one might expect, that it is the 
total significate of the sentence which caused that act,75 or which con- 
tributed in causing it.76 Suppose, for example, that an agent forms the 

72 "... every thing, however simple, can, it seems, be signified complexly or incom- 
plexly" [... quaelibet res, quantumcumque simplex, videtur posse significali complexe et incomplexe] (ibid. p. 193 lin. 12-3), a proposition stated in the context of an objection, but acknowledged as true on p. 196 lin.42. 73 "... that a man is an animal ... is a certain signifiable by a complex, namely by this: 
'a man is an animal'" [... hominem esse animal... est quoddam significabile per com- 
plexum, puta per illud 'homo est animal'] and a few lines above: "... a being so in extra- 
mental reality or a not being so does not depend on any act of the mind or on any sign; and anything of that sort is signifiable but not by a mental incomplex, in other words 
not by a simple intellection, therefore it is (signifiable) by a composed or divided sign, in other words by an affirmative or a negative sentence" [. . . sic esse a parte rei vel sic 
non esse non dependet ab actu animae vel ab aliquo signo. Et omne huiusmodi est sig- 
nificabile, et non per incomplexum mentale, id est non per simplicem intelligentiam, igi- tur per signum compositum vel divisum, id est per propositionem affirmativam vel neg- ativam (ibid. p. 194 lin.51-5 and lin.29-33). 74 "... whatever is apprehended by the complex which determines (the agent) to an 
assent is a partial object of that assent" [... quidquid apprehenditur per complexum necessitans ad assensum aliquem, est partíale objectum illius assensus] (ibid. p. 192 lin.6- 
7). 75 "... speaking of assent which is simply evident, the immediate (total) object of an act 
of assent is the total object of the complex which determines (the agent) to assent." [ ... 
immediate (totale) objectum actus assentiendi est objectum totale complexi necessitans 
ad assensum, loquendo de assensu simpliciter evidenti.] (ibid. p. 192 lin. 19-21). 76 "... speaking generally (of assent), its immediate total object is the total object or total 
significate of the sentence . . . which contributes in causing it, and which it necessarily 
presupposes" [... generaliter loquendo (de assensu), eius objectum immediatum totale 
est objectum totale seu significatum totale propositions . . . concausantis ilium et neces- 
sario sibi praesuppositae] (Ibid. p. 192 lin.21-3). An act of non-evident assent, which 
may still be one of knowledge in a wide sense but which may also be one of belief, falls 
within this "general case", being only partially caused by a mental sentence, since it 
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mental sentence corresponding to "God is God". He may then be 
determined, in part by that very sentence, to an act of assent, the par- 
tial object of which is indeed God, the total and adequate object of 
which however is not God,77 but that God is God. 

Of course it may happen that one should form a metalinguistic men- 
tal sentence and that that sentence should cause or at least contribute 
in causing an act of assent. Such a sentence might be for example the 
one corresponding to "the sentence "a man is an animal" is true". In 
that case, a partial object of that act of assent is a sentence, namely the 
sentence "a man is an animal" or the corresponding mental sentence.78 
Its total object however is that the sentence "a man is an animal" is true, 
and this is not a sentence. Indeed it is impossible, Wodeham insists, that 
a sentence should ever be the total object of an act of assent, and the 
reason is simple: the total object of an act of assent is always the total 

significate of the mental sentence which caused it (or contributed in 

causing it) and a sentence is never the total significate of any sentence.79 

This is a very impressive theory. The main issue it raises however is, 
as Wodeham himself realized, that of the ontology it presupposes. 
Should it be admitted that a "signifiable by a complex"80 or, to use an 

expression enjoying some currency, a "complexly signifiable",81 such as 
that a man is an animal, is something? Wodeham thinks that the answer 

depends in part on the will to assent (" ... such an act is within the power of the will as 
is an act of belief' [... actus talis ... subest imperio (voluntatis) sicut actus credendi], ibid, 
p. 207 lin.53). 

So as not to obscure the main issue, I have disregarded the fact that, according to 
Wodeham, assent may be caused by an entire demonstration, in which case the object 
of assent includes the total significate of each of the sentences which compose the 
demonstration (Wodeham is alluding to this on p. 192 lin. 23-4, a thesis to which the 
whole of Lect. d.l q.l a.2 is devoted). 77 "... the adequate object of assent is not God himself nor any simple thing" [... objec- 
tum adaequatum assensus non est Deus ipse, nec aliqua res simplex] (ibid. p. 189-90 
lin.6-7). 78 "... a complex is a partial object of some act of reflexive assent ... as for example of 
the assent by which it is assented that that complex in true" [... bene est complexum 
partiale objectum alicuius assensus reflexi . . . verbi gratia illius assensus quo assentito 
illud complexum esse verum] (ibid. p. 192 lin.3-5). 79 "... nulla propositio est objectum totale cuiuscumque propositionis" (ibid. p. 192 
lin. 13-4). 80 "significabile per complexum". See the text quoted in footnote 73. 
81 "complexe significabile". This is the expression which, from Gregory of Rimini 
onwards, was to become the standard one for a notion Rimini borrowed from 
Wodeham, as has been shown by G. Gài in Gài 1977 a fact which had remained hid- 
den to H. Elie in his pioneering work on the complexe significabile (see Elie 1936). 
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must be negative, though it does not follow that a complexly signifiable 
is nothing. Indeed it should be denied both that it is something and that 
it is nothing,82 as one would deny that a crowd or a people is a man (i.e. 
a human being) as well as that it is a non-man, saying rather that it is 
men.83 

Wodeham's answer seems to me somewhat puzzling however. If a 
complexly signifiable is to be the possible object of acts of assent, and 
therefore also a possible object of apprehension, if it is furthermore to 
be a possible object of reference,84 then it must be, in some sense, some- 
thing. Moreover, if one says of an x that it is neither something nor 
nothing, then either one is asserting a contradiction, or one is using the 
indefinite terms "something" and "nothing" as restricted quantifiers, 
presupposing a wider universe of discourse than the class of entities 
they range over. By denying that a complexly signifiable is something, 
is not then Wodeham merely taking the word "something" in a narrow 
sense, making it applicable to some entities, but not to all? It seems that 
such is precisely how a later Parisian theologian, Gregory of Rimini, 
felt about the issue. While fully subscribing to the main tenet of 
Wodeham's theory of knowledge and belief, according to which what 
is known or believed is the total significate of some sentence, and is 
thus not a thing, substance or quality, but a complexly signifiable,85 he 
introduced a wide sense of "something", enabling one to say not only 
of a thing, substance or quality, but also of a complexly signifiable that 
it is something.86 In so doing, I suggest, Rimini was not making any real 
addition to Wodeham's theory, rather he was making explicit its onto- 
logica! commitment.87 

82 "Dices: hominem esse animal est aliquid aut est nihil . . . Dico quod neutrum est dan- 
dum" (ibid. p. 195 lin. 15-6). 

"... ita quaeram a te: populus aut est homo aut est non homo? Neutrum est dandum, 
sed quod non est homo sed homines" (ibid. p. 195 lin. 16-8). 84 As it is according to Wodeham. Cf. Lect. d.l q. 1, vol. I, p. 194 lin.50-5, where 
Wodeham claims that a phrase such as "that a man is an animal", called a "dictum 
propositionis", can "supposit for that which is signified by it", namely for that a man is 
an animal, and that is a complexly signifiable ("... hominem esse animal' potest sup- 
ponere et sumi pro isto dicto propositionis . . . vel pro eo quod per huiusmodi dictum sig- 
nificatur. Et sic (hominem esse animal) non est complexum nec incomplexum, sed est 
quoddam significabile per complexum"). 85 See footnote 81. 
86 Super Primům et Secundum Sententiarum I, d. 1, q. 1 a.l, reprint of the 1522 edition, 
Franciscan Institute, N.Y., 1955, fol.lQ-2A. 87 This would be hody contested by G. Nuchelmans (see Nuchelmans 1980, p. 184-6) 
as by H. Weidemann (see Weidemann 1991, p. 140-4). Both authors have claimed that, 
by introducing a wide sense of "something", applicable both to concrete individuals and 
to complexly signifiables, Rimini did add to Wodeham's theory. This addition how- 
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It is precisely from the point of view of their respective ontological 
commitment, that it is most interesting to compare Wodeham's theory 
of assent with one of the theories Ockham propounds in the Quodlibets, 
namely that of the non-introspective kind of assent. These theories bear 
some striking similarities to each other.88 As Wodeham for assent in 

general, Ockham would have admitted for assent of the non-introspec- 
tive kind that the agent assents to its being as is signified or denoted by 
the mental sentence which has caused his act of assent.89 But whereas 
Wodeham took this to be equivalent to the claim that the object of 
assent is the significate or denotatum of the sentence which has caused 
the assent, Ockham rejected as illegitimate any purported reference to 
that which is assented to,90 and would have similarly rejected as illegit- 

ever, according to them, was no improvement since it obscured the difference in seman- 
tical category between, as Weidemann puts it, "genuine objects", which can be named, 
and "states of affairs" which can be expressed by sentences, a difference to which, they 
believe, Wodeham had been, as Abelard before him, fully alive. Yet the very same accu- 
sation thus leveled against Rimini could be leveled against Wodeham himself! 
Wodeham had allowed for a wide sense of what might today be called "normal refer- 
ence", i.e. of "significative supposition", according to which entities of both types, con- 
crete individuals and complexly signifiables, are capable of being "supposited for" by 
expressions which signify them (see the text quoted in footnote 84). Now surely this 
obscures any difference there might be in semantical category between these entities as 
much as it does to call them all "something". As a matter of fact, given supposition theo- 
ry, the claim that complexly signifiables as well as concrete individuals can be suppo- 
sited for by expressions which signify them entails the claim that, in a wide sense of 
"something", entities of both types are something. It appears then that Rimini has mere- 
ly drawn a consequence implied by Wodeham's doctrine. 
88 As noted by G. Nuchelmans in Nuchelmans 1980, p. 185. See however footnote 90. 
89 Ockham does not explicitly recognize this, but it follows from the fact that, according 
to him, an act by which it is assented to that a stone is not an ass (for example) is par- 
tially caused by a mental sentence which is of course a sentence signifying or denoting 
that a stone is not an ass (see the text quoted in footnote 42). 90 Referring to an act of non-introspective assent which is an act of knowledge, Ockham 
writes: "properly speaking it should not be said that something is known by this act but 
that by this act it is known that a stone is not an ass" [ . . . proprie loquendo, non debet 
dici quod aliquid scitur isto actu sed quod isto actu scitur quod lapis non est asinus] 
(Quod. Ill q.8, OTh. IX, p. 234 lin.31-2). Similarly, talking of an act of non-introspec- 
tive assent which is an act of faith, he writes: "properly speaking nothing is believed by 
that act . . . but by that act it is believed that God is three persons" [de virtute sermonis 
debet dici quod nihil creditur ilio actu . . . sed ilio actu creditur quod Deus est tres per- 
sonae] (ibid. p. 235-6 lin.69-71). In these texts, Ockham is not claiming, as has been sug- 
gested by G. Nuchelmans (cf. Nuchelmans 1980 p. 185), that, properly speaking, there 
is nothing one is assenting to because that which is being assented to "is not a thing" (a 
fictum is surely "not a thing" and yet, according to Ord. d.2 q.8, OTh. II, p. 273 lin. 1-2, 
it is "something in the soul"). In these texts, Ockham is claiming rather that, although 
one could, in some loose sense, concede that something is assented to since one can 
complete the phrase "it has been assented to ..." (or the phrases "it is known ..." or "it 
is believed ...") and obtain a true sentence, nevertheless there is no object assented to 
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imate any purported reference to that which a sentence signifies or 
denotes. Consequently, he avoided positing any of the "complexly sig- 
nifiables" to which Wodeham's theory is committed. 

Conclusion 

Ockham, Chatton and Wodeham all assumed that nothing can be 
the object of an act of knowledge or of belief unless it is apprehended 
by the agent of that act. Taking for granted the existence of mental dis- 
course, they also assumed, with the exception of Ockham in his early 
career, that mental sentences consist of acts of intellection. Given these 
assumptions, the option of identifying in all cases the objects of acts of 
knowledge or of belief with mental sentences was rejected, since it 
would have entailed that every such act be introspective, requiring as it 
would that the agent be aware of some of his mental acts. 

That very same option had been quite an attractive one however as 
long as mental sentences had been conceived of as consisting of entities 
which can be apprehended without involving any reflexion of the mind 
on itself. In particular it appeared to be such to Ockham as long as he 
chose to identify mental terms with either ficta or directly apprehended 
concrete particulars. When he ceased to do so, identifying instead men- 
tal terms and mental sentences with acts of intellection, he resorted to 
another theory, which admitted of acts of knowledge and of belief of 
two kinds, some indeed of an introspective kind, having mental sen- 
tences as their objects, the others of a non-introspective kind by which 
however nothing is properly speaking known or believed. In the mean- 
while, Chatton, who unreservedly subscribed to the view that mental 
terms and mental sentences are acts of intellection, had proposed to 
identify the objects of acts of knowledge or belief not with mental sen- 
tences, but with their significates. Wodeham was later to choose a sim- 
ilar option, associated however with a totally different and novel con- 
ception of what a sentence signifies. 

For those who found all of these latter options unappealing, but who 

(and hence none which is known or believed). And he would have denied that the 
"dicta" used to complete these phrases, such as "that a stone is not an ass" or "that God 
is three persons", are used as referring expressions, since they are being used significa- 
tively and, by contrast with Wodeham who admits that they then "supposit" for what 
they signify (see footnote 84), Ockham apparently admits that a dictum "supposits" only 
when it is used non-significatively to refer to itself or to the corresponding sentence. 
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insisted on identifying mental terms and mental sentences with acts of 
intellection, other options remained open, which all involved giving up 
one or other of the basic assumptions contained in Ockham's original 
theory of knowledge and belief or in the underlying theory of cogni- 
tion, assumptions which Chatton and Wodeham had incorporated in 
their own theories. One such option might have consisted in admitting 
that all mental acts are self-reflexive and that consequently a mental 
sentence cannot be formed without being apprehended.91 Every act of 

knowledge and belief could then have as its object the mental sentence 
which has contributed in causing it, since that sentence would be ipso 
facto apprehended. Another, quite radical option, might have consisted 
in giving up the assumption that there is a distinction to be drawn 
between mental acts and their objects. Such seems to have been the 
option chosen by Robert Holcot.92 Yet another, less radical, option 
might have consisted in giving up the assumption that nothing is the 

object of an act of knowledge or of belief unless it is apprehended by 
the agent of that act. Later authors, such as Pierre d'Ailly, or later ones 
still, such as John Dorp, who belonged to the following of Buridan, 
seemed to have chosen the latter option. But that would have to be 
investigated. 

91 Chatton refers to the opinion that every mental sentence is an apprehension of itself 
and more generally that every act of cognition is a cognition of itself in Prol. q.l al, an 
opinion against which he argues at length (ibid., ed. cit. pp. 22-7). This opinion, if it did 
not originate with him, was defended byjohn of Rodington who cites and dismisses each 
of Chatton's arguments against it in the first question of the prologue of his Commentary 
on the Sentences (edited by M. Tweedale in Tweedale 1965, p. 298 lin.8- p. 301 lin.7). 92 See his Quodlibetal question "Utrum Deus possit scire plura quam seit" (first edited by 
E.A. Moody in Moody 1964 and reedited, on the basis of additional manuscripts 
unknown to Moody, by W. Courtenay in Courtenay 1971), p. 5 lin.38-41, p. 17 lin. 308- 
11, p. 19 lin. 332-5 and p. 20 lin. 363-71 of Courtenay's edition. 
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A Scotistic discussion of 
" Deus est" as a propositio per se nota 

Edition with an Introduction 

E.P. BOS1 

1. Introduction 

In philosophy, the "a priori" proposition (such as "the whole is 

greater than any of its constituent parts") plays an important role. 
The truth of this proposition is clear, "evident in virtue of the terms 
used", or "self-evident": there is no need to appeal to external data, 
such as those of experience, to establish its truth. 

Medieval philosophers, too, were interested in the a priori proposi- 
tion. They called it "propositio per se nota", i.e. proposition known 
in virtue of itself, or self-evident proposition. This kind of proposition 
was discussed not only in medieval handbooks of logic, but also, and 
in fact in most detail, in the theological Commentaries on the Sentences in 
connection with the problem whether the proposition "Deus est" 

("God exists") was per se nota. Traditionally, this problem was dis- 
cussed as one of the first questions of distinção II of the first book.2 

Medieval philosophers firmly believed in the existence of God. 

Many defined God as "Ipsum esse", i.e. Being itself, and, quite 
understandably, felt that they had to solve the problem whether the 

proposition "God exists" ("Deus est") was self-evident and whether 
this proposition had the nature of a proposition naturally known in 
virtue of the terms used, like "the whole is greater than any of its con- 
stituent parts". The general conviction was that "God exists" was 
indeed self-evident, but that self-evident knowledge of it was impos- 
sible for the human wayfarer, because of his deficient understanding. 
So the proposition "God exists" gave rise to a discussion about the 

precise nature of the propositio per se nota. 

1 I wish to thank my colleague Dr. J. W. McAllister (University of Leiden) for the 
corrections of my English. 2 As usual, the medieval commentators on Peter Lombardus' Sentences followed the 
order of the problems laid down by him (in this case: Sententiae I, dist. ii, c. 1-5, ed. 
Grottaferrata 1971 (Specilegium Bonaventurianum IV), 61-7). 
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One of the most important philosophers of the Middle Ages, John 
Duns Scotus (1265-1308/9), also discussed the problem in his Commen- 
tary on the Sentences. Nearly twenty years ago Professor L.M. De Rijk 
of the University of Leiden made a provisional transcription of a Trac- 
tatus de propositione per se nota , written by an anonymous disciple of 
Duns Scotus. Professor De Rijk was kind enough to allow me to use 
his transcription as the basis for an edition. I shall here briefly intro- 
duce the tract, which I shall analyse elsewhere in more detail.3 

Although the anonymous author professes to be, and indeed is, a 
follower of Duns Scotus, he says that his master is very obscure 
("obscurissime") on a specific point, viz. the problem whether a 
mathematician, who does not know the nature of a line as precisely 
as a metaphysician (for the latter has insight into the nature of things), 
- yet has propositiones per se note as parts of his science.4 Further, the 
author explains that the definition of propositio per se nota applies both 
to definitions with categorial and to definitions with transcendental 
terms, so it can be applied also to God (who cannot be defined with 
categorial terms). On this subject he goes well beyond Duns Scotus' 
text. Quite interestingly, he informs us of a variety of mid-fourteenth- 
century discussions about self-evident propositions. 

2. The text 

The tract is handed down to us in MS Pisa, Biblioteca del Seminario 
Arcivescovile Santa Catheriana 159, ff. 121r-128r (I refer to it by the siglum 
"P"). The author's name cannot be ascertained, I think. In his cata- 
logue of 1900, C. Vitelli5 calls the tract " <eiusdem tractatus de pro- 
positione per se nota>", referring by "eiusdem" to archiepiscopus 
Armacanus , by which, no doubt, Richard Fitzralph, the archbishop of 
Armagh (ca. 1300-1360) is intended. By using brackets, Vitelli seems 
to suggest that he is not completely certain about this ascription. In 

3 See Vestigia, Imagines , Verba. Semiotics and Logic in Medieval Theological Texts (XI I -XIV 
Century), Acts of the 11th European Symposium on Medieval Logic and Semantics, 
ed. by R. Lambertini and C. Marmo (forthcoming). 4 Cf. P. Vier, Evidence and Its Function According to John Duns Scot , St. Bonaventure 
1951, 78. Vier, who did not know the tract, also notes that Duns Scotus is not unam- 
biguous on this score. 
5 C. Vitelli, Codices Pisani Latini , in: Studi italiani di filologia classica, Vili (1900), 
321-413, esp. 398-400. 
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the recent catalogue (1980) edited by T. de Robertis et al.,6 a detailed 

description of the manuscript can be found introduced by the title 
" Riccardo Fitz-Ralph, De distinctionibus , De continentia singularis, De 
praxi, De triplici genere actionum, De propositione per se nota, De productione 
Verbi" - (then follow works ascribed to John of Ripa and Albert the 

Great). This ascription is probably based on notes by XVIth and 
XVIIIth-century hands that mention Fitz-Ralph as the author. Above 
the text of the first, second, third and sixth tracts "Tractatus (...) 
Archiepiscopi Armacani" again is mentioned, but by a hand probably 
later than the one that wrote the tracts.7 

Though the author discusses the problem of propositio per se nota on 
occasion of Duns Scotus' Commentary on the Sentences I, dist. 2, pars I, 
qu. 2, 8 it seems to be an independent compendium, written at the 

request of his pupils. Its independence seems clear from the opening9 
and concluding10 lines. In the opening lines, our author says, that, 
because of the difficulty involved, he shall discuss the problem in com- 

pendio . At the end of the tract he says that he will not comment Scotus' 
text further. According to the list, made up by G. Leff, of questions 
of his Commentary on the Sentences , Fitzralph does not discuss the 

problem of the self-evidence of God's existence.11 Moreover, from 
Leff' s study we learn that Fitzralph was on important points 
undisturbed by the problems raised by Duns Scotus and Ockham and 
he is in important respects quite critical of the subtle Doctor. The 
author of our tract, however, explicitly calls Duns Scotus 4 'his 
master".12 

Our tract must have been composed after 13-50, because all the 

philosophers to whom it refers, wrote their commentaries on the 
Sentences in the first half of the fourteenth century. I cannot establish 
an exact date or a terminus ante quem. According to the catalogues, the 

manuscript itself dates from the fifteenth century. 

6 Catalogo di manoscritti filosofici nelle biblioteche italiane , vol. 1, Firenze, Pisa, Poppi, 
Rimini, Trieste, a cura di T. de Robertis, D. Frioli, M.R. Pagnoni Sturlese, L. 
Pinelli, E. Staraz, L. Sturlese (presentazione di Claudio Leonardi), Firenze (Olschki) 
1980, 64-6. 7 In lines 450-1 of the edition, "Petrům vel Thomam" are given as examples. Do 
they refer to Peter Thome (ca. 1280 - after 1337) as author? 
8 Ed. Vaticana, 1950 ( Opera omnia II), 126-48. 9 See 1. 8 (P, f. 121 r). 10 See 11. 954-957 (P, f. 128r). 11 G. Leff, Richard Fitzralph, Commentator of the Sentences. A Study in Theological Orthodoxy , 
Manchester 1963, 176-97 (appendices I and II). 12 See 1. 9-10 (P, f. 121r). 
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3. Survey of the contents 

In some sense the main conclusion of the tract is that for the human 
wayfarer the proposition 

4 'God exists" is not self-evident. But the 
author is especially interested in the question whether someone can 
know self-evident propositions while not having distinct knowledge of 
the terms used; in other words, whether evidence and distinctness can 
be distinguished. Take for example a mathematician in contrast to a 

metaphysician. A mathematician knows self-evident propositions, our 
author concludes, even though he has only opaque knowledge of the 
terms (in contradistinction to the metaphysician who knows the same 
terms distinctly). As we shall see below, this possibility is accepted by 
Scotus: in this way mathematics and other sciences have their ow npro- 
positiones per se note. In this way a mathematician knows the proposition 
"a line is length without width" while he has only opaque or non- 
distinct knowledge of the terms, but a metaphysician knows the terms 
distinctly, i.e. knows the nature of a line. 

Our author gives Scotus' definition and explains it in detail: pro- 
positi per se nota est illa que ex terminis propriis, ut sui sunt , habet evidentem 
veritatem sue complexionis ("a propositio per se nota is that which on basis 
of its own terms, as far as they belong to the proposition, has evident 
truth of its composition").13 According to him14 Scotus' definition is 
strict, and in agreement with Augustine. Many theologians (our 
anonymous author included) refer to Augustine, De vera religione , 
where it is said that the evidence of propositions is knowledge of the 
eternal rules, i.e. the ideas in God's mind.15 A propositio per se nota does 
not have a causa comparticeps , i.e. an external cause; it is known in virtue 
of the terms. He explains Scotus' qualification ut sui sunt by saying that 
some terms, such as diffinitum , diff initio and passio refer materially to 
the same thing, but one is logically prior to another. So in a syllogism, 
the premise omne animal rationale est risibile is logically prior to omnis 
homo est risibilis. 

This brings our anonymous author to a discussion (which goes well 
beyond Scotus' text) of two types of definition: one has a more 
realistic, almost Platonic flavour, and is called 4 'broader" (viz. a defi- 

13 See 1. 207-209 (P, f. 122v). 14 It is clear, our author says, that according to Duns Scotus the expressions ex terminis 
propriis and ex terminis suis on the one hand, and qui sunt aliquid eius and ut sunt termini 
eius on the other, are synonymous. 15 Augustine, De vera religione , for instance ch. XXX, 56. 
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nition by the quiddity), while the other, the strict kind, explicitly des- 
cribed as Aristotelian, and called "in use by the masters of arts'', is 
a definition by genus and differentia. 16 This part of the tract leads the 
author to the conclusion that for a proposition to be per se nota it is 

required that its self-evidence should result from the knowledge of the 
terms, be these terms known distinctly or confusedly, be these terms 

categorial or transcendental, be they within a genus or outside, and 
whether diffinitiones or diffinita are involved. For if diffinitio and dif- 
finitum were the same, 1) there would result a petitio principii in a 

syllogism, 2) cause and effect would be the same, 3) a syllogistic proof 
would have two terms instead of three, and 4) the same concept would 
be both logically prior and logically posterior.17 The existence of the 
fourth absurdity is his own thesis, the author says. This passage is 
important, because according to this distinction the proposition "God 
exists" is not per se nota , for God does not fall under a genus and is, 
therefore, not to an Aristotelian definable in categorial terms. 

There follows a discussion whether a proposition having terms that 
are only opaquely known can be self-evident, or, in other words, 
whether there is evidence when an essence to which the terms refer, 
is not known distinctly. Here we come across a remarkable but quite 
understandable statement. Our author says that Duns Scotus is very 
obscure (obscurissime).18 First, the subtle Doctor concludes that a pro- 
positi is then per se nota if its evidence is clear because the diffinitum is 
made explicit by the diffinitio. Thus, as has been pointed out, the prop- 
osition homo est risibilis is not per se nota , whereas "a rational animal is 
able to laugh" {animal rationale est risibile) which is a premise of its 
truth, is.19 According to this line of thought a conclusion cannot be per 
se nota , but the first principles of the conclusion can. This agrees with 
the distinction between the diffinitum and the diffinitio. 

With this in mind, it follows that in mathematics there are proposi- 
tions per se note , such as "line is length without width", though a 
mathematician knows the terms of this proposition not distinctly, but 
only opaquely. For a mathematician does not know the essence of a 
line, knowledge that belongs to the province of metaphysics. For the 
same reason mathematical objects such as lines can be studied under 
different lights. Our anonymous author explains the difference rather 

16 L. 363-366 (P, f. 123v-124r). 17 L. 471-491 (P, f. 124v). 18 L. 518-608 (P, f. 125r-v). 19 See above, p. 200. 
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psychologically , I would say, without making its self-evidence in any 
way dependent on actual knowledge of the intellect.20 Only truths that 
are known with abstractive knowledge can be self-evident, a claim that 
seems to be in agreement with Duns' other semantic views21. 

Then the author advances some criticism of contemporary concep- 
tions of self-evident propositions. 

A propositio per se nota cannot in any way be deduced from other 
propositions.22 This is made clear in a passage in which he discusses 
the criticism of Peter Aureoli (ca. 1280-1322) by Francis of 
Mayronnes (d. 1325 or 1328). Our author opines that, if Aureoli 
meant (as, according to his friends, is not the case) that a propositio per 
se nota could occur in a subordinate science, he was wrong. 

Some other philosophers think, the author says, that a propositio per 
se nota can be proved, by levi dialéctica (i.e., he explains, in a logical 
inference in which the premises are very close to the conclusion, so 
that they are practically equally evident).23 He refers to an "Adam 
Toutum", who perhaps can be identified with Adam Wodeham, 
though up to now I have not found the expression "levi dialéctica" 
in Wodeham' s works that are available to me. Wodeham says that 
assent by a geometer to a conclusion such as "a triangle has three 

angles of which the sum is equal to the sum of two right angles" is not 
an "direct act" ("actus rectus'3), but an "reflexive act" ( "actus 

reflexus "), which includes the evident knowledge of the premises, 
leading to the conclusion.24 Our author replies that this thesis cannot 
be defended asserting the autonomy of sciences. This implies that a 
science has self-evident propositions of its own, although a scientist 
may know the terms only opaquely. The same principle cannot be 
both irreducible and reducible. There is a difference, our author says, 
in the knowledge of the terms (i.e. distinct versus opaque). 

Our author discusses some other views of a propositio per se nota. He 
excludes the possibility that its truth originates in something outside 

20 See Duns Scotus' criticism, below, p. 204. 21 E.P. Bos, The Theory of the Proposition According to John Duns Scotus ' Two Commen- 
taries on Aristotle's Perihermencias, in: Logos and Pragma. Essays on the Philosophy 
of Language in Honour of Professor Gabriel Nuchelmans, edited by L.M. de Rijk 
and H.A.G. Braakhuis, Nijmegen 1987 (Artistarium, Supplementa III), 121-39, esp. 
129-30. 
22 L. 610-644 (P, f. 125v-126r). 23 L. 697-726 (P, f. 126v). 24 See p. 100 (n. 106) in G. Gài, Adam of Wodeham's Question on the "Complexe 
significabile" as the Immediate Object of Scientific Knowledge, in: Franciscan Studies, vol. 
37, XV (1977), 66-102. 
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the proposition. Any evidence originating from outside ("evidentia 
originalis aliunde") should be excluded. Duns Scotus had already 
criticized other philosophers on this score but the present text arouses 
interest because it presents a discussion from the early fourteenth 

century. 
It is wrong to say that a propositio per se nota is known when it is 

actually known.25 One should not distinguish between a propositio per se 
nota in itself and a propositio per se nota when actually known. This 
criticism is directed against Henry of Ghent (ca. 1217-1293) and 

Harvey Nedellec (Hervaeus Natalis) (1250/60-1323). The Scotist posi- 
tion is, as has been shown, that only the terms play a role in a propos- 
ition's being self-evident. 

Further, one should not distinguish between a propositio per se nota in 
itself and a propositio per se nota with respect to us, or to our intellect.26 
This interpretation can be found in Thomas Aquinas (1224-1274). 
The conception of a propositio per se nota quoad nos implies that the terms 
of "Deus est" are known properly by a human intellect, which cannot 
be the case. Our author criticises this view by saying that, if a propos- 
ition were self evident in one intellect, it would be so in any other that 
conceives the terms under the proper aspect (i.e. opaquely or 

distinctly). 
Is there a difference between a propositio per se nota as far as known 

by the wise and as far as known by fools?27 Here Henry of Ghent and 
Thomas Aquinas, again, and others are attacked. In a text, which, 
according to the modern edition, is deleted ( textus cancellatus) by Duns 

Scotus, it is said that such a distinction should not be drawn. The 
authors who uphold this view, refer to Boethius. Our author replies, 
following the lead of Duns Scotus, that Boethius drew a distinction 
between the conceptio communis of terms and a propositio per se nota. The 
first is presupposed in the knowledge of the latter. The first kind is 

proved, although syllogismo imperceptibih . He refers to Scotus' own view 
as an adequate explanation of Boethius. 

According to our author Duns Scotus rejects the idea of a hierarchy 
among propositions28. Duns criticises the view of his master William 
of Ware (second half of the thirteenth century), he says, who 

distinguishes between more or less contingent, more or less impos- 

25 L. 769-782 (P, f. 127r). 26 L. 783-804 (P, f. 127r). 27 L. 805-829 (P, f. 1 2 7 r) . 28 L. 830-855 (P, f. 127v). 
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sible, necessary, and per se propositions. Examples of more or less con- 
tingent propositions are "a man is running' 

' 
{homo currit ) which is more 

contingent, and "a man is white" ( homo est albus), which is less so. 
Examples of more and less impossible propositions are 

" substance is 
quantity' 

' 
( substantia est quantitas) which is more impossible than "man 

is an ass" ( homo est asinus ), because in them latter case the terms at 
least belong to the same genus. Among necessary propositions, "God 
is being" {Deus est ens) is more necessary than "man is being" {homo 
est ens). The same holds for the propositio per se nota. A propositio per se 
nota of the first order applies to terms that are known by experience 
(e.g. the part/whole principle), while a propositio per se nota of the 
second order has terms which do not derive from experience, e.g. Deus 
est. As another example "man is a rational animal" {homo est animal 
rationale) is more perse than "man is an animal" {homo est animal). Duns 
Scotus rejects such a distinction. 

Some philosophers think that a mathematical propositio per se nota is 
of the first order, and a metaphysical propositio per se nota of the second. 
This distinction is subject to the same criticism. This view is in line 
with Averroes (1126-1198), our author says. 

Our author adduces examples from Nicolaus Bonetus (d. 1343), 
with whose explanation he agrees. It is possible that an intellect should 
know the proposition "a triangle has three angles etc." first according 
to opinion (which is like the night) and later according to science (which 
is like the day). Notitia opinativa is about terms in general, notitia scien- 
tifica is about terms specifically. The proposition does not have the 
same ratio in the case of different ways of knowing it. 

The author comments upon the last solution that Duns Scotus gives 
to the main problem: is Deus est a propositio per se nota?29 Duns says that 
as far as the term Deus refers to an intrinsic mode of God, the propos- 
ition is self-evident for God and the angels, but not for men in their 
present condition, for man cannot grasp the terms distinctly. Deus est 
as far as known from the Bible and as far as known by proof are dif- 
ferent propositions, though their terms are the same. So Deus est is a 
propositio per se nota for one intellect, and not for another. Our author 
refers to Aristotle, who intends to say that, although metaphysics, 
mathematics, and physics use the same terms, they form different 
propositions, just because of the intellectual light which considers 
them.30 
29 L. 856-862 (P, f. 128v). 30 L. 863-952 (P, f. 128r). 
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Anonymi Tractatus De propositione per se nota 
(MS Pisa, Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile Santa Catheriana 159, 

f. 121r-128r) 

5 Propter1 obscuritatem, prolixitatem2 et opinionum varietatem 
de materia propositionis per se note, quam etiam difficulter tan- 
git doctor subtilis magister Johannes Scotus, distinctione 2a, 
questione 2a,3 dicam in compendio quid mihi rectius de ipsa sit 
sentiendum, simulque cum hoc elucidando textům magistři mei 

10 Scoti, motus meorum caritate rogatuque scolarium. 

<De sex generibus propositionis > 
In primis igitur notentur hee quinqué propositiones, quas alias 
vidi in tractatu quodam, scilicet propositio in se, propositio de 

15 se, propositio secundum se, propositio per se, propositio per se 
nota; et addo ego sextam, que est propositio immediata.4 

Propositio in se est illa que formam et naturam habet in se 
propositionis ac diffinitionem, et sive sit vera sive falsa, non 
refert. 

20 Propositio de se est ilia que ultra formam propositionis addit 
veritatem, ita quod omnis propositio vera dicitur propositio de 
se, scilicet quia nata est de se habere veritatem et in mente 
causare. 

Propositio secundum se est ilia que est vera et necessaria, ita 
25 quod addit prime et secunde necessitatem. Et est communis non 

solum modis dicendi per se, sed etiam omnibus propositionibus 
necessariis. 

Propositio per se est ilia que reperitur in aliquo5 quatuor mo- 
dorum dicendi per se, et maxime in primo et secundo. 

30 Propositio per se nota est illa quam describit Scotus in textu; 
de qua semper infra loquemur.6 

Propositio immediata est ilia que ultra propositionem per se 
notam addit inclusionem essentialem, scilicet quod subiectum 
includat essentialiter predicatum, vel in secundo modo. Quod 

1 Litteram capitalem "P" pingendam reliquit rubricator. 
2 propterlixitatem (sic) P. 
3 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio I, dist. 2, pars 1, qu. 2, ed. Vaticana, vol. II, pp. 
128-148. 
4 In margine alia manus hec sex genera propositionum notavit. 
5 alico, sic sepe P. 
6 vide infra , 1. 207-209. 
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non requiritur in omni propositione per se nota, ut statim vide- 
35 bitur.7 Et loquor de propositione immediata immediatione cau- 

se et etiam demonstrationis. 
Ille tamen quinqué propositiones primo posite habent se se- 

cundum superius et inferius,8 ita quod incipiendo ab ultima, illa 
est infima, et prima est communissima, et hoc loquendo de pro- 

40 positione per se nota propriissime, qualiter9 facit Scotus, ut sta- 
tim dicam.10 

<De ventate, necessitate et evidentia propositionis > 
Ulterius11 est notandum quod aliud est loqui de veritate propo- 

45 sitionis, necessitate et evidentia. Que tria etiam se habent per 
ordinein, quia multe sunt vere que non sunt necessarie, ut patet 
de propositionibus contingentibus veris, ut "homo est albus, 
sciens" etc. Et multe sunt necessarie que non sunt evidentes, si- 
cut notum est de omnibus propositionibus non per se notis, ta- 

50 men demonstrabilibus. Et loquor de evidentia originali tantum, 
ut infra patebit.12 Omnis ergo propositio per se nota et evidens 
est necessaria, et non econverso. Et loquor de propositione per 
se nota solum in notitia abstractiva quemadmodum [f. 121 v] lo- 

quitur Scotus, ut patebit.13 Et patet hoc quia propositiones de- 
55 monstrabiles sunt necessarie, non tamen evidentes. Et omnis 

propositio necessaria est vera, non tamen econverso, ut patuit. 
Igitur propositio evidens, necessaria, et vera habent etiam se 

per14 ordinem. 
Veritas autem propositionis consistit in hoc quod scilicet ita 

60 sit in re aut in unione extremorum vel inherentia sicut illa signi- 
ficai, ita quod vere et non false unum extremum insit alteri. Ne- 
cessitas autem consistit in indissolubili extremorum con- 
iunctione, ita quod separari per nullam valeant potentiam. 
Et loquor de necessitate simpliciter et non secundum quid. Evi- 

65 dentia autem est duplex, scilicet formalis et originalis, secun- 
dum quod etiam distinguit Franciscus distinctione, 2a Conflatus , 

7 vide infra , 1. 100-112. 8 correctum in P ex inferius et superius. 9 non add . P. 
10 vide infra, 1. 113 s. 
11 mg, alia manu : ventas, necessitas, evidentia. 
12 vide infra , 1. 73 s. 13 vide infra , 1. 119. 14 propter P. 
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questione Ia15 saltern in forma. Prima est in omni propositione 
vera, quia nulla propositio vera est que non habeat in se forma- 
liter suam evidentiam tam quam eius perfectionem et formam, 

70 quia evidentia est perfectio et forma propositionis vere, et est in 
illa ut in subiecto et intrinsece causa perficiens; non tamen sem- 
per habetur ab intrinseco, sed solum in propositione per se no- 
ta. Et ideo est alia evidentia que dicitur originalis, scilicet que 
habetur intrinsece et etiam ab intrinseco, scilicet ex rationibus 

75 formalibus vel natura suorum terminorum qui sunt intrinseci 
cuilibet propositioni sicut partes eius integrales. Unde quia ter- 
mini propositionis ex quibus propositio integratur, sunt partes 
integrales eius et ita sibi intrinseci, ideo quicquid convenit sibi 
ratione terminorum, dicitur convenire sibi per se ab intrinseco 

80 et non per aliud nec ab extrínseco. Et ideo dicit Scotus signanter 
quod propositio per se nota est que ex terminis propriis qui sunt 
aliquid eius, habet evidentem veritatem. Et ita etiam Franciscus 
non vult quod propositio per se nota sit ista que habet in se for- 
maliter evidentiam suorum terminorum, quia sic omnis propo- 

85 sitio vera, quandocumque15a etiam demonstrabilis, esset per se 
nota, eo quod, ut dixi, omnis talis propositio est subiectum sue 
evidentie, que dicitur forma et perfectio ipsius propositionis. 
Sed secundum eum propositio originaliter per se nota non so- 
lum requirit habere in se et intrinsece talem notitiam et eviden- 

90 tiam tamquam suam formam, sed etiam requirit quod talis 
evidentia ac notitia non originetur sive16 causetur aliunde sive 
ab aliquo extrínseco quod non continetur in illa propositione. Et 
ideo li "per se" non dicit habitudinem cause formalis vel cir- 
cumstantiam eius, sed cause efficientis vel originalis intrinsece, 

95 quales origines vel principia originalia evidentie sunt termini 
propositionis per se note. Cur autem Scotus addit illam particu- 
lam, scilicet "ut sui sunt", infra dicam.17 

<De variis acceptionibus propositionis per se note> 
100 Ulterius est notandum quod Scotus non loquitur de omni condi- 

15 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum , Conflatus nominatum. 
Liber I, dist. 2, qu. 1, ed. Venetiis 1520 (unveränderter Nachdruck Frankfurt am 
Main 1966), f 16vb (P). 15a quamcumque P. 
16 correctum ex ac P. 
17 vide infra , 1. 247. 
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tione sive manerie propositionis per se note, nec ita universali- 
ter aut generaliter sicut Franciscus et multi alii, sed plurimum 
stricte ac proprie, quia multe dicuntur a diversis autoribus et 
autenticis propositiones per se note quibus non potest compete- 

105 re diffinitio data a Scoto de propositione per se nota, et speciali- 
ter tales que apprehenduntur notitia intuitiva; ut scilicet quod 
"celum movetur" est per se notum, et "grave descendit"; 
<vel> hec "nix est alba", "sol lucet", "terra est", "ammalia 
moventur", "arbores crescunt" et innumerabiles huiusmodi 
propositiones, et etiam in notitia abstractiva ac intellectiva, ut 

110 "omne totum est maius sua parte" et hec similiter secundum 
Augustinum18 "viventia non-viventibus preferuntur", "bo- 
nům malo est preeligendum" et huiusmodi. 

Sed Scotus, ut dixi, non ita large loquitur. Et ideo non debe- 
bat eum mordere Franciscus ubi supra - male impugnando 

115 eum, dicendo diffinitionem Scoti [f. 122r] quam primo récitât 
ibi Franciscus, non esse veram in notitia intuitiva - quia Scotus 
non intendebat loqui de huiusmodi conditione et genere propo- 
sitionum per se notarum (que scilicet cognoscuntur solum in no- 
titia intuitiva sensitiva), sed tantum in notitia abstractiva. Et 

120 utique non videntur propriissime dici propositiones per se note 
que solum sensu et per notitiam intuitivam sensitivám cognos- 
cuntur vel huiusmodi cognitionem experimentalem cuiuscum- 
que sensus, ut quod "lapis est durus", "ignis est calidus" et 
huiusmodi, que cognoscuntur per experientiam tactus; aut 

125 quod "mel", "lac", "ficus" et huiusmodi sint dulcia, que cog- 
noscuntur experientia gustus, et sic "rosam redolere per olfac- 
tum", et "cantum esse suavem et harmonicum per auditum". 
Omnis enim notitia experimentalis potest dici aliquo modo in- 
tuitiva, et hoc secundum modum loquendi sancti Augustini in 

130 Libro de Trinitate 19 sepe, ubi omnem notitiam sensitivám vocat 
intuitivam. Franciscus autem in Conflatu , distinctione 2a, 
questione Ia20 dicit omnem notitiam experimentalem esse per 
se notam, sed multum extense loquitur. Simili etiam ex ratione 
calumpniatur Scotum discipulus eius, sed ingratissimus et 

18 Augustinus, De Civitate Dei XI, 16, 2: "praeponuntur viventia non viventibus". 19 Augustinus, De Trinitate IX, 6, 72. 20 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum , Conflatus nominatum. 
Liber I, dist. 2, qu. 1, ed. Venetiis 1520, f. 15v (Q). 
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135 maximus eius emulus, scilicet Aureolus, ac alii nonnulli, sed, ut 
dixi, non videntur iste prenominate propositiones debere dici 
per se note. Et ideo nec ista "celum est", "motus est", "natura 
est", "corvus est niger", "nix est alba" et huiusmodi sunt pro- 
prie loquendo propositiones per se note, quia nec ex terminis 

140 suis propriis habitis per experientiam, nec ex aliqua sillogistica 
deductione aut causa aliqua intrinseca est evidens predicata ea- 
rum inesse subiectis. 

Verumptamen, quia videmus eas ad sensum aut per aliquam 
experientiam sensitivám illas et alias huiuscemodi accipimus et 

145 percipimus, dum actualiter sunt presentes, non possumus eas 

negare. Unde, quamvis, cum videmus occulta fide solem lucen- 
tem, non possimus21 ipsum negare esse lucidum, hec tarnen22 
propositio "sol est lucidus" non est per se nota. Potest enim, 
manente substantia solis, Deus destruere lucem eius. Et ideo lux 

150 nec est de essentia, nec de secundo modo, corporis luminosi, ut 
vult Scotus sepe, et specialiter in secundo libro Sententiarum , dis- 
tinzione 13a, questione Ia, ubi ponit lucem esse accidens et 
non substantiam, et sic etiam lumen. Proprie ergo loquendo, 
possunt huiusmodi propositiones dici recte et vere, sed non per 

155 se note. Sensus enim non habet, sicut nec componere propositi- 
ones, sic nec percipere evidentiam et formam propositionum vel 

perfectionem23 vel imperfectionem.24 Et ideo non ex parte sen- 
sus, sed solum intellectus provenit vel compositio propositio- 
num vel perceptio suarum evidentiarum vel non evidentiarum. 

160 Et si allegaveris Philosophum dicentem25 quod "qui negant ná- 
turám aut motum, sunt male dispositi"; et in primo Topicorum26 
dicit quod "qui negat nivem esse albam, caret sensu", dico 

quod verum est secundum intentum Philosophi, scilicet quia 
negant sensum et eius perceptionem ac obiectum, sed non quia 

165 negant hanc propositionem esse per se notam, scilicet "natura 
est" vel "nix est alba". Nam utraque est recta et vera, sed non 

per se nota, et hoc, ut dixi,27 proprie loquendo. 

21 poterimus P. 
22 tantum P. 
23 perfectionum P. 
24 imperfectionum P. 
25 Aristoteles, Physica I, ii, 185 al. 26 Aristoteles, Topica I, xi, 105 a5-7. 27 vide supra , 1. 138. 
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<De triplici distinctione propositionis per se note> 
Pro tamen volentibus evitare lites distinguo de propositione per 

170 se nota quantum pronunc sufficit, quia infra amplius dicam.28 
Triplex29 enim est pronunc propositio per se nota. Prima est illa 
que de se est evidentialis,30 quia ex terminis propriis ut sui sunt, 
cognoscibilis, et dans evidentiam cognoscenti terminos eius con- 
fuse et distincte; et hanc ponit Scotus.31 

175 Secunda est experimental, 32 et ista est per se nota temporali- 
ter sive ad tempus aliquod solummodo, et non semper de neces- 
sitate, quia non répugnât predicatum non inesse subiecto, 
[f. 122v] sicut de nive alba et lacte dulci et celi motu et huius- 
modi est superius dictum.33 

180 Tertia est de se assentibilis, idest cui subito et imperceptibili- 
ter ac sine mora datur assensus, ut "omne totum est maius sua 
parte". 

Simul34 enim loquendo non indiget aliqua alia propositione 
qua, vel per quam, causetur apud intellectum assensus illius vel 

185 ut assentiat ei,35 ut patet apud geometrům, qui habet earn pro 
per se notam, quamvis evidentia eius magis clarescat apud 
methaphisicum, qui altiori lumine, scilicet methaphisicali, eam 
perceptibiliter demonstrat; sed talis diffinitiva ac distincta ter- 
minorum notitia non est geometro necessaria, ut predicta pro- 

190 posito sit sibi evidens, quia ad eum non pertinet ad quod genus 
pertineat magnitudo aut pars etc., sed ex sola notitia confusa 
terminorum ei firmiter assentii et earn pro per se notam habet. 

Et dico ultra quod, licet Alacen<us> in secundo sue Perspec- 
tive, capitulo 2°,36 eam demonstret, hoc dico, non facit ut 

195 perspectivus, sed ut methaphisicus, qui37 scientiam ultra 

28 vide infra , 1. 206 ss. 29 triplex propositio per se nota Pms. 
30 evidentialis Pms. 
31 Ordinatio I, dist. 2, pars 1, q. 2, ed. Vaticana, 1950, vol. II, p. 133, 1. 8 - 134, 
1. 2; cf. P. C. Vier, Evidence and its Function According to John Duns Scotus , St. Bonaven- 
ture 1951, p. 71. 32 experimentalis PmS. 
33 vide supra , 1. 137-138. 34 similiter P. 
35 cui intellectus assentii Pmë. 
36 Alacenus, Perspectiva , cf. Petrus Aureoli, Scriptum super Primum Librum Sententiarum , 
dist. ii, sect. 10, ed. E. Buytaert, St. Bonaventure 1956, p. 556-7. 37 quam P. 
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perspectivam habet.38 Nec minus tarnen ante suam demonstra- 
tionem illa propositio erat per se nota ex confuso conceptu ter- 
minorum, quia, si oporteret cuiuslibet propositionis per se note 
terminos explican per diffinitionem, nullas tunc haberet geome- 

200 ter propositiones per se notas, ut quod 
ť 'linea est longitudo sine 

latitudine" etc., quorum terminorum diffinitiones ignorât, si- 
cut nec novit genera eorum nec differentias aut predicamenta; 
quod nullus doctus concederet. 

205 < Declarado diffinitionis posite a Scoto > 
Hiis premissis ad declarationem diffinitionis posite a Scoto acce- 
do. Que diffinitio est talis: "propositio per se nota est ilia que 
ex terminis propriis, ut sui sunt, habet evidentem veritatem sue 
complexionis".39 

210 Primo tamen, quia in titulo questionis40 ponitur "per se no- 
tum" et etiam in hac diffinitione, ideo est sciendum quod "per 
se notum" potest tripliciter intelligi. 

Uno modo pro eo quod non est cum alio notum. Et sic li "per 
se" est idem quod "solitarie"; quali modo sumitur in tertio mo- 

215 do dicendi per se. Hoc modo dicitur quod Sortes per se portât 
trabem, idest: omni alio excluso, et sic relativum non potest esse 
per se notum, quia relativa sunt simul intelligibilia, sicut etiam 
sunt simul natura, secundum Philosophum in Predicamentis , ca- 
pitulo de relatione.41 Tamen substantia est sic per se nota, et 

220 omne absolutum, ut quantitas et qualitas. 
Et secundo modo pro eo quod non est notum per aliud, vel 

per accidens, sed per se. Et sic accidentia absoluta sunt per se 
nota, substantie vero non, quia sunt note per accidentia, ut pa- 
tet in prologo primi De anima*2 ubi dicitur quod accidentia 

225 magnam partem conferunt ad cognoscendum quod quid est , idest 
substantiam. Et utique secundum Scotum, Primo Libro , distinc- 
tione 3a,43 et etiam in Quarto Libro in materia de eukaristia:44 
"nulla substantia cognoscitur naturaliter nec cognosci potest a 

38 habuit P. 
39 Ordinatio I, dist. 2, pars 1, qu. 1-2, ed. Vaticana, 1950, vol. II, p. 135, 1. 3-5. 40 ibidem , qu. 2, p. 128, 1. 10. 41 Aristoteles, Praedicamenta VII. 
42 Aristoteles, De anima I, 1, 402 02 1 -22 . 43 I, dist. 3, p. 1, q. 1-2, ed. Vaticana, 1950, voi. Il, p. 46, 1-2 44 Cf. Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio IV, 12, q. 3, ed. rarisns 1893, p. 609b-610a. 
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nobis intuitive nec etiam abstractive in hoc statu, sed tantum ar- 
230 guitive et per cognitionem accidentium". Et sic etiam nec Deus 

est nobis naturaliter notus pro hoc statu, sed solum arguitive per 
creaturas cognitas, que sunt effectus eius. 

Tertio modo pro eo quod non est notum per aliud ut per cau- 
sam vel principium. Et sic sunt prima principia per se nota, et 

235 multe alie propositiones evidentes ex suis terminis, de quibus 
nunc loquimur. Conclusiones autem demonstrabiles non sunt 
sic per se note, quia cognoscuntur per premissas et principia45 
prima. 

Scotus autem in diffinitione sua loquitur conformiter dictis 
240 sancii Augustini in libro De vera religione ,46 ubi loquitur de regu- 

lis eternis et evidentibus, et etiam dictis [f. 123r] Lincolniensis47 
in primo Posteriorum ;48 quia ambo dicunt quod propositio per se 
nota est ilia que non habet causam comparticipem,49 idest ex- 
trinsecam, extraneam et a sua intrinseca ratione alienam. Et 

245 ideo dicit signanter "ex suis terminis,,) ut iam superius exposi- 
tum est sufficienter.50 

Additur autem "ut sui sunt",51 quia aliquando contingit 
quod aliqui termini sunt omnino idem realiter, cuiusmodi sunt 
"diffinitum", ttdiffinitio,, et "passio" (ut probat Franciscus, 

250 distinctione 2a Conflatus , questione 2a,52 et distinctione 43a53 et 
44a,54 questione 3a), et tamen, non obstante ista vera ydempti- 
tate reali, aliquis illorum trium erit per se notus de uno reliquo- 
rum duorum et de altero nequaquam, ita scilicet quod propria 
passio, que est una illarum trium, sit in vinculo fortissimo ac 

255 per nullam potentiam dissolubili ydemptitatis realis <et> 
faciat55 propositionem per se notam cum diffinitione, et tamen 

45 sua add. sed exp. P. 
46 Augustinus, De vera religione , e.g. XXX, 56. 47 sic sember P. 
48 Robertus Grosseteste (Lincolniensis), In Posteriorum Analyticorum libros I, 4, ed. P. 
Rossi, p. Ill, 1. 46-47. 49 Robertus Grosseteste (Lincolniensis), In Posteriorum Analyticorum libros I, 4, ed. P. 
Rossi, p. Ill, 1. 46-47. 
50 for "comparticeps" cf. e.g. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Contra Gentiles III, 132/133. 
51 vide supra , 1. 208. 52 ut sui sunt Pms» am. 
53 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum , Conflatus nominatum. 
Liber I, f. 17vb (P), conclusio 3a. 
54 L. I, d. 43, q. 3, p. 218 va. 
55 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum , Conflatus nominatum. 
Liber I, d. 44, q. 3, p. 219v (K). 
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non cum diffinito, sed demonstrabilem. Sicut patet in demon- 
stratione56 potissima, ubi propria passio concluditur de diffìnito 
per diffinitionem, dicendo sic: 

260 omne animal rationale est risibile, 
omnis homo est animai rationale, 
ergo omnis homo est risibilis. 

Ecce propositio in qua predicatur57 propria et convertibilis pas- 
265 sio de diffìnito in conclusione, non est per se nota nec est nota 

ex terminis suis, sed notificatur ex premissis positis in de- 
monstratione. Sed maior propositio, in qua58 propria passio 
predicatur de diffinitione, est propositio per se nota, quia notifi- 
catur ex evidentia terminorum, et ita ex terminis suis propriis 

270 et intrinsecis. Quia, licet excludat omnem aliam causalitatem 
respectu sue notitie, - et hoc dico "per se et immediate", quia 
sensus faciunt per accidens et mediate ad notitiam maioris pro- 
positions, quia conferunt ad notitiam terminorum eo quod ex 
multis sensationibus fit una memoria etc., ut patet secundo 

275 Posteriorum in fine.59 Et Scotus bene hoc tractat primo 
Metaphysice60 - et licet etiam excludat omnem aliam deductio- 
nem sylogisticam,61 non tamen excludit notitiam terminorum 
intrinsecorum ex quibus propositio integratur, sicut nec ipsa 
prima principia excludunt notitiam terminorum, quantumcum- 

280 que dicantur naturaliter nobis nota, et sicut ianua in domo etc., 
secundo Metaphysice62. 

Er ita patet quod differentia sola ex natura rei, vel quecum- 
que citra distinctionem aut differentiam realem, sufficit ad hoc 
quod predicatum quod est propria passio, faciat cum una extre- 

285 mitate premissarum propositionem per se notam, et cum alia 
non. Et ideo si debeat dari completa diffinitio propositionis per 
se note, oportet quod dicatur quod sit nota ex evidentia termi- 
norum suorum inquantum sunt termini sui, ut excludatur diffi- 

56 faciet P. 
57 diffinitione P. 
58 ponitur P ( sic passim). 59 proponitur add. sed exp. P. Aristoteles, Analytica Posteriora II, 19. 60 Johannes Duns Scotus, Quaestiones subtilissimae super libros Metaphysicorum Aristotelis , 
I, q. 3, Opera Omnia, Parisiis 1893, p. 93a. 61 deductionem sylogisticam (sic) P post correcturam , sylogisticam (sic) deduetionem P. 62 Johannes Duns Scotus, Quaestiones subtilissimae super libros Metaphysicorum Aristotelis , 
II, q. 1, Opera Omnia , Parisiis 1893, p. 96b-97a. 
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nitio a diffinito. Quia ista propositio "omne animal rationale est 
290 risibile" est nota ex evidentia suorum terminorum inquantum 

sunt termini sui, scilicet "animalis rationalis", que est diffìni- 
tum,63 et "risibilis", que est passio, que de ea immediate predi- 
catur. Que quidem propria passio non faceret propositionem 
per se notam, si predicaretur de eadem re ut significatur sub 

295 conceptu diffiniti et inquantum est diffìnitum. 
Sed nota tamen quod, ut ista diffinitio possit magis verificari 

et ad plures propositiones se extendere, est sciendum quod ^dif- 
finitio" et "diffinitum'' possunt dupliciter accipi: uno modo lar- 
ge, et sic quelibet quiditas declarativa et manifestativa alterius 

300 conceptus, sive fuerit in genere aliquo sive predicamento, aut 
transcendens, dicitur diffinitio vel pars diffinitionis et quodlibet 
declaratum potest dici diffìnitum. 

Et huic consonai Bonetus in primo libro Theologie sue, capitu- 
lo 4° [f. 123 v] in fine64 dicens Primam Intelligentiam, quam 

305 semper dicat esse Deum, habere diffinitionem. Nec ex hoc se- 
quitur Ipsum esse in genere, eo quod omnis diffinitio constat ex 
genere et differentia, ut communiter dicitur. Hoc autem negat, 
et bene, quia, ut inquit, ad veram diffinitionem sufficit quod il- 
lud quod diffinitur, resolvatur in conceptum quiditativum et 

310 conceptum65 qualificativum essentialem. Sed quod conceptus 
quiditativus habeat rationem generis et < conceptus > qualifi- 
cativus essentialis rationem differentie, hoc accidit. Hec ille in 
Terminis. 

Et si contra Bonetum obieceris quod Philosophus, septimo Me- 
315 taphysice,66 et primo,67 quarto68 et sexto69 Topicorum , secundo 

Posteriorum70 et multotiens alibi, dicit diffinitionem constare ex 
genere et differentia et esse orationem longam, et istud ut mate- 
ria, et illud ut forma etc., similiter et Porphirius in suis 
Uniuersalibus 71 et Commentator72 et alii multi etcetera - defen- 

63 diffinitio P. 
64 Nicolaus Bonetus, Theologia (locus nondum inventus). 65 compositum (?) P 
66 Aristoteles, Metaphysica VII, vi, 1030 b8. 
67 Aristoteles, Topica I, v, 102 a4-5. 68 Aristoteles, Topica IV, i, 120 b30-32. 
69 Aristoteles, Topica VI, i, 139 a29-31. 70 Aristoteles, Analyiica Posteriora II, iii, 90 b30-31. 
71 Porphyrius, Isagoge , ed. L. Minio-Paluello, Bruges-Paris 1956, p. 5, 1. 5. 72 Averroes, Metaphysica VIII, comm. 3, in Aristotelis Opera cum Averrois commentariis , 
vol. IV, Venetiis apud Juncias, 1562-7, f. 210 (H). Cf. In Metaphysicam VII , ed. 
Venetiis 1560, ff. 198v-199r. 
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320 dendo Bonetum respondeo quod omnes loquuntur de diffinitioni- 
bus rerum aut conceptuum predicamentalium, de quibus quasi 
semper in illis locis tractat Philosophus. Et ideo loquitur Aristo- 
tiles de diffinitione predicamentali ac generica < rerum > , et 
conceptuum vel rationum genericarum, de quibus dat diffinitio- 

325 nes; et ideo de talibus tradii artem inveniendi ac investigandi 
diffinitiones in secundo Posteriorum73 inquantum sunt media in 
demonstrationibus, de quibus ibi tractat. Sed de diffìnitionibus 
transcendentibus ac conceptuum transcendentium et extra ac 
supra74 predicamenta existentium non loquitur in speciali. 

330 Sed per viam diffinitivam quam tradii de conceptibus predi- 
camentalibus, satis nos instruit qualiter debemus consimiliter 
diffinire conceptus transcendentes, idest singulas rationes et 
conceptus extra predicamenta existentes, si non fuerunt concep- 
tus communissimi, ut "entis" et suarum passionum secum con- 

335 vertibilium vel differentiarum quarumcumque. 
Omnes autem conceptus qui ad divina in speciali ac singulari 

ratione pertinent, sunt conceptus non communissimi in predi- 
catione, licet in virtute aliqui sint communissimi, quamvis non 
omnes. Quod dico pro relationibus divinis, que nullam habent 

340 virtualem continentiam aut communitatem, ut alias videbitur.75 
Scotus tamen distinctissime ponit sepe et maxime questione 5a 
Quodlibet . 76 Tales, dico, omnes <relationes> sunt resolubiles in 
conceptum determinativům et determinabilem, licet utrumque 
infinitum; et ideo in conceptus refutantes rationem generis et 

345 differentie, ac omnes limitationes potentialitatis compositionis, 
ac breviter: universe imperfectionis, que predicamentalibus ad- 
herent ac conveniunt conceptibus. Et ideo remanent pure ac de- 
nudate a similibus rationes divinorum conceptuum diffinitive, 
declarative ac expansive, eo quod, licet omnes sint simplices, 

350 non tamen sunt omnes simpliciter simplices, quicquid dicat 
sepissime77 Franciscus, cum quo in hac parte nullatenus con- 
cordor. 

73 Aristoteles, Analytica Posteriora II, e.g. ch. iii. 
74 ac supra Pc. 
75 vide infra 1. 376. 
76 Johannes Duns Scotus, Quodlibeta, q. 5 in Johannis Duns Scoti Opera omnia T. 25, 
Parisius 1895, p. 199a (locus incertus). 77 sepissimus P. 
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Sed quia hec singula declarare non parvum expostularet trac- 
tatum, et hec in loco solum incidentaliter et preter omnino pri- 

355 mum intentum hec occurrebat materia ratione declarationis 
dictorum Scoti, ideo usque alias est necessario omnino superse- 
dendum, et maxime usque ad tertiam distinctionem, ubi hec lo- 
cum habent, ubi, volente Deo, quid sentio expandam. Interim 
Bonetum primo Metaphysice 78 et primo Theologie sue capitulo 

360 3°79 et 4o80 videas diligenter. - Et si dixeris quod Aristotiles 
numquam de tali loquitur diffinitione transcendenti, memineris 
locum ab auctoritate 81 nullibi tenere negative. 

Secundo modo, et proprie, saltem ut communiter utuntur ar- 
tiste, diffinitio dicitur ilia que constat ex genere et differentia et 

365 [f. 124r] que82 est in genere, et eorum que in genere collocan- 
tur. Et sic, conformiter, diffinitum est illud quod résultat ex 
huiusmodi diffìnitionis partibus, sive sint transcendentes sive 
predicamentales, ita ut proportionabiliter dicatur de diffinito in 
sensu duplici quemadmodum per omnia de diffinitione est de- 

370 claratum. 
Capiuntur igitur ad propositum "diffinitio'' et ̂ diffinitum" 

in illa descriptione Scoti ac sequenti sententia, utroque modo 
hic superius exposito, et non precise primo aut precise secundo, 
sed indifferenti secundum materie congruentiam. Et ratio huius 

375 dicti mei est ista: quia non solum in creaturis et de creaturis, sed 
in divinis ac de divinis sunt ac formantur propositiones per se 
note, ut statim patebit83 de ista propositione "Deus est" ac mul- 
tis aliis propositionibus habentibus terminos nullo modo sub 
predicamentis collocatos. Et hoc sive illi termini sint transcen- 

380 dentes et communissimi, cum constet de ipso ente communissi- 

78 Cf. Nicolaus Bonetus (?), In Metaphysicam , in MS München, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek , Clm 26867 (August.) ( = VI 2389), f. 2ra (textus ff. lra-80rb adscriptus 
est (manu seculi fere XVIIi) cuidem Henrico Boneto. F. 8 Ira: ad hune textum refer- 
tur manu paulo posteriori quam qui scripsit textum, cum titulo: "Metaphysica Boneti 
vel Francisci de Maronis". In colophone legitur: 1460). In catalogo legitur: 
"Metaphysica Boneti sequens modum Scoti sive Francisci de Mayronis", sed non 
refertur ad folia manuscripti. (Cf. Catalogus codicum latinorum Bibliothecae Regiae 
Monacensis (...) edd. C. Halm et G. Meyer, München 1883 (reprint Wiesbaden 
1969)). 79 Nicolaus Bonetus, Theologia, locus nondum inventus. 
80 Nicolaus Bonetus, Theologia , locus nondum inventus. 
81 Aristotile exp. P. 
82 et que P. 
83 vide infra , 11. 401-407. 
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mo formari propositiones per se notas, ut patet de primo 
principio complexo et aliis principiis, ac etiam propositionibus 
formatis de ipso et quibusdam suis passionibus ac differentiis vel 
modis intrinsecis. Reperiuntur etiam de aliis conceptibus sim- 

385 pliciter simplicibus propositiones per se note, quorum nulla om- 
nino penitus est diffinitio, nec primo modo nec secundo modo 
sumpta. 

Et ideo est ulterius predictis addendum quod Scotus determi- 
nando de propositione per se nota in hoc loco, licet specialem 

390 fecerit mensionem84 in sua expositione de diffinitione et diffini- 
to, non tarnen artavit eam ad illos precise conceptus vel ad pro- 
positiones huiusmodi conceptus precise habentes, cum nec hoc 
ex sua littera habeatur neque ex data descriptione propositionis 
per se note, sed de illis loquendo non solum de illis sed aliis qui- 

395 buscumque terminis in quibus aut ex quibus possibile est for- 
mare propositiones per se notas intellexit ac tradidit doctrinam. 
Non ergo excluduntur ab eo quicumque conceptus, cuiuscum- 
que fuerint conditionis aut nature, super quos iustum est erigere 
propositiones per se notas, ut evidenter claret intelligenti Docto- 

400 ris processum. 
Sufficit igitur secundum eum ad hoc quod propositio sit per 

se nota, generaliter loquendo, quod sit evidens ex terminis pro- 
priis illius propositionis ut sui sunt, predicatum inesse subiecto, 
sive subiectum et predicatum distincte sive indistincte concipi- 

405 antur, sive sint diffinitiones et diffinita, sive transcendentia et 
simpliciter Simplicia, sive in genere sive extra genus et ita de ali- 
is. Sed statim clarius etiam dicam intentum Scoti. 

<Ad litteram Scoti > 
410 Igitur revertendo ad textům et litteram Scoti dico quod pro eo- 

dem habet dicere illud quod primo dicit in principio,85 scilicet 
quod 

' 
'propositio per se nota est ilia que ex terminis propriis 

qui86 sunt aliquid eius, habet evidentem veritatem," et quod di- 
cit infra quod "omnis et sola illa propositio est per se nota que 

415 ex terminis sic conceptis ut sunt termini87 eius, habet evidentem 

84 Sic P. 
85 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio (...), p. 131, 1. 13-5. 86 que P. 
87 h add. sed exp. P. 
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veritatem complexionis", ita quod idem est dicere "ex terminis 
propriis" et dicere "ex terminis suis" et dicere "qui sunt ali- 
quid eius" et dicere "ut sunt termini eius". Et statim, quando 
dicit ulterius: "qui sunt illi termini etc.", hoc iam superius de- 

420 claravi,88 quia intendit dare distinctionem inter diffinitionem et 
diffinitum, hac intentione ut, quamvis diffìnitio et difflnitum 
sint89 idem realiter, tarnen propria passio aliqua que etiam est 
idem cum utroque realiter, facit sepe propositionem per se no- 
tam cum diffìnitione tamquam cum conceptu magis expanso et 

425 claro, quam non facit cum diffinito, eo quod idem conceptus 
realiter qui significatur tam per diffinitionem quam per diffini- 
tum, obscurius et confuse significatur per diffinitum, et clarius 
ac distincte significatur per diffinitionem. Et ideo non immerito 
aliqua passio potest facere propositionem per se notam cum 

430 conceptu clare ac [f. 124v] distincte significato, et ita cum diffì- 
nitione que sic illum conceptum significai, que non faceret pro- 
positionem per se notam cum eodem conceptu significato obscure 
et confuse, et ita nec cum diffinito quod taliter illum conceptum 
significai, quia confuse et involute. Nam secundum Lincolnien- 

435 sem, primo Posteriorum90 diffinitio et diffinitum differunt sicut 
expansum et involutum. 

Statim, quando dicit91 "sive accipiantur termini pro vocibus 
significantibus sive pro conceptibus significatisi, "voces signi- 
ficantes" vocat has secundas intentiones que sunt diffinitio et dif 

440 finitura , quia, ut formaliter sumuntur, sunt secunde intentiones. 
"Conceptus significatos" vocat res prime intentionis, scilicet 
"hominem" et "animal rationale" et huiusmodi consimilia, et 
sive sumantur primo modo sive secundo, sunt alii termini et ali- 
quo modo distincti. 

445 " 
Quod quid est alterius extremi",92 idest: diffinitio vel ratio 

formalis, est medium in demonstratione. Istud est Aristotilis, 
primo93 et secundo94 Posteriorum. 

88 vide supra , 1. 247 ss. 89 sunt P. 
90 Robertus Grosseteste, Commentarius in Posteriorum Analyticorum Libros II, 1, ed. 
Rossi, p. 298, 1. 224-5 (locus incertus). 91 Johannes Duns Scotus. Ordinatio (...), p. 132, 1. 3-4. 92 Ibid., p. 132, 1. 5 93 Aristoteles, Analytica Posteriora II, ii, 72 a21-22. 94 Ibid. , II, iii, 90 b30-31 . 
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" Esset petitio principii".95 In petitione principii premissa 
non differt a conclusione; ibi enim idem sumitur sub uno nomi- 

450 ne ad probationem sui ipsius sub alio nomine sumpti inquan- 
tum ad hoc spectat propositum. Et sic, si diffìnitio et diffinitum 
essent omnino idem ex natura rei et in conceptu différentes solo 
nomine, vel sola facta variatione in vocibus significantibus et 
non in conceptibus significatis, cum diffinitio ponatur medium 

455 in demonstratione potissima, et etiam eadem in eodem concep- 
tu esset subiéctum conclusionis, esset expressissima fallacia peti- 
tionis principii, et idem esset dicere "omne animal rationale est 
risibile" et "omnis homo est risibilis". Qualiter autem ista fal- 
lacia fit quinqué modis et quomodo hec fallacia non peccai con- 

460 tra vim illationis, quia bene infert, sed contra vim et efficaciam 
probationis, quia male probat, vide in Fallaciis et Elenchisi6 et 
etiam satis bene ibi dicit sanctus Thomas.97 Et Philosophus pri- 
mo Elenchorum 98 dicit quod unus et primus modus petitionis 
principii est ostendere aliquid de diffinito per diffinitionem, aut 

465 econverso,99 eo quod eadem sit entitas et conceptus diffinitionis 
et diffiniti. Sed tarnen pro eorum divisione vide Franciscum, 
distinctione 2a, questione 2a optime.100 Et breviter pronunc se- 
cundum Scotum < quod > si diffinitio et diffinitum essent om- 
nino idem, tria sequerentur inconvenientia: 

470 Primum est de petitione principii, de quo iam dictum est. 
Secundum est quod idem esset Causa sui Ipsius vel saltem 

principium, et idem esset causa et effectus, vel principium et 
principiatum respectu sui ipsius. Diffinitio enim posita in pre- 
missis est causa conclusionis, vel propositio in qua est ratio101 

475 eius, et posita in conclusione erit effectus, quia diffinitum quod 
ponitur in conclusione non est aliud secundum te sed omnino 
idem quod diffinitio. Et sic medius terminus ingrederetur con- 
clusionem; quod est contra artem Philosophi, primo Priorům . 102 

95 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio (...), p. 132, 1. 11. 96 Aristoteles, Sophistici Elenchi V , 167 a37-41. 97 Thomas Aquinas, De fallaciis ad quosdam nobiles artistas , ed. R. Spiazzi, Taurini 
1954, p. 237 ss. 98 Aristoteles, Sophistici Elenchi V, 167 a37 ss. Topica VIII, xiii. 162 Ò35-163 al. 99 econtra P. 
1 00 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum , Conflatus nominatum. 
Liber I, dist. 2, qu. 1, ed. Venetiis 1520, f. 16va (K). 101 ratione P. 

Aristoteles, Analytica Priora I, iv, 25 b32-35. 
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Tertium inconveniens <est> quod in demonstratione non 
480 essent nisi duo termini, scilicet passio et subiectum, quod est 

omnino idem secundum te cum diffinitione. Nec evadis si dicas 
quod distinguuntur tantum per intellectum, quia necesse est 
tres terminos demonstrations distingui ex natura rei, si per de- 
monstrationem debet aliquid concludi in aliqua scientia reali. 

485 Addamus quartum inconveniens. Impossibile est eundem 
omnino conceptum esse priorem et posteriorem, haberi et non 
haberi de eadem re, esse clarum et distinctum, et non-clarum 
et non-distinctum. Sed idem potest prius concipi, ut dicitur et 
exprimitur per nomen, et non-concipi, ut exprimitur per diffini- 

490 tionem. Ergo alius est conceptus expressus per nomen et alius 
ut exprimitur per diffìnitionem. 

Hanc minorem confirmât ibi103 Scotus per Philosophum, pri- 
mo Phisicorum , 104 ubi dicitur quod "nomina", idest: diffinita, 
"sustinent", idest: faciunt, "ad diffinitionem,, etc., idest sic se 

495 habet nomen diffinitum ad diffìnitionem sicut totum se habet ad 
partes. Totum enim per comparationem ad partes prius 
[f. 125r] cognoscitur notitia confusa quam ipse partes. Eodem 
modo prius cognoscitur diffinitum cognitione confusa et in- 
distincta quam diffinitio. "Diffinitio dividit in singula", idest: 

500 in partes essentiales diffiniti, diffinitum autem congregai partes. 
Distinguuntur ergo diffinitio et diffinitum, ergo propositionis 
per se note est aliud et aliud extremum. 

"Ex hoc ultra" etc.105 Ibi innuit Doctor tres conclusiones: 
Prima106 quod propositio per se nota est que ex terminis pro- 

505 priis qui sunt aliquid eius, et non per aliquid aliud quod sit extra 
terminos proprios, habet evidentem veritatem. Excludit enim, 
ut dictum est,107 propositio per se nota quamcumque causalita- 
tem aliam, tam complexam quam incomplexam respectu sue 
evidentie et notitie omnium terminorum et propositionum que 

510 sunt extra ipsam et terminos eius, non tarnen causalitatem suo- 
rum terminorum, quia termini sui sunt partes eius, sicut et ter- 
mini uniuscumque alterius propositionis sunt partes eius 

103 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio (...)> p. 133, 1. 1. 104 Aristoteles, Physica I, i, 184 a26-184 b3. 
105 ibidem , p. 133, 1. 8. 106 prima conclusio PmS> a m ; ordinatio (...), p. 133, 1. 8-9. 107 vide supra , 1. 233-238. 
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materiales. Et ideo quod inest sibi a terminis suis, inest sibi a 
se et per se et ab intrinseco. 

515 Secunda conclusio:108 quod illi termini proprii ex quibus pro- 
posito habet evidentem veritatem, sunt diffinitio et diffinitum, 
qui sunt termini distincti quocumque modo sumantur. 

Tertia conclusio:109 quod nulla propositio est per se nota de 

quiditate confuse concepta que non est per se nota, nisi eadem 
520 quiditas distincte per diffinitionem concipiatur. Hinc innuit 

Doctor obscurissime quod cum propositio per se nota possit for- 
mari ubi aliquid predicatur de diffinitione et etiam ubi aliquid 
predicatur de diffinito - ita scilicet quod aliquando aliqua est 

propositio per se nota ubi propria passio vel aliquid aliud predi- 
525 catur de diffinitione, et aliquando aliqua est propositio per se 

nota ubi propria passio vel aliud predicatum conveniens predi- 
catur de diffinito - numquam tamen, ut dicit Doctor, erit illa 

propositio per se nota ubi aliquid predicatur de diffinito si eius 
evidentia non sit manifesta vel per se sit evidens predicatum in- 

530 esse tali subiecto, scilicet diffinito, nisi illud diffinitum expanda- 
tur et elucescat per diffinitionem, et ita diffiniatur. Hoc est 
breviter dictu: illa propositio que non est nota statim nobis nisi 
termini eius notificentur per eorum diffinitiones, non est per se 
nota in terminis confusis, quia numquam est aliqua propositio 

535 per se nota que est constituta ex terminis confusis si illa non po- 
test habere evidentiam sufficientem ex illis terminis confusis vel 
confuse acceptis, nisi illi termini confusi resolvantur in suos ter- 
minos distinctos, scilicet in diffinitiones. Hoc dicit Doctor prop- 
ter geometriam, perspectivam, arithmeticam et huiusmodi, in 

540 quibus sunt multe propositiones que fiunt in termiņis confuse 

conceptis et de ipsis diffinitis, et tamen sunt per se note artifici- 
bus illarum scientiarum; qui quidem artifices ut pure ac precise 
tales - idest: si non sint etiam methaphisici110 et logici - 

nesciunt resolvere diffinita vel terminos illarum propositionum 
545 immediatarum in suas diffinitiones. Ymmo etiam, ut innuit 

Doctor consequenter quando dicit:111 "hec etiam conclusio pro- 
batur, quia alias quelibet propositio esset per se nota", scilicet 

108 secunda conclusio P mg, a.m. 
109 tertia conclusio P mg, a.m. 
110 sic plerumque P. 
111 ibidem , p. 134, 1. 3. 
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geometrico er arismetico112 et huiusmodi, "que esset vera pri- 
mo modo",113 quasi dicati "non". Dico quod ibi innuit et vult 

550 Doctor quod si huiusmodi propositiones que sunt114 facte tan- 
tum de terminis confuse conceptis, scilicet ipsis diffìnitis, et in 
illis terminis manentes, sunt per se note illis artificibus predictis 
non existentibus methaphisicis - si, dico, ille eedem propositio- 
nes, idest earum termini, resolverentur in suos terminos distinc- 

555 tos, scilicet terminos diffinitionis, non essent aliquando note illis 
artificibus, quia nec intelligunt nec intelligerent genera et diffe- 
rentias illorum terminorum nisi essent methaphisica et logica 
imbuti, que scientie tradunt quid sit genus et differentia et que 
sint et quomodo, et huiusmodi. Et ita propositiones de terminis 

560 con-[f. 125v]-fuse conceptis sunt sepe ipsis per se note et tamen 
non ille de diffìnitionibus ac terminis diffinitionum. Multi enim 

simplices contendunt, ut sepius audivi, Petrům, vel Thomam115 
esse animai et negant ipsum esse hominem, eo quod non intelli- 
gunt quod animai sit genus hominis, et quid sit genus et quomo- 

565 do includitur quiditative in essentia hominis, et huiusmodi, et 
sic de differentiis. Et ratio est manifesta, quia notior est eis noti- 
tia terminorum confusa quam distincta et prius est eis naturali- 
ter occurrens, ut patet primo Phisicorum :116 "innata est nobis via 
a confusis etc." Geometer enim habens istam propositionem, 

570 scilicet "omne totum est maius sua parte" pro propositione per 
se nota, et similiter istam: "linea est longitudo sine latitudine" 
et huiusmodi, nichil seit de horum terminorum diffìnitionibus, 
quia nec quantitatem aut dimensiones quantitatis novit et hui- 
usmodi, et ideo nichil sciret117 de distincta terminorum ratione 

575 et diffinitione, nec sciret dicere cuius generis aut predicamenti 
sint. 

Et ideo dicit Doctor118 quod alias quelibet propositio esset per 
se nota que esset vera per se primo modo. Quod iam negatum 
est, quia multis artificibus non sunt propositiones ille < per se > 

580 note que sunt in primo modo. Et Doctor hic loqui intendit indif- 

112 sic P. 
113 ibidem , p. 134, 1. 4. 114 facta add. sed exp. P. 
115 an confuse rejertur ad Petrum Thome?, sed vide nostram introductionem, p. 199. 116 Aristoteles, Physica I, i, 184 al6-18, 23-24. 117 sibi? P. 
118 ibidem , p. 134, 3-4. 
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ferenter in omni scientia et de quocumque sciente vel artifice, 
non tarnen, ut dixi superbis,119 de omni genere propositionum 
que apud muitos vocantur propositiones per se note, sed tarnen 
non sunt sic. Unde, quando subdit Doctor ponendo 

585 secundam120 rationem suam, dum dicit: ' 'Similiter, alias queli- 
bet propositio esset per se nota in scientiis specialibus etc.", 
intendit1 20a dicere sic quod propositiones que sunt per se note 
in scientiis specialibus, sunt ille quas methaphisicus resolvit in 
partes diffinitivas, si ve diffìnitiones extremorum, et non sunt eis 

590 alie note nisi tales. Quod dicit Doctor esse falsum, quia121 geo- 
meter ut geometer nescit resolvere terminos propositionum qui- 
bus innititur ut per se notis sibi in eorum rationes quiditativas 
et diffinitivas. Et absurdissimum est dicere quod geometer, 
arismeticus, musicus et huiusmodi artifices nullas habeant pro- 

595 positiones in arte sua eis per se notas, cum secundum Philoso- 
phum, primo Posteriorum ,122 diffìnientem ibi propositionem per 
se notam, vel maximam, aut dignitatem:123 

' 
propositio per se 

est illa quam necesse est quemlibet docendum in aliqua scientia 
habere". Unde patet quod non indiget doctore, sed quilibet ca- 

600 pit earn per se < notam >, notis terminis confuse solum, ita 
quod quilibet artifex docendus in aliqua scientia, vel addiscitu- 
rus eam, habet in principio multas propositiones per se notas, 
quibus sine aliquo instructore per seipsum assentii, et hoc notis 
terminis solum confuse et indistincte.124 Quibus acquiescendo 

605 potest postea per magistrům provocan aď illa difficilia et magis 
obscura, ad que attingere, etiam per magistři instructionem, 
non posset nisi prius sine magistro per seipsum illis prioribus 
per se notis acquievisset. 

610 < Franciscus de Maronis contra opinionem Petri Aureoli > 
Franciscus autem redarguit Aureolum in 2a distinctione, 
questione Ia,125 ponentem hoc modo iam supradicto propositio- 
nem per se notam, dicens contra Aureolum quod licet hoc sit 

119 vide supra, 1. 100-101. 120 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio , (...), p. 134, 1. 8-9. 120a i intelligit P. 
121 geo add. sed exp. P. 
122 Aristoteles, Analytica Posteriora I, iv, 72 a35-40. 123 dicit add. P. 
124 et add . P. 
125 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiar um I, dist. 2, qu. 1, (...), f. 15vb (N). 
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verum in scientiis subalternantibus, non tarnen in suis subalter- 
615 natis, volens dicere quod licet in scientiis subalternantibus sit 

verum quod quilibet in eis docendus habeat de necessitate in 

principio aliquas propositiones per se notas, quibus per se, sine 
instructore, adheret vel assentii, per quas postmodum quasi per 
claves manuducitur a magistro in sublimiora illius scientie et 

620 subtiliora - non tarnen est hoc verum in scientiis subalternatis, 
eo quod in eis numquam reperiuntur alique propositiones per 
se note, cum sint omnes demonstrate in scientiis subalternanti- 
bus, sicut et omnia principia scientie sub-[f. 126r]-alternate; et 

quanto magis omnes alie propositiones scientie subalternate 
625 sunt demonstrate et habentes evidentiam mendicatam et lumen 

a lumine scientie subalternantis! 
Et ideo nullus docendus in scientia subalternata reperire po- 

test in illa aliquas propositiones per se notas quibus per se, sine 

magistro, adhereat, cum nulle tales sint ibi, sed omnes sunt de- 
630 monstrate in scientia subalternante. Et non est possibile, secun- 

dum muitos, quod aliqua propositio demonstrata sit per se nota. 
Et hoc maxime est verum secundum Franciscum et etiam Aure- 
olum, eo quod eis videtur inclusio incompossibilitatis dicere 
quod aliqua propositio sit per se nota et etiam demonstrata, eo 

635 quod esset a se notum et ab alio, et ab intrinseco et a propriis 
terminis, et ab extrinseco et terminis alienis. Quidquid tarnen 
sit de impugnatione Francisci contra Aureolum: qui esset ami- 
cus Aureoli diceret quod Aureolus intelligebat solum in scientiis 
subalternantibus, et non indifferenter in scientiis subalternanti- 

640 bus et etiam subalternatis; et tunc cadit impugnatio Francisci 
contra eum. Si tarnen Aureolus intellexerit indifferenter tam in 
scientiis subalternantibus quam subalternatis (et hoc possit pro- 
bari ex dictis Aureoli), tunc optime procedit Franciscus contra 
eum. 

645 
<Continuatio opinionis auctoris > 

Sed ad rem nostram revertendo dico quod inconvenit dicere in 
illis scientiis superius recitatis nullas esse propositiones per se 
notas earum artificibus, et iam probavi ex Philosopho. Cum igi- 

650 tur sic sit et constat quod huiusmodi artifices non habent nisi 
notitiam confusam terminorum, claret Veritas dictorum Scoti 
quod in terminis confuse conceptis sunt multe propositiones per 
se note nec oportet terminos vel diffinita resolvi semper in ter- 
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minos diffinitionis ad hoc ut habeatur propositio per se nota. 
655 Unde statim concludit ibi:126 ' 'Alias autem propositiones quas 

methaphisicus posset cognoscere etc.", ubi confirmât declarati- 
onem meam superius positam, quod scilicet geometer non habet 
pro propositionibus per se notis illas quarum termini resolvun- 
tur in diffinitiones eorum, sed sufficit quod propositio per se no- 

660 ta sit in terminis confuse cognitis, ita quod non requiritur lumen 
vel evidentia methaphisicalis, eo quod, ut dixi, multe sunt pro- 
positiones per se note geometro et musico et huiusmodi quas ne- 
sciunt in tale lumen methaphisicale aliquo modo deducere. 

Et ideo propositiones per se note illorum exiguntur precise et 
665 sufficienter super quiditatibus cognitis confuse et indistincte. 

Unde hanc propositionem oblatam sibi sub terminis confuse 
cognitis, scilicet "omne totum est maius sua parte" sub notitia 
confusa "totius" et etiam "partis", que sibi est per se nota, ne- 
scit ipse demonstrare ut facit methaphisicus, sic: "quicquid 

670 continet tantumdem sicut sua pars et amplius, est maius sua 
parte; omne totum est huiusmodi; igitur etc." Geometer enim 
non resol vit hune terminům "totum" in hanc diffinitionem, 
scilicet "continere tantumdem etc.", sicut facit methaphisicus. 
Tamen quecumque propositio est talis quod illa non potest esse 

675 per se nota et clare cognosci nisi termini eius resolvantur in con- 
ceptus diffinitivos et distinctos, numquam erit talis per se nota 
in eisdem terminis confuse cognitis et indistinctis. 

Et hoc sonat clavis ista Scoti ad cognoscendum propositionem 
per se notam, circa quam tantum insurdavi. Et claruit quod 

680 manifeste sunt propositiones per se note in terminis confuse so- 
lummodo cognitis quarum terminos sic resolvere non oportet ut 
ille propositiones sint per se note. Unde notandum quod, cum 
dico "propositio per se nota", li "per se", que est una determi- 
natio, aliqua excludit a propositione per se nota et aliqua non. 

685 Dixi superius127 quod non excludit evidentiam formalem, 
[f. 126v] sed originalem, idest quod non originetur evidentia 
sua aliunde. Excludit etiam, generaliter loquendo de propositio- 
ne per se nota et large, non solum evidentiam quam mendicaret 
ab aliis propositionibus < constitutis > ex terminis extrinsecis et 

690 sibi extraneis, sed etiam excludit notitiam clariorem intrinse- 

126 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio , (...), p. 134, 1. 16-17. 127 Vide supra , 1. 93. 
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cam in suis terminis propriis virtualiter contentam, scilicet noti- 
tiam distinctam, ciaram et diffinitivam, qua nullo modo indiget 
pro sui evidentia manifestanda,128 aut notitia causanda vel ha- 
benda, eo quod habeat notitiam et evidentiam sibi sufficientem 

695 ex terminis suis confuse conceptis, ut sunt termini illius proposi- 
tionis. 

Ex quibus dictis colligunt aliqui quod non est inconveniens 
eandem propositionem esse per se notam et tarnen demonstrabi- 
lem. Nam secundum magistrům Adam Wodam129 in primo 

700 Sententiarum 130 hec propositio "omne totum est maius etc." de- 
monstrate levi dyaletica. Et intelligo eum sic, idest: de- 
monstration festiva et deductione imperceptibili, et hoc 

propter proximitatem et vicinitatem principiorum ad conclusio- 
nes, quia in evidentia valde conveniunt. Dico tamen quod hoc 

705 non erit, habendo respectum ad eundem artificem, quia quod 
eadem propositio numero et formaliter sumpta, et non tantum 

materialiter, sit in una et eadem scientia et ita eidem artifici per 
se nota et etiam demonstrabilis, est tantum dicere quod est a se 
nota et ab intrinseco, et ab alio nota et ab extrínseco, et ita a 

710 se et non a se, ab alio et non ab alio, que sunt extrema contra- 
dictions . Etiam impossibile est quod intellectus unus numero 
determinetur per aliquid131 aliud ad aliquam veritatem, quo 
non existente nichil < o > minus determinaretur ad illam. Pro- 

positio autem per se nota est talis quod intellectus determinatur 
715 ad earn ex terminis illius vel per terminos suos proprios, et non 

ex demonstratione vel per aliquas alias premissas et principia. 
Ergo per huiusrrìodi nullo modo determinatur intellectus ad evi- 
dentiam et ad assensum illius propositionis. Tamen habendo 

respectum ad diversos artifices non inconvenit, quia habenti no- 
720 titiam terminorum propositionis per se note solum indistincte et 

confuse, sicut habet geometer ut geometer, erit aliqua proposi- 
tio per se nota, ut ista: "linea est longitudo sine latitudine etc.", 

128 manifestai add. sed del.) tione P. 
129 tou tum (sic) P. 
130 Adam Wodeham, Lectura secunda in primům librum Sententiarum. Prologus et distinc- 
tio prima, ed. R. Wood assisted by G. Gài, St. Bonaventure 1990, dist. I, qu. 3, pp. 
238-240. Cf. Adam Wodeham 's Commentary to the Sentences in G. Gài, Adam of 
Wodeham' s Question on the "complexe significabile " as the immediate object oj scientific 
knowledge in: Franciscan Studies, vol. 37, XV (1977), 66-102 (100 (n. 106). 131 inv. P 
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que tarnen methaphisico non erit per se nota sed demonstrabi- 
lis, quia per rationem formalem linee demonstrat tamquam per 

725 causam et a priori longitudinem sine latitudine tamquam pas- 
sionem. 

Et ideo est hic adminus triplex132 diversitas, quia est primo di- 
versitas scientiarum et artificum, et secundo terminorum et con- 
ceptuum, ac tertio diversorum luminum. 

730 De prima patet, et de secunda etiam diversitate, quia, ut vult 
Doctor, alius et alius terminus est diffiniti et diffinitionis, et eti- 
am alius et alius conceptus. Non dico: alia et alia quiditas vel 
ratio formalis, sed eadem quiditas sub alio et alio termino vel 
nomine significata, ac sub alio et alio conceptu intellecta ac con- 

735 siderata. Que diversitas duplex circa eandem quiditatem sufficit 
ad diversificandum propositiones formaliter, in quibus reperi- 
untur iste due diversitates circa eandem quiditatem ita quod 
una propositio in qua subicietur eadem quiditas sub uno termi- 
no vel nomine, scilicet sub nomine diffiniti, et sub uno concep- 

740 tu, idest sub conceptu indistincto et confuso qui correspondet 
predicto termino et nomini diffiniti, erit propositio per se nota 
uni artifici, utputa geometro, gratia exempli, et tarnen non me- 
thaphisico; et alia propositio in qua subicitur eadem quiditas 
numero et re sub alio termino vel nomine, idest sub nomine dif- 

745 finitionis, et sub alio conceptu, scilicet sub conceptu distincto et 
claro, qui conceptus distinctus correspondet predicto termino et 
nomini diffinitionis, [f. 127r] erit per se nota methaphisico et 
non demonstrabilis, et tamen ista eadem numero et forma non 
erit per se nota geometro propter ignorantiam terminorum. 

750 Omnino enim presupponitur notitia terminorum ad omnem no- 
titiam propositionis per se note, saltem confusa et indistincta. 
Sed ipse nullam habet de illis terminis distinctis et expansis noti- 
tiam, cum non sit methaphisicus, ut supponitur. 

De tertia diversitate, scilicet luminum, etiam patet, quia lu- 
755 men obscurum, quale est illud geometri, idest notitia indistincta 

et confusa terminorum, et lumen clarum, quale est illud me- 
thaphisici, scilicet notitia distincta et clara, multum differunt, ut 
patet. 

Et ideo, ut dixi,133 non inconvenit quod una et eadem propo- 

132 Pc: duplex P. 
133 vide supra, 1. 718-726. 
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760 sitio sit per se nota et etiam demonstrabilis, sed non respectu 
eiusdem scientie et artifícis, sed diversorum, et hoc propter tri- 

plicem diversitatem iam positam. Et ita verisimile est intellexis- 
se Franciscum de Maronis tam in 2a distinctione Conflatus,13* 
questione Ia, quam etiam in 2a distinctione, questione Ia primi 

765 libri De summa 135 simplicitate,136 ubi dicit se non posse capere 
quod unum et idem sit per se notum et demonstrabile. Intellige 
eum, ut iam dixi,137 scilicet respectu unius et eiusdem artificis; 
sed respectu diversorum est necessarium. 

Infra tunc in littera Doctoris, ubi dicitur: "Ex hoc patet quod 
770 non est distinguere etc."138 īsta dicitur esse opinio Henrici139 et 

etiam Hervei Ordinis Predicatorum,140 in primo suo, distinctio- 
ne 3a, articulo 2°, ubi dicit quod quedam est propositio per se 
nota actualiter, et est ilia que ab intellectu actualiter cognosci- 
tur; quedam est per se noscibilis, sicut ilia que non actualiter 

775 cognoscitur, sed est apta nata cognosci. 
Hec satis clare reprobatur a Doctore et ideo immemorari non 

oportet. Non enim propter actualem cognitionem et non actua- 
lem que accidunt propositioni, variatur natura propositionis, 
quia aliter, omnibus hominibus dormientibus, que eis vigilanti- 

780 bus fuerit nota, esset non nota, et omni hora et momento varia- 

retur, quia ad intellectionem et non-intellectionem cuius- 

cumque. 
"Et hoc patet quod nulla est distinctio etc.".141 īsta regula est 

sancii Thome, Parte prima, questione 2a, articulo lo,142 ubi dicit 
785 quod duplex est propositio per se nota: una quidem in se et sim- 

pliciter ac absoluta, alia vero quoad nos vel quoad intellectum 
nostrum. Primo modo dicitur omnis propositio ilia per se nota 

134 Franciscus de Maronis, In IV Libros Sententiarum scriptum f Conflatus nominatum , 
Liber I, dist. 2a, qu. la, ed. Venetiis 1520, f. 16va (K). 135 felicitate add. sed exp. P. 
136 Franciscus de Maronis, De summa simplicitate , locus nondum inventus. 
137 vide supra , 1. 706. 138 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio , (...), p. 136, 1. 1-2. 139 Henricus de Gandavo, Summa quaestionum ordinanarum , ed. rars IdzU a. ¿ó, qu. 
2 in corp. (I, f. 130 S). 140 Herveus Natalis, In quatuor libros Sententiarum commentaria , Liber I, dist. 3, art. 2, 
ed. Parisiis 1647 (reprinted Gregg, 1966), p. 37a. 141 Johannes Duns Scotus, Ordinatio , (...)> p. 136, 1. 11. 142 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae , I, qu. 2, art. 1, in corp.; I-II, qu. 94, a. 2, 
in corp. 
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in qua predicatum clauditur essentialiter in143 subiecto, ut di- 
cendo "homo est animar', vel "Deus est", quia esse est de es- 

790 sentia et intrinseca quiditate Dei. Sed propositio per se nota 
quoad nos non solum requirit quod predicatum sit de intrinseca 
ratione subiecti, sed ultra hoc etiam requirit quod quiditativa 
ratio subiecti sit nobis nota per proprium et quiditativum con- 
ceptum eius. Et tunc, applicando ad propositum, dicit quod ista 

795 propositio "Deus est" vel Deum esse est per se nota in se, quia 
predicatum eius, scilicet esse, est de ratione subiecti, scilicet 
Dei. Sed non est per se nota quoad nos, quia quiditativa ratio 
Dei, qui est subiectum in hac propositione, non est nobis nota. 

Hec opinio clare reprobatur a Doctore in littera. Et 
800 arguissem144 contra hanc opinionem nisi propter nimiam festi- 

nationem et temporis defectum, sed alias. Tarnen ratio Thome 
nulla est, quia propositio, si est per se nota in uno intellectu, ip- 
sa est per se nota apud quemcumque intellectum concipientem 
terminos sub propriis rationibus, licet indistincte et confuse. 

805 "Propter idem non valet distinctio etc.".145 Hic est distinctio 
Boetii146 in Libro de hebdomadibus ,147 ubi dicit148 quod quedam 
propositiones sunt per se note sapientibus et insipientibus, idest: 
non doctis, et quedam solis sapientibus. 

Doctor dat in virtute tres 149 responsiones ad istam: prima est 
810 quod communis150 conceptio et propositio per se nota non sunt 

idem, et ideo potuit Boethius151 ibi distinguere communem152 
conceptionem, [f. 127v] quia demonstran potest, saltem sillo- 
gismo imperceptibili; et non distinguit ibi propositionem per se 
notam que cognoscenti terminos eius non demonstratur. 

815 Secunda responsio < est > quod ipse loquitur de propositione 
per se nota actualiter concepta et cognita, sive existenti sub ac- 

143 ut P. 
144 Pc: arguisset P. 
145 Op. cit., p. 136, 1. 18 - 137, 1. 19 ( íextus a Duns Scoto cancellatus) . 146 Boethius P. 
147 ebdomadibus P. 
148 Boethius, De hebdomadibus , PL 64, 1311 B (ed. Peiper, Lipsiae 1871, pp. 17-23). 149 duas P. 
150 cum add. P 
151 Cf. Petri Aureoli Scriptum I, dist. ii, sect. 10, ed. E. Buytaert, St. Bonaventure, 
1951, - 129, p. 559. 152 cum add. P. 
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tuali cognitione et consideration^ quia actualiter est solum nota 
sapientibus. 

Tertia responsio est quod ipse loquitur de propositione per se 
820 nota cuius termini concipiuntur sub ratione distincta, et talis est 

nota solis sapientibus. Vide litteram illam "de concepta'',153 
scilicet de propositione per se nota actualiter concepta vel cogni- 
ta, qualiter concipitur a solis sapientibus, "et non de concepi- 
bili^,1 54 scilicet inquantum est apta nata cognosci et concipi, 

825 quia sic etiam pertinent ad insipientes, "vel de ratione termino- 
rum distincte".155 Ista est tertia responsio quod intelligitur de 
propositione per se nota cuius terminos oportet <concipere> 
distincte et clare, qualiter non concipiunt eos insipientes, quia 
non sunt docti. 

830 "Nec valet illa distinctio quod alique sunt propositiones 
etc.".156 Ista quarta distinctio est Guillelmi Guaronis Anglici, 
maģistri Scoti, primo Sententiarum , distinctione 2a, questione 
8a,157 ubi dicit quod "sicut in contingentibus una est magis 
contingens quam alia, sicut ista: "homo currit" est magis con- 

835 tingens quam ista "homo est albus", et sicut in impossibilibus 
una propositio est magis impossibilis quam alia, sicut ista 
"substantia est quantitas" est magis impossibilis quam ista 
"homo est asinus", cum extrema in nullo genere generalissimo 
conveniant, extrema autem secunde propositionis ita conveni- 

840 unt (conveniunt enim in animali vivente, corpore et substantia); 
et sicut in necessariis una est magis necessaria quam alia, sicut 
ista "Deus est substantia et ens" est magis necessaria quam 
ista: "homo, vel asinus, est substantia, vel ens"; et sicut in pro- 
positionibus per se, una est magis per se quam alia, sicut ista 

845 "homo est animai rationale" est magis per se quam ista "homo 
est risibilis" quia prima est in primo modo dicendi per se, et se- 
cunda est in secundo modo - ita pariformiter est in propositioni- 
bus per se notis: aliqua est magis per se nota quam alia. Illa 

153 Op. cit., p. 137, 1. 14 ( textus a Duns Scoto cancellatus). 154 Op. cit., p. 137, 1. 14 ( textus a Duns Scoto cancellatus). 155 Op. cit., p. 137, 1. 14 {textus a Duns Scoto cancellatus). 156 Op. cit., p. 137, 1. 1-2. 157 William of Ware, Quaestiones super IV Libros Sententiarum , cod. Florence, Biblioteca 
Laurenziana, Plut. 33, dextr. 1 (S. Croce 384), dist. III, q. 3 ("Utrum Deum esse sit 
per se notum"), f. 20ra: "Ideo dicitur sic quod sicut inter propositiones de con- 
tingenti est alia magis contingens et alia minus, v.g. hec est magis contingens "homo 
curriť' quam hec "homo est albus", quia predicatum minime inheret subiecto (. . 
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autem que est magis per se nota, est primi ordinis, illa vero que 
850 minus est, secundi ordinis. Ilia que est magis per se nota et pri- 

mi ordinis, est ilia cuius termini experimentaliter concipiuntur 
et sine magno labore, ymmo statim imperceptibiliter, ut "omne 
totum est maius sua parte"; illa vero que est secundi ordinis et 
minus per se nota est ilia cuius termini non concipiuntur experi- 

855 mentaliter, sed cum magno labore, ut est illa 4 'Deus est"." 
Aliqui 158 etiam dicunt quod mathematicalia159 sunt primi or- 

dinis, quia sunt in primo gradu certitudinis secundum Com- 
mentatorem,160 sed methaphisicalia sunt secundi ordinis. 

Sed Doctor reprobat distinctionem Guaronis, quia non refert 
860 cuiuscumque ordinis sint propositiones. Si in eis sit per se no- 

tum et evidens terminos coniungi, et hoc ex intrinseco et termi- 
nis propositionis, omnes ille sunt propositiones per se note. 

"Ex hiis ad questionem dico etc.".161 Ubi, ut breviter dicam, 
Doctor dicit quod ista propositio "Deus est", in qua coniun- 

865 guntur hii duo termini, scilicet "Deus" ex parte subiecti (et hoc 
capiendo "Deum" pro ipsa Divinitate et Essentia Divina, et 
hec sub sua propriissima ratione) et "esse" (sive "existentia"162 
quod idem est in proposito, et est modus intrinsecus), li "esse", 
dico, ex parte predicati, et hoc si sit esse Dei proprium et nulli 

870 alteri conveniens, - qualis Deitas ex parte subiecti non potest a 
nobis naturaliter cognosci nec per media naturalia, scilicet fan- 
tasmata et intellectum agentem, nec etiam tale esse Dei speciale 
ex parte predicati, - dico, quod talis propositio est per se nota 
Deo et etiam beatis, sed non nobis pro hoc statu, quia non pos- 

875 sumus, ut dixi, apprehendere naturaliter extrema illius proposi- 
tionis, scilicet subiectum et predicatum, distincte, clare, 
perfecte, et sub propriis rationibus. Sed si possemus, esset illa 
propositio per se nota nobis [f. 128r] sicut Deo et beatis. 

Sed si petas a me qualis propositio est ista, scilicet "Deus est", 
880 quam nos credimus per fidem et Scripture sacre doctrinam, vel 

quam habemus per demonstrationem, si tamen demonstran 

158 Néscio ad quos referatur. 159 Pc: methaphisicalia P. 
160 Averroes, in Aristotelis Stagiritae Omnia que extant opera (...) Auerrois Cordubensis (... commentarii ...), Venetiis, ad Junctas 1560, In Metaphysicam , I, p. 8v. 161 Op. cit., p. 137, 1. 5. 162 existentiam P. 
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possit, - dico quod non <est> eadem propositio in speciali nec 
de eisdem extremis sub eadem ratione formali propria et specia- 
lissima, et hoc quantum ad specialissimas rationes terminorum, 

885 licet sint idem termini vel extrema quoad vocem et quoad con- 
ceptus generales. Et ideo Deum esse est propositio per se nota uni 
intellectui, ut divino ac etiam beato, et non alteri, scilicet viato- 
ris, quia illi concipiunt terminos sub propriis rationibus et via- 
tor non. Ideo ista propositio 

4 ' Deus est" quam habent ipsi, et 
890 ista propositio "Deus est" quam habemus nos, sunt diverse 

propositiones, cum sint ibi diversi termini propositionum, ut 
dixi, quia speciales et generales, et, mutatis aut variatis terminis 
qui sunt partes integrales propositionis, variantur propositio- 
nes, que sunt quedam tota. 

895 Et si attenderis qualiter Philosophus, sexto Methaphisice,163 
distinguit methaphisicam realiter ab aliis scientiis speculativis, 
scilicet phisica et mathematica, non obstante communitate eius 
et terminorum suorum ad alias scientias et earum terminos sive 
quiditates, percipies clare qualiter sunt alie et alie propositiones 

900 que formantur de conceptibus generalibus et conceptibus speci- 
alibus, sicut in proposito. Et hoc claret per Scotum in tertio Li- 
bro, distinctione 24a, in fine, et maxime in tertio Libro sue 
iuventutis, loco prefato,164 ubi dicit de hac propositione "Deus 
est trinus et unus" quod habet alios et alios terminos ut est nota 

905 beatis et ut est cognita a nobis per fidem, et sic est alia et alia 
propositio. 

Etiam, ne mireris, do tibi exemplum de triangulo, quod dat 
Bonetus in secundo libro Metaphisice sue, capitulo 3°, 165 qui ibi- 
dem assentit dictis meis. Petit enim ibi "utrum de ista propositi- 

910 one "triangulus habet tres" possit unus et idem intellectus 
habere primo opinionem eo quod ad hoc habet precise medium 
dyaleticum sive probabile et topicum, et postea, adveniente sibi 
medio demonstrativo, potest habere de eadem propositione de- 
monstrationem facientem scire, quod videtur sepe. Videmus 

915 <enim> per experientiam quod prius novimus aliquid proba- 

163 Aristoteles, Metaphysica VI, 1, 1025 al8-19. 164 Johannes Duns Scotus, Reportatio Parisiensis , in Johannis Duns Scoti Opera omnia, 
T. 23, Parisiis 1894, p. 459b. 
165 Cf. Nicolaus Bonetus (?), In Metaphysicam , in MS München, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek , Clm 26867, f. 17v (cf. supra, notam 78). 
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biliter et postea illud idem demonstrative. Et sic videtur quod 
de eodem habebitur simul opinio et scientia, quia nox precessit 
et dies appropinquai et etiam erit lumen de lumine etc." 

Respondet Bonetus ibi quod non est idem subiectum sub ea- 
920 dem ratione formali propria quantum ad rem, idest quantum ad 

quiditatem specialem se tenentem ex parte rei significate per vo- 
cem, licet sit idem subiectum quantum ad vocem significan tem, 
vel melius quantum ad apparentiam et similitudinem vocis sig- 
nificantis. Et causa quare non est idem subiectum est quia non 

925 sunt ibi idem termini concepti et significati. Nam notitia opina- 
tiva quod "triangulus habet tres" čadit super terminos alios, 
quia super terminos "trianguli" in communi, quibus convenit 
et inest per accidens 4 'habere tres", sicut omnis passio inferioris 
accidit superiori, ut risibile : animali. Sed notitia scientifica trian - 

930 guli quod triangulus habet tres, čadit super terminos alios, quia 
super "triangulum" et super 

' 'habere tres" sub propriis et spe- 
cialibus rationibus quos terminos in speciali si primo intellexis- 
set, numquam opinionem sed solum scientiam de illa 
propositione habuisset. Et ideo quia sunt termini alii et alii, ideo 

935 non est ibi eadem ratio formalis subiective et obiective concep- 
ta. Et ideo non est de eadem ratione obiectivali et de eodem su- 
biecto in speciali sillogismus dyaleticus et demonstrativus. Et 
exemplificai ibi dicens: sicut Primam Intellìgentiam esse , idest: 
Deum, est propositio per se nota uni et non alteri, quia unus 

940 concipit terminos sub propriis rationibus et alius non, et ideo 
sunt diverse propositiones, cum sint diversi termini propositio- 
num. Sed si quilibet conciperet terminos per se sub propriis ra- 
tionibus et specialibus, tunc esset eadem propositio et per se 
nota uni sicut et alteri. Hec Bonetus in Terminis cum modica 

945 mea declaratione ipsius. De eisdem igitur terminis sub speciali 
ratione conceptis non potest esse propositio per se nota et non 
per se nota sive demonstrabilis, sicut nec notitia opinativa et 
scientifica possunt esse de eisdem terminis specialibus. 

Et ita concludo quod hec propositio "Deus est" que est per 
950 se nota intellectui divino et beato, non est illa eadem formaliter 

et in speciali quam nos credimus aut demonstramus, sed est alia 
et alia propositio formaliter, licet in vocibus sit similitudo. 

Amplius non expono textům Scoti, quia ultra primum intentum 
955 processi et feci argumenta. Utique alia dixissem valde utilia de 
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propositione per se nota, si tempus michi favisset et legentibus 
non timerem fastidium generare. 

Explicit tractatus de propositione per se nota. 

Leiden 
R ijksuniversiteit 
Filosofisch Instituut 
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Andrew Wanszyk O.P. ( Andrzej Wçiyk) alias Magister Serpens 
and Works Attributed to His Authorship 

TADEUSZ GRZESIK 

Andrew Wanszyk O.P. (Andrzej Wçzyk) was born around the year 
1377 in Giebufrów, Poland. Having first studied in Prague where he 
graduated as Bachelor of Arts in 1397, he continued his studies in 
Cracow and was promoted as Master of Arts in 1403. Before 1408 
Wanszyk entered the Dominican Order in Cracow. He then returned 
to Prague to lecture in the Arts faculty and to read theology (1408- 
1409). For some time Wanszyk was engaged in missionary work 
amongst the Samogitians of North West Lithuania. He seems to have 
been present there not only as missionary, but also in his own right 
as court preacher of king Ladislaus Jagielio of Poland, who supervised 
and promoted this mission. In 1414 we find Wanszyk back in Cracow 
lecturing in theology at the Studium Generale. As far as we know, 
Wanszyk never held a lecturing post at Cracow University. The ter- 
minus post quern of his death is the 21st of April 1430. 

Of the two works attributed to Wanszyk' s authorship, only the Exer- 
citium Physicorum gives us some idea as to his philosophical orientation. 
This commentary to Aristotle's Physics is written in the form of quaes- 
tiones disputatae. It is the only copy of the work that we know to exist 
and was written in Prague towards the end of the 14th cent. As many 
works of that period which commented Aristotle, the Exercitium 
Physicorum was under the strong influence of John Buridan and could 
be classed as belonging to the "secundum Joannem Buridanum" 
type. Most of the titles of the quaestiones are taken verbatim from 
Buridan, as are many of the conclusiones. What is however worth noting 
in the case of the Exercitium Physicorum is the fact that, on occasion, 
their author disagrees with Buridan and submits what he thinks are 
better solutions to a given problem: Marsilius of Inghen serves him 
well in this respect, as well as Walter Burley. It is also worth noting 
that Averroes is held in high esteem and is quoted in the Exercitium 
Physicorum as often as John Buridan. 
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In all, the prevalent attitude of the Exercitium Physicorum is the cor- 
rection of Aristotle's thought - not to disqualify it, but, to use the 
author's own words: "ad salvanda verba Aristotelis". 

Neither of the works attributed to Wanszyk's authorship have as yet 
been edited.1 

There are at present at least seven catalogues2 where works by Andrew 
Wanszyk are listed. These catalogues do not however agree as to the 
works they attribute to his authorship. The oldest of these, published 
in 1875, is the catalogue of manuscripts of the Jagellonian Library in 
Cracow. Its author, W. Wislocki, lists an Exercitium Physicorum mgri 
Serpentis contained in ms. BJ 688, ff.2r-83r.3 This work has been con- 
sidered as having been written by Wanszyk, ever since the renowned 
Konstanty Michalski pointed out the fact that Andrew Wanszyk and 

Magister Serpens, whose name appears in the heading of this work, 
are one and the same person.4 The text of this heading runs: Exer- 
citium librorum Physicorum magistři Serpentis editionis per titulos et 
per conclusiones iuxta cursum Almae Universitatis Studii Craco- 
viensis". 

Another catalogue, this time of manuscripts belonging to the 
Bibliotheca Ossoliniana in Lwów (this institution is now based in Wroc- 

law),5 lists two works linking them with Wanszyk. 
The first of these is Glossa S. Thomae super Mattheum in ms. 376, ff. lr- 

1 I have presently completed the edition of books I-IV of the Exercitium Physicorum for 
my doctoral thesis, these and the remaining four books IV- VIII I intend to publish 
in 1996/1997. 
2 1. W. Wisíocki, Katalog rçkopisów Biblioteki Uniwersytetu Jagielloriskiego (A Catalogue of 
Manuscripts of the Library of the Jagellonian University ), Part I, Cracow 1875, p. 208. 
2. W. Kçtrzynski, Katalog rçkopisów Biblioteki Zakladu im. Ossoliňskich, (A Catalogue of 
Manuscripts of the Library of the Ossolinski Institute) vol. II, Lwów 1886, p. 436; vol. 
III, Lwów 1898, p. 270. 
3. T. Kaeppeli O.P., Scriptores Ordinis Praedicatorum Medii Aevi, vol. I: A-F, Romae 
ad S.Sabinae 1970, p. 73. 
4. Ch.H. Lohr S.J., Medieval Latin Aristotle Commentaries . Authors: Robertus- 
Wilgelmus , in: Traditio, xxix (1973), p. 125. 
5. M. Markowski & Z . Wïodek, Repertorium Commentatorum Medii Aevi in Aristotelem 
Latinorum quae in Bibliotheca Iagellonica Cracoviae asservantur , Wroclaw 1974, p. 37-8. 
6. L.A. Kennedy C.S.B.,, A Catalogue of Thomists 1270-1900, Houston 1987, p. 57. 3 Cf. n. 2 no. 1, p. 208. 4 K. Michalski C.M., Prqdy filozof iczno-teologiczne na Uniwersytecie Jagiellonskim w 

pierwszej dobiejego istnienia (Philosophical and Theological Currents at the Jagellonian University 
in the first years of its existence), in: Nasza Myil Teologiczna, 2 (1935), p. 32. 5 Cf. n. 2 no 2. 
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232v.6 There are two notes to be found in this work, one on f. lr, pro- 
claiming: "Iste est liber fratris Andreae Wanszyk"; the other on 
f.232v, informing us where, when, and at what expense Wanszyk 
bought it. On the basis of this, we may safely assume that the Glossa 
is not a work which Wanszyk wrote, but one which he purchased. 
Both these notes were written in Wanszyk's hand.7 

The other work in this catalogue is the Tabulatio libri beati Augustini 
de lapsu mundi in ms. 818, ff. 139r-149v.8 In the explicit of this work we 
read: "Explicit tabulatio libri beati Augustinus [!] de lapsu mundi per 
fratrem Andreám Wanszyk ordinis praedicatorum. Benedictus 
Deus". There doesn't seem to be any reason why this work should not 
be attributed to Wanszyk's authorship. 

The handwriting of the Tabulatio and that of the notes at the begin- 
ning and end of the Glossa seem to be identical. 

In the light of what has been said, it is necessary to correct Leonard 
A. Kennedy who, in his Catalogue of Thomists 1270-19009 associates 

Wanszyk with just one work: the Glossa S. Thomae super Mattheum. By 
listing a certain work next to Wanszyk's name, Kennedy would have 
us believe that Wanszyk is its author, but what should really be made 
clear is that Wanszyk is not so much the Glossa's author, as rather their 
owner. It seems a pity that Kennedy, who published his work in 1987, 
did not take into account an earlier work: the Scriptores Ordinis 
Praedicatorum Medii Aevi by T. Kaeppeli, where the whole matter is 

explained and correctly presented.10 
Of the three works associated with Wanszyk, the one which raises 

the most doubts as far as authorship is concerned, is the Exercitium 
Physicorum. Neither Kennedy nor Kaeppeli include this work in their 
catalogues. This might well be because Michalski, as far as we know, 
never really explained in any work of his, how he arrived at the con- 
clusion that the Magister Serpens mentioned in the adscription of this 
work and Andrew Wanszyk, are one and the same person. I therefore 

thought it commendable to study the matter and to verify Michalski. 

6 Cf. n. 2 no 2, vol. II, p. 436. 7 Cf. J.N. Fijalek, Studia do dziejów Uniwersytetu Krakowskiego i jego wydzialu teologicznego 
w XVw., (Studies of the history of the University of Cracow and its theological faculty in the XV 
cent.) "Rozprawy Akademii Umiejçtnosci", series II, vol. XIV, Kraków 1899, p. 
113, note 7. 
8 Cf. n. 2 no 2, vol. Ill, p. 270. 9 Cf. n. 2 no 6. 
10 Cf. n. 2, no 3. 
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Despite the fact that my research proved Michalski right in what he 
maintains about Magister Serpens' identity, I have difficulties in agree- 
ing with Michalski as regards attributing this work to Wanszyk's 
authorship.11 My reasons for this are the following: Firstly, there is the 
question of the title of this work. The text of the heading which 
Michalski et al. treat as its title, does not correspond with the informa- 
tion given in the explicit of the work. The heading calls this work an 
Exercitium , whereas in the explicit it is called: Disputationes. (This in itself 
has resulted in the work being known by no less than five different 
titles, depending on whether the heading or explicit was used as a 
guideline).12 One also notices that this text was not written by the 
same hand as that which wrote the rest of the work. Certainly, the 
explicit does not raise doubts as to its authenticity: it does not appear 
to be an interpolation and is written by the same hand as the rest of 
the work; it states: "Et sic est finis disputatum [!] librorum omnium 
Physicorum".13 As in the case of other works linked with Wanszyk it 
was clearly stated when one of these was written by him or bought by 
him, in this case, however, one is not too sure as to the type of rela- 
tionship linking Wanszyk with the Exercitium Physicorum. If he were 
their author, one asks: why did he not state the fact in the explicit of 
this work, as was his custom in the Tabulation 

11 Cf. T. Grzesik, Uwagi na temat miejsca powstania oraz autorstwa 'Quaestiones disputatae 
super octo libros Physicorum Aristotelis ' zawartych w rkp. BJ 688 (New propositions concerning 
the place of origin and the authorship of the ' Quaestiones disputatae super octo libros Physicorum 
Aristotelis ' contained in ms. BJ 688), in: Roczniki Filozoficzne KUL, vol. 37/38, no 1 
(1989/90), 145-52. (The evidence submitted in this paper is based on a striking 
resemblance of the sample of Wanszyk's handwriting contained in ms. B. Ossol. 376 
(f. lr) and that of the handwriting of the title of ms. BJ 688 (f. 2r) in which Magister 
Serpens is mentioned. Since then, I have found new evidence in documents contem- 
porary to Wanszyk where it is stated that Andrew Wanszyk was a nobleman whose 
coat of arms showed a serpent: "nobilis de clenodio Serpentum". I also refer to 
a recent publication: J. Szymañski, Herbarz sredniowiecznego rycerstwa polskiego (Coats of 
arms of medieval Polish knights ), Warszawa 1993, pp. 288-9, where the Wçzyk 
(Wanszyk) coat of arms is presented and documented; this in all would seem to con- 
firm Michalski's claim that Magister Serpens and Andrew Wanszyk are one and the 
same person by explaining in a satisfactory manner the link between the two names. 
It is also worth mentioning, for the benefit of those who are not familiar with Polish, 
that "Wçzyk" or its older form "Wanszyk" means "little serpent" in Polish). 12 The work contained in ms. BJ 688, on ff.2r-83r is known under the following titles: 

Disputationes 'Physicorum' 
Exercitium 'Physicorum' 
Exercitia sive cursus Philosophiae Naturalis 
Quaestiones super octo libros 'Physicorum' 
Quaestiones disputatae super octo libros 'Physicorum' Aristotelis 

13 Ms. BJ 688, f.83ra. 
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Secondly, the text written at the head of the Exercitium Physicorum 
was declared to be a later addition by W. Wisíocki,14 K. Wójcik, R. 
Dudak & M. Zwiercan,15 in descriptions of ms. BJ 688 which contains 
this work. If one therefore disregards later adscriptions to the work, 
one would have reason enough to believe that the Exercitium Physicorum 
is an anonymous work. 

Although one may feel strongly inclined to accept these reasons, 
there still remains the problem of the heading: why was it added on 
later, and how are we to interpret the information it carries? 

M. Markowski for one, does not seem to share our doubts regarding 
the authorship of the Exercitium Physicorum ; he firmly believes that it 
was Andrew Wanszyk who wrote this work, and that he composed it 
taking into account the program of studies prevailing at the time in the 
Arts Faculty of the University of Cracow.16 The heading does indeed 
mention such matters: "(•••) editionis per titulos et per conclusiones 
iuxta cursum Almae Universitatis Studii Cracoviensis,' Although 
this would seem to satisfy, there was still another doubt haunting the 
whole matter: neither Serpens nor Cracow, mentioned in the heading, 
are to be found anywhere else in the work. This seems somewhat 
unusual if one takes into account the fact that it was common practice 
at the time to refer to local landmarks when wishing to exemplify a 
point in the work. The author of the Exercitium Physicorum does indeed 
manifest such a habit, and makes use of examples taken not from the 
scenery of Cracow, but of Prague. The text of the work supplies the 
following, used as illustrations by its author: the river Vltava is quoted 
on ff.8vb, 38rb, 48va of ms. BJ 688. In addition " Castrum pragense" 
appears on f.48va, and the towers of St. Gall's church (another Prague 
landmark built in the year 1234) are mentioned on f.47va. 

As a matter of fact, we are only too glad to use Prague yet again 
for our own purpose: to show that it seems very likely that the Exer- 
citium Physicorum was written in Prague and not in Cracow, as one 
might believe, were one just to read the heading of the work. It was 
common practice in Prague, as Jan Pinborg points out, that the 
magister was not obliged to write his own quaestiones for class, but could 

14 Cf. n. 2 no 1, p. 208. 15 Cf. n. 2 no 7, p. 57. 16 M. Markowski, Krakow skie Komentár ze do ' Fizyki * Arystotelesa zachowane w šred- 
niowiecznych rçkopisach Biblioteki Jagiellonskiej (Cracovian Commentaries to the ' Physics' of 
Aristotle contained in medieval manuscripts of the Jagellonian Library ), in: Studia 
Mediewistyczne, 7 (1966), p. 114. 
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read quaestiones written "by renowned authors in more or less 
rephrased forms", and that "lectures of this kind were termed exer- 
citia" . 17 This practice might have well been in force in Cracow where, 
one hastens to add, the first doctores & magistři of the restored University 
(Cracow University founded in 1364, was restored with the addition 
of a faculty of theology in 1400) were all graduates of the University 
of Prague; their Prague habits therefore, might well have served them 
as pioneers of university tradition in Cracow. 

The Exercitium Physicorum contained in ms. BJ 688 and attributed to 
the authorship of Andrew Wanszyk, seems to be a good example of 
an anonymous Quaestiones disputatae being used by a later master as a 
foundation for his exercitia , when commenting on Aristotle's Physics. 
Wanszyk had himself studied in Prague and continued his studies at 
Cracow University. It would therefore seem probable that Andrew 
Wanszyk, alias Magister Serpens, made use of the work in Cracow, 
where he later taught, having at some time brought these anonymous 
Quaestiones over to Cracow with him for this purpose and "labelling" 
them as "his" Exercitium Physicorum. This would also seem to account 
for the fact of the heading being a later addition by his hand, as well 
as for the fact of the information of the explicit not agreeing with what 
is contained in the heading, and for the reason why Wanszyk could 
not mention himself in the explicit of the work. 

It should also be noted that the work contains editorial marks, many 
written in rubro (of which Wanszyk seems to have been quite fond of18), 
corrections, as well as a few glossael marginalia by a hand different from 
that of the author. This might well be a clue as to how we should inter- 
pret the term: "Magistři Serpentis editionis", found in the text of the 
heading of the work. 

Of the three works linked with Andrew Wanszyk, only the Tabulatio 
libri b. Augustini De lapsu mundi seems to have really been written by 
him. The Glossa S. Thomae super Matthaeum was bought by Wanszyk 
whilst studying in Prague. It seems to be quite certain that Wanszyk 
was not the author of the Exercitium Physicorum contained in ms. BJ 
688, although it would appear that these anonymous Quaestiones 

17 N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny, J. Pinborg (eds), The Cambridge History of Later Medieval 
Philosophy , Cambridge 1990, 4 p. 21. 18 This became evident when looking at his adscriptions in ms. 376 of the Bibliotheca 
Ossoliniana which codex at one time belonged to Wanszyk. Both adscriptions on f.lr 
and on f.232v were written by Wanszyk in rubro. 
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disputatae were used by him as exercitia. I would therefore recommend 
that one refrain from using the adscription on f.2r as its title, and not 
attribute this work to Wanszyk's authorship. Until more data are 
available regarding the real author of this work, I suggest it be known 
as the Quaestiones disputatae super octo libros ' 'Physicorum quae Magistři 
Serpenti attribuuntur . 

Lublin (Poland) 
Marie Curie-Sklodowska University 
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Reviews 

Catherine Atherton The Stoics on Ambiguity , Cambridge Classical Studies, Cambridge 
University Press, 1993, xix + 563 pp. ISBN 0 521 44139 0 (hardback). 

Atherton has produced the first book-length study of Stoic theories relating to 
ambiguity. The Stoics provided much of what became standard logic in Hellenistic 
times, and it is evident that many genuine or adulterated pieces of Stoic classifications 
survived the death of Stoicism itself about AD 200, and finally exerted an influence 
on the Middle Ages. For instance, it is generally agreed that Augustine's discussion 
of ambiguity in De dialéctica owes a debt to the Stoics, and though De dialéctica was not 
to be Augustine's most influential work, it did influence the likes of Roger Bacon. 
Hence, even medievalists qua medievalists may reasonably take an interest in 
reconstructions of Stoic thought on subjects like ambiguity. 

The problem with such reconstructions is that there is very little on which to base 
them. Some casual references, Galen's list of what he claims to be the best Stoics' 
counterpart to Aristotle's fallacies in speech, two classifications of ambiguity (by 
Theon the rhetorician and by Augustine) that seem to have some Stoic background - 
that's about it. Atherton fights valiantly to squeeze information out of the meagre 
sources, but she is a conscientious scholar who does not allow her imagination to take 
fantastic flights not warranted by the sources. The result is that her conclusions 
strongly resemble the very meagre ones that the present reviewer reached in 1981 
when he covered essentially the same ground in some thirty pages.1 I ought to be the 
first to rejoice that a fresh examination of the evidence did not quite overturn all my 
conclusions, but was it really necessary to write another five hundred and sixty-three 
pages on the subject? 

It takes a twenty-seven-page introduction called "The scope of this book", eleven 
pages of presentation of "Sources and materials", and some ninety pages about "the 
origins and limits of Stoic interest in ambiguity" before we get to the core sections 
of the book, "The Stoic definition of ambiguity", "The Stoic classifications" and 
"Ambiguity and the fallacy." At page 471 we reach chapter 8, "The influence of 
Stoic teaching", which is followed by a short ch. 9 "A survey of conclusions", an 
appendix on the Aristotelian fallaciae in dictione , bibliography, index locorum, and a 
general index. 

Part of the reason for the book's length is an attempt to confront ancient and 
modern theory. It is hard to say why, but the comparisons did not satisfy me. They 
felt like not very informative digressions from the main theme, and made me lose 
sight of the author's actual conclusions. 

Another reason for length that no reader ought to complain of is the presentation 
of the central texts both in their original Greek, critical apparatus included, and in 
translation. The key texts are: (1) Diogenes Laertius 7.62, which contains a Stoic defi- 
nition of ambiguity. Atherton devotes her ch. 4 to a careful analysis of this text. 
Perhaps her most important observation is that by making XeÇiç the bearer of 
ambiguity the Stoics allowed ambiguity to apply to strings of letters/sounds prior to 
their being analyzed as words or complexes of words. (2) Galen, De captionibus ch. 4, 
and Theon, Progymnasmata 80-81 Spengel, which contain versions of a Stoic classifica- 
tion of ambiguity. This classification is studied in Atherton's ch. 5-6 before she passes 
in ch. 7 to the question of the relations between ambiguity and fallacy. There are fine 
pieces of analysis, but I feel Atherton makes too much of the inadequacies of the Stoic 
classification. After all, it has been transmitted neither in a proper context nor in a 
proper shape. 

Now I would like to take up some points of detail. 
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Pp.229f. contain a discussion of how an ancient Greek could fail to hear the dif- 
ference between auXrj xpíç and ocúXrjxpíç if both were properly pronounced. The occa- 
sion is the famous example ocuXrjxpiç rceaouaa Srjpioata eaxco = (1) "a hall that has fallen 
three times shall be public [property]", (2) "a flute-girl who has fallen shall be public 
[property (?)]." Atherton 's dicussion is unsatisfactory from the point of view of 
phonetics; inter alia it disregards the fact that Greek prepositions are proclitic 
although our standard orthography has the funny rule that disyllabic prepositions 
carry an accent on the ultimate. Similarly the conjunction xat is, and no doubt always 
was, proclitic in most contexts. Hence it is irrelevant for the question of auXrj xpíç and 
aúXrjxptç that there is good ancient evidence that xocTO^épovxoç and xaivoû could be 
phonetically indistinguishable from xaxà cpepovxoç and xat voû. Anyhow, I have no dif- 
ficulty in imagining a situation in which it would be OK to pronounce ocúXrj xpíç as 
one word stressed on the ultimate; for instance, a contrastive stress on xpíç might suf- 
fice to delete any final accentuation of auXrj as well as any other phonetic marking of 
word boundary. 

Instead of taking a clear personal standpoint, Atherton concludes her discussion 
with the remark that "a pitch differentiation of some sort would be counted more 
probable by the majority of scholars in the field than a total neutralisation." Never 
believe in the majority of classical scholars when it comes to phonetics! 

This majority opinion leads Atherton to consider the possibility that the example 
was not meant to be one of homophony but of homography only. I do not think so, 
but I would like to mention an argument in favour of the homography view. The 
example looks like it was invented in the context of rhetorical training. The student 
was to imagine that he was one of the parties in a law-suit where the relevant law text 
was the ambiguous "auXr]xpiç etc." 

The poor flute-girl reappears on p. 270 where Atherton refers to "Quintilian's con- 
temptuous allusion" to the example "as 'ilia vulgata'", and explains that " vulgata 
presumably means both "overfamiliar" [...] and "crude, implausible"." Yes, but 
there is also a joke. Vulgāri is one possible translation of 87)[iocrtocv yevéoGai, which can- 
not only mean "become state property" but also "become a public girl (prostitute)". 
Immediately afterwards Quintilian (7.9.4) uses publicaria which is as ambiguous as the 
Greek original. 

On p. 282f. Atherton deals with the vexed question of what a Stoic 7cxô>atç was. It 
is difficult to think up a sort of thing with all the properties the sources seem to ascribe 
to a 7rcô>atç. Atherton tries to cut the Gordian knot by sacrificing the explicitly attested 
incorporeality of 7tx<óaetç. This allows them to be a special sort of sounds (<po)vai), and 
to be "uttered" (7tpocp£pea0ai) rather than "said" (Xeyeaöai). Confirmation seems to 
come from Stobaeus 1.12.3 ( = SVF 1 .65/30A = Hülser F.3162): 

Aúxàç (i.e. xàç tSeaç) Se oí Exanxot cptXóaoqxu çaatv àvu7rápxxouç eivai, xaì xûv jxèv 
evvor)(xáxG)v [xexexeiv r)(Jiâç, xcov hi 7cxcóaecov a ç 8rļ rcpoariYopíaç xaXoûat xuyx^vetv. 

Atherton translates: 
The Stoic philosophers say these [i.e. the Forms] are non-subsistent, and that 
we share in the concepts, but get the cases which they call appellatives. 

and draws the conclusion that "at least some cases, then, were appellatives for the 
Stoa." Unknown to Atherton, this conclusion receives support from a second-century A.D. papyrus fragment of a Greek-Latin glossary (P.Oxy. 49.34Õ2)3, in which we 
find "7txcoa£tov ouoxaßouXcopoufji". 'Vocabulum' was Varro's translation of 7cpoar)yopta. 

Nonetheless, I think Atherton's translation of Stobaeus is wrong, though gram- 
matically possible. I think the text says that 
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The Stoic philosophers say that these [i.e. the Forms] are non-subsistent, and 
that we share in the concepts, whereas the appellatives (as they call them) obtain 
the cases. 

Comparing the Stobaeus text with Simplicius Cat. 209 ( = Hülser F. 860; notice 
Mansfeld's attractive inversion of 'Stoics' and 'Academics', which Hülser accepts), 
it seems clear to me that the structure of the message is: 

Men share in concepts 
Appellatives obtain cases 

Neither men nor appellatives share in ideas, the Stoics said, for there are no such 
universal things, but there are universal quasi-things, concepts, corresponding to par- 
ticular states of mind (9 avTaaiai), and there are quasi-things, cases, corresponding to 
particular words. The relation between men in a certain state of mind and the corre- 
sponding concept is called "sharing in (participation, iieTex&tv)" that between a cer- 
tain appellative word and the corresponding case is called "obtaining (xu-fx^veiv)". 
The Platonist mistake consisted in conflating the two sorts of quasi-entities into one 
hypostatized entity, the idea, in which both particular states of mind and particular 
word-forms (and particular extra-linguistic and extra-mental entities) could sup- 
posedly participate. 

On pp. 38 Iff Atherton discusses the ambiguity of "reference" described by Galen 
and Theon Rhetoricus. Galen's text has been transmitted in a bad shape, it is not 
even clear what his example of this type of ambiguity is. The one and only ms has 
d)ç ¿v toh Aícov 0£G)v eupco. This was long ago emended into <I)ç iv toh Aícov ©£g)v ¿cjtív. 
Galen explains that in this example it is unclear eìre ini ttjv àfxçoxépcov uîcapÇtv 
àvaçépetai eire lìti toioûtov otov ó Atcov 0£<ov èaxtv rj rcáXtv. This seems to mean that 
there are three possible interpretations, viz. (1) Dion is and Theon is, (2) Dion is 
Theon, (3) Theon is Dion. Atherton correctly points out that it is difficult to see how 
the example could have sense (1). This and other difficulties lead her to accept 
Sedley's emendation of the example into a>ç èv xõk Aígjv <eaxt xat> 0écov eupoiç 
<av>. Sedley's conjecture is attractive, but has the disadvantage of removing 
Galen's "reference" ambiguity from that described by Theon Rhetoricus. This does 
not bother Atherton too much, and so she rejects my emendation of Theon 
Rhetoricus' a^ißoXov yap yivexat to èrcí TÍva cpepeaÖat into a^ißoXov yap ytve-rat tí etcì 
tí <à>va9ep£Tat, which would bring his description into line with Galen's jatj SrjXouaa 
tí (5. t.] BtjXovóti ms.) Irci tí àvaçépeTOti. Finally, Atherton considers rejecting the 
elegant conjecture (xrj SrjXoûaoc tí for (jltj StjXovóti and proposes jxrj SfjXov etr' "not clear 
whether". This proposal can be safely discarded. There is no corresponding Etre for 
her elV to form a couple with. As for her rejection of tí ini tí <<x>va<pep£T0ct, Atherton 
p. 391 n. 149 seems to overlook that it does not consist in adding <ava> , but in the 
paleographically much more innocent addition of an alpha, change of to into tí and 
of -aOai into -Tat. She also forgets about paleography when she claims (p. 388) that 
Sedley's etfpotç àv accounts for the peculiar MS reading eupw." It doesn't. 
Paleographically the emendation to e<ruiv is rather more plausible. Besides, Galen does 
not use the formula eupotç ocv to introduce other examples in his section on Stoic 
ambiguity, whereas the bare coç ¿v tc5i occurs in the immediately preceding example. 

It was only to be expected that Atherton would disagree with a number of things 
I have written. She generally fails to convince me I was wrong, but that may only 
prove that I am a stiff-neck, for she does have some interesting points, as when she 
tries (pp. 419-20) to provide a more satisfactory interpretation than mine of 
Simplicius Cat. 24. 13-20. The problem is that as the text stands, it says that if we have 
a syllogism SM MP SP, in which M is an ambiguous term, the dialecticians advise 
the opponent to grant the two premisses if they are true, though each on a different 
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interpretation of M' he ought not raise his voice in protest until the questioner 
transfers M from one meaning to another; he ought to protest when the conclusion 
is drawn. On this reading the transfer occurs only when the conclusion is being 
drawn, but that may seem strange. Doesn't the transfer take place when premiss two 
is put forward? Atherton tries to make the text say just that by choosing a different 
reading (e'coç av fxexayr)i) from that selected by the editor and accepted by me (ecoç äv 
(xexayáyrjt). She then translates "the dialecticians recommend keeping quiet, as long 
as the questioner transfers the word to another signification. " I am not convinced, 
for it does not strike me as plausible that Simplicius (or any imaginable source of his) 
would use £G)ç av [xexáyrii in the sense of "as long as... transfers". It would take some 
convincing parallels to convert me. But at least, Atherton has put her finger on a gen- 
uine problem. 

Atherton and I disagree on one fundamental issue. I believe the early Stoics were 
well acquainted with Aristotle's thought, and probably even with a good deal of the 
esoteric works; and I believe Aristotle influenced them very much, be it often in the 
form of providing them with doctrines which they felt must be replaced with better 
ones. So I am prone to see similarities between Aristotelian and Stoic pieces of doc- 
trine. Atherton shows little willingness to accept possible Aristotelian influence on the 
Stoa. A small example of our disagreement: In 1981 I suggested that the Stoic division 
of sophisms into four types according to the status of the conclusion (1. false, 2. 
resembling what is false, 3. non-evident, 4. otherwise unacceptable) might owe a debt 
to the five metae of sophists that Aristotle operates with in the Elenchi , viz. A. refuta- 
tion, B. false(hood), C. not-in-accordance-with belief (rcapaBoÇov), D. soloecism, E. 
nugation. I linked 1 to B, 2 to C, and 4 to D. Atherton on p. 432 in note 15 rejects 
my suggestion, partly because there is neither total isomorphy nor identity of aims 
between the two classifications, and in this she is right, of course; but also because 
she does not see the similarity I saw between 2 and C. She says: "paradoxical does 
not mean "resembling the false", as Ebbesen claims." I never claimed that. What 
I did claim was a rough correspondence between öfxotov <]>eu8et and rcapaBoÇov. I will 
continue to claim that, for the point in the Aristotelian sophist's trying to make his 
opponent say something rcapáSoÇov is exactly to make him say something that looks 
false to the audience, no matter what its real truth-value is. I will not claim that it 
follows that the Stoics were influenced by the Sophistici Elenchi , but the possibility can- 
not be as easily dismissed as Atherton thinks. 

Typographical errors and misspellings are few and generally not important, though it annoys a Dane to find Otto Jespersen's family name spelt 'Jespenîorc'. There is one 
serious error in the last line of p. 381 where a definite article (ó) has dropped out 
before Aicov. 

I find two surprising bibliographical oversights. I mis Karlheinz Hülser' s 
monumental Die Fragmente zur Dialektik der Stoiker I-IV, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: 
Frommann-Holzboog, 1987-88. On a number of occasions Atherton refers to 
Hülser's pre-print from 1982 but strangely overlooks the final edition, which differs 
significantly from the pre-print. Also, one would have expected a reference, at least, 
to Irène Rosier (ed.), L 'ambiguité. Cinq études historiques , Presses Universitaires de Lille, 
1988. 

A little sigh at the end. When will students of ancient philosophy start to take the 
Middle Ages seriously? Atherton shows her good will a couple of times, thus by men- 
tioning the "obligation game" in a footnote on p. 418. Apparently she has met the 
phenomenon in C.L. Hamblin's pioneering, but now outdated, Fallacies from 1970, 
to which she refers the reader, adding a reference to a well-known paper by L.M. de 
Rijk published in this journal in 1974. That's unprofessional. Any student of 
medieval logic knows that the right thing to do is to refer to E. Stump and P. Spade's 
Obligations in The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy from 1982, possibly sup- 
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plemented with a reference to some recent article (by E.J. Ashworth, for instance) 
that might introduce the reader to the latest discussions and literature. 

And a big sigh! When will scholars learn to co-operate? It would have cost Mrs 
Atherton no more than a letter to get into contact with her most recent predecessor 
in her field of study. If she had done so while working on the book, I might have had 
no occasion at all for sighing. 

Copenhagen Sten Ebbesen 

1 S. Ebbesen, Commentators and Commentaries on Aristotle's Sophistici Elenchi. A Study of Post- 
Aristotelian Ancient and Medieval Writings on Fallacies , vols. 1-111= Corpus Latinum Commentariorum in 
Aristotelem Graecorum VII. 1-3, Leiden 1981; see vol. I, esp. p. 21-51. 2 Karlheinz Hülser, Die Fragmente zur Dialektik der Stoiker I-IV, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt 1987- 
88. (SVF = v. Arnim, Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta ). 1 Edited by J. E.G. Whitehorne in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, XLIX, London 1982, p. 93-5. 

Joep Lameer, Al-Färabi and. Aristotelian Syllogistic: Greek Theory and Islamic Practice , 
Leiden-New York-Köln (E.J. Brill) 1994, xx + 351 p. ISBN 90-04-09884-4. 

In general, this book has its good and its bad side. Its good side consists in being 
a solid piece of scholarship in Islamic studies. Its bad side lies in its claiming to offer 
logical and philosophical analyses of the material. Let me begin with the good side. 

This book deals with the syllogistic of Alfarabi, with special attention paid to his 
Greek and Islamic sources. Lameer surveys the uses to which Alfarabi puts the 
syllogistic, both assertorie and modal, in philosophy, rhetoric, theology, and 
jurisprudence. He not only collates and reports on the relevant texts, but also offers 
analyses of their philosophical and historical importance. Lameer deals with how 
Alfarabi analyzes the formal structure of syllogisms and the other argument forms 
treated in the Prior Analytics , and how he applies them to Islamic theological and legal 
reasoning. 

Lameer has written a well organized and clear book. The chapters divide up well, 
and, at risk of repetition, he offers a summary at the end of each. He does the cross- 
referencing, indices, and citations well. 

Lameer performs best when discussing the concerns of Orientalists: available 
manuscripts, possible sources, textual variants, the relation of Arabic to Greek ter- 
minology, problems of editions, translations, and transmission. He goes on at length; 
I find it distracting to have some of these discussions in the body of the text. [23ff.; 
55ff. ; 8 Iff.; 155ff.; 235ff.] 

Still, these discussions contain most of the valuable material in this book. For 
instance, Lameer discusses how 'syllogism' was understood by Aristotle and later 
Greek logicians, and how then it was translated into Arabic, and understood by 
Alfarabi and his predecessors. [42-4] Likewise he discusses the history of terms like 
'categorical syllogism' and 'hypothetical syllogism'. [44-7] (Lameer calls the former 
'predicative'.) He has similar discussions throughout the book. 

In the midst of these discussions, Lameer judges the correctness of Alfarabi' s 
distinctions and doctrines about the syllogistic. So, e.g., he claims, while discussing 
the distinction of direct and indirect proof in the categorical syllogistic, that Alfarabi 
"was wrong when he subsumed both under the predicative syllogism, this due to what 
appears to be his lack of understanding of the interrelation between the adjectives 
'predicative' and 'direct' in this specific context.' [54] He admits that Alfarabi would 
be led to do this because direct and indirect proof are used in proofs of various moods 
of the categorical syllogistic. Still, Lameer says, "But whatever Alfarabi's motives, 
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the correct interpretation would have been to identify the predicative with the direct 
syllogism, and subsume the two" so that the simple syllogism has three types: 
predicative or direct, indirect by reduction to the impossible, and conditional. [54] 
(The conditional concerns not ekthetic proofs of categorical syllogisms, but syllogisms 
whose premises are hypothetical. Lameer seems to have left out ekthetic proofs here, 
although he does mention them later. [67; 75]) Lameer says that Alfarabi was led to 
this mistake by following Alexander of Aphrodisias, who uses 'categorical' as 
equivalent to 'deictic' (or direct proof). [53] But Alfarabi uses 'categorical' also as a 
synonym for 'simple, so that a syllogism is simple if it has no more than two premises. 
[44] At this point Lameer refers to section II. 3 [44-7]. 

My discussion of this point may appear truncated and confusing. But my point is: 
it is not! This is all the detail that Lameer gives. Moreover, I cannot find help in sec- 
tion II. 3. I do not say that Lameer errs, merely that I find him hard to follow. I find 
it tortuous to find and lay out his reasoning for many of his evaluative claims, mostly 
due to his brevity. 

Lameer has a similar style in making other such claims. Instances include his claim 
that Alfarabi misunderstands the relation between induction and demonstration 
[151]; that abduction differs from induction [168], be it perfect or imperfect [172; 
169], and also cannot be understood deductively (as with Ross) or specially (as with 
Peirce); that Alfarabi commits a formal fallacy, in taking a proposition with the 
definite article universally as opposed to particularly [188; 191] - here Lameer ignores 
a long tradition starting with the Prior Analytics itself that does this-; that Alfarabi 
takes theological a posteriori argument to be neither abductive, analogical, nor deduc- 
tive but to be "an inductive syllogism on the basis of a, logically speaking, improper use of the definite article" [229]; that Alfarabi is correct in relating Islamic judicial 
reasoning to the rhetorical syllogism [289], but is wrong in taking it non-modally, because of the presence of 'ought' [270-5]; that Alfarabi "mindlessly lumps together" 
types of legal reasoning that, on Lameer' s account, differ only in whether or not the 
major premise is stated explicitly or in wheter the major term is used in the sense used 
in the Qu'ran [243]. All this looks interesting, but leaves me unsatisfied. 

Also I have difficulty understanding in what sense Lameer is judging Alfarabi not 
to be "correct". Does Alfarabi commit a logical (syntactic) mistake? Or, is the 
mistake theoretical (metalogical)? Or, is the mistake philological- that Alfarabi has 
not faithfully reproduced Aristotle's original terminology and distinctions? I do not 
find Lameer clearly separating these issues. Yet he states his project as one of examin- 
ing of how Alfarabi borrows from Aristotle, and assessing how his own theory differs 
and fares in comparison, [xix; 99] 

Thus, I find that Lameer has much valuable textual material and discussion of 
sources. But I find his assessments and evaluations of this material truncated and tor- 
tuous, if not flawed. I think that this flaw stems from Lameer's mishandling of logical 
and philosophical issues. So then let me turn to this, the bad side. 

To begin with, I find the secondary literature cited by Lameer to offer a good 
instance of why many will find this book frustrating. Despite his own use of predicate 
logic and other formal structures in analyzing the syllogistic, Lameer does not men- 
tion other attempts by such as I. Angelelli and J. Corcoran. In discussing the 
metatheory of the Prior Analytics and induction, he does not mention the work of such 
as J. Barnes and R. Smith. In discussing the relation of dialectic to logic, he fails to 
discuss the views of G.E.L. Owen, T. Irwin et al. [ 1 45-] 

One may take my complaints as mere pedantic quibbling. Yet they affect the 
substance of the book. Below I give a pair of examples; I do not say so much that 
Lameer has wrong conclusions as that he does not arrive at them with adequate 
discussion. 

Thus, Lameer rightly says that Alfarabi found the categorical syllogistic to have 
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central place in syllogistic and in Aristotle, [xvi] Alfarabi distinguishes syllogisms into 
the demonstrative, sophistical, rhetorical, and poetical. Like Aristotle, he focuses on 
the demonstrative, where the premises are necessary. Yet, Lameer notes, both Aristo- 
tle and Alfarabi use categorical and not modal syllogisms in demonstration. Lameer 
claims that the categorical and the modal syllogisms differ only in the modality being 
attached. (I find this claim itself dubious, e.g., because a contingent affirmation is 
equivalent to its denial, and because the modality can be attached variously to the 
categorical statement). Lameer then is inclined to admit propositions of mixed 
modality into demonstration, although he then notes that in practice only categorical 
propositions were used. He says that Alfarabi concentrates on the categorical 
syllogistic because it gives the structure common to all [non-hypothetical] syllogisms. 
Lameer then concludes: 

...And this, again, implies that his statement... that the Prior Analytics is concerned with the 
syllogism in a general, absolute sense, can only refer to the theory of the assertorie 
syllogism, to the exclusion of Aristotle modal syllogisms, [xvii] 

First, this conclusion not only does not follow, but contradicts what Lameer has just 
said about the relation of the modal to the categorical syllogistic. Second, I suspect 
that if Lameer were more familiar with the function of demonstration he would not 
conclude that demonstrations must include modal premises, as, e.g., M. Ferejohn has 
argued. I find my suspicions confirmed by his later remark, that, for Aristotle and 
Alfarabi the middle term in a demonstration functions to connect the minor to the 
major term and "ideally" is the definition of the major term. [223] For many of the 
demonstrations in the Posterior Analytics do not have the middle term defining the 
minor term. 

Again, I do not say so much that Lameer is wrong as that, at best, his views are 
so compressed so as to become unintelligible. 

I shall now give a more serious, second example. In discussing Alfarabi' s theory 
of predication, Lameer distinguishes three classes of expressions used by Alfarabi for 
categorical statements: 'P is existent in S', T is said of S', and 'S is P' (nominal or 
verbal in Arabic). [89-90] All this is fine. But Lameer then makes "a formal distinc- 
tion" between class-one and class-two expressions, and symbolizes them differently. 
[90-1] He then uses this symbolism extensively in presenting and analyzing Alfarabi' s 
syllogistic. [99 ad finem ] 

I do not see the point of this symbolism: Lameer seems to have taken a grammatical 
variation to have logical significance. Or, perhaps, he merely uses it to abbreviate a 
paraphrase of Alfarabi' s texts. But then he offers no assessment or analysis that will 
satisfy a logician or philosopher. (So too Lameer regularly notes that Alfarabi uses 
various expressions for the same notion in Aristotle without determining whether the 
variation has logical significance, especially in Ch. 3.) 

Oddly, Lameer does use modern predicate logic occasionally. He does so when 
analyzing the proof of a paradigm, where a singular conclusion follows from a univer- 
sal Barbara syllogism (every B is C; every A is B), with the added premise that the 
minor term applies to a certain individual ('s': 's is A'). [196-7] The proof is easy in 
any case, and does not require so much exposition and logical machinery. Anyway, 
why then did not Lameer use predicate logic before? (He also uses a version of 
Hypothetical Syllogism (with quantifiers) for predicate logic, instead of using the 
usual rules for predicate logic.) Again, he uses it to present Alfarabi's statements 
about the fallacies of denying the antecedent and affirming the consequent. [220] 
Note that Lameer does not use the latter terminology, which is much clearer; he has 
no need for predicate logic here. 

So, I claim, the bad side of the book lies in its logical and philosophical pretensions. 
Philosophers and logicians can learn from the book as a report of Alfarabi's materials, 
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but not as a critical assessment of Alfarabi's significance in the history of logic. For 
I never do become clearer about how Alfarabi differs from Aristotle in his logical 
theory and whether these differences make logical progress. Islamicists may 
appreciate the textual work of the book, but will too probably become confused by 
the analyses. 

The book is well produced, with relatively few mistakes, given its typographical 
complexities. [3.24; 143.19; 163.11] 

Thus, I find the title of the book misleading: it does not present Aristotle's theory 
of the syllogistic or Al-Farabi's extension and uses of it in such a way that would 
satisfy a modern logician or philosopher. Perhaps the book has as its intended 
audience Orientalists, albeit traditional ones. At any rate, it reads like a dissertation 
in Oriental studies, in need of a revision with a broader focus. Nevertheless, Lameer's 
book has positive worth as a resource for further studies of Alfarabi's logic and its rela- 
tion to philosophy and Islamic culture. 

Kutztown Allan Bäck 

Sten Ebbesen (ed.), Sprachtheorien in Spätantike und Mittelalter , Tübingen (Gunter Narr) 
1995, 408 pp., ISBN 3 87808 673 3. (Geschichte der Sprachtheorie). 

The image of Grammar Martianus Capella had passed on to the Middle Ages was 
powerful: she was the nurse, and even mother of the Liberal Arts. By the Carolingian 
period she was consolidating her position as the stepmother of theology, and from 
then on until about 1500 a close symbiotic relationship developed between language 
study, philosophy and theology. The forward to the book by Peter Schmitter, the 
general editor of the series, and Sten Ebbesen 's introduction reflect the diversity of 
language scholarship from 1200 to 1500 and provide a roadmap of the book and its 
concerns. The body of the book has four sections: on language theory in Biblical 
exegesis, on philosophical theorising about language, on description and teaching of 
languages, and on language in use. The book closes with an index to the persons men- 
tioned in the articles. 

Seeing that theology was often defined as a science of signs, the first section of the 
book is concerned with the exploitation of ancient sign theory by theologians. It starts 
appropriately with Augustine. Hans Ruef presents his De dialéctica as a discussion of 
the semantics of the linguistic sign. I expect that Augustine would recognise himself 
and his concerns with truth in language and argument in the close philosophical 
argumentation of Ruefs discussion, and he would be flattered. But Augustine, a 
rhetorician in the Ciceronian mould, had derived much of his dialectic from the game 
Cicero had played in arriving at a philosophical rhetoric. I found it informative to 
counterpoint the dialectic of this excellent article with classical Roman rhetorical doc- 
trine and practice, and to see how the legacy Augustine had passed on was highlighted 
by the experience. 

The other articles in the section flow naturally from this Augustinián beginning. 
Luisa Valente' s two articles on language and twelfth-century exegesis and theology 
show how the question of how one speaks about the divine had developed from some 
scattered remarks among the Fathers into a mystical problem with fruitful repercus- 
sions on the intellectual relationships between language disciplines and theology. The 
first of these articles discusses the mark the rhetorician's concern with signs and their 
interpretation had left on Biblical exegesis: it is particularly good on the distinction 
between significado rerum and significatio verborum , and on how exegetes applied this 
distinction to the sensus litteralis and the sensus mysticus and to allegory in factis et in verbis. 
The second reflects the passage from biblical exegesis to theology proper, and the fur- 
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ther retreat of rhetoric in the face of grammar. Valente' s analysis of certain of Alain 
de Lille's rules of theology bears witness to the paradox at the heart of the sermo 
theologicus : God's lack of subjection to grammar was analysed in grammatical terms 
sharpened by dialecticians. 

The final article in the section, Dahan on Genesis 2.19 - 20, deals with one of the 
most famous examples of assignment of names. In Genesis 2 God parades the animals 
in front of Adam so that he can name them, and Adam calls them nominibus suis (by 
their own names). Dahan' s wide-ranging account of the problems involved in inter- 
preting Adam's act of impositio raises the questions of origin of language, etymology, 
the nature or convention controversy, and the nature of names, whether abstract or 
concrete. Dahan also raises the question of possible Jewish influence, not unlikely 
given the important Jewish communities in Europe and some relatively cordial rela- 
tions between Christian and Jewish scholars. His conclusions on the history of this 
dilemma are necessarily tentative; but it is clear from his account that Biblical 
exegetes handled contemporary work on language with kid gloves, and that they do 
not seem to have any firm sense of a coherent model of analysis that could handle this 
exceptional set of circumstances. 

The second section deals with models of language behaviour. It opens with a second 
treatment, this time by Klaus Jacobi, of the basic problem of res et verba , but from the 
instrumental question of how a term represents reality. As Klaus Jacobi sees it, the 
question of the relationship between word and thing was given new urgency by the 
development of a theology that was abandoning its traditional role of Biblical exegesis 
and becoming speculative. Though the nexus between language study and theology 
had been pioneered by Boethius and developed by Pseudo-Dionysius, the star players 
in this article are Peter Abelard, Anselm and Gilbertus Porreta: two of them original 
enough to have fallen foul of the authorities. Jacobi shows convincingly how many 
productive aspects of thirteenth-century grammatica speculativa were rooted in the 
theologians' need to rethink definitions from Priscian and the progression in 
Boethius' s sequence, res - intellectus - verbum through newly discovered works of 
Aristotle. For where the res is God, the verbum has a certain unreality about it, which 
can only be resolved if the mind is allowed a certain freedom of action. 

From Jacobi's focus on terms the book passes to Mary Sirridge on different percep- 
tions of the object of grammar in Robert Kilwardy and John of Denmark. She plays 
off Kilwardby's three elements in the characterisation of a science: subject, purpose 
(finis), and definition against illuminating parallels between the questions asked by 
both modern linguists and thirteenth-century grammarians about universais, conven- 
tion and knowledge. Her discussion of Robert Kilwardby and John of Denmark 
shows in ironic detail how diverse interpretations of revered authorities could be, even 
if those authorities were Aristotle and Boethius. By focussing the significative and 
communicative aspect of language as the subject of grammar, Kilwardby emerges as 
what Irène Rosier calls un grammarien intentionnaliste , while John of Denmark who is 
definitely seeking invariant context-free rules, is extremely formalist. Given the dif- 
ference in the ages and sphere of influence of the two men, I would see a generation 
gap here not unlike that between say Hockett and Chomsky. Is this debate between 
semi-pragmatic and formalist models of grammar the final parallel between the mid- 
dle of the thirteenth century and the early days of Transformational-Generative 
Grammar? 

The useful and pithy sketch of the distinction between res significata and modus 
significant that begins the following article by Irène Rosier again takes us back to 
Boethius. Rosier carries Valente's story into the thirteenth century, showing how 
Alexander of Hales, Bonaventure, Albertus Magnus and Aquinas applied normal 
philosophical techniques to an abnormal situation and developed the insights of the 
twelfth century into a coherent modified realist exegesis of terms in Donatus and Pris- 
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cian. By the nature of things she does not carry the story beyond the 1280s: neither 
is there much direct treatment of grammarians, a telling point which shows just how 
grammatically aware and innovative our theologians were. Particularly when the 
ground has been prepared by Valente' s two articles in Part 1 , the case for taking modus 
significant as being adopted by grammar from theology instead of the other way 
round is considerably strengthened by this article. 

The next article, Marmo's fruitful investigation of the role of pragmatics in 
modistic theory, gives the reader an excellent illustration of how a model of analysis 
both opens up the data and closes it. The medieval situation Marmo describes has 
ironic parallels with the context-free treatment of language by generative grammar. 
Because the physical model of matter and form focussed attention on the word, its 
genesis and its linguistic operations, both modistae and generativists found it difficult 
to progress beyond the sentence to the utterance and to find a place in their thinking 
for communicative intent and interpretation. In tracing the controversial place of 
pragmatics in language theory from the first generation of modistae up to Scotus, 
Marmo discusses perennial problems consequent on the formalisation of language 
theory through philosophical models of generation. To me the most interesting aspect 
of this article is treating pragmatics as an aspect of semiotics, and in particular 
Marmo's final comparison of the early modistae to the recent position of Umberto Eco, 
who has abandoned any division between semantics and pragmatics. Did the 
sacramental theologians before the modistae assume that pragmatic considerations 
were an essential part of their theorising? 

All of this appears very differently in Claude Panaccio on William of Ockham. 
Panaccio is at pains to point out that Ockham was not a grammarian, but a logician 
and theologian who treated the authority of Boethius and Augustine very differently 
from his moderate realist predecessors and rivals. Without playing the game of fin- 
ding parallels among modern linguists and philosophers, Panaccio gives Ockham a 
surprisingly modern air, for example Ockham' s view of the Augustinián lingua mentis 
as a structure of perception and conception with its own semantic and grammatical 
rules; the unquestioning acceptance of l'arbitraire du signe and its intentionality; and 
the contextualist view of suppositio. All this makes for one of the best descriptions of 
the contentious points of nominalist language theory I have seen. 

The world of fifteenth-century nominalism had its likenesses with the thirteenth 
century - its Aristotelian traditions, its reliance on traditional handbooks like the Doc- 
trinale ', and its strong religious and theological element. This was a transitional period 
between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. All these themes come together in 
Kaczmarek's article on Gabriel Biel and Florentius Diel, two prominent Heidelberg 
theologians active in logic and grammar. For me as a newcomer to this period, two 
things mark Kaczmarek's article: its sense of the intellectual turmoil of the period, 
and its careful description of the grammatical handbooks written by our two authors. 
The essentially synchronic focus of this article is enriched by references to figures who 
built the tradition, like Pierre d'Ailly and Jean Gerson, and those humanists like 
Aldus Manutius who finally replaced it. Though the space of the article and the 
richness of the material allow for little more than refined name-dropping, this is an 
excellent introduction to an important period in late medieval language scholarship. 

The developments detailed in the first two sections of the book followed the gradual 
supplanting of the Donatus major by Priscian's Institutiones grammaticae as an advanced 
grammar text. The third section opens with Kneepkens's article on the fortunes of 
Priscian from the sixth to the fifteenth centuries. This chapter is not a mere chrono- 
logy, but a coherent account of the gradual transformation of Priscian from a classical 
school grammarian into a fountainhead of intellectual authority, a universal Master 
with influence on both logic and theology. Priscian, the authority that was copied, 
epitomised and industriously commented on probably would have been almost 
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unrecognisable to Priscian's contemporaries. The reader should ponder the sting in 
the tail of this article: Kneepkens writes that ' 'Priscian's deficiencies contributed 
highly to his success in the Middle Ages". A pity this is not further elaborated, but 
it is a perceptive remark that applies to many others, ancient and modern, besides 
Priscian. 

This chapter leads naturally into the questions of teaching and translation, not only 
of Latin, but also of Greek, Hebrew, Arabic and the European vernaculars. This 
chapter has three authors. The first part by Luisa Valente, a discussion of the Latin 
West's sense that Latin lacked the powers of Greek, Hebrew and Arab, brings to 
mind Cicero's lament about the patrii sermonis egestas. Her account of the foundation 
of the studia linguarum reminds me very much of the sudden interest during the Second 
World War in foreign language teaching. Dahan' s section of this chapter does an 
excellent job of situating translation as a cultural and administrative activity. He gives 
us a nice mix between practitioners and would-be theoreticians which allows the 
reader to balance translators like Burgundio of Pisa against philosophers like Aquinas 
who were trying to find some beginnings of theory in age-old principles and in their 
own observation. The last section, on vernacular grammars, was contributed by Irène 
Rosier. She demonstrates that such grammatical analysis is usually led by the needs 
of the classroom; and that the classroom gets its motivation from an ill-defined mix 
of social imperatives. Full as its accounting is, this excellent chapter could have 
benefited from incorporating some of the frameworks customary in modern sociol- 
inguistics. Charles Ferguson's now classical work on diglossia focussed attention on the 
shapes and usages of bilingualism: Latin, the standardised language, obviously 
played the part of high language to the low vernaculars. Among more recent work, 
there is Mark Amsler's on the sociolinguistic relationships between Latin, the ver- 
naculars and foreign languages. 

The last section of the book focusses its attention on language in use. Karin Fred- 
borg' s investigation of the the unity and coherence of the trivium as it was in the 
twelfth century works from contemporary accounts of curricula, student reactions to 
their studies, accounts of individual masters, and interdisciplinary discussions in text- 
books. Nobody who has ever taught should be surprised that this article is a record 
of aspirations rather than achievement. Interdisciplinarity may have been a valued 
goal, but on the evidence it was not fully achieved, nor could it be. The article rings 
very true, and should be read not only for the fine account it gives of elementary 
schools, but also as a cautionary tale about long dead colleagues. 

Given the thrust of Fredborg's article, I am not surprised that rhetoric plays a 
rather equivocal part in the next, Morenzoni's article on the artes praedicandi , an 
account of the medieval passion for systématisation. He implies a certain divided 
loyalty in the writers of the artes which recalls some of the twelfth-century difficulties 
with balancing Priscian and theology. On one hand there is a body of pastoral precept 
and example going back to Augustine at least; on the other the Rhetorica vetus , neither 
of them theoretical in tone. The not inconsiderable achievement of Morenzoni's 
interesting account is the laying of foundations for further study. It leaves a large 
number of questions to be answered. What was the target readership of these 
manuals? How did this fit into the training of the clergy, such as it was? Were they 
really meant for the parish priest? 

Like the previous writers Friis-Jensen shows that the Middle Ages was an age of 
popularisers who very obstinately remade the past in their own image. I doubt 
whether Horace would recognise himself in this excellent discussion of the Horatian 
poets of the twelfth century. Here we are offered an account of how medieval 
theoreticians - who were not shy in demonstrating their own poetic competence - 
came to terms with Horace's seeming lack of order and made a teacher of him. The 
picture of the interplay between Horace's Ars poética , the commentaries on it, and 
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medieval poetics is a very full one, with many casual references to the mixed classical 
and medieval background typical of the twelfth century. 

This is most emphatically not a book about grammar, but one about the language 
scholarship of the Middle Ages. The major thrust of the book is theological - it 
exemplifies Jacobi' s dictum that he who would study medieval grammar must pro- 
ceed through the medieval texts on theology and Christology (p. 82). After the Carol- 
ingian period, theology could be called an applied linguistics, and the advent of 
dialectic over the eleventh and twelfth century merely subordinated and redirected the 
linguistic aspects of enquiry - it did not eliminate them. Diverse as this book is, it is 
unified around two themes we can express as questions from Michel Foucault: the 
archive medieval language study presupposes, and the questions asked of both archive 
and material investigated. 

First, the archive itself, from which came basic ideas and attitudes. It begins with 
the Bible: which is both object of study and a study handbook. After the Bible ranks 
Augustine, in particular the De dialéctica and De doctrina Christiana. After 1100 his 
discussions on language were often hidden behind Boethius and Pseudo-Dionysius. 
The secular part of the archive was made up of Latin classical authors - of whom the 
most important were Cicero, Ovid and Vergil and, for our purposes, Horace, the 
grammarians Donatus and Priscian, and the Latin versions of Plato and Aristotle. 
Archives are never static: this book demonstrates how the archive expanded to include 
such as Alain de Lille, Gilbert of Poitiers, Aquinas and William of Ockham, to name 
only some of those prominent here. And with diversity in the archive came diversity 
in theory. 

Second, the questions asked, that is the balance achieved between analytical 
problem and archive. In the matter of language analysis the book does not pay much 
direct attention to the relationship between philosophy and language. Even though 
it is still fruitful, this question has been well worked over the last seventy years. But 
the Latin translations of Pseudo-Dionysius had set before the Middle Ages the 
paradox that God was ineffable, and that does not prevent humans from speaking to 
him or about him. The first two sections of the book show how the medievais set about 
reconciling the religious and secular parts of the archive in order to settle this basic 
problem. As we see, even where the secular science of grammar is bent by such as 
Alain de Lille, the intellectual probity of the medieval scholar demanded that the ben- 
ding be analysable by the principles of grammar. Hence the exploitation and analysis of Priscian's definition of the noun by Gilbert of Poitiers and Alain de Lille's distinc- 
tion between the existential and copulative uses of the verb esse. These instances, 
together with Rosier' s case-study of the evolution of the modus significandi , which 
began as a theological term under the prompting of dialectic, amply confirm that 
essential aspects of medieval language theory developed outside grammar. Such 
developments did not remain confined to theology. The consequence essential to us 
was that grammar was set on the road to becoming a science in the strict thirteenth- 
century terms. It seems clear that the theologian's problems with the mechanisms of 
signification, particulary in the matter of God, brought a much-needed elasticity to 
the Realist doctrines of meaning taken literally from Aristotle. And in return, the 
perfected grammar of the thirteenth century contributed further to theological 
analysis. 

Though rhetoric is at the centre of the last section of the book, it was the Cinderella 
of medieval intellectual life, or so it seems. I wonder how much our concentration on 
philosophical rather than practical aspects of medieval language study distorts the pic- 
ture. Apart from the flourishing art of poetics and the rather ambiguous artes 
praedicandi described here, contemporary evidence, like Henri d'Andeli's La bataille des 
sept arts , would indicate a little more interdisciplinary turmoil than we have been led 
to expect. This book implies that rhetoric was the ghost at the feast, particularly in 
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theology in which the classical copia rerum et verborum is the basis of a lot of theorising 
and model-building: take, for instance, Alexander of Hales early in the thirteenth cen- 
tury. The archive was maintained and enlarged by the medieval mania for com- 
mented texts. One of the important lessons this book has to teach is that evolution 
in theory come through the integumento, and the commentary. Part and parcel of com- 
mentary is the interpretation of authorities. All of our authors make it abundantly 
clear that canonicity of a text is no guarantee that it will be accorded unanimous inter- 
pretation. Indeed, unanimous interpretation would certainly have precluded evolu- 
tion of theory, and the values placed on parts of the archive were altered by the inter- 
pretation it was made to bear. On this issue there would have been considerable 
advantage in amplifying philosophical sources by drawing on the work of literary 
scholars and historians of medieval learning and society, like A .J. Minnis and Jacques 
Le Goff. A pity that there is so much academic writing these days that one tends to 
stay within one's own orbit. Yet I can only admire the richness of the bibliographies. 
My only other quibble is the matter of indexes: difficult as it is to compile, I feel the 
absence of a subject index. 

In essence the book is an accounting of where we stand in our knowledge of 
medieval language scholarship and its ramifications. I am not sure that the thrust of 
the book demands an introduction foregrounding grammatica speculativa : one of its 
major virtues is the sense it gives of people and argument in medieval academic life. 
It is a reminder that it is dangerous to approach the Middle Ages as if their intellectual 
and academic life operated within the same compartmentalisation as ours. The 
sequence of the articles must have taken much thought: its themes flow easily, and 
it gives an excellent picture of diverse and interdisciplinary study of language 
transcending discipline and faculty boundaries. It turns the reader's attention away 
from grammar to language. In all a book that places medieval language theories in 
perspective. 
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Es gibt philosophische Probleme, die auf den ersten Blick gar nicht als Probleme 
wahrgenommen werden oder irrelevant scheinen. Zu diesen Problemen gehört die 
Verwendung anaphorischer ( = rückbezüglicher) Pronomina. Denn fragt man, wie 
beispielsweise im Satz 'C.R. Hülsen hat ein spannendes Buch geschrieben; allen 
interessierten Lesern ist es zu empfehlen' das Pronomen 'es' verwendet wird, scheint 
die Antwort zunächst ganz einfach zu sein: Wir verwenden das Pronomen aus reiner 
Bequemlichkeit, weil wir den Ausdruck, auf den es zurückverweist, nicht wiederholen 
wollen. Das Pronomen kann aber jederzeit durch den vorangehenden Ausdruck (das 
sog. Antezedens) ersetzt werden. Eine solche Antwort hat eine lange Tradition; sie 
findet sich in der Port Royal Grammatik und wird auch in modernen Grammatikbü- 
chern zitiert. Doch die Probe aufs Exempel zeigt, daß die Antwort unzulänglich ist. 
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Wenn wir nämlich 'C.R. Hülsen hat ein spannendes Buch geschrieben; allen interes- 
sierten Lesern ist ein spannendes Buch zu empfehlen' sagen, ist nicht klar, daß allen 
interessierten Lesern genau jenes Buch zu empfehlen ist, das C.R. Hülsen geschrie- 
ben hat, und nicht irgendein spannendes Buch. Obwohl 'es' auf einen bestimmten 
Ausdruck zurückverweist, ist das Pronomen offensichtlich nicht einfach durch diesen 
Ausdruck ersetzbar. Wie ist dann die Verwendung des anaphorischen Pronomens zu 
verstehen? Hat es eine referierende Funktion, und wenn ja, worauf referiert es? Was 
zunächst ganz einfach schien, erweist sich bei näherer Betrachtung als ein ernst zu 
nehmendes Problem der Grammatik und der philosophischen Semantik. 

C.R. Hülsen zeigt in seinem spannenden Buch (es ist in der Tat allen interessierten 
Lesern zu empfehlen!), daß die mittelalterlichen Logiker und Grammatiker dieses 
Problem erkannten und scharfsinnige Analysen anboten. Hülsen beschränkt sich aber 
nicht darauf, die scholastischen Debatten, die meistens unter dem Stichwort suppositio 
relativorum geführt wurden, historisch-philologisch aufzuarbeiten. Er rekonstruiert 
diese Debatten unter systematischen Gesichtspunkten, indem er sie mit modernen 
Positionen (vor allem mit jenen von P. Geach und G. Evans) vergleicht und kritisch 
auswertet. Die Verbindung von historischem und systematischem Ansatz, die ja stets 
ein methodisches Risiko darstellt, scheint mir sehr geglückt zu sein. Sie gelingt dem 
Autor vor allem durch zwei methodische Schachzüge: 

Einerseits entgeht Hülsen der Gefahr einer überstürzten Modernisierung scholasti- 
scher Theorien, indem er sorgfältig den spezifisch mittelalterlichen Diskussionskon- 
text aufarbeitet und die Texte in diesem Kontext situiert. Im ersten Kapitel skizziert 
er das Verhältnis von Logik, Sprachphilosophie und Grammatik, wobei er sich vor 
allem auf Autoren des 13. Jhs. konzentriert. Im zweiten Kapitel analysiert er den 
Begriff des Pronomens und geht dafür auf die Grundlagen der spätantiken Gramma- 
tik zurück. Im vierten Kapitel untersucht er die verschiedenen scholastischen Bestim- 
mungen des relativum grammaticale und berücksichtigt dafür Texte der Grammatik 
ebenso wie solche der logischen (insbesondere terministischen) Tradition. Da die ent- 
scheidende Frage darauf abzielt, welche semantische Funktion ein relativum hat (und 
ein relativum ist wohlgemerkt nicht einfach ein Relativpronomen, wie der Autor über- 
zeugend nachweist, sondern jeder Ausdruck, der relativisch auf anderes verweist bzw. 
anderes in Erinnerung ruft), geht Hülsen in den Kapiteln fünf bis sieben ausführlich 
auf die Suppositionslehre ein, die diese Frage behandelt. Von diesen Kapiteln mit 
überwiegend exegetischem Charakter methodisch sauber getrennt ist das dritte Kapi- 
tel, in dem moderne Ansätze zur Analyse anaphorischer Pronomina dargestellt wer- 
den, sowie das abschließende achte Kapitel, das die mittelalterlichen und modernen 
Ansätze in Verbindung bringt. 

Andererseits entgeht Hülsen aber auch der Gefahr, die mittelalterlichen und 
modernen Diskussionen einfach zusammenhanglos nebeneinander zu stellen, indem 
er in den exegetischen Kapiteln immer wieder Parallelen zwischen den beiden Diskus- 
sionskontexten aufzeigt. So verdeutlicht er im ersten Kapitel, daß der moderne 
Grammatiker Cook-Wilson ebenso wie Robert Kilwardby und Siger von Brabant die 
Grammatik "intellektualisiert" (S. 18), indem er behauptet, daß sich die Grammatik 
nicht einfach mit Wörtern oder Wortklassen beschäftigt, sondern mit sprachlichen 
Symbolen des Denkens. Oder im zweiten Kapitel weist er nach, daß sich in der ano- 
nymen Ars Laureshamensis ebenso wie bei modernen Grammatikern und Semantikern 
die Auffassung findet, Pronomina würden zur Vermeidung von Wiederholungen ver- 
wendet (S. 63ff). Durch diese Vergleiche wird auf anschauliche Weise deutlich, daß 
sich mittelalterliche und moderne Autoren trotz terminologischer Divergenzen mit 
denselben Problemen beschäftigten und teilweise auch zu ähnlichen Lösungen 
gelangten. 

Die umfangreiche Studie enthält neben einer konzisen Darstellung von Bekanntem 
auch zahlreiche innovative Elemente. Ich beschränke mich darauf, auf jene aufmerk- 
sam zu machen, die mir am bedeutsamsten scheinen. 
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In historischer Hinsicht innovativ ist Hülsens Nachweis, daß eine der originellsten 
und einflußreichsten mittelalterlichen Analysen der anaphorischen Pronomina von 
Buridan stammt. In seiner "universellen" Regel (S. 220ff.) behauptet Buridan, ein 
solches Pronomen stehe nicht für alle Supposita des Antezedens, sondern nur für 
jene, für die der Teilsatz, in dem das Antezedens steht, verifiziert wird. Konkret heißt 
dies: In 'R.C. Hülsen hat ein spannendes Buch geschrieben; es ist allen interessierten 
Lesern zu empfehlen' supponiert 'es' nicht für alle spannenden Bücher, sondern nur 
für jenes, das den Teilsatz 'R.C. Hülsen hat ein spannendes Buch geschrieben' wahr 
macht. Der Autor weist nach, daß diese universelle Regel in Paris und in den mitte- 
leuropäischen Universitäten Wien und Prag rege rezipiert wurde. Im ausführlichen 
Appendix druckt er fünf Texte von Autoren aus diesem Milieu (Wende 14. /15. Jh.) 
in Edition und deutscher Übersetzung ab. Damit belegt er überzeugend, daß die 
sprachphilosophischen Debatten nach Ockham und Buridan keineswegs - wie ein 
weit verbreitetes Vorurteil nahelegt - erlahmten oder sich in Repetitionen erschöpf- 
ten. Es ist zu hoffen, daß die von Hülsen berücksichtigten Autoren (Bernard Berwart, 
Hugo Kym, Ludolf Leistermann und zwei Anonymi) noch weiter erforscht werden. 

In systematischer Hinsicht bedeutsam ist Hülsens Nachweis, daß Buridans Ansatz 
auch im Kontext der gegenwärtigen Pronomina-Theorien Aktualität besitzt. Nach- 
dem P. Geach in den frühen sechziger Jahren die Theorie entwickelt hatte, daß Pro- 
nomina wie gebundene Variablen funktionieren und keine Referenz haben (S. 78- 
81), rehabilitierte G. Evans in den siebziger Jahren die sogenannte Koreferenztheorie 
(S. 81-87). Auch anaphorische Pronomina (in Evans' Terminologie: E-Pronomina) 
referieren, und zwar auf diejenigen Gegenstände, die den Satz, in dem sein Anteze- 
dens vorliegt, verifizieren. Diese Erklärung weist eine verblüffende Ähnlichkeit mit 
Buridans universeller Regel auf, und Hülsen nennt Buridan daher zu Recht (wenn 
auch mit einigen Einschränkungen) einen "Pariser Vorläufer des Oxforder Evans" 
(S. 220). 

Wie jedes anregende, innovative Buch enthält auch dieses einige Punkte, die zu 
ergänzenden oder kritischen Bemerkungen Anlaß geben. Ein erster, eher grundsätzli- 
cher Punkt betrifft die Funktion und den Stellenwert der Bezeichnung ( significatio ). 
Hülsen geht zwar ausführlich auf die Suppositionslehre ein, einschließlich ihrer Ent- 
stehungsgeschichte, behandelt aber nur kursorisch die Bezeichnungslehre (einige 
Ausführungen S. 134-139). Dies scheint mir problematisch zu sein, weil nicht klar 
wird, was für eine semantische Relation die Bezeichnung ist. Auf S. 139 schreibt Hül- 
sen, bei Ockham, Buridan und anderen Logikern des 14. Jhs. sei significatio eine "pri- 
mär gegenständliche Beziehung", er erklärt aber nicht, wie diese Beziehung zu ver- 
stehen ist. Ist sie als Referenz oder Denotation (im Gegensatz zur Supposition auch 
außerhalb eines propositionalen Kontextes) zu verstehen? Wohl kaum, wie Hülsen 
auf S. 115 zu Recht festhält. Aber wie ist sie dann zu verstehen? Diese Frage bleibt, 
so weit ich sehe, unbeantwortet. Sie scheint mir aber von zentraler Bedeutung zu 
sein. Denn ein Ausdruck - auch ein Pronomen - kann nur dann eine personale 
Supposition haben, wenn er auch eine Bezeichnung hat.1 Also muß zur Beantwortung 
der Frage, wie ein Pronomen personal supponieren kann, zunächst die Frage geklärt 
werden, wie es überhaupt bezeichnen kann. Und zur Beantwortung dieser Frage 
müssen die erkenntnistheoretisch-psychologischen Aspekte der Bezeichnungslehre 
analysiert werden: Ein Ausdruck, der etwas bezeichnet, hat in der Tat eine "gegen- 
ständliche Beziehung" zu etwas, aber nur weil der Sprachverwender in einer 
Erkenntnisrelation zu dem Bezeichneten steht. Das heißt, der Sprachverwender muß 
eine mentale Vorstellung oder einen Begriff vom Bezeichneten haben, andernfalls 
kann er mit dem Ausdruck gar keine gegenständliche Beziehung herstellen.2 Dies 
scheint mir auch im Hinblick auf die Verwendung von Pronomina entscheidend zu 
sein. Diese können erst dann für etwas supponieren (wie auch immer die Supposition 
erklärt wird), wenn der Sprachverwender zuerst eine Vorstellung von dem gebildet 
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hat, wofür das Pronomen supponieren soll. Und für die Bildung einer Vorstellung ist 
ein Erkenntnisprozeß erforderlich. 

Eine zweite kritische Bemerkung betrifft Hülsens Interpretation der modi signifi- 
candi. Er wendet sich zu Recht gegen die Auffassung, diese Modi seien mit Freges 
Sinn identisch, behauptet dann aber: "Die modi significandi haben somit mehr mit der 
erlernbaren Bedeutung eines Ausdrucks, mit der konstanten Anwendungsregel zu 
tun." (S. 55-6) Diese Erklärung halte ich im Hinblick auf die Modisten des späten 
13. Jhs. für wenig hilfreich. Im Rahmen ihres Modells haben die modi significandi eher 
etwas mit den modi essendi zu tun: Zwischen bezeichnenden Ausdrücken und bezeich- 
neten Gegenständen besteht eine derartige Ubereinstimmung, daß jedem modus signi- 
ficandi auch ein bestimmter modus essendi entspricht. Die Lehre von den Bezeichnungs- 
modi geht daher nicht von sprachpragmatischen Überlegungen hinsichtlich der 
erlernbaren Bedeutung aus, sondern vielmehr von metaphysischen Annahmen. 
Jedem Bezeichnungsmodus, so lautet der Grundtenor dieser Annahmen, kann etwas 
in der bezeichneten Sache selbst zugeordnet werden.3 
Meine dritte Bemerkung, die sich eher auf die Sache selbst als auf Hülsens Inter- 

pretation bezieht, betrifft das Problem der demonstratio ad intellectum. Dieses Problem 
geht von folgender Frage aus: Worauf bezieht man sich mit einem Pronomen, wenn 
der Gegenstand, auf den man sich beziehen möchte, gar nicht mehr wahrnehmbar 
ist oder sogar nicht mehr existiert? Eine Antwort, die Thomas von Erfurt und andere 
mittelalterliche Autoren geben (S. 35-41), lautet folgendermaßen: In einem solchen 
Fall bezieht man sich lediglich auf einen gemeinten Gegenstand, nicht etwa auf einen 
unmittelbar präsenten Gegenstand. Doch eine solche Lösung scheint mir unbefriedi- 
gend zu sein. Zwar vermeidet man mit ihr das Problem der leeren Referenz, wie Hül- 
sen korrekt bemerkt (S. 36ff.), aber dafür handelt man sich das nicht weniger tücken- 
reiche Problem ein, daß man zwischen zwei Arten von Gegenständen unterscheiden 
muß. Denn was ist der bloß gemeinte Gegenstand im Gegensatz zum wahrgenomme- 
nen, präsenten? Ein Gegenstand mit einer besonderen intentionalen Existenz? Und 
wie verhält sich diese besondere Existenz zur realen Existenz? Die regen Diskussionen 
zum esse intentionale im frühen 14. Jh. (besonders bei Ockham und Adam Wodeham) 
zeigen, daß die Einführung eines "gemeinten" Gegenstandes einen Rattenschwanz 
von ontologischen Problemen nach sich zieht.4 

Meine kritischen Bemerkungen betreffen eher Detailprobleme, und sie verdeutli- 
chen, so hoffe ich, daß Hülsens äußerst kenntnisreiche Studie zu weiteren Fragen und 
Analysen anregt. Es ist zu hoffen, daß sie sowohl von Philosophiehistorikern als auch 
von systematisch arbeitenden Sprachphilosophen rezipiert wird. 

Göttingen Dominik Perler 

1 Ockham hält dies in Summa Logicae I, cap. 63 (Opera Philosophica I, S. 193) unmiß- 
verständlich fest. 
2 P.V. Spade sagt daher prägnant: "Signification is a psychologico-causal property 
of terms" ( The Semantics of Terms , in: The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , 
hrsg. von N. Kretzmann et alii, Cambridge 1982, 188). Zur erkenntnistheoretischen 
Dimension vgl. auch P. Schulthess, Sein , Signifikation und Erkenntnis bei Wilhelm von Ock- 
ham , Berlin 1992. 
3 Vgl. dazu die umfassende Darstellung in C. Marmo, Semiotica e linguaggio nella scola- 
stica: Parigi, Bologna, Erfurt 1270-1330. La semiotica dei Modisti, Roma 1994 (besonders 
Kap. 4.1). 4 Ich diskutiere diese Probleme in Intentionale und reale Existenz: eine spätmittelalterliche 
Kontroverse , in: Philosophisches Jahrbuch, 102 (1995), im Druck. 
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G. Binding & A. Speer, (eds.), Mittelalterliches Kunsterleben nach Quellen des 11. bis 13. 
Jahrhunderts , Friedrich Fromman Verlag - Günther Holzboog GmbH & Co., 
Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt 1993, 346 p. ISBN 3 7728 1538 3 

Again and again one has tried to find formulations of "aesthetics" in medieval 
treatises on the beautiful. Though it is generally known that aesthetics as such did not 
exist in the Middle Ages, Panofsky ( Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism; Abbot Suger on 
the Abbey Church of St. -Denis and its Art Treasures ), Eco (Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages) 
and Assunto (Die Theorie des Schönen im Mittelalter ), to name only three authors, suc- 
ceeded in finding some sentences or words that, in their opinion, could prove that 
something aesthetic existed at the time. To judge from the several editions these books 
enjoyed the idea of medieval aesthetics have stayed in the minds of the general public. 
Yet more specialistic medievalists have always felt somewhat uneasy about this, stress- 
ing instead the theological and ontological interpretation of medieval art objects in the 
Middle Ages. 

The book here announced contains eight essays on medieval authors, mostly 
philosophers, that, in the course of their treatises, come to speak of objects of art and 
architecture. Two of the chapters also contain new translations of an important 
specific text. A general chapter on the understanding of medieval art opens the book. 
It is the result of a symposium held in 1990/1 at Cologne University between members 
of the Philosophical and Architectural Institutes there. Their uneasiness concerned 
the fact that relevant medieval sources are mostly not read and interpreted in their 
actual context. They stress the need to read the texts in their integrity, not just in 
order to find something on aesthetics. Such an approach asks for philosophical and 
theological insight and also a great expertise in textual interpretation. And that is 
what is offered here. In most chapters it is concluded somewhere that a medieval 
aesthetic theory does not exist and that the real meaning of the relevant texts must 
be sought somewhere else. Thus also the word "aesthetic(s)" is left out of the title 
of the book, in its place we find ' 4 Kunsterleben", something like "art reception". 

The two last chapters deal with less philosophical texts, Gervasius' description of 
the fire and restoration of Canterbury Cathedral and the 11th-century description of 
the newly finished abbey church of Saint-Benigne. We have here exceptional texts and 
the most striking thing about them is the fact that the authors have great difficulties 
in finding words and phrases for the new things they saw. It is in such texts, rather 
than in philosophical treatises that we may begin to find something people in the Mid- 
dle Ages experienced when they saw man-made objects they thought were beautiful. 
In the field of fine art this has recently been confirmed by the stimulating article by 
Andrew Martindale, " 'There is neither speech nor language but their voices are 
heard among them' (Psalm 19, Verse 3, 16th century translation from the English 
Book of Common Prayer). The enigma of discourse concerning art and artists in the 
12th and 13th centuries", in: H. Beck & K. Hengevoss-Dürkop, Studien zur Geschichte 
der europäischen Skulptur im 12. /13. Jahrhundert , Frankfurt am Main 1994, 205-18. 1 

The book here reviewed is certainly to be recommended. It is a collection of closely 
argued, intricate, and in the end convincing essays on philosophical texts that deal 
with the beautiful. The best a reviewer can do in this case is to give the separate 
chapter headings: A. Speer, "Vom Verstehen mittelalterlicher Kunst"; N. Senger, 
"Der Ort der 'Kunst' im Didascalicon des Hugo von St. Viktor"; R. Kämmerlings, " Mystica arca. Zur Erkenntnislehre Richards von St. Viktor in De gratia contempla- 
tions' ' followed by a translation of De gratia contemplationis sive: Benjamin maior I, 3-6; 
H.P. Neuheuser, "Die Kirchenweihbeschreibungen von Saint-Denis und ihre 
Aussagefahigkeit für das Schönheitsempfinden des Abtes Suger"; G. Binding 
"Beiträge zum Architekturverständnis bei Abt Suger von Saint-Denis"; N. Senger, 
"Der Begriff ' architector' bei Thomas von Aquin"; F. Hentschel, "Robert 
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Grossetestes Brief De unica forma omnium im Spiegel kunsttheoretischer Interpreta- 
tionen" followed by a translation of De unica forma omnium ; B. Tammen, ' 'Gervasius 
von Canterbury und sein Tractatus de combustione et reparatione Cantuariensis ecclesiae 
and L. Keller, "Die Abteikirche Saint-Benigne in Dijon. Untersuchung der 
Baubeschreibung aus dem 11. Jahrhundert". 

Nijmegen H. Tummers 

1 See also very recently, Gesta , 34 (1995) with six articles on "The history of medieval 
art without 'Art'?". 
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